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CAPT WOOS FARMERS WITH SOPS

>>ht punjab p3

ROYAL COUPLE WELCOME THEIR FIRST CHILD — A BOY

Justices declare in one
voice: Chief is innocent

DIPLOMACY AND
DEFENCE POLICY
ARE NOT LINKED
NOW, SAYS SHAH

SC PANEL ‘No substance’ found in allegations; complainant says she is scared

n

Bhadra Sinha and Ashok Bagriya

no longer linked to its diplomatic policy, Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) president
Amit Shah said in an interview,
explaining how his party views
national security. “…diplomatically, India could boldly
present its views to other countries and at the same time strike
at the source of terror,”
he said.
Shah is convinced national
security, which his party has
made the centrepiece of its campaign, will find an echo among
voters. “Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi has assured 1.25 billion Indians that his government is committed to national
security, which is the topmost
priority of his regime —
whether it is taking tough decisions on Jammu and Kashmir or
being the most successful
government in handling
international diplomacy and
challenges.”

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

COMMITTEE FINDINGS

NEW DELHI: A three-member

in-house committee of Supreme
Court judges led by justice SA
Bobde on Monday unanimously
cleared Chief Justice of India
(CJI) Ranjan Gogoi of sexual harassment charges levelled by a
former court employee, in a decision that was criticised by several
leading lawyers for its lack of
transparency and process.
The proceedings were ex parte
(without the party concerned)
after the complainant walked out
of her third meeting with the
panel citing lack of procedure.
The committee submitted its
report to justice Arun Mishra,
but refused to share its findings
with even the complainant. It also
cited a 2003 judgement in a case
filed by lawyer Indira Jaising
seeking the report of an in-house
committee that looked into allegations of sexual harassment
against judges of the Karnataka
High Court. Jaising said on Monday that the judgment was before
the Right to Information Act and
“cannot have any application in
today’s time”.
The complainant, who said

shortstories
MAYAWATI HINTS
AT AMBITION TO
BE PM, MAY
CONTEST FOR LS
LUCKNOW: A comment by BSP
chief Mayawati on Sunday at an
event in Ambedkar Nagar, where
she appeared to hint at her prime
ministerial ambitions, has triggered unease among her opponents. Though she is not contesting the Lok Sabha elections, she
said, “if all goes well”, she might
have to. “If all goes well, I will
contest elections from here
because the road to national
politics passes through Ambedkar
Nagar,” she said at a rally in
support of party candidate Ritesh
Pandey in BSP stronghold. ››P9

~500cr NGT fine on
Volkswagen on hold
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
on Monday stayed an order of the
National Green Tribunal imposing
a fine of ₹500 crore on Volkswagen AG. The local unit of
Volkswagen was fined for allegedly damaging the environment
by using a so-called “cheat device”
in its diesel cars sold in India. ››P13

‘Lightning caused deadly
Russian crash-landing’
MOSCOW: The pilot of a Russian
passenger plane that erupted in a
ball of fire on the runway of
Moscow’s busiest airport, killing
41 people, said lightning led to the
emergency landing. Pilot Denis
Yevdokimov said the aircraft lost
communication and needed to
switch to emergency mode
“because of lightning”.
››P12

The three-member internal committee that was
probing allegations of sexual harassment
against Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi
on Monday took a unanimous decision to clear
him. The panel, which was set up on April 23,
“found no substance in the allegations”
COMPLAINANT REACTS

STATUS OF REPORT

The complainant in the case said
“gross injustice” has been done.
The woman said she planned to
consult her lawyer and decide
on the next steps

A notice by the office of the SC
secretary general said the report
“is not liable to be made public”.
Senior advocate Indira Jaising
has demanded its disclosure

According to people with knowledge of the
proceedings, justice Arun Mishra will now decide
on placing the report before the full court

WHAT
NEXT?

she was disappointed and
dejected by the report, has said
she will decide on her next step
after consulting her legal
advisers. According to people
familiar with the matter in the
Supreme Court who spoke on
condition of anonymity, justice
Mishra will now decide whether
the report should be placed
before the full court as the committee was set up by a full court’s

approval. The report was submitted to him because he is the senior
most judge to whom it can be (see
box).
In a statement, the SC secretary general said: “The in-house
committee (of Justice SA Bobde,
Justice Indira Banerjee and Justice Indu Malhotra) has submitted its report dated 5.5.2019, in
accordance with the in-house
procedure, to the next senior

Why was the report
sent to justice Mishra?
As per the in-house procedure,
the CJI constitutes inquiry
panels. In this case, since the CJI
was under the scanner, next
senior judge, justice Bobde, set
up the panel. He should have
been the judge to receive the
report, but as he was heading
the probe panel, according to
procedure, it should have gone
to justice NV Ramana. Justice
Ramana, however, had recused
himself from the proceedings
after the complainant
expressed her reservation over
his inclusion. The report has
now been sent to the fourth
senior judge, justice Mishra

judge competent to receive the
report and also sent a copy to the
judge concerned, namely, the
CJI.”
Justifying its stand on not
making the report public, the
statement by the secretary general’s office said, “The in-house
committee has found no substance in the allegations contained in the complaint date,
19.4.2019.”

13 students score 499 out of
500 in CBSE Class 10 exam
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Thirteen students,

including two from the region,
were ranked first with 499 out of
500 marks in the Class 10 Central
Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) board exams. The second
and third ranks were shared by 25
and 58 students, respectively.
Manya Jindal of St Xavier’s
School, Bathinda, and Divjot
Kaur Jaggi of Convent of Jesus
and Mary, Ambala, are the
national toppers from the CBSE’s
Panchkula region, while Siddhant Pengoriya, Divyansh
Wadhwa, Ankur Mishra, Vatsal
Varshney, Ish Madan, Apoorva
Jain, Shivani Lath from the Dehradun region, Yogesh Kumar
Gupta from Allahabad, Aryan
Jha and Taru Jain from Ajmer
and Bhavana N Sivadas from
Thiruvananthapuram are tied
with them with 99.8% each.
Manya, who wants to become a
cardiac surgeon, couldn’t believe
she had topped the nation. “I
checked my marks four times to
confirm my result. I was confident of a good result but never
dreamt of becoming a national
topper,” she said. Besides Divjot,
16, three students from Ambala
district got the second rank, scoring 498 marks.

n

National toppers Manya Jindal of St Xavier’s School, Bathinda, and
Divjot Kaur Jaggi of Convent of Jesus and Mary, Ambala. HT PHOTO

MEET THE TOPPERS
SIX FROM REGION AT SECOND SPOT WITH 498/500 MARKS
n Kaashvi Jain, PKR Jain Vatika

n Drishti Gupta,

Public School, Ambala
n Sakshi Saxena, Tagore
Public School, Palwal
n Rohan Batra, MM
International School,
Sadopur, Ambala

Bhawan Vidyalaya,
Panchkula
n Stuti Dixit, Modern Vidya
Niketan, Faridabad
n Priyanka, Convent of Jesus
and Mary, Ambala

EIGHT FROM REGION TIED AT RANK 3 WITH 497/500
Academy, Ballabgarh
n Pia Gupta, Amity Intl School,
Gurgaon
n Rishika Chaudhary,
Holy Child School, Barwala,
Panchkula
n Hiteshwar Sharma, Bhawan
Vidyalaya, Panchkula

n Disha, Bhiwani Public

School, Bhiwani
n Yatee Sukhani, Amity Intl

School, Gurgaon
n Apoorva Gulati, Little Angels

School, Sonepat
n Shridhar Vashishtha,

Kendriya Vidyalaya, Sec 31,
Chandigarh

CONTINUED ON P9

Modi is 56-inch boxer punching his
own, says Rahul at Bhiwani rally
Hardik Anand
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BHIWANI: Drawing on this Hary-

n

Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
at a rally in Bhiwani.

ana district’s fame as a hub of
boxing, Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi on Monday pulled no
punches in attacking Prime Minister Narendra Modi, taunting
him as “a boxer who punched his
coach LK Advani and flattened
the common man’s policies”.
“The boxer with 56-inch chest
came in the election ring amid
loud cheers from the public. However, instead of fighting farmers’
issues, corruption and unemployment, the boxer first punched his

own coach Lal Krishna Advani in
the face. (Boxer ring mein aayaa...
apne coach Advani ji ki taraf
dekha... ek ghoosa unke muh par
maara…),”said Rahul during
his poll rally here in support of
Congress candidate Shruti Choudhry.
“He then punched his other
team members Nitin Gadkari
and Arun Jaitley. The boxer then
came out of the ring and went
amidst the public to deliver
blows to small shopkeepers in
the form of GST and demonetisation. The farmers in the public
confronted him and reminded
him that he promised to fight for

them, but he punched the farmers, too,” added the Congress
president.
“In the five years of BJP government, the PM did not even
know what he was fighting
against. You (Modi) were not
supposed to fight the public of
the country. You were also not
supposed to fight the opposition.
You needed to fight unemployment and corruption but you
failed,” said Rahul.
He said the Congress’ Nyay
scheme will not only end poverty
but will also create a chain of
employment in the country.

>htworld p12

Shishir Gupta
letters@hindustantimes.com

PATNA: India’s defence policy is

FULL INTERVIEW ››P11

n

A paramilitary soldier at a deserted polling station at Pulwama’s Rahmoo village on Monday. Suspected
WASEEM ANDRABI/ HT
militants lobbed a grenade that exploded in the compound of the school.

Anantnag last leg: 2.8% polling
amid grenade attacks, clashes
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR : Violence marked the
last leg of polling in Anantnag
Lok Sabha constituency that witnessed a dismal turnout of 2.81%
on Monday.
Militants lobbed grenades at
two polling stations in Rahmoo
and Tiken in Pulwama district

even as clashes were reported in
neighbouring Shopian after the
voting concluded. There were no
casualties in both the incidents.
Jammu and Kashmir chief electoral officer Shalendra Kumar
said Shopian recorded 2.88%
polling and Pulwama 2.14%.
Kumar said Anantnag Lok
Sabha seat recorded 8.76 % voting in three phases.

Apart from grenade attacks,
nine incidents of stone pelting
were reported from different
parts of Shopian and Pulwama
districts, officials said.
Not a single vote was cast in
320 of the 1,250 polling booths in
the two districts, said poll official. Ladakh constituency, however, witnessed a brisk turnout
››P7
of 63.70 %.

India, China join hands on oil & gas
Rajeev Jayaswal and
Rezaul H Laskar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: India and China are

working closely on common
trade concerns, including cooperation in buying oil and gas,
against the backdrop of a US
squeeze through tariffs and
sanctions on Iranian oil imports,
officials with direct knowledge of
the matter said.

Efforts have been made by the
world’s second- and third-largest oil importers to find common
ground and energy cooperation
is one of the key areas where the
two sides can collectively bargain for better prices from producers, the officials added, asking not to be identified.
Following a visit to New Delhi
in March by Li Fanrong, deputy
chief of China’s National Energy
Administration, the two sides

created a joint working group on
oil and gas. This is the first institutionalised
arrangement
between the two sides to cooperate in energy though they have
several groups on issues such as
counter-terrorism and the
boundary dispute.
“A meeting between petroleum and natural gas secretary
MM Kutty and the vice minister
of China’s National Energy
Administration, Li Fanrong, was

held on March 26 in New Delhi to
discuss cooperation in the oil
and gas sector,” one of the government officials cited above
said.
A person familiar with thinking in official quarters in Beijing
said “both sides are closely discussing” cooperation in key
areas such as oil purchases. He
confirmed these issues had figured in the meeting between
Kutty and Li in March.

Political slugfest
erupts over Fani
relief and rescue
HT Correspondents
n

n Simran Sinha, Tagore

http://read.ht/JS4
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KOLKATA/MIDNAPORE: On Monday,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
had a pat on the back for Odisha
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik
and got into a spat with West
Bengal CM Mamata Banerjee,
both over cyclone Fani.
Analysts surmised that Modi
was reaching out to Patnaik,
whose Biju Janata Dal (BJD) was
once an ally of his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), and whose support he may need if his party
doesn’t cross the halfway mark
in the Lok Sabha on its own.
“Naveen babu has done good
planning. The central government will support and carry forward the initiatives,” Modi told
reporters.
But with polling still on in
West Bengal, where seven seats
went to polls Monday and
another 17 seats will go to polls
over the next two phases, the PM
and Banerjee exchanged harsh
words.
He called her “Speedbreaker
Didi” and she returned the
favour by calling him “Expiry
PM”.

mustread
LUDHIANA GANG
RAPE: CHARGES
FRAMED
Almost three months after
the Ludhiana gangrape case
wherein a woman in her 20s
was kidnapped and sexually
assaulted by six youths, the
court of additional district
and sessions judge Rashmi
Sharma on Monday framed
charges against five accused.
The sixth culprit, a minor, is
being tried separately. ››P5
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SBSNAGAR/AMRITSAR :Chief minis-

ter Capt Amarinder Singh on
Monday said the state government will allow the farmers in
Punjab to sow paddy a week
beforethescheduleddateofJune
20, as part of a string of sops he
announced to woo the farming
community.
Addressing a rally at Khatkar
Kalan, the native village of martyr Bhagat Singh, in Shaheed
Bhagat Singh Nagar district, the
CMalsoannouncedthatthePunjabStatePowerCorporationLimited (PSPCL) will pay compensation to those farmers whose crop
was damaged due to sparking in
the main electrical lines during
the recent rainfall.
The rally was held in support
of Congress’ Anandpur Sahib
candidate Manish Tewari, with
SBS Nagar being part of the Lok
Sabha constituency.
Pointingoutthataspecialcrop
loss assessment report was
already being preparedto assess
cropdamageduetorain,Amarinder said losses due to fire caused
by any other reason will be compensated from the CM’s relief
fund. “We will compensate each
and every farmer,” he said.
He claimed that his government would not allow any value
cut on the minimum support
price (MSP) by the Centre and
saidhehasalreadywrittentothe
Prime Minister on the issue and
would pursue it personally.
Amarinder said the state government will bear the electricity
bills of around ₹400 crore due to
early sowing of paddy.
‘CENTRE DIVERTED
4 LAKH GUNNY BAGS TO
HRY AT BEHEST OF SAD’
“We have been making arrangement for smooth procurement
processfor the lastthreemonths
but the BJP government at the
Centre diverted 4 lakh gunny
bagstoHaryana,wheretheirown
party is in power, at the behest of
AkaliDal whichwantsto encash
farmers’ anger for votes.
Referringtothe2015policefiring,hesaidpeoplehavebeenasking why former CM Parkash
Singh Badal andhis son Sukhbir
Badal have not been arrested so
far. “The fate of Badal and Sukh-

‘PM TOUCHED
NEW LEVEL OF
PETTINESS’
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SBSNAGAR: Chief minister

Amarinder Singh condemned Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for his
‘corrupt number 1’
remark against former
premier Rajiv Gandhi
and said that he has hit a
new level of pettiness.
“Modi must be
ashamed for making
such comments for a person who had sacrificed
his life and also because
there is a tradition in the
Indian society of not
speaking ill of a person
who is no more,” he said
the Khatkar Kalan rally.
“The PM has lost all
sense of decency during
his election campaign.
His remarks are outright
despicable,” he said. He
lambasted Modi for trying to take credit of the
surgical strikes in the
elections.
“Former PM Indira
Gandhi took a decision
that led to Pakistan’s
bifurcation but she
never took credit for it
and let the forces do
their duty,” he said.

birwillbedecidedbythecourtas
special investigation team (SIT)
will submit its report,” he said.
“The state will build a memorial for the Sikh revolutionaries
senttothegallowsorimprisoned
in the Cellular Jail in Andaman
and Nicobar,” he added.
Addressing the gathering,
Tewari said, “We developed the
‘kandi’areaasanindustrialzone
andwillspend morethan₹50,000
crore if the Congress came to
power at the Centre.”
‘HARSIMRAT DID NOTHING FOR PUNJAB, ONLY
CREATED PROBLEMS’
Addressing a rally at Jandiala
GuruinAmritsardistrict,theCM

Every vote to Cong
will amount to
sacrilege: Sukhbir

NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS

Ex-CM’s political adviser
banks on Modi magic

Farmer unions not
happy with move

HT Correspondents

Chief minister Amarinder Singh and Congress’ Anaandpur Sahib
candidate Manish Tewari during a rally at Khatkar Kalan village in
SBS Nagar district on Monday.
PARDEEP PANDIT/HT

n

Aneesha Sareen Kumar
n

aneesha.sareen@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Shiromani Akali Dal

(SAD) candidate from Ludhiana Maheshinder Singh
Grewal, 69, is banking on the
Modi factor in this Congress
stronghold where he is pitted
against party nominee and sitting MP Ravneet Singh Bittu.
The presence of Lok Insaaf
Party (LIP) candidate Simarjeet Singh Bains in the fray
makes it a triangular contest.
Maheshinder, a former cabinet minister who has also
served as adviser to the then
chief minister Parkash Singh
Badal from 2012 to 2017, was
elected from Ludhiana West
assembly segment in 1997 on
the SAD ticket.
Ludhiana has been a Congress stronghold for the past
one decade. While party candidate Manish Tewari was
elected from here in 2009,
Bittu emerged victorious in
the 2014 polls.

MUKTSAR: ChiefministerAmarinder Singh’s announcement to
allow farmers to sow paddy a
weekaheadofthescheduleddate
by has not down gone well with
the farmer unions of the state.
Termed the move “politically
motivated”, some farmer outfits
demanded sowing of paddy from
June 1. Sukhdev Kokri, general
secretary, Bharti Kisan Union
(EktaUgrahan)said,“Withdelay
in sowing, farmers not only face
problem at the harvesting stage
due to increased moisture level,
but it also hits timely sowing of
wheat crop. We have announced
to sow paddy from June 1 and we
demand continuous power supply for this.”
Boota Singh, president, BKU
(Dakoda) said, “It is result of our
struggle. Sowing of paddy from
June 1 can solve the problem of
stubble burning.”
“There should not be any
restriction on sowing of paddy
andthegovernmentshouldfocus
on diversification of crops,” said
Darshan Pal of Krantikari Kisan
HTC
Union.

FROM LAWYER
TO POLITICIAN
Born in 1950, Maheshinder
studied from the Government
College, Ludhiana, and later
did his LLB from the Law College, Dehradun, in 1974.
He became a lawyer and also
served as the president of Ludhiana District Bar Association.
After getting elected to Punjab Vidhan Sabha in 1997, he
was appointed a cabinet minister by the then CM Badal.
Maheshinder lost the
assembly polls twice in a row

MAHESHINDER SINGH
GREWAL, 69
Constituency: Ludhiana
Education: BA, LLB
Political debut: 1997 assembly polls
Electoral record:
Won the assembly elections in 1997
but lost in 2002 and 2007
Claim to fame:
Adviser to CM from 2012 to 2017,
held a cabinet rank

›

It was for the first
time that the
country retaliated
against Pakistan under
the leadership of
PM Modi.

MAHESHINDER SINGH GREWAL,
SAD candidate

from Payal constituency in
2007 and 2012.
He later served as adviser to
the CM from 2012 to 2017.
The SAD leader is trying to
woo voters in the name of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. “It was for the first time
that the country had retaliated against Pakistan. The
Modi government is committed to uplift marginalised sections of society,” he said during a rally.
‘CORRUPTION IS
IN CONG’S DNA’
Confident of his victory, he

FEROZEPUR SEGMENT

CM’s rally: Congmen
start touring villages
HT Correspondent
n

n

CARRYING CAPT HOME A Congress worker carrying a cutout of CM Amarinder Singh after a rally at
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT
Jandiala Guru near Amritsar on Monday.

onMondayslammedUnionminister and Akali Dal’s Bathinda
nominee HarsimratKaurBadal,
saying she had done nothing for
Punjabandinsteadcreatedproblemsforthestatebeingpartofthe
central government.
Earlier at the Khatkar Kalan
rally,heaccusedherof“running

away from the questions of people”.
TherallyatJandialaGuruwas
organisedinsupportofCongress
candidates from Amritsar and
Khadoor Sahib Gurjit Singh
Aujla and Jasbir Singh Dimpa.
In response to a complaint
about Schedule L drugs being

03

BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

Captwoosfarmers,sayspaddy
sowingtostartaweekinadvance
POLLS ON MIND PSPCL to compensate
those whose crop damaged due to sparking
in main electric lines; losses due to fire by
other reason to be paid from CM relief fund

punjab

sold at medical stores, he promised strict action.
“Ourgovernmenthasalready
announced 1,32,620 plots for
homelessfamilies.Asfarpathetic
watersituationinthestateisconcerned,cropdiversificationisthe
only solution,” the chief ministers said.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MUKTSAR:A day before chief ministerCaptainAmarinderSingh’s
rally in Fazilka, Congress’
Muktsar leaders on Monday put
upaunitedfaceandstartedtouring villages in support of party’s
Ferozepur nominee Sher Singh
Ghubaya.
Former MLAs Karan Kaur
Brar, Sukhdarashan Singh
Marar, accompanied by Jagjit
Singh Honey Fattanwala and
youth wing workers among oth-

ers, campaigned in Baja Mrar,
Wattu, Bhudimal and Sangrana
villages of the Muktsarsegment.
Addressing the workers,
KaranKaurBrarsaid,“TheSAD
is responsible for sacrilege of
Guru GranthSahiband it is high
time to teach them a lesson.”
JOSHAN CAMPAIGNS
IN JALALABAD
Ex-minister Hans Raj Joshan,
who earlier refused to support
Ghubayaterminghimaturncoat,
startedcampaigningforhimand
held meetings in Jalalabad.

says people are fed up of the
Congress government.
While he describes Simarjeet Bains a blackmailer, he
accuses Bittu of playing the
emotional card to seek votes.
“While Bittu’s grandfather
(former chief minister Beant
Singh) laid down his life for
the people ofPunjab, he (Bittu)
has only exploited the sacrifice,” he alleges.
Citing their poll affidavits,
Maheshinder also accuses
both Bittu and Bains of amassing huge wealth during their
political career. “Corruption
is in the DNA of Congress and
Bittu is no different. Bains has
admitted owning a toll plaza
and a sugar mill in his affidavit,” he says.
Maheshinder’s maternal
grandfather, Mohinder Singh
Sidhwan, was one of the
founding fathers of the cooperative movement in Punjab. He
was elected to the first House
of the Shiromani Gurdwara
Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC) in 1926.

FIR against Cong’s
Mofar for poll
code violation

MANSA: Thepolicehaveregistered

acaseagainstCongressleaderand
formerMLAfromSardulgarhAjit
Inder Singh Mofar for violating
themodelcodeofconductbyholding a public meeting at the dera of
Baba Dhyan Das at Jhunir without permission from the district
administration.
“TheFIRwas registeredonthe
recommendation of the election
commission and sub-divisional
magistrate,”saidMansaSSPGulneet Khurana. Sardulgarh SDM
Latif Ahmed said the party had
posted about a public meeting on
HTC
the dera Facebook page.

Cash, drugs, liquor
worth ₹275 crore
seized since poll
code in state
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Punjab chief elect-

n

Shiromani Akali Dal president Sukhbir Singh Badal addressing a
gathering at Bassi Pathana in the Fatehgarh Sahib segment on
Monday as party candidate Darbara Singh Guru looks on.
HT PHOTO

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMLOH (FATEHGARH SAHIB): Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) president
Sukhbir Singh Badal on Monday said “every vote for the Congress in Punjab amounts to sacrilege as the party has done
immense damage to the Panth”.
He also asked chief minister
Captain Amarinder Singh to
keep his word that Congress
ministers in Punjab will be
dropped from the cabinet and
MLAs will not be given tickets
in the next assembly polls if
they fail to ensure victory of
party candidates in their constituencies during the Lok
Sabha election.
The SAD president, who
addressed rallies in favour of
party candidate from Fatehgarh
Sahib Darbara Singh Guru, also
raked up Operation Bluestar,
1984 anti-Sikh riots and other

“Panthic” issues. “Any vote cast
in favour of the Congress in
Punjab would amount to a sacrilege as this would amount to
endorsement of the army action
on the Akal Takht,” he said.
“A vote for the Congress
would also be a vote in favour of
those involved 1984 massacre of
thousands of innocent Sikhs. No
Punjabi, no Sikh would commit
the sacrilege of voting in favour
those behind the 1984 killings
and demolition of the Akal
Takht,” said the former deputy
chief minister, who is contesting the Lok Sabha polls from
Ferozepur.
“Amarinder’s wife Preneet
Kaur will be a poor third behind
Akali Dal candidate Surjit
Singh Rakhra and sitting
MP Dharamvira Gandhi in
Patiala,” said Sukhbir, asking
chief minister to make a commitment that he would resign
after Kaur’s defeat.

oral officer (CEO) S Karuna
Raju on Monday said the
enforcement teams have seized
unaccounted cash, liquor, drugs
and valuables worth ₹275 crore
since the model code of conduct
came into force.
Giving details during a press
conference here, Raju said the
surveillance teams have seized
12.28 lakh litres of liquor worth
₹9.1 crore, 7,668kg of psychotropic substances amounting to
₹212 crore and valuables,
including gold and silver, worth
₹21.95 crore. The teams also confiscated ₹30.99 crore as unaccounted cash, he said.
The election commission was
keeping a watch on the distribution of liquor and the cash movement during the elections, the
chief electoral officer said, adding that special teams have also
been formed to keep a tab on the
supply of habit-forming drugs in
the state.
“Licences of four shops selling tramadol have been suspended and show-cause notice
has been issued to 17 shops,” the
CEO said.
He said the candidates will
have to advertise their criminal
antecedents on TV and in print
media thrice before May 17.
Pursuance of the directions
issued by the Supreme Court,
the election commission had
amended form-26 as part of the
nomination form, thereby mandating the candidates contesting parliamentary elections to
provide complete information
regarding the pending criminal
cases against them or cases in
which they have been
convicted, the chief electoral
officer said.
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htpunjab&haryana
Panchkula region’s pass
percentage goes up by 6%
CBSE CLASS 10 RESULTS At 93.72%, region ranks fourth in the country
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : A year after a steep

decline in pass percentage,
Panchkula region, comprising
Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir and
Chandigarh performed well this
year in the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)’s Class
10 results by improving its pass
percentage by six percent.
In 2018, a change in the evaluation pattern and paper leak controversy took a toll on the
region’s performance as it
recorded 87.65% pass percentage
against 98% registered in 2017.
As per the CBSE result
declared on Monday, the region
recorded an overall pass parentage of 93.72, a hike of little over 6%
against last year’s figure.
Panchkula region is ranked
fourth after Thiruvananthapuram (99.85%), Chennai (99%) and
Ajmer (95.89%) that has the highest pass percentage in the country. Experts say that last year,
the decline in pass percentage
was linked to two major factors—
one was the change in examination pattern that was returned to
annual examination marks system from grade-based continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE). Then there was a row
over leak of mathematics paper.
The board had later decided not to
re-conduct the paper following
internal deliberations and protest by students. This year,
schools adjusted well to new
exam pattern.
The number of compartment
cases in the Panchkula region
have also gone down from 26,000
in 2018 to 14,000 this year.
J&K HAS HIGHEST
PASS PERCENTAGE
As many as 2.54 lakh students
from the region appeared in
the Class 10 exam, of which
2.38 lakh students cleared the
exams. Jammu and Kashmir had
the highest pass percentage at
98.51% followed by Himachal
(97.28%), Haryana (94.18%), Punjab (93.85%), and Chandigarh
(84.05%). The girls performed
much better than the boys as
96.33% girls passed the exam
against 91.84% of boys. The Kendriya Vidyalayas in the region
have a better pass percentage as
compared to state government
and private schools. In KVs,
99.78% girls and 99.71% boys
passed the exam while pass percentage in private schools for
boys and girls was 92.24% and
97.35% respectively.

99.8%

99.8%

DIVJOT KAUR JAGGI

MANYA JINDAL

Convent of Jesus and Mary, Ambala Cantt
PARENTS: Father Savinder Singh is a property
dealer and mother Upinder Kaur is a homemaker
HOBBIES: Listening to music songs and playing
outdoor games
CAREER AIM: To become an IAS officer

St Xavier’s School, Bathinda

Success mantra: Focused more on self studies

PARENTS: Father Padam Jindal is a share market
advisor and mother Isha Jindal is a private tutor.
HOBBIES: Dancing
CAREER AIM: To become a cardio-surgeon
SUCCESS MANTRA: Stayed away from social
media and support from parents.

99.6%

99.6%

PRIYANKA

ROHAN BATRA

Convent of Jesus and Mary, Ambala Cantt
PARENTS: Father Rohita is the chief controller in
railways and mother Ritu Walia is a homemaker
HOBBIES: Quiz competitions, drawing, art

MM International School, Ambala
PARENTS: Father Manoj Batra is an engineer while
his mother Suclesh Rani is a PGT( PGT in Haryana
government)
HOBBIES: Playing Badminton, listening music
AIM: To become engineer after studying from IIT

AIM: To become an IAS officer
SUCCESS MANTRA: Break after every 30 minutes
of studying and restrict use of phone during exam
days

SUCCESS MANTRA: Focused on self study

> RAHUL GANDHI, Congress president, at Bhiwani rally

POLLDIARY
Lakshmi at voters’ doorstep

Cong made
India powerful,
claims Sharma

BJP’s cyber
warriors

AMRITSAR: Lakshmi Puri, wife of

BJP candidate from Amritsar
Hardeep Singh Puri, is campaigning door-to-door and is
wooing voters by raising
women’s issues. An Indian Foreign Service officer, Lakshmi, is
leading from the front by holding public meetings, starting as
early as 5am. While campaigning door-to-door, Lakshmi also
addresses women gatherings.
“Being a Union minister and
having a vision of making ‘New
Amritsar’ by 2022, only Hardeep Puri can bring a positive
transformation in the Holy

KARNAL: Countering BJP lead-

CLASSAPART

YOU (MODI) NEEDED TO FIGHT UNEMPLOYMENT
AND CORRUPTION BUT YOU FAILED

ers, who are giving credit to
Modi for the Balakot airstrike and making the country one of the most powerful
in the world, Congress candidate from Karnal, Kuldeep
Sharma claimed that India
was world’s fourth power
during Congress’s rule.
“India became the fourth
most powerful military and
economic power during Congress 70-year rule,” Sharma
said, addressing a rally in
Karnal. He also asked the
BJP to claim credit for violence during their rule.

CHANDIGARH: Teams compris-

n

ing volunteers and professionals of the saffron party in
Haryana are into a round-theclock war against its rivals.
All the candidates have their
own teams which primarily
relay the selected parts of
their rallies or addresses
online. Besides, there is a separate team to spread its
national and state leaders’
messages. They also instantly
counter the rivals’ badmouthing against BJP leaders
and launch a counter attack.
Currently on the social media
- by way of re-tweeting or liking or sharing on Facebook - is
the old video recordings of
Congress’ leaders in which
they made remarks against
CM Khattar. The BJP cyber
warriors also boast of successfully spiking the remarks of
rivals and lodging police case.

Lakshmi Puri, BJP

City. Punjab needs change on
all fronts, especially gender
equality, she says.

Audio clip to target Capt Amarinder
BATHINDA: Once a lieutenant of Captain Amarinder Singh, former

Talwandi Sabo MLA and Akali leader Jeet Mohinder Singh
Sidhu is targeting the CM while campaigning for Harsimrat
Kaur Badal, accusing him of failing to fulfil promises made to the
people during 2017 assembly polls. At Shekhpura village on Monday, he played an audio clip in which Amarinder swore to “Gutka
Sahib” to end the drug menace and also promised farm debt
waiver if voted to power.

Eco-warrior’s
green pitch
JALANDHAR: Environmentalist
Balbir Singh Seechewal on
Monday urged all political
parties to make environment
an election issue. Addressing
the media, the eco-warrior
said political parties should
take this initiative as a part of
the ongoing celebrations to
commemorate 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak.
“Parties should appeal their
supporters to contribute in
cleaning water bodies. They
should vow to implement the
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act,” he said.

AAP candidate’s
uncle joins SAD

‘Farak painda hai’: 6-minute
YouTube video making waves

BATHINDA: In a setback to Aam
Aadmi Party Bathinda candidate
Baljinder Kaur, her paternal uncle
Jaswinder Singh Zaildar joined
the Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) on
Monday. SAD candidate and
union minister Harsimrat Kaur
Badal welcomed Jaswinder into
the party fold at Jaga Ram Tirath
village.

NABHA: A YouTube video showing a domestic help convincing

a group of young men to drop their travel plan on the polling
day and cast votes is being widely shared on social media.
“Farak painda hai”, a six-minute video clip, has been written
and directed by 2012-batch Punjab Civil Service officer
Jashanpreet Kaur Gill. “My vote gives me the right to question the government,” is the motto of the video. Gill, who is
sub-divisional magistrate, Khumano, says: “I chose YouTube to upload the video as it is popular among youth. I am
glad that it is getting a good response.”

jibeoftheday

boastoftheday

Their (BJP) promises are like a bamboo —
very long but hollow from inside. The PM
will sink in his own wave of lies. It is a
guarantee. All the work remains
incomplete but the lies are complete.

I wear all FIRs against me as a badge of honour. They are proof
of my voice against corruption. Earlier, there were 13 FIRs
registered against me, now only eight remain, as I was either
acquitted or the cases were dropped. I am not afraid of police
action as I fight for the rights of the people.

Navjot Singh Sidhu, Punjab local bodies minister

Simarjeet Singh Bains, LIP candidate from Ludhiana

NEERAJ MOHAN,JATINDER MAHAL,SACHIN SHARMA, MANDEEP KAUR NARULA, RAJESH MOUDGIL AND MOHIT SINGLA

Priyanka, Rajnath,
Kejri in Hisar today
99.6%

99.4%

KAASHVI JAIN

APOORVA GULATI

PKR Jain Vatika Public School in Nasirpur
village
PARENTS: Father Pankaj Jain and mother Rupali
Jain run a wedding goods business
HOBBIES: Playing Basketball, drawing

Little Angels School, Sonepat
PARENTS: Father Sandeep Gulati is a businessman
and mother Aarti Gulati is homemaker
HOBBIES: Reading

AIM: To crack IIT-JEE exam
SUCCESS MANTRA: Work hard and don’t worry
about the result

AIM: To be a scientist
SUCCESS MANTRA: Devoted at least five hours a
day to studying

HISAR: Tuesday is set to be an
action-packed day with political
bigwigs of all major parties set to
descend upon Hisar to canvass
for their respective party candidates. While Priyanka Gandhi
will be addressing a gathering in
Old Government College
Ground, AAP chief Arvind Kejriwal will be addressing a public
meeting in Hisar in favour of JJP
leader Dushyant Chautala. Home
minister Rajnath Singh will be
addressing a public meeting at
Bhawani Khera assembly. HTC

Cong misleading people with
‘garibi hatao’ slogan: Khattar
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR : Haryana chief minister
Manohar Lal Khattar on Monday
said the Congress was misleading
people with promise to eradicate
poverty.
The party is coming up with
the ‘Garibi Hatao’ slogan again as
it could not drive away poverty
during its rule, Khattar said
while addressing an election rally

at Bhawani Khera of Bhiwani district in Hisar Lok Sabha constituency.Khattar said Prime Minister Narendra Modi understood
the pains of poor and started various schemes for their benefit.
The chief minister said the BJP
had launched a scheme for farmers under which the government
would bear the loss suffered by
them.
“The compensation paid to
farmers during the previous Con-

CONSTITUENCYWATCH

gress regime was meagre. I still
remember the days when the
farmers received just ₹10 or ₹20
for their crop loss. During the
BJP government, the farmers
have received cheques for Rs
12,000 and more,” he added.
The chief minister said the BJP
government had eliminated the
culture of middlemen and agents
by bringing transparency in the
working of government
departments.

KURUKSHETRA

Expect another fierce battle in the land of Mahabharata
3-WAY CONTEST The entry of INLD
supremo OP Chautala’s grandson Arjun
has spiced up the electoral battle
Neeraj Mohan
n

neeraj.mohan@hindustantimes.com

KURUKSHETRA: The battle of Kur-

ukshetra was being considered
a direct fight between Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP)’s Nayab
Saini and Congress’ Nirmal
Singh, until Indian National
Lok Dal (INLD) supremo OP
Chautala fielded his grandson
Arjun, making the power struggle more fierce and complex.
In all there are 24 candidates
in fray here, including 11 independents.
CASTE CALCULATIONS
HOLD THE KEY
With over four lakh Jat votes
and an equal number of OBC
votes, the seat is considered a
hotbed of caste politics.
But it is the two lakh Dalit, 1.5
lakh Brahmin and one lakh each
of Aggarwal and Punjabi community votes that are being considered a deciding factor.
Even though Jats are a majority here, Kurukshetra has never
elected a Jat MP. Most MPs
elected from here belong to the
Saini community, which is why
BJP replaced its rebel MP Raj
Kumar Saini with another Saini
and sitting minister Nayab
Saini.
The Congress is going with its
old guard Nirmal Singh as its
two-time MP and industrialist
Naveen Jindal backed out at the
last minute.
Despite being an outsider,
Singh is getting good support of
local Congress leaders with Jindal himself campaigning for
him.
The INLD too was eyeing four

lakh Jat votes when it fielded
Arjun Chautala from the seat.
Similarly, INLD’s offshoot Jannayak Janta Party (JJP), which
has an alliance with Aam Aadmi
Party, also played caste card by
fielding a Brahmin, Jai Bhagwan Sharma.
But Jai Bhagwan, a BJP turncoat, appears to be a lightweight
candidate in front of the
others.
All the mainstream party
contenders are contesting their
first Lok Sabha election except
Shashi Saini of the LSP-BSP alliance, who had lost her security
deposit in the last election from
Kurukshetra.
n

THE CHALLENGE
Retaining the seat may not
exactly be a cakewalk for the
BJP as party is facing criticism
from Jats for not taking action
against Raj Kumar Saini, the
most vocal critic of the Jat
quota.
Since INLD, JJP and Congress are eyeing Jat votes, the
BJP’s main focus is on the OBC,
Brahmin and Punjabi community votes. Even a division in Jat
votes may help Nayab, who is
the only OBC candidate among
the main contenders.
LOCAL ISSUES TAKE A
BACK SEAT
None of the candidates are looking at the local issues of people.
While the BJP is seeking votes
on national security, its opponents are busy criticising it.
“Every vote given to the BJP
will boost our national security,” Nayab Saini said addressing a gathering in Kurukshetra.

BJP candidate Nayab Saini addressing a roadshow and (right) INLD candidate Arjun Chautala campaigning in Kurukshetra.

HT PHOTO

KNOWTHECONSTITUENCY
ASSEMBLY SEGMENT
STATUS
Bharatiya Janata Party: 5
(Thanesar: Subhash Sudha,
Shahbad: Krishan Bedi,
Ladwa: Pawan Saini, Radaur:
Sham Singh Rana, Guhla:
Kulwant Bazigar

Kurukshetra

RESULTS OF LAST
THREE POLLS
HARYANA

Shahbad (SC)

Radaur
Ladwa

INLD: 1 (Pehowa: Jasvinder
Singh Sandhu. The seat fell Guhla (SC) Pehowa
vacant after Sandhu’s death)
Kurukshetra Thanesar
Congress: 1 (Kaithal: Randeep
Kaithal
Surjewala)
Pundri
Kalayat
Independents: 2 (Pundri:
Dinesh Kaushik)

On the other hand, Nirmal
focuses on targeting the
BJP.
“The BJP did not do anything
to fulfil its promises made in the

last election and now they are
seeking votes on the issue of
Pakistan,” he said during a rally
adding, “The BJP does not have
the courage to face the voters

2014: BJP’s Raj Kumar
Saini defeated Balbir
Singh Saini of the INLD
by 1,29,736 votes.

KEY CONTESTANTS

NUMBER OF
VOTERS

Nayab Saini: Saini, who is currently serving as the
minister of state for labour and employment, is
considered a close aide of CM Manohar Lal Khattar. He
is contesting his first LS election. Earlier, he had won
the 2014 assembly elections from the Naraingarh.

16,57,335

Nirmal Singh: Former minister and four-time
Congress MLA, Nirmal Singh is considered a close aide
of former CM Bhupinder Hooda. He found himself in a
controversy after he was booked in an attempt to
murder case after at the Kizrabad firing.

2009: Congress’
Naveen Jindal defeated
Ashok Arora of the
INLD by 1,18,729 votes
2004: Congress’
Naveen Jindal defeated
Abhay Chautala of
INLD by 1,60,190 votes.

and it is hiding itself behind the
valour of the Army.”
Arjun also is making emotional appeals to voters, terming
his candidature as a call of duty

Male:

8,82,798
Transgender:

Female:

12

7,74,525

and decision of his jailed grandfather.
“Your Arjun is fighting this
Dharam Yudh for you and it is
up to you how you would protect

Arjun Chautala: The youngest grandson of Indian
National Lok Dal supremo Om Prakash Chautala and
son of former leader of opposition Abhay Chautala,
Arjun is contesting his first election.

me from the Kauravas,” he tells
voters in Kaithal.
A
former
sarpanch
from Ladwa block, pleading
anonymity, said, “Last election,

we voted for Modi not for the MP
and he did not return. This time
again, they are seeking votes for
Modi, but about the problems of
people.”
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Maqsudan blasts: Chargesheet
filed against two J&K students
CONSPIRACY Accused, BTech students of a Jalandhar institute, were held in Nov
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: The National Investigation Agency (NIA) on Monday
filed a chargesheet in the Maqsudan blasts case.
The chargesheet has been
filed in the special NIA court,
Mohali, against Kashmir residents Fazil Bashir Pinchoo and
Sahid Quyoom, BTech students
of St Soldier College of Engineering and Technology, Jalandhar, under Sections 120B, 121,
121A, 122 and 307 of the IPC and
Sections 16, 18, 20, 23 of the
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act and Section 3 of Explosive Substances Act.
A cop was injured when four
low-intensity blasts took place
at the Maqsudan police station
in Jalandhar on September 14
last year.
A case was registered by the
Jalandhar police and later it
was handed over to the NIA for
investigation. Pinchoo and Quy-

n

A forensic team inspecting the blast spot at the Maqsudan police
HT FILE
station in Jalandhar.

oom of Awantipora in J&K were
arrested on November 8, 2018.
Investigation revealed that
on September 14, 2018, Pinchoo
and Quyoom, along with Rouf
Ahmed Mir of Tral, and Ummer
Ramzan of Pulwama carried out
the grenade attacks on the
police station to destabilise law
and order situation in Punjab.

While Pinchoo and Quyoom
were studying at the Jalandhar
institute, Mir and Ramzan had
reached Jalandhar from Awantipora a day prior to the blasts.
Investigations
further
revealed that Pinchoo, Quyoom,
Mir Ramzan targeted the police
station in association with Amir
Nazir Mir and Rasik Ahmed

Mir, both residents of Dadsara
village in Awantipora, under a
conspiracy hatched by Ansar
Ghazwat-ul-Hind (AGH), a
Kashmir-based terrorist outfit,
led by its self-styled chief Zakir
Rashid Bhat, alias Zakir Musa,
to target security installations
throughout the country.
As a part of this conspiracy,
Pinchoo and Quyoom had collected four hand grenades from
an unknown cadre of AGH near
Verka Plant in Jalandhar on
September 9.
On September 13, Mir and
Ramzan travelled from Kashmir to Chandigarh on an Indigo
Flight and thereon to Jalandhar
by road.
After the attack, all the four
left for Kashmir.
Three accused — Mir, Ramzan and Rasik Ahmed — were
killed during an encounter that
took place between the AGH
cadres and security forces on
December 22, 2018, in Awantipora.

Ex-MLA Jodhan
extends support to
Bhagwant Mann
SANGRUR: Former Kila Raipur
MLA and general secretary of the
Lal Jhanda Punjab Bhatta Mazdoor Union, Tarsem Jodhan, on
Monday extended his support to
Aam Aadmi Party’s (AAP’s) Sangrur candidate Bhagwant Mann.
Accompanied by leader of
opposition Harpal Singh
Cheema, Jodhan, while speaking
to media at Mann’s election office,
said he has not joined the AAP.
“But I will support Mann to defeat
the SAD-BJP candidate. If we
want to save this country from
hate politics, it is the need of the
hour to support the forces which
are fighting against PM Modi,”
Jodhan said.
“I am not associated with any
political party, but working for
the rights of brick kiln workers,”
he added.
However, Jodhan said he
would support candidates of
other parties in the state as well.
“We will extend our support to
particular candidates according
to the political significance of
their seats. On some seats, our
union is supporting Punjab Democratic Alliance (PDA) candiHTC
dates,” he added.

BAN BHATTAL
FROM POLL
CAMPAIGNING:
SAD (TAKSALI)

Over 30% candidates of 3 key parties
in Punjab have never been to college

CHANDIGARH: A day after former
chief minister Rajinder Kaur
Bhattal “slapped” a man after he
asked “tough” questions during
an election meet at Lehragaga,
Shiromani Akali Dal (Taksali)
leader and candidate from
Anandpur Sahib constituency
Bir Devinder Singh on Monday
demanded her to be banned from
election campaigning.
“I wonder why politicians do
not understand that people have
every right to ask their leaders
about their performances.
Rather than answering their
queries with logic and patience,
Bhattal chose to snub the young
man with a slap,” Bir Devinder
said in a statement issued here.
He said it was shocking that
neither the Election Commission of India nor the local administration took cognisance of the
incident. “The EC should immediately debar Bhattal from campaigning in these elections,” he
said.
Bir Devinder also requested
the EC to withdraw the “excessive and inessential” security
HTC
cover given to Bhattal.

BATHINDA: More than 30% candi-

Total candidates:

dates of the three key political
parties in the electoral fray in
the state have educational qualification of Class 12 pass or less.
There are 39 candidates of the
Congress, Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) and Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) in the contest from 13 Lok
Sabha seats in Punjab. A scrutiny of the affidavits submitted
before the election authorities
revealed that a candidate never
went to school whereas another
one in the race to become a lawmaker has studied up to primary level only.
Thirteen candidates have
studied up to Class 12, including
one having done the ‘Giani’
course. The Congress and the
AAP have fielded six undergraduate candidates each. Official sources say there is no minimum qualification to contest
the parliamentary polls.
As per election papers, Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) candidate
from Faridkot (Reserved) seat
Gulzar Singh Ranike is barely
‘literate (able to read and
write)’. A prominent Dalit face

No of candidates
studied up to Class 12:

13

Graduates:

11, including five LLBs

Vishal Joshi
n

vishal.joshi@htlive.com

sess LLB degrees. There are 12
postgraduate degree holders,
including AAP candidate from
Bathinda Baljinder Kaur, who
has an MPhil degree.
AAP’s Ludhiana candidate
32-year-old Tejpal Singh Gill is
the only one with a PhD degree.

Varied degrees of literacy
39 (Congress, SAD and AAP)

PG degree holders:

12, including one MPhil and two MBAs

PhD:

One

Diploma holders:

Two

of the Akali Dal, Ranike was a
minister in both tenures of
Parkash Singh Badal as chief
minister.
Congress candidate from the
same constituency Mohammad
Sadique, an eminent Punjabi
folk singer, has studied up to
‘primary’ level.
The grand old party’s candidates from prestigious Bathinda
seat Amrinder Singh Raja Warring and its Ferozepur nominee
Sher Singh Ghubaya are just
matriculate.
Congress candidates Gurjit
Singh Aujla (Amritsar) and
Ravneet Singh Bittu (Ludhiana), who are also the sitting
MPs from Amritsar and Ludhiana, respectively, are Class 12

passout. Party’s nominee from
Sangrur Kewal Singh Dhillon
has mentioned ’BA-1’ as his
highest educational qualification.
AAP candidates Kuldip Singh
(Amritsar); Bhajan Singh
(Anandpur Sahib); Bandeep
Singh ‘Bunny’ Dullo (Fatehgarh
Sahib), Peter Masih (Gurdaspur); Manjinder Singh (Khadoor Sahib) too have studied up
to Class 12.
Stand-up comedian Bhagwant Mann, who is seeking
re-election from Sangrur, has
mentioned ’BCom-1’ as his highest educational qualification.
Of the 39 candidates of three
main political parties, only five
are graduates and as many pos-

5 booked for setting ripened wheat on fire
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR:Five persons have been

booked for allegedly setting a
wheat field on fire in Saisra
Kalan village under Jhander
police station, police said on
Monday.
The accused have been identified as Kulbir Singh, Raju, Jaspal
Singh, Harjit Singh and Dilbagh
Singh of the same village. As per
the police, the fire gutted the
crop spread over in six acres of
land.
The case has been registered
on the complaint of the victim
farmer, Mohinder Singh. He said
he owns six acres of land which
he been given on lease to Gurmeet Singh and Hardev Singh.
“On April 30, I along with Gurmeet and Hardev were harvesting wheat when the accused
reached the field and stopped us
from harvesting the crop. Later,
a mutual compromise was
struck between us and the
accused in Jhander police station.”
He said, “However, on Sun-

PROFESSIONAL
DIPLOMA HOLDERS,
DOCTORS
Sitting Bathinda MP Harsimrat
Kaur Badal has a diploma in textile designing and actor Sunny
Deol, who is the BJP candidate
from Gurdaspur, is the only contestant having a diploma in acting and theatre from the prestigious The Old Rep Theatre at Birmingham in the UK.
Three candidates have studied medicine. Two candidates in
the electoral fray from Hoshiarpur (Reserved) — Ravjot Singh
is an MD (medicine) and Dr Raj
Kumar Chabbewal of the Congress is an MD (radio diagnosis).
Congress candidate from
Fatehgarh Sahib seat Amar
Singh is the only candidate with
inter-disciplinary degrees. This
retired IAS officer is an MBBS
and also possesses a PG degree
in economics.

punjab/haryana

26-year-old fires
at woman, kills
self in Jalandhar

05

Ludhiana
gangrape: Charges
framed against
five accused
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindudstantimes.com

JALANDHAR: A 26-year-old man
opened fire on a woman before
killing himself with the same
revolver at an automobile store
here on Monday afternoon,
after reportedly being upset
about his relationship with the
woman, police said.
The woman is said to be in
critical condition.
The deceased, identified as
Manpreet Singh, is resident of
Kartarpur.

ACCUSED USED TO
WORK AS SALESMAN
The accused was working as a
salesman at Lovely Autos in
Kartarpur, when he came in
contact with the woman as he
visited the Jalandhar office frequently.
Six months ago, Manpreet
had left the job and started
working at a Hyundai showroom in Kartarpur.
The incident has raised a
question over security of
employees at Lovely Autos as
the accused entered the showroom with a revolver and later,
on the second floor, opened fire
on the woman.
Police said it is yet not clear
whether the accused followed
the woman to the second floor or
she called him to the place, as
she was working as an insurance billing agent on the ground
floor.
As per the information, the
accused fired twice — once at
the woman’s head and one in
her arm, before shooting himself with .32 bore revolver.
Following the incident,

POLICE SAY IT IS YET
NOT CLEAR WHETHER
THE ACCUSED
FOLLOWED THE WOMAN
TO THE SECOND FLOOR
OF THE AUTOMOBILE
SHOWROOM OR SHE
CALLED HIM
co-workers rushed the woman
to the civil hospital, after which
she was shifted to a private hospital due to her critical condition.
SUICIDE NOTE
RECOVERED
Police have recovered a suicide
note from Manpreet’s pocket in
which he stated, “I am responsible for this killing. We loved
each other but few days ago she
used harsh words that I couldn’t
tolerate, which forced me to
take this extreme step.”
As per the police, the accused
used a .32 bore revolver in the
crime but it is still not clear how
he got access to the weapon. It
has also raised a serious question over the functioning of the
police, as
currently tight
security has been deployed
across the city due to ongoing
Lok Sabha elections.
Jalandhar police commissioner Gurpreet Singh said
their colleagues at the shop said
that the accused had entered the
canteen on the second floor and
asked the woman to talk to him
privately, but she refused. “He
then opened fire on her, after
which he killed himself,” he
added.

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Almost three months

after the Ludhiana gangrape
case wherein a woman in her 20s
was kidnapped and sexually
assaulted by six youths, the
court of additional district and
sessions judge Rashmi Sharma
on Monday framed charges
against five accused.
The sixth culprit, a minor, is
being tried separately by a juvenile court.
After hearing arguments of
both the prosecution and
defence counsel, the court
framed charges against five
accused under Sections 376 D
(gangrape), 342 (wrongful confinement, 384 (extortion), 354 B
(assault), 279 B (rash driving),
364 A (kidnapping) and 397 (robbery) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC).
The court has adjourned the
case to May 15 when the trial
will begin.
The police had on April 4 filed
the chargesheet against Saif Ali,
Ajay, Sadiq Ali, Surmu, and Jagroop Singh, and attached a list of
54 witnesses in the case.
They will file a separate chargesheet against the minor
accused in a juvenile court.
The victim, a student of cosmetology, and her male friend
had to go through a traumatic
experience on February 9 night
after the accused kidnapped
them and held them hostage
near a Ludhiana village.
She was gangraped at a
vacant plot, while her friend
was physically tortured. The
accused had also demanded ₹2
lakh from their friends to
release the victims.

Driver held for
setting kiosk on
fire in Gurugram
GURUGRAM: The police, on Mon-

n

Wheat field on fire in Saisra Kalan village in Amritsar.

day, when we began harvesting
the wheat, the accused once
again reached there and set our
field on fire, gutting wheat and
husk.”
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Jagbir Singh said, “There was a
dispute over the land and the

accused wanted to grab the land
by intimidating the victim. On
the complaint of Mohinder
Singh, a case under Section 435
(mischief by fire or explosive
substance with intent t o cause
damage to amount of one hundred or (in case of agricultural

HT PHOTO

produce) ten rupees), 427 (punishment for mischief causing
damage to the amount of fifty
rupees), 506 (punishment for
criminal intimidation), 120-B
(criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) has been
registered against the accused.”

day, arrested a man for allegedly
setting fire to a cigarette kiosk in
IMT-Manesar on May 4, an incident that left the 58-year-old
kiosk owner battling for his life
with 80% burn injuries.
Manesar DCP Rajesh Kumar
said the accused man, identified
only by his first name Kanhaiya,
was arrested late on Sunday
night. He works as a tempo driver
and was arrested from a tempo
stand in Sector 7 near Baskushla
Chowk.
“During questioning, he confessed that he had burnt the victim’s kiosk to exact revenge after
a dispute over non-payment of
cigarettes,” the DCP said, adding
that the accused was produced in
district court and sent to judicial
custody. On Monday, the police
also added Section 307 (attempt to
murder) to the FIR registered
against the accused after getting
feedback from doctors treating
the victim, Abdul.
HTC
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spiceoflife

Game of Thrones versus we the people
Pallavi Singh

“LOOK AT WHAT THEY
HAVE ACHIEVED WHILE
ALL I DO IS SHOP FOR
THE HOUSE, PLAN
MENUS, HARANGUE
THE SERVANTS!”

I’

n

The free community kitchen on the Tarakote Marg on way to the cave shrine in Jammu.

HT PHOTO

Special centre at
Vaishno Devi to
thwart terror strikes
SAFETY MEASURES 140 HD cameras are being installed
to keep watch on yatra track, cave shrine round the clock
Ravi Krishnan Khajuria
n

and human reader cameras to
have a precision count of pilgrims. These technologies will
improve our tracking and
enforcement aspect,” he said.
The CEO said recent attacks on
religious places in New Zealand
and Sri Lanka were deliberately
carried out to create communal
disharmony. “India being a secular country cannot afford such
attack,” he said.

ravi.khajuria@htlive.com

KATRA: Shri Mata Vaishno Devi

Shrine Board (SMVDSB) has
decided to set up a ‘common incident command centre’ at Katra to
thwart any terror strike.
The common incident command centre’ is a standardised
approach to enable effective and
efficient incident management by
integrating a combination of
facilities, equipment, personnel,
procedures, and communications operating within a common
organisational structure.
The world famous cave shrine
that attracted 85 lakh pilgrims in
2018 and seven lakh in April this
year has always been on radar of
terror outfits.
SMVDSB chief executive officer (CEO) Simrandeep Singh said
around 140 high-definition pantilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras would
also be installed along the yatra
track and in the cave shrine to
keep a check on suspicious elements round-the-clock.”
Recently, the CRPF deployed
two battalions in Katra and
shrine area to fortify the famous
pilgrimage centre.
“Police are also there. We have
a picket of the army but that is for
sharing information only,” said
Singh.
“Our role is necessarily to
assist these security agencies. We
want to enhance technology in a
major way to deal with the security challenge. When we say technology, we mean round-the-clock
surveillance of the entire yatra
track from Katra to Bhawan and

n

Vaishno Devi shrine board
CEO Simrandeep Singh

the shrine area through PTZ cameras. We have floated a tender
four days ago for the purpose. We
will soon come up with a common
incident command centre in
Katra,” he added.
“These cameras will be monitored jointly at the command centre by the CRPF, state police and
the shrine board. It will be a big
leap forward to secure the pilgrimage centre,” said Singh.
He said once in place, the command centre would be able to
monitor all suspicious movement
and pass on the information in
real time to security agencies.
“It will not only strengthen the
security grid but also check gangs
of thieves that come here during
the peak season.
We expect this centre to come
up within seven to eight months
or at the most in a year at Katra,”
said Singh.He said the shrine
board would not be relying upon
internet and would have its own
system that would work in all
weather conditions.
“We are working on it. It would
be a web of cameras. We are also
thinking to have bar code readers

htclassifieds
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
HOME TUITION Maths/ Science
7th to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed, experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, SASHI Wala Spouse of Satish
Kumar Resident of Vill. Kartoli, PO
Ramgarh Sikri, Teh. Mukerian, Distt.
Hoshiarpur (PB.) have changed my
name from Sashi Wala to Shashi
Bala vide Affidavit dated 18.02.2019
before Executive Magistrate
Talwara.

I, BALWINDER Kaur W/o Ajit
Singh, Resi # 2126, Sector 37-C,
Chandigarh have changed my name
from Balwinder Kaur to Manpreet
Kaur both are same person. Please
note.

I, RAMANJIT Kaur W/o Raghvir
Singh, Vill Mohammad Nagar Teh
Malerkotla, Sangrur, changed my
name to Ramanjeet Kaur.

I VARINDER S/o Sh Tarlochan
Singh,R/o 269,Phase-3A,SAS
Nagar(Mohali)do hereby declare
that I have changed my name from
Varinder to Varinder Singh. Pl Note
for all future purpose.

I, JAI Chand S/o Late Jaimal Ram,
Village Beri Wala, Tehsil and Distt.
Fazilka, declare that I known by
both names Jai Chand and Jai Chand
Kamboj.

I, SANTOSH Kumar Shukla R/o
Shahpur Gorakhpur Have Changed
Name of my minor son's from
Shubhang Shukla to Abhyuday
Shukla.

I BHARAT Bhushan Sadhra S/o
Shashi Bhushan Sadhra R/o # 2673
Sector 40-C, Chandigarh have
changed my minor daughter's name
from Radha to Radha Sadhra.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, SANTOSH Rani W/o Jai Chand,
Village Beri Wala, Tehsil and Distt.
Fazilka, declare that I known by
both names as Santosh Rani and
Santosh Kamboj.

PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given
by ABC Sites Pvt. Ltd, SCO 1&2,
Charanji Enclave, Lohgarh Ambala
Road Zirakpur through its director
about lost of three original Registries vide Vasika No. 8878, 8891 and
8894 all dated 30.03.2007 falling in
"Raksha Business Centre", Zirakpur
in the name of M/s ABC Sites Ltd
and FIR/ DDR has been duly lodged
in respect of all three Vasika with
the concerned Police Station. It is
further stated that company wishes
to create charge/ mortgage on the
above said Vasika's for availing
certain loan/ credit facilities from
State Bank of India, Industrial Estate
Phase-I, Chandigarh branch code
001508.

m consumed, as are millions in India and the
world! There is a deep
bond that exists between us,
something that is capable of
making friends out of strangers
and even initiating intense conversations between unknown
people at parties and at work.
We have all been living in
feverish anticipation as this
year began, waiting for the final
season of the American behemoth, Game of Thrones, conceptualised by David Benioff,
DB Weiss and written by the
brilliant George RR Martin.
For the uninitiated or those
living under a rock for the past
decade, Game of Thrones is an
eight-season wonder on television inhabited by wildlings,
dragons, a maverick dwarf, feudal lords, castrated slaves,

FREE COMMUNITY
KITCHEN TO START
THIS WEEK
The Shrine Board is all set to start
a free community kitchen for pilgrims anytime this week.
“Primarily, we had been running bhojanalayas on no profit
basis but we have been getting
regular request from pilgrims to
start a free community kitchen.
After studying famous models
at Tirumala Tirupati
Devsthanam, Khatu Shyam,
Radha Soami Satsang Ashram
Beas, Shirdi shrine and Golden
Temple, we decided to convert the
spacious bhojanalaya on new
Tarakote Marg into a free community kitchen. It can cater to
nearly 200 pilgrims in one go,”
Singh said.
“It will work round-the-clock
and we expect the expenditure to
be less than Rs 5 crore per
annum,” he said, adding that the
kitchen would be run on pilgrims’
donations.
“Our website will soon have all
the details,” he said. If we get a
good response, we may convert
more bhojanalayas into free community kitchens,” he added.

kings and queens embroiled in a
terrifying and bloody war for
the Iron Throne. It has all ingredients for a Hollywood or Bollywood potboiler and more!
Incest, palace intrigues, political murders, sexual violence,
blood and gore. The sheer scale
of the numerous battlefields and
battles, a flawless cast, superb
getups and awe-inspiring settings filmed in the hitherto
unseen and exotic landscapes of
Iceland, Dubrovnik, Ireland and
Morocco are enough to take
your breath away. The auda-

cious plotline, unexpected
twists and bone-chilling verbal
duels keep you on the edge,
hanging on to every word and
action. The crew and superbly
talented cast have been part of
the show from its infancy to
today, in the final season. Many
were teenagers when it began
and have grown up along the
way. They have all been through
their personal trials and tribulations, experienced fame and
tragedy, but the one constant in
their lives has been the character they portray in the series.
When this final season got
underway and I watched interviews of the actors and discussions on the future of the storyline, a niggling feeling of dissatisfaction began gnawing at me.
As I marvelled at the bold and
novel concept, which has literally changed the world of television on its head by showcasing

such a fantastic range of ingenuity and imagination, a tinge of
envy accompanied it.
What have I been doing while
these supremely lucky and fortunate people have been traversing the continents, earning
millions, donning unimaginably outlandish costumes and
mouthing powerful dialogues in
strange dialects?
Feeling extremely dissatisfied with my boring and drab life
in comparison, I sulked for a
while and then eventually
threw a little tantrum in front of
my husband. He, as would have
it, still fumbles over the names
of nieces and nephews but is a
veritable knowledge chest as far
as the confusing antedecents of
the various characters in the
series are concerned. He can
rattle off mind-boggling details
of their relationships and familial connections anytime.

letterstoeditor
NEED DIALOGUE,
NOT MONOLOGUES
Union minister and Akali candidate from Bathinda Harsimrat
Kaur Badal refused to allow a
voter to raise a question at an election meeting. As if this was not
enough, former chief minister
Rajinder Kaur Bhattal allegedly
slapped a 33-year-old postgraduate engineer, when he, in a public
meeting, asked her what she had
done for his village in the last 20
years. These two leading ladies of
Punjab have confirmed by their
behaviour that they care a fig for
the concerns of the electorate.
Such individuals need to be shown
the door. It appears that our PM’s
style of one-way discourse is taking roots in our polity which is
dangerous for democracy.
Amarjit Singh Josan,
Mohali

HOW FREE AND
FAIR ARE ELECTIONS?
This refers to the report ‘Sixth
clean chit for PM in poll code
case’ (May 5). It is now clear that
ECI has made the PM Modi and
BJP president Amit Shah
immune from poll violations.
Our largest democracy has been
reduced to a farce. Let the PM
gag the media, or make TV channels his propaganda machines,
but it won’t influence people any

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU : A BSF officer and two

civilians were injured as Pakistani army resorted to heavy
mortar shelling and small arms
firing targeting forward posts
and villages along the
Line of Control (LoC) in Mankote
and Krishna Ghati sectors of
Jammu and Kashmir’s Poonch
district on Monday, officials said.
“At around 2:45pm, Pakistan
initiated unprovoked firing of
small arms along the LoC in

n

pallavisingh358@gmail.com

The writer is a Jalandhar-based
freelance contributor

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
more. By acting with bias and
ignoring serious poll code violations by PM Modi, the EC has
damaged its reputation. How are
elections free and fair when the
PM violates election code of conduct? The language used by Modi
against his opponents is most
unbecoming for a PM. Let the EC
and TV channels do their best to
promote Modi, it is people who
are the real judges and they will
do full justice.
Capt Amar Jeet Kumar,
Mohali

II
This refers to editorial ‘The EC
cannot be so selective’ (May 6). To
ensure a level-playing field for all
parties, the Election Commission
is expected to enforce the model
code of conduct. Undoubtedly,
the EC acted against many political leaders regarding violations,
but gave clean chits to Narendra
Modi and Amit Shah, keeping
them above the law of the land.
This action amounts to doubt
over the integrity of this exalted
office. To curb such a tendency,
EC members should be appointed
by the president on the advice of a
committee comprising the PM,
leader of the Opposition and CJI
and no EC official should get any
appointment after retirement.
SK Khosla, Chandigarh

BSF officer, 2 civilians
hurt as Pak violates
truce in J&K’s Poonch
HTC & Agencies

One evening as he was unassumingly going through the
newspaper, I flopped down on
the sofa and whined, “My life is
about as exciting as that of a
snail lying under an ancient
piece of moss! Look at these people! Look at what they have
achieved while all I do is shop
for the house, plan menus,
harangue the servants and on a
lucky day, go out for dinner!”
Taken aback by my uncharacteristic outburst, he gently
seated me down, handed me a
glass of wine, put on the first episode of GoT on Hotstar and
grinned, “Every human being
has their work set out in life. Let
them do theirs and let us do
ours. This brilliant effort would
amount to nothing if not for us,
an appreciative audience.”

Krishna Ghati sector. The army
posts are retaliating strongly,”
defence spokesperson Lt Col Devender Anand said. Two civilians— Maqsood Ahmed and
Ashiq Hussain— were injured in
the shelling, officials said. In
Mankote, a sub-inspector of the
BSF was injured in shelling by
Pakistan troops, the officials said.
On Sunday, a commanding
officer, Colonel Aditya Singh
was injured in Krishna Ghati sector of Poonch in Pakistani
shelling, while a 25-year-old porter suffered splinter injuries.

VOTERS SHOULD
BE QUALIFIED TOO
While lamenting the degeneration in Indian politics, Shashi
Shekhar’s article (May 6) has
skirted the real reason behind
the current state of affairs. The
real culprit is our faulty electoral
system which values an illiterate
person’s vote keeping it on a par
with that of an educated voter.
That’s why we have a democracy
but not a real one. The makers of
the Constitution failed the
nation by not prescribing a minimum educational qualification
to be an eligible voter as well as a
candidate. A voter, who cannot
read anything written on his
voter ID card, cannot make the
right choice.
AK Sharma, Chandigarh

PATNAIK GOVT IN ODISHA
SHOULD BE LAUDED
The Odisha government has set
an example on how to minimise
casualties in the face of an
extreme natural calamity. The
government’s preparedness in
evacuating and sheltering
millions of people, the Indian
Meteorological Department’s
accurate forecast and with
the teams’ readiness, the casualties have been successfully
minimised by international
standards. Communication,

shelter, food and water and
healthcare measures have
been exemplary. CM Patnaik
needs to be lauded for his leadership and unflinching dedication
towards his people.
Sanna Singh

STOP PREACHING OTHERS,
MR AKSHAY KUMAR
It is very surprising and disheartening to note that actor
Akshay Kumar, who talks of
nationalism on various issues
concerning the country, is not an
Indian citizen. The actor has
opted for Canadian citizenship.
This amounts to sheer hypocrisy. Now he has no right to
advise Indians on any subject.
IPS Anand, Chandigarh

STUDENTS’ WELL-BEING
MUST BE TOP PRIORITY
Kudos to the HT spotlight ‘Life
lessons from a broken system’
(May 6) that exposed Telangana’s education system which
is responsible for the loss of
many precious young lives.
The situation is just the tip of the
iceberg as increasing commercialisation of the education system is being silently and
strongly promoted in India. Student suicides have assumed epidemic proportions with one student committing suicide every

55 minutes in India. Such writeups serve as a wake-up call. Students are the nation’s most
important assets and neglecting
them is a recipe for disaster. We
need a revolutionary education
reforms for the well-being of
students.
Dr Vitull K. Gupta,
Bathinda

A TASTE OF DEMOCRACY
IN SCHOOLS
Teachers can often be seen cribbing about being deputed for poll
duties. However, they do not
appreciate the fact that the institution of school is the first platform to give students a taste of
our vibrant democracy. Most
first-time voters get a feel of their
right and responsibility when
they press the button of their
choice usually in their own
school. On the other side, governments and society at large
have been treating schools and
teachers not as respectfully as
they should be, for without them
this dance of democracy cannot
be conducted with the romance
and result that we see. The
pathetic state of most government schools demands immediate attention of all successful
candidates even if education is a
state subject.
Mohan Singh, Amritsar

One more defector: AAP’s
Bijwasan MLA joins BJP
NEW DELHI: The AAP’s Bijwasan
MLA, Devinder Sehrawat, joined
the BJP Monday even as the AAP
convener and Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal criticised the
saffron party for using money
power ahead of May 12, the day
the capital goes to polls.
Sehrawat is the second AAP
MLA who has defected to the BJP
in less than a week.
Speaking at a BJP press conference that was organised to officially welcome him in the party
fold, Sehrawat said he was sidelined and humiliated by the AAP
leadership and its members. “I
was part of AAP since its inception. But I was being ignored by
the party and not allowed to work
in my area. They opened a parallel MLA office and posed hurdles
for me to carry out development

n

AAP MLA Devinder Singh Sehrawat joins BJP in the presence of
ARVIND YADAV/HT PHOTO
Vijay Goel and Vijender Gupta on Monday.

work,” he said. CM Arvind Kejriwal, meanwhile, alleged that the
Modi-led BJP government was
“using the proceeds from the
Rafale scam to buy AAP MLAs”.

“They are doing the same thing in
West Bengal. Modiji should tell
how many MLAs they are planning to buy,” he said when asked
HTC
about Sehrawat.

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED DOCTORS MD/Medicine, DM Neuro, DM Gastro, DM
Nephro, DM Cardio, MD Radiologist,
DA/DNB/ MD Anaesth, DA/DNB/MD
Gyane, MS Lapro Surgeon, Medical
Officers, MBBS, BAMS, Nursing Staff,
B.Sc. GNM, Quality Manager, ICN
Front Desk, Executives (MBA),
Microbiologist, Pathologist. EMC
SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL. Send
your CV at: emc.pawan@gmail.com,
neeru.emc@gmail.com, M-8437859104.

ENGINEER/
PROD/TECHNICAL

I, LAKHVIR Singh S/o Pritu Ram
VPO Mandhali Teh. Banga Distt. SBS
Nagar. I have changed my name
Lakhvir Singh to Abdur Rehman. All
concerned note please.

I, JASWINDER Kaur D/o Sadhu
Ram Married to Ram Singh S/o
Nachatar Singh R/o Near Gurudwara
Jiwan Singh Ji Gurdas Patti
Raokekalan Moga Punjab. Declare
that Jaswinder Kaur & Mandeep
Kaur is one and same person. Date
of Birth is 19.05.1978.

I, HARMANJOT S/o Sukhpal Singh,
R/o House No. 283, Phase-VI, S.A.S.
Nagar (Punjab) have changed my
name to Harmanjot Singh Hundal.

I RAM Pal Puri s/o Gouri Shanker r/o
village Bhallan, tehsil Nangal,
district Rupnagar (Punjab) declare
that in some documents my name is
written as Ram Paul Puri and in
some documents name is written as
Ram Pal Puri. Both the names
pertains to one and same person. i.e
Ram Pal Puri.
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election2019
ViolencemarspollinginJ&K’sPulwama,Shopian
DISMAL TURNOUT Amid grenade attacks and stone pelting incidents, 2.81% electors cast vote in the last leg of polling in Anantnag; 63.7% turnout in Ladakh
HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR : Clashes erupted at

many places after the elections
ended in Jammu and Kashmir’s
Anantnag Lok Sabha constituency, which recorded a dismal
voter turnout of 2.81 % on Monday.
The last round of voting in
Anantnag constituency’s Pulwama and Shopian districts was
marred by two grenade attacks
on polling stations at Rohmoo
and Tiken in Pulwama and incidents of stone pelting in the two
south Kashmir districts. One of
the grenades exploded at
Rohmoo without causing any
damage. It, however, caused
enough fear and panic among
voters.
Jammu and Kashmir chief
electoral officer Shalendra
Kumar said Shopian recorded
2.88% and Pulwama 2.14% polling. The turnout in the third and
final round of polling in Anantnag constituency is the lowest in
the 2019 Lok Sabha elections in
the troubled state.
Ladakh constituency in the
state, however, witnessed 63.70
% voter turnout. The overall voting in Ladakh and Shopian and
Pulwama districts of Anantnag
was14.8%.KumarsaidAnantnag
Lok Sabha seat recorded 8.76 %
voting in three phases. The state
witnessed an overall 44.51% polling in all the five phases.
Apart from the grenade
attacks, nine incidents of stone
pelting were reported from different parts of Shopian and Pulwama districts, officials said.
The voting took place amid a
shutdown call by separatists. As
a precautionary measure,
mobile internet services were
suspended in areas where voting
took place. Train services
between Baramulla and Banihal
were also cancelled.
Most polling stations in Shopian and Pulwama were near
empty. Roads and the highways
wore a deserted look with only
security forces vehicles moving
around. Security force person-

n

Voters standing outside a polling station in Shey village of Leh district; (right) a Kashmiri Pandit migrant woman shows her finger marked with indelible ink after casting vote at a polling station in Jammu on Monday.

nel did not allow people to assemble on roads and urged them to
disperse. Army quick reaction
teams were also deployed at
many places in the two districts
of south Kashmir. This is the
first time when polling for a single seat was held in three phases.
There are 18 candidates in the
fray for Anantnag, but the main
contest is between Mehbooba
Mufti of the Peoples Democratic
Party, Ghulam Ahmad Mir of
Congress and justice (retired)
Hasnain Masoodi of the National
Congress. The seat was won by
Mehbooba Mufti in 2014.
In Ladakh, Jamyang Tsering
Namgyal of the Bharatiya Janata Party, Rigzin Spalbar of the
Congress and two independents
— Haji Asgar Ali Karbalai and
Sajjad Hussain — are locked in a
four-cornered contest.
OVER 62% KASHMIRI
PANDITS CAST
THEIR VOTES
At least 2189 displaced Kashmiri
Pandits on Monday voted with
the hope for an end to terrorism
and peaceful return to their

THE VOTING TOOK PLACE
AMID A SHUTDOWN CALL
BY SEPARATISTS. AS A
PRECAUTIONARY
MEASURE, MOBILE
INTERNET SERVICES
WERE SUSPENDED
homeland. They are among 3,500
registered Kashmiri Pandit voters in Pulwama and Shopian
assembly segments of the Anantnag Lok Sabha constituency.
An election official said 1178
maleand1011 female votersfrom
the community cast their votes
at various polling booths in
Jammu. The turnout of Kashmiri Pandit voters was 62.54%,
the official said. However, many
Kashmiri Pandits again
returned from polling stations
disappointed as their names did
not figure in the electoral rolls
despite filling up ‘M’ forms.
Technical snag in an EVM at
Chinore polling station also
caused a delay of over an hour in
the voting.

ANI/PTI

Near empty booths, deserted roads in Pulwama
Ashiq Hussain
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Pulwama:Lessthanakilometre
fromthespotwhere40CRPFmen
were killed in a terror attack at
Lethpora in Jammu and Kashmir’sPulwamadistrictinFebruary, the four polling stations on
the premises of government
higher secondary school were
near empty on Monday.
Politicalpartieshavemadethe
incident, that pushed India and
Pakistantothebrinkofwar,akey
election issue.
Three hours into the polling,
just 85 out of 3,125 registered
electorshadcasttheirvotesatthe
four polling stations. The big
playgroundinfrontoftheschool,
from where the smoke and fire
caused due to the February 14
blast on the CRPF convoy would
have been clearly visible, was
also deserted.
Pulwama and Shopian districts of Anantnag Lok Sabha

18 CANDIDATES,
INCLUDING MEHBOOBA
MUFTI OF PDP, GHULAM
AHMAD MIR OF
CONGRESS AND
HASNAIN MASOODI OF
NC, ARE IN THE FRAY
constituency went tothepollson
Monday.
The two districts with 5,22,530
electors are spread over six
assemblysegmentsofTral,Pampore, Pulwama, Rajpora, Wachi
and Shopian.
The polling for Anantnag seat
is being held over three legs in
view of security threats. In the
first phase, 13.63% polling was
recordedinAnantnagdistrict.In
the second phase, 10.32% voters
exercised their franchise in Kulgam district.
“Peoplehavemostlyboycotted
these elections. Overall, there is

anger against India,” said Abdul
Rehman, 68, a retired government employee.
A few people who voted also
expressed their resentment
against “atrocities and human
rightsviolations”duringtheerstwhileBJP-PDPcoalitiongovernment in the state.
“Our vote is to remove those
who are anti-Kashmir. Our special status is under threat. Imagine,wehavetogetpassestomove
on our own highway,” said Shoaib Magray, who is doing post
graduationininternationalrelations, peace and conflict studies.
The threat perception to poll
processinthese districtswas not
unfounded as militants lobbed a
grenade at a polling station
housed in a school building at
Rahmoo in Pulwama. However,
there was no damage to life or
property in the attack.
Incidents of pelting of stones
by miscreants were reported
from Rajpora and many other

places in the two districts.
In remote areas of Pulwama,
thepollingboothsweredeserted.
The highway and the interior
roads were dotted with security
personnel.
The election authorities had
clubbedmany pollingstationsat
one location to ensure minimal
dispersionofsecurityforces.Asa
result, 13 polling stations were
stationed in a higher secondary
school at Kakapora, where some
votershadtowalk morethan 5to
7 km amid the shutdown, called
by militants, to vote.
One and a half hours into polling, justthree votes hadpolledat
thepollingstationsontheKakaporaSchoolcampus.The13polling
stations have 9,270 registered
electors.
“The zulm (tyranny) is at its
peak here. We don’t care about
local issues. More people are in
favorofazadi(freedom).Over200
of youths are in jails. Why would
people vote when their children

havebeencaged,”saidamanoutside the school.
At Government Boys High
School,Pahoo,justfiveoutof6244
electorshadvotedinthefirsttwo
hours of polling.
“We have witnessed so many
pellet injuries. Hundreds have
been booked under PSA. Vote is
no remedy. There is only one
solution,loveusorleaveus,”said
Shahid Ahmad, a teacher of Pulwama.
However, there were a few
pocketsinShopianwherepeople
did come out to vote.
At Boys Higher Secondary
School, Khrew, the authorities
had set up five polling stations.
Around four hours into polling,
639 of the 4,359 registered voters
had exercised their franchise.
“This is the first time that so
many people are coming out to
votehere.Thesolereasonforthis
is the presence of a local resident
in the fray,” said Jehangir
Ahmad, a driver.

HP Congress accuses state govt of Virbhadra under
spying, tapping phones of its leaders pressure from Cong
Navneet Rathore
n

n

Governor Satya Pal Malik during a press conference at the civil
WASEEM ANDRABI/HT
secretariat in Srinagar on Monday.

‘Can’t link killing of
political leaders with
security withdrawal’
HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR : Jammu and Kashmir
governor Satya Pal Malik on
Mondaysaiditwaswrongtolink
the withdrawal of security from
certain people with the killing of
political activists by militants in
the Valley.
Malik was addressing a press
conferenceatthecivilsecretariat
here,whichreopenedonMonday
after functioning in winter capitalJammuforsixmonthsaspart
of the nearly 150-year-old practiceknowninthestateas‘Darbar
Move’.
Mir,whohadcontestedassembly elections as BJP candidate in
2008and2014fromDooru,Anantnag was killed by militants at his
home in Verinag on Saturday
evening.Party leadersandMir’s
family members had blamed the
police for withdrawing his security that led to his killing.
“This is disinformation, he
(Mir) was never categorised.
There havebeensomeother killings recently which are unfortunate,butitistotallywrongtolink
them with security withdrawal

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA : The Himachal Pradesh
Congress Committee (HPCC) on
Monday submitted a memorandumtotheElectionCommission
andHimachalPradeshgovernor
accusingthestategovernmentof
using states intelligence to spy
on state party chief Kuldeep
Singh Rathore and other senior
leaders of the party.
HPCC spokesperson Narender Kanwar claimed that they
have recorded evidence of the

state intelligence personnelHeeraSinghThakur,whowas
allegedly following and shadowing on Rathore for the past three
daysandwasgivingdetailsofhis
public meetings and speeches to
the Bharatiya Janata Party-ledstate government.
“He was caught by the party
workers who suspected him of
spying and interrogated him. At
first,herefusedtogiveanyinformationbutlaterconfessedthathe
isaCIDofficialandwasfollowing
theordersofthepeopleonhigher
positions,” Kanwar said.

Kanwar said that the personnelwasshadowingRathoreinhis
privatevehicleandwasattending
Congress workers meetings to
givethedetailstotheBJPgovernment.
“JaiRamThakurandthestate
government are misusing government machinery. We have
come to know through our sources that they are also tapping the
phones of our candidates for the
Lok Sabha election and other
leaders through CID and other
government bodies.” he added.
He said, “Several leaders of

BJPwhoareincontactwithCongress have also complained that
theirphonesarebeingtappedand
they are being monitored.”
Kanwar alleged that not only
hastheBJPgovernmentviolated
the Indian Telegraphic Act 1885
but also the Model Code of ConductincludingtheprivacyofKuldeep Singh Rathore.
TheCongresshasalsoaccused
chiefministerJaiRamThakurof
not approving the request of the
partytoprovidepolicesecurityto
Rathore as he attends various
public meetings.

leaders: Jai Ram

SHIMLA :Chief minister Jai Ram

Thakur on Monday said a few
Congress leaders were putting
pressure on senior leader
Virbhadra Singh to make misleading statements during the
Lok Sabha elections.
“It was unfortunate that they
were trying to dictate terms to a
leader of Virbhadra Singh’s
stature” he said, while addressing an election rally in Mandi
district. “There has always

been conflict between Virbhadra Singh and Sukh Ram and
now the Congress is trying to
delude the public on their
names. Virbhadra Singh has
publically said he cannot support Sukh Ram because he was
dishonest to the party,” Thakur
said.The CM said that the Congress leaders know that the BJP
is going to register victory on all
four Lok Sabha seats in the
state.
HTC

because the persons were never
categorised and no security was
withdrawn from them.
“Itisarumourwhichhasbeen
spread and that is why I said the
chiefsecretarywillseeifsecurity
withdrawal played any part in
these killings or not,” he said.
“I feel sorry (for the killing),
whether we are from the PDP,
BJP or NC, when a political
leader or worker dies we feel
sorry and rightly so but when a
securitypersondiesnobodytalks
about them,’’ Malik said. He said
recently a BJP leader was killed
andbeforethathissecurityguard
wasalsokilled.“Itisaviciouscircle and we will deal with it cleverly and make efforts to provide
securitytoeveryonenotonlypoliticians.’’Malik said that vote is
the biggest weapon. “Neither
bandh or bullets. Make a habit of
casting vote and changing the
governments,’’ he said.
Days after the attack on a
CRPF convoy in Pulwama on
February14thatleft40CRPFsoldiers dead,the stategovernment
withdrew police protection of a
largenumberofpoliticalworkers
and separatists.

›

It is a rumour and that
is why I told the chief
secretary to conduct an
inquiry to see if withdrawal
of security played any part
in these killings or not.
SATYA PAL MALIK , J&K governor
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election2019
Bengalviolencemarsphase5ofpolls
ON THE BOIL Fifty-one seats across seven states, most of them in Hindi-speaking regions, went to the polls on Monday; clashes and complaints were reported from West Bengal
RAJASTHAN

WEST BENGAL

SNAPSHOTS OF VOTING

12 seats, 134 candidates, 23.1 million voters

7 seats, 83 candidates, 11.7 million voters

Bee attack, VVPAT snags as
polling finishes in desert state

BJP nominees say
TMC attacked them

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

INCIDENTS

letters@hindustantimes.com

Around 1,300 voters in
Bharatpur refused to vote
citing the administration’s
apathy over their demand for
concrete roads, water and a
school.

JAIPUR:Peacefulvotingwasheldin

12 Lok Sabha constituencies of
Rajasthan during the fifth phase
of polling on Monday amid a few
reports of glitches in the electronic voting machines (EVMs)
andVoterVerifiablePaperAudit
Trail (VVPAT) machines.
Thirteen seats polled in the
previous phase of the ongoing
elections.Withthis,all25seatsof
the state have finished voting.
Thevoterturnoutinthe12constituencies stood at 63.72% at 10
pm, as per the Election Commission’sVoterTurnoutapp.In2014,
thepollingpercentageinthese12
constituencies was 61.80%.
An officer of the state election
department said malfunctions

were reported in 30 ballot units,
30 controlunitsand109 VVPATs
across the state and these were
replaced immediately.
One polling personnel died in
Sikar on Sunday night while a
boothlevelofficerwashitbyabus
in Alwar district on Monday.
A polling booth in Buhana in
Jhunjhunuwasattackedbybees
and polling was suspended for
some time.
In the 12 constituencies that

went to polls, there were 700,000
first time voters.
Director general of police,law
and order ML Lather said,
“Except two minor incidents in
Sikar and Jhunjhunu, polling
was peaceful.” He said that a few
BharatiyaJanataPartymembers
accusedCongresscandidatefrom
Sikar,SubhashMaharia,ofbeating up a party worker.
InJhunjhunudistrictinbooth
number94,a40-year-oldmanwas
injured in a clash.
There were reports of boycott
by voters in Bharatpur and
Karauli districts. In Bharatpur,
around 1,300 voters refused to
vote citing the administration’s
apathy over their demand for
concrete roads, water and a
schoolforchildren.Manyofthese
eventually agreed to vote.

n

n

4 seats, 64 candidates,
6.5 million voters

Fate of former
CMs, ministers
sealed in state

AP

14 seats, 182 candidates, 24.7 million voters

All eyes on bigwigs as
battle shifts to east
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW:UttarPradesh recorded

57.93% voter turnout for 14 constituencies that went to polls in
the fifth phase of the ongoing
general elections, on Monday.
In 2014, the voter turnout was
56.92% in these seats.
The remaining 27 of the state’s
80 seats will vote in the last two
phases, on May 12 and 19.
While voting remained
largely peaceful, reports of
glitches in electronic voting
machines (EVMs) emerged from
all constituencies, including key
seats such as Lucknow, from
where Union home minister Rajnath Singh is seeking re-election, and Rae Bareli and Amethi,
where United Progressive Alliance chairperson Sonia Gandhi
and Congress president Rahul
Gandhi, are hoping to return,
respectively.
Union minister and Bharatiya
Janata Party candidate from

A presiding officer in Amethi
was replaced after a video of
a woman complaining that
she was forced to vote for the
Congress by the official went
viral.

Local cop faces voter
intimidation charge

SUBHANKAR CHAKRABORTY /HT PHOTO

Amethi, Smriti Irani, triggered a
war of words on Monday when
she accused the Congress president of “booth capturing”.
“Alert @ECISVEEP Congress
President @Rahul Gandhi
ensuring booth capturing,” Irani
said on Twitter, tagging the Election Commission of India’s official handle.“Out of political desperation she is making false allegations of booth capturing. Ms
Irani is ready to face her third
consecutive Lok Sabha defeat
and she should be scouting for
the state which will provide her
with the next Rajya Sabha seat,”
Congress spokesperson Jaiveer
Shergill said.

HT Correspondent
n

prone Bundelkhand (except
Sagar Lok Sabha seat) — Tikamgarh, Damoh and Khajuraho —
witnessed key contests.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)won26ofthestate’s29seats
in 2014, including these seven.
Residents of several villages
boycottedthepollingonMonday
inTikamgarh,Damoh,Hoshang-

HIMANSHU VYAS /HT PHOTO

DEEPAK GUPTA /HT PHOTO

n

abadandSatnainprotestagainst
a lack of basic facilities. In
Damoh’s Bhajia, voters boycotted polling as their polling
booth was set up 3 km away, officials said.
Voting was delayed in Satna
andKhajurahoforsometimedue
to glitches in the Electronic VotHTC
ing Machines.

DIWAKAR PRASAD/HT PHOTO

Poaching, electrocution behind Pitroda attacks Modi,
31% tiger deaths in last 6 years cites Mahatma Gandhi
HT Correspondent

Badri Chatterjee
badri.chatterjee@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: Poachingandelectrocu-

n

MP and Maharashtra account
for most number of tiger
deaths this year.
ANI

deaths, led 19 states where tiger
deaths were reported, followed
byMaharashtra(107),Karnataka
(100) and Uttarakhand (82). In
2019, 41 tiger deaths, 37 mortalities and four poaching deaths
(based on body parts seized from
poachers), have been reported
thus far.This year too, the most
cases are in MP (13) and Maharashtra (7). Of the deaths due to
poaching, 124 were counted on
thebasisofcarcassesandtherest
from body parts seized from
poachers. Of the deaths due to
poaching, 124 were counted on
thebasisofcarcassesandtherest
from body parts seized from

poachers. According to the 2014
census, Madhya Pradesh (308),
has the third highest population
of tigers after Karnataka (408)
and Uttarakhand (340).
“Poaching cases for illegal
wildlife trade is less and the data
complementsthisbutdeathfrom
electrocution (mostly through
fences)hasbeenamajorconcern
from2016onwards...,”saidAnup
Nayak, additional director general,NTCA.While295tigersdied
natural deaths (45% of the total),
36 were killed in road or rail
accidents. Conflictoutsidesanctuaries, national parks and bio
reservesinseveralplacesincluding in the Vidarbha landscape is
likely to increase further in the
comingyears,asix-yearstudyby
the Wildlife Institute of India,
Dehradun found in April 2019.
BilalHabib,ascientistwiththe
Wildlife Institute of India, said:
“Protectedareas(PAs)incentral
India have enough tigers and
they cannot sustain more but
tigersarestillbreedingsothesurplus population is being pushed
outside resulting in more
conflict.”

letters@hindustantimes.com

PATNA: Complaints of snags in

No clashes, poll boycott at few places

tionwerebehind31.5%(207)ofthe
656 tiger deaths reported in the
country between 2012 and 2018,
accordingtodata released bythe
National Tiger Conservation
Authority (NTCA).
Around 40% of India’s estimated 2,226 tigers (2014 census)
lives outside the core areas of
tiger habitats. These tigers are
vulnerabletopoachingandcome
into conflict with humans. The
data showsarise intigervulnerability with deathsreported 2016
onwardsbeing inthe threedigits
ascomparedtobeingintwodigits
between2012and2015. Newtiger
numbersestimatedtobereleased
in a month will throw more light
on this aspect.
Interestingly, NTCA was not
able to establish the cause of
deathin118 cases(18%ofthetotal
deaths),primarilybecauseofthe
state forest departments not
updating the cause with the
authority. Accordingtothedata,
Madhya Pradesh, with 148

by the media and monitored by
the EC,” said TMC Barrackpore
candidate Dinesh Trivedi.
CEO Aariz Aftab said, “Barringsomestrayincidents,polling
was overall peaceful.”
TheBJP’scandidatefromBarrackpore,ArjunSingh,gotintoa
scuffle with a policeman in
Mohanpur area even as he
alleged TMC-backed toughs
assaulted him. Singh is a former
four-time TMC state lawmaker.
TMC leader Jyoti Priya Mallick accused Singh of creating a
drama “since he knew his defeat
was certain”.
TMCcandidatefromHowrah,
PrasunBanerjee,allegedcentral
forces assaultedhim. Chatterjee
and Communist Party of India
(Marxist)’s Rabin Deb claimed
central forces were used ineffectively. Aftab said barring some
stray incidents of violence, the
polling was overall peaceful.

5 seats, 82 candidates, 8.7 million voters

MADHYA PRADESH

n

Vehicles belonging to different media houses were
attacked during polling to the
seven Lok Sabha constituencies in the state.

BIHAR

INCIDENT

7 seats, 110 candidates, 11.9 million voters

BHOPAL: A 68.11% turnout was
recorded in the seven Lok Sabha
seatsthatwenttopollsinMadhya
PradeshonMonday.Withthis,13
of the state’s 29 Lok Sabha seats
havepolled,theremaining16will
poll in the upcoming phases, on
May12and19,oftheongoinggeneral election.
All three seats in drought-

BengalonMondayassevenofthe
42 seats in the battleground state
wenttothepollsinthefifthphase
oftheongoingnationalelections.
The ruling Trinamool Congress
(TMC)wonallsevenseatsin2014.
Over11millionvoterswereeligible to vote across 13,290 polling
booths and the state registered a
turn out of 74.49%. The voting
was in the TMC stronghold of
southern Bengal and reports of
clashes,boothcaptureandexplosionscastashadowonthepolling
process .
UnionministerPrakashJavadekar and Bharatiya Janata
Party’s candidate, Locket Chatterjee, demanded re-polling in
BarrackporeandHooghly,accusing TMC workers of “large-scale
booth-capturing and rigging”.
TheBJPfiledacomplaintwith
theElectionCommissionalleging
mass rigging of polling booths
and violence. In a letter
addressedtoWestBengal’sChief
Electoral Officer, the BJP’s state
unitallegedthatTMCwasindulging in widespread violence.
TheTMCdismissedtheallegations.“Thetruthwillbecaptured

INCIDENT

HT Correspondent

RANCHI:Amid reports of glitches

in electronic voting machines
(EVMs) and poll boycott in few
booths, elections in Jharkhand’s four constituencies of
Ranchi, Koderma, Khunti and
Hazaribag, passed without incident, as 65.12% polled in the fifth
phase of the ongoing general
elections.
Among the 61 candidates in
the fray were two former CMs
Arjun Munda and Babulal Marandi, and two union ministers,
current minister of state Jayant
Sinha and former union minister Subodh Kant Sahay of Congress.
“Excluding incidents of few
EVM glitches, the overall
polling passed off peacefully
across the four constituencies.
No case of violence or (disruption of) law and order was
reported at any of the booths,”
said chief electoral officer (CEO)
HTC
L Khiyangate.

An elderly woman waits in a queue to cast her vote in Chayal village, in Kaushambi district of
Uttar Pradesh in the fifth phase of the ongoing general elections on Monday.

UTTAR PRADESH

JHARKHAND
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KOLKATA: Violence lashed West
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PUNE: The Ahmednagar Police is

n

Sam Pitroda during a press
SONU MEHTA/HT
conference.

to this level.” Pitroda, a friend of
Rajiv Gandhi, headsthe Indian
Overseas Congress, a frontal
wingthatisaninterfacebetween
the party and the NRIs.
On Sunday, union minister
PrakashJavadekarsaid:“Isitnot
truethatRajivjustifiedthegenocide of Sikhs? Wasn’t a government plane sent to bring Warren
Andersen (chairman of Union
Carbide)andthenallowedtoflee?
Congress played the worst communal politics during the Shah
Bano case; they had family ties
with Ottavio Quattrocchi
(accusedintheBoforskickbacks
case).”

A man was arrested for
allegedly damaging an EVM
in Saran in Bihar

between two groups. However,
the situation was brought under
control.”
InMuzaffarpur,apoliceofficer
was apprehended for allegedly
trying to intimidate a voter, who
had complained about delay in
initiating the polling process.
Inspector general of police,
Muzaffarpur, Nayyar Hasnain
Khansoughtareportafteravideo
ofMushahristationhouseofficer
(SHO) Dhananjai Kumar intimidating voters started doing
rounds on social media.
Voting was delayed at Pare
Laxmipur in Gaighat, Raghunathpur in Mushahri and several
booths at Sakra, Bochahan and
Kudhani areas of Muzaffarpur
following snags in EVMs.
In another incident, around
750 voters boycotted polls at
Dumri and Janar villages, protesting against displacement
because of construction of roads
andbridgesinMuzaffarpur.They
complainedthatthegovernment
had not rehabilitated them.

Inter-caste couple set on
fire by kin in Maharashtra
Nadeem Inamdar

NEW DELHI: Technocrat-turned-

Congress strategist Sam Pitroda
on Monday invoked Mahatma
GandhiandthelandofGujaratto
launchacounterattackonPrime
Minister Narendra Modi for his
remarks against former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi.
“I cannot believe that a man
fromMahatmaGandhi’ssoilGujarat would go to that level and
make a comment on someone
whodiedwithgreathonour,”Pitrodatoldanewsconferenceatthe
Congress headquarters in Delhi.
Addressing a rally in Uttar
PradeshonSaturday,Modiwhile
referring to Congress president
Rahul Gandhi said, “Your father
was termed Mr Clean by his
courtiers, but his life ended as
bhrashtacharino1(corruptnumber 1).”
Pitroda said: “As opposed to
talkingaboutyourperformance,
they go attack people like Rajiv
Gandhi. What a shame that you
havetogettothatlevel...Iamvery
upsetthataPrimeMinisterfrom
MahatmaGandhi’ssoilwouldgo

Clockwise from top: Union
minister Rajnath Singh and
his wife, BSP supremo
Mayawati, Rajasthan
deputy CM Sachin Pilot and
Union minister
Rajyavardhan Singh
Rathore after casting their
votes on Monday; Women
voters queue up at a polling
booth in Ranchi,
Jharkhand; A voter after
casting her vote in
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. ANI

electronic voting machines, an
EVM tampering bid by a miscreant and a clash between two
groups outside a polling booth
marked the fifth phase of voting
in Bihar on Monday.
The voter turnout was 57.76%
inthefiveseatsthatwenttopolls,
as per the Voter Turnout app of
theElectionCommissionofIndia
— most of the 40 seats in the state
have completed polling.
One person was arrested for
allegedly trying to tamper with
an EVM in Saran. The suspect,
Ranjeet Hazra, was arrested for
allegedly trying to tamper with
the ballot unit after he broke the
EVMinafitofrage,saidofficials.
Eyewitnesses said Hazra had a
quarrel with his mother over
“choice of candidates”.
In another incident, windshields of a few vehicles were
damaged as two groups clashed
outside a polling booth in Saran
Lok Sabha seats.
Confirming thetwo incidents,
SarandistrictmagistrateSubrat
KumarSensaid,“Onemiscreant
wasarrestedfortryingtotamper
with an EVM. In another incident, a minor scuffle took place

INCIDENT

looking for a man who, in a horrific hate crime, allegedly killed
his daughter and grievously
injured his son-in-law by setting
them on fire to condemn their
inter-caste marriage. He was
helped by his brothers who have
been arrested.
According to the police, the
incident took place at Nighoj village in Parner taluka of Ahmednagar district on May 1.
The father, a daily wage
labourer, took the extreme step
of dousing the couple with kerosene with the help of his two
brothers. He and his relatives
were vehemently opposed to the
inter-caste marriage which took
place around six months back,
police said.
The couple was identified by
the police as Mangesh Ransingh
(23) and wife Rukmini (19) while
the accused were identified as
Rama Bhartiya (who is abscond-

THE INCIDENT TOOK
PLACE AT NIGHOJ
VILLAGE IN PARNER
TALUKA OF
AHMEDNAGAR
DISTRICT ON MAY 1
ing) and his brothers, Surendra
Bhartiya and Ghanshyam
Saroj.
A case under sections 302
(murder) and 307 (attempted
murder) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) has been lodged at
Parner Police Station in the district.
While Ransingh, a daily-wager himself, belongs to the
Lohar caste, and Rukmini, a
maid, the Pasi caste, assistant
police inspector Vijay Kumar
Botre, the investigation officer
in the case, said.
According to Botre, the incident took place at the father’s
residence. Ransingh came to
take Rukmini home. She had

come to her father’s place after
a minor altercation took place
between the couple.
“A heated argument broke
out between him and the relatives after which the accused
poured kerosene over Mangesh
and Rukmini and set
them on fire. Both maternal and
paternal relatives of Rukmini
were dead against the marriage
as it was outside their caste,” the
assistant police inspector
said.
The cries of the couple in an
attached room caught the attention of neighbours who doused
the flames and took them to the
hospital. The police have
launched a massive manhunt to
arrest the father.
Rukmini breathed her last at
Sassoon Hospital, Pune. The
husband has sustained 40%
injuries and is struggling,
police said.
Rukmini has named her
father and two uncles as the
murderers in her dying declaration, according to the police.
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Temperatures could rise by
up to 4°C in next few days

MP passes order
on implementation
of EWS reservation
for upper castes

Maya throws hat in PM ring
with not-so-cryptic remark

MERCURY RISING There may be thunderstorm activity in northwest regions on May 9 and 10

HT Correspondent

LUCKNOW: A comment by Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) chief
Mayawati on Sunday at a public
event in Ambedkar Nagar,
where she appeared to hint at
her prime ministerial ambitions
after the results of the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections are declared,
has triggered unease among her
opponents and speculation
among her supporters.
Though the BSP president is
not contesting the Lok Sabha
elections, she said, “if all goes
well”, she might have to.
“If all goes well, I will contest
elections from here because the
road to national politics passes
through Ambedkar Nagar,” she
said at a rally in support of party
candidate Ritesh Pandey in the
BSP stronghold.
The statement was taken by
other leaders to mean that if she
gets a chance to be prime minister as a consensus candidate of
parties opposed to Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), she will
enter the Lok Sabha in a bypoll.
There is precedent that supports this. Former PM, PV Narasimha Rao, for example, got
elected to the Lok Sabha six
months after he was sworn in
with a margin of more than
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NEW DELHI: Maximum tempera-

tures over many parts of northwest, west, central and east India
will likely rise by 2 to 4 degrees
Celsius over the next few days
because of a change in wind pattern, according to the India Meteorological Department (IMD).
With maximum temperatures
already hovering around 40 to 45
degrees Celsius in most of these
regions, heat wave (or heat wave
like) conditions will prevail May
7 onwards, according to IMD bulletin on Monday. On May 9 and 10,
there may be thunderstorm
activity in some parts of northwest India which could bring a
brief respite.
But before that, over the next
two days, dry winds will increase
heat in Vidarbha, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana and Delhi.
“In Delhi, there will be a 2-3
degree rise in maximum temperature but we can’t tell if there will
be heat wave conditions. There
may be intense heating in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Telengana. Odisha and Jharkhand

n

Children protect themselves from scorching heat in Ludhiana.
GURPREET SINGH/HT FILE

may also experience heat wave
like conditions in the next two to
three days,” said Charan Singh, a
senior scientist at IMD.
The past few days have been
milder on account of Cyclone
Fani. “Till May 4, moisture-laden
winds from the Bay of Bengal
were sweeping through northwest, central and east India. The
maximum temperature doesn’t
rise very much when there is
moisture from the ocean. As soon
as Cyclone Fani weakened and

moved, northwesterly winds
have started blowing (from
Afghanistan and Pakistan). In the
absence of any moisture from the
Bay of Bengal and the Arabian
Sea, heat will rise in northwest,
central and even east India,” said
Singh. Parts of northwest India
may also witness another summer speciality: dust (or sand)
storms.
Due to dry conditions, there
will be “dust raising winds” over
Rajasthan during the next couple

of days, according to the bulletin.
May 9 and 10 may see a thunderstorm or dust storm with gusty
winds over Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh and Delhi, West
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, it
added.
Fani’s effect was in evidence
even on Monday. On May 6, the
maximum temperature in Chandigarh was 38.2 degrees C, Rohtak
39.9 degrees C, Amritsar 39.4
degrees C, Gwalior 41 degrees C,
Lucknow 40.4 degrees C, Allahabad 42.2 degrees C, Ahmedabad
40.4 degrees C and Delhi 39.8
degrees C. “Easterly winds from
the Bay of Bengal and southwesterly winds from the Arabian sea
were responsible for a drop in
temperature over Rajasthan,
Gujarat and other parts of central
India.
Now dry and hot winds from
the northwest will continue over
northwest, central and east India.
The maximum temperature is set
to increase in the next two to
three days up to May 9 leading to
heat wave conditions in many
parts,” said Mahesh Palawat,
vice president (meteorology and
climate change) at Skymet
Weather, a private forecaster.
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DEHRADUN: Three of the seven

upper-caste men accused of beating a 21-year-old Dalit man nine
days before he died at a Dehradun
hospital on Sunday were arrested
in Uttarakhand’s Tehri Garhwal
district on Monday.
Jitendra Das was allegedly
thrashed for having dinner
seated in front of the ‘upper-caste
men’ at a wedding on April 26.
Circle officer Uttam Singh,
who is the investigating the case,
said the three — Sobat Singh,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi conducts an aerial survey of the areas affected by Cyclone Fani in
Odisha on Monday.
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CBSE Class
10 exam
They are Priyanka, also a student of Convent of Jesus and
Mary, Rohan Batra of MM International School at Sadopur village and Kaashvi Jain of PKR
Jain Vatika Public School in
Nasirpur village of the district.
The Panchkula region, comprising Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir and Chandigarh, improved
its pass percentage by 6% to
record 93.72 as compared to last
year’s 87.65. The region is ranked
fourth after Thiruvananthapuram (99.85%), Chennai (99%) and
Ajmer (95.89%). Jammu and
Kashmir, where 9,763 students
appeared in the exam, had the
highest 98.51% pass percentage
followed by HP (97.28%), Haryana (94.18%), Punjab (93.85%),
and Chandigarh (84.05%)

Modi is 56-inch
chest boxer
punching his
own: Rahul
“For our NYAY scheme, we
consulted top economists who
took four months to chalk out the
scheme. They told us that giving
Rs 72,000 per year to 25 crore people was possible in our country’s
economy,” he said.
“When you stopped purchasing from market because the PM
took your money and gave it to
the rich after demonetisation, it
slowed down businesses that led
to unemployment. Now, money
that 25 crore people will get
through Nyay will let you purchase from market once again.
This will reverse the damage
done by Modi,” he added.
Rahul also slammed BJP leaders for calling the “Indian Army
the personal property of PM
Modi”. “Modi ji should apologise
to the country for politicising the
armed forces. The army is not
his personal property but
belongs to every person of this
country. Modi does not give his
blood for India like a soldier
does,” he said. Unlike the BJP,
Rahul said, he would never politicise the armed forces in his
entire political career. “This is
my promise. I will die but never
use our army for political gain. A
soldier dies for the country, not
for the PM’s political strategy,”
he said.

BHOPAL: Amid ongoing general
elections, the Madhya Pradesh
government on Monday issued
an order, saying “income and
assets” certificates will be given
to the economically weaker section among the upper castes
which would enable them to
avail 10% quota in central government jobs and educational
institutions.
The government has authorised sub-divisional magistrates (SDMs) and tehsildars to
issue “income and assets” certificates to eligible persons,
according to the order reviewed
by HT.
Chief electoral officer, Madhya Pradesh VL Kantha Rao
said the order did not violate the
model code of conduct that is in
place because of the ongoing
Lok Sabha polls. “The state government has sought permission
for the same. There is no violation of model code of conduct (in
issuance of the order),” Rao
added.
The order, is, however, silent
on benefits of EWS reservation
in state government jobs and
institutions.
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3 held for ‘assaulting’ Dalit man

PM TAKES STOCK

n
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HT Correspondents

Gajendra Singh and Hukum
Singh — were being interrogated
and would be presented before a
court on Tuesday.
“After the investigations and
the post-mortem report [of Das] is
received, the remaining four
accused would also be nabbed,”
he said.
A doctor, who was involved in
Das’ autopsy, said the report was
yet to come but prima facie it
seems over-medication for some
ailment and not physical assault
was the cause of his death.
“However, there were laceration marks found near his elbow

and knee,” the doctor added on
condition of anonymity.
A police officer, who is part of
the investigating team, said on
condition of anonymity, doctors
have informed them that Das is
unlikely to have died of physical
assault.
“During probe, it has been
found that he had epilepsy and
was undergoing medication for it.
It is likely that he consumed
excessive medicines for it out of
humiliation after being assaulted
at the wedding. However, the doctors have communicated nothing
to us in writing,” he said.

n

Mayawati addresses an
election campaign rally in
Mainpuri on April 19.

PTI

580,000 votes. On that occasion,
the Congress candidate from
Nandyal resigned to facilitate a
bypoll.
Mayawati’s party is contesting 38 seats in Uttar Pradesh,
where it is in alliance with the
Samajwadi Party and the Rashtriya Lok Dal.
SP leader and former UP
chief minister Akhilesh Yadav
indicated at the point of the formation of the alliance that he
would focus on the state while
Mayawati would play a larger
role in national politics. Yadav
has said on multiple occasions
that the next prime minister

would be from UP.
The alliance is contesting in
78 seats out of the 80 in the state
-- leaving Amethi and Rae Bareli
for Congress president Rahul
Gandhi and United Progressive
Alliance chairperson Sonia
Gandhi.
The BJP in Uttar Pradesh dismissed Mayawati’s Sunday
comment as a “daydream”.
“After May 23, she will wake up
to the reality when even Samajwadi Party will desert her.
As for us, we saved her life in
the past, helped her become
chief minister thrice and after
May 23 when she will be all
alone and needs our help, she
could seek our help again,” said
local BJP leader Chandra
Mohan.
The Congress, for its part, did
not delve into the merits of Mayawati’s suggestion. “In a democracy, anyone can become PM if
they have the numbers. So yes,
from that perspective, she might
have made a point. In any case,
by the end of the month the situation would be clear.
As far as Congress is concerned, all that we know is that
post-election, the present one
[Modi government] won’t
remain, and a pro-poor government will take office after May
23,” Congress leader Piyush
Mishra said.

ANNOUNCEMENT
RECRUITMENT FOR 524 POSTS OF ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
(COLLEGE CADRE) FOR VARIOUS SUBJECTS
It is hereby announced for the general information of the candidates who have
applied for the posts of Assistant Professor (College Cadre) for various subjects in
response to the Advertisement No. 1/2019 published on 08.03.2019 that the
Recruitment Tests for the subject of Commerce, English, Geography, Hindi & Math
will be held tentatively from 21.05.2019 to 23.05.2019 in the Evening Session. The
venue, exact dates and time of the aforesaid examination will be announced by the
Commission in due course.
Note:- The announcement regarding detailed syllabus in respect of each subject is
already available on Commission's website i.e. http://hpsc.gov.in
Sd/Secretary
Dated:- 06.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula

ANNOUNCEMENT
ANI

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
(ECHS POLICLINIC)
ECHS invites application to engage 01 X Physiotherapist, 01 X
Clerk with min 05 Yrs Experience on Contractual basis for ECHS
Polyclinic Bari Barhmana for a Period of 11 months, renewable as
per regulations.
For Details of Qualification, Pay, Terms and Conditions,
Application forms and other detail kindly see ECHS website
www.echs.gov.in or contact no 01923-220043.
Last date for receipt of application at EC HS Polyclinic at Bari
Barhmana by hand or Stn HQ BD Bari. C/o 56 APO pin code- 901194
by post is 30 May 2019
Interview will be conducted between 03 Jun 2019 to 07 Jun 2019
Firm date will be intimated to individual.

It is hereby announced for the general information of the candidates who have
applied in response to the Advertisement No. 1/2019 published on 08.03.2019 in
various newspapers for the posts of Assistant Professor (College Cadre) in Higher
Education Department, Haryana. The Commission has decided to conduct the
Recruitment Test for the aforesaid posts in the subject of Commerce, English,
Geography, Hindi & Math. In view of this, the Commission has noticed that some
candidates in the above subjects have submitted multiple online application forms.
The subject wise list of such candidates has been displayed on the website of the
Haryana Public Service Commission. The Multiple application forms have been
found on the basis of candidate's name, father's name, mother's name and date of
birth. The displayed list contains the registration number of the last application form
of such candidates.
It has been decided that in such cases, Roll Numbers will be issued to the
candidates only against the last application form, unless the last application has
patent defect. If any of these candidates has any objection to his/her registration
number being considered for the examination, he/she can represent to the
Commission in person upto 09.05.2019 till 5:00 P.M. or through E-mail on
assistantprofessorhpsc@gmail.com failing which no representation will be
entertained by the Commission in this regard.
This announcement is also available on the Commission's website i.e.
http://hpsc.gov.in and www.hpsconline.in
Sd/Secretary
Dated:- 06.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula

ANNOUNCEMENT
RECRUITMENT FOR 524 POSTS OF ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
(COLLEGE CADRE) FOR VARIOUS SUBJECTS
It is hereby announced for the general information of the candidates who have
applied for the posts of Assistant Professor (College Cadre) for various subjects in
response to the Advertisement No. 1/2019 published on 08.03.2019 that the
Commission has decided to conduct the Recruitment Tests for aforesaid posts in the
subjects of Commerce, English, Geography, Hindi & Math from 21.05.2019 to
23.05.2019 (tentatively) in various Educational Institution situated at Chandigarh and
Panchkula (Haryana).
It is also informed that the list of such candidates whose photo and signatures
are not available with the Conimission's Office has been displayed on the
Commission's website i.e. http://hpsc.gov.in and www.hpsconline.in They are
hereby informed to upload their photo and signature on the given link i.e.
www.hpsconline.in upto 09.05.2019 otherwise they will not able to download their
admit card.
This announcement is also available on Commission's website i.e.
http://hpsc.gov.in
Sd/Secretary
Dated:- 06.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula

ANNOUNCEMENT
It is hereby announced for the information of candidates who have applied for
the 09 posts of Assistant Director (Technical)/Principal, Industrial Training
Institute/Assistant Apprenticeship Advisor (Technical) Group-‘A’ Junior in Skill
Development and Industrial Training Department, Haryana relating to Advt. No. 3
(5)/2017 published on 07.12.2017 that the Commission has decided to hold
Recruitment Test for the above said post followed by viva-voce. Accordingly, the
syllabus for the recruitment test will be as under:Syllabus for the recruitment/shortlisting test:There will be only one paper comprising of objective type/multiple choice questions
(MCQs) and it will consist of questions from General Awareness, current affairs
(including General Knowledge of Haryana) Reasoning ability, Quantitative aptitude &
General English.
Scheme of the Recruitment/Screening Test:100 MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions), total 100 marks (one mark for each
question) with total duration of two hours will be asked from the syllabus mentioned
above.
The question paper will be in English language only and there will be no
negative marking.
Sd/Secretary
Dated:- 06.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula
Note:- This Announcement is also available on Commission's website i.e.
http://hpsc.gov.in
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Potentialallies
inpoleposition

Parties will explore options to
advance their post-poll interests

E

ven as two phases of polling remain, all parties are
now working on twin strategies: maximise gains in
the remaining seats, but also begin looking beyond
the polls. Most political observers believe that it will
be difficult for any party to win an absolute majority

on its own. The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) is all set to be the single largest

ourtake

force by some distance. The party is
well aware that if the existing National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) falls short of a majority, it will need some additional
friends. The Congress is hoping that it will be able to triple its
seat share. While it may have failed in stitching up alliances in
some key states, it is aware that it will need all non-BJP forces on
the same page to muster up the numbers to keep Narendra Modi
out. And regional forces calculate that in case of a hung parliament, if the NDA is short, they could be major swing players.
All of this has meant that in the final fortnight of the elections,
there are these seemingly paradoxical processes at play. On one
hand, we are witnessing bitter and sharp campaigning against
adversaries. On the other hand, there are also both public and
private channels that have been opened up to reach out to prospective allies. Mr Modi’s efforts to drive a wedge between Mayawati and Akhilesh Yadav is not only an effort to win over her
Jatav base in eastern Uttar Pradesh, but also to send a signal that
the BJP is willing to engage with the Bahujan Samaj Party . The
PM’s praise for Odisha CM Naveen Patnaik for his work to minimise the losses by Cyclone Fani could be seen as a signal that all
doors are open. Ms Mayawati, for her part, despite attacking the
Congress relentlessly, categorically said that her voters will support Rahul Gandhi in Amethi. Meanwhile down south, Telan-

citysmart
SWATI RAMANATHAN

Urban design is critical for our cities
The renewal plan for Bengaluru’s KR Market is
an example of how to rejuvenate public assets

A

n enduring link between city
and village is food. But as cities
expand, the distance between
fork and farm (or more aptly,
between khana and kheti)
grows. This growing food mile
(the distance travelledby our vegetablesand
fruits) has negative consequences for both
farmerandconsumer.Inresponse,acountermovement to shrink the food mile is gaining
ground acrossthe world. At thecentreof this
renaissance are markets that sell fresh local
produce. The redevelopment of Krishna
RajendraMarket(KRMarket)ProjectinBengaluru is taking place in this context.
The market is one of the gems of the city’s
cultural heritage. Once the site of an epic
Anglo-Mysore battle, it evolved into an
informal,thrivingmarket.In1921,theMysore
Maharaja built the iconic red building that
stands as the market’s majestic entrance.
Overthedecades,KRMarkethastransformed
from a small neighbourhood market into the
largest wholesale supplier of vegetables,
fruits and meat for the city of 11 million residents. Located in the heart of the city, this
sprawling 14-acre market complex draws up
to 100,000 customer footfalls each day.
Marketsarecentraltotheoriginalpremise
of cities: vibrant places of commerce and
exchange.Astransactionsgrow,marketsself
organise into an ecosystem to reduce costs

and increase efficiency between buyers and
sellers.Specialisationandthe establishment
of supply chains soon follow: vendors selling
greens in some areas, while others sell flowers,vegetables,fish,meat,orfruits;wholesalers trading in larger volumes, retailers servingsmallercustomers;truckersanddelivery
boyshelpingbringinginormovingthegoods
around, and so on.
KR Market has all this in full display. But
despiteitshistoryandbustlingcommerce,the
markettodayisbesiegedbymultiplechallenges. A visit to the market, which was once a
delightful experience, is now onerous and
stressful. The streets around the market are
jammed with trucks and buses. The main
buildings are run down and empty of shoppers, while the streets are shockingly filthy
whilebeingovercrowdedwithshoppers.The
transactional identity of KR Market has not
onlyoverwhelmeditscivicandculturalidentity, but is a threat to its economic vitality.
Evenastheneedforthoughtfulurbanplanning at a “macro level” is gaining visibility,
theabsenceof“microlevel”designsensibility
continuestobeablindspotinurbanprojects,
subsumedentirelybyanengineeringviewof
public infrastructure. Such micro level
design, or Urban Design, will be an area of
increasing importance for India’s cities if we
are to create community spaces that are
vibrant and valuable.

n

A visit to KR Market is now onerous and
JANA URBAN SPACE FOUNDATION (INDIA)
stressful

The comprehensive upgradation of KR
Market is an urban design redevelopment
project. Boththe overalldesigngoalsandthe
individualprojectproposalshavebeendeveloped using participatory methods that
involvedthemarketcommunityandgovernment agencies, using surveys and design
charetteworkshops,supplementedbyextensive data collection and analysis. The vision
for the KR Market redevelopment project is
“to transform the market into a sustainable
economicmagnet,withadistinctidentityand
a memorable customer experience”.
Thisvisionanchorsthemanyminiprojects
within the market complex design. A central
design goal is streamlining the movement of

Powerimbalances anddue Why India must keep a
processes don’tmatter
close eye on the progress
The Supreme Court was called upon to do justice in a
in the US-Taliban talks
case involving sexual harassment claims and it has failed

gana Rashtra Samithi leader K Chandrashekar Rao — who

New Delhi may require a new outreach once Zalmay
Khalilzad is able to initiate the intra-Afghan dialogue

GAUTAM
BHATIA

already has an understanding with the YSR Congress Party to
bargain as a collective block in Delhi — has reached out to DMK

ARUN K
SINGH

leader, MK Stalin, Kerala CM and Communist Party of India
(Marxist) leader, Pinarayi Vijayan, and is in touch with Karnataka CM, Janata Dal (Secular) leader, HD Kumaraswamy. Mr
Stalin and Mr Kumaraswamy are a part of the United Progressive Alliance; and the CPI (M) is firmly in the anti-BJP camp.
All of this means that while parties are preparing for the
outcome on May 23, they are also, already, looking beyond May
23. In the coming few weeks, all forces will slowly explore options
to advance their political interests. Indian politics has often
thrown up surprises and it is best not to rule out any permutation

§

and combination.

HowtheUS-Chinatrade
warimpactsNewDelhi
SinceIndia’sgrowthisinsyncwithglobal
trends,itwillnotescapethecontagion

T

he trade dispute between the United States and China
has become the primary destabiliser of the global economy. Just when the conventional wisdom was that the
two sides were on the verge of agreement, US President

Donald Trump tweeted he was planning to impose 25% tariffs on
another $325 billion worth of Chinese imports this Friday. There
is good and bad in this for India. Expectations of a healthy global
economy have presumed the world’s main central banks will
keep interest rates soft and international trade and investment
flows will remain stable. India’s growth figures tend to be
broadly in sync with global trends. India will not be able to
escape the contagion. It is in India’s interest that the US-China
confrontation continues, but does not become a conflagration.
The real Indian concern should be that Mr Trump does not
distinguish between friend and foe when it comes to trade. He
admires Narendra Modi, sees India as a strategic partner but will
not give New Delhi leeway when it comes to exports and imports.
One of India’s failures in its otherwise positive engagement with
the US has been its inability to resolve any outstanding trade
issues. If anything, these have now accumulated to the point that
a US-India trade war may soon become a sideshow to the larger
dispute with China. Mr Trump may or may not settle with China.
Bashing China is popular at home and the US economy is booming, so he has little incentive to change his policy.
India’s coming trade battle with the US, in comparison, is
both smaller and less political. But it needs to be addressed by the
incoming Indian government as soon as possible.

people and goods, with dedicated unloading
docks,anewtransithubforbuses,afootoverbridge connecting the metro station to the
marketandbusstation,andrenovationofprivateparking.Aseconddesigngoalistotransform the experience for customers, with
planned provision for the current count of
over2,500formalandinformalvendors,redeveloped plazas and internal roads, external
illumination,refurbishedheritageelements,
and improved toilet facilities.
While retaining the mainmarket building
structure, upgradation to finishes and addition of fire protection infrastructure will be
retrofitted into the building. In addition, the
unused top floor is fitted out for use as a food
court. The dilapidated meat market will be
rebuilt entirely while conserving the arched
facade.Provisionsforsustainableenergyand
operations include green roofing, solar
energy,smartmetering,automatedbuilding
management systems, and organic waste
management.
The redevelopment blueprint for the market showcases the power of urban design in
addressingcriticalchallengesofourexisting
cities.Whencomplete,KRmarketcannotonly
help reduce the food mile and incentivise
more urban consumers to shop closer to the
landwheretheirfoodisorganicallygrownbut
also showcase the power of sensible urban
design to rejuvenate our public assets.
Swati Ramanathan is the co-founder of Jana Group,
and chairperson of Jana Urban Space Foundation.
The views expressed are personal
(Jana Urban Space designed the KR Market Redevelopment Project for Bengaluru Smart City Limited)

A

woman makes allegations of sexual harassment and victimisation
against the powerful head of her
former institution. The allegations
are detailed, and supported by audio and
video evidence. The head of the institution
convenes a special sitting the next morning,
along with two of his colleagues. He indulges
in character assassination of the Complainant, and alleges a conspiracy against the
institution itself. In this, he is supported by
two very senior officers of the institution. A
few days later, three other colleagues convene another sitting, where they vouch for
the character of the head of the institution,
hint at getting the police and investigating
agencies involved into looking for the “conspiracy”, and finally settle upon a probe by
a retired senior colleague — all the while
insisting that this has nothing to do with the
allegations themselves. Meanwhile, three
more colleagues of the head constitute
themselves into an “in-house enquiry committee”, where one of them is immediately
forced to recuse himself, because it turns
out that he has already made a public statement in favour of the head of the institution.
The In-House Committee goes ahead with a
replacement member — another colleague.
At the hearing, the Complainant is told that
this is an “informal committee”, which is
not required to follow existing legal procedures, or best practices for dealing with sexual harassment complaints. The proceedings are not videographed, the Complainant
is not provided with records of her
testimony, and she is not granted access to
a lawyer.
The Complainant withdraws from the
proceedings, stating publicly that she does
not believe that she will get justice. Various
organisations write to the institution, urging that for justice to be done, some basic
procedures need to be followed, such as the
existence of an external member, formal
processes of evidence taking, and so on. It is
argued that this is of special importance,
given the vast difference of power that exists
between the Complainant and the accused.
The “informal” In-House Committee goes
ahead with its “informal” procedures —
now ex parte — and grants an (informal?)
“clean chit” to the head of the institution.
The report is not disclosed. From beginning
to end, the case takes less than three weeks.
What are we to make of all this? One thing
is clear: if this process was to be challenged
before a court, the court would require no
more than ten seconds to discard the entire
process, and order a fresh enquiry. Among
the things that would weigh with the court
would be the following: the head of the institution (and his senior colleagues’) public
questioning of the Complainant’s character
and motives; the “informal” character of the
enquiry committee, which seemingly
believed that it was above all constraints of
due process; denial of basic rights to the
Complainant; and the complete absence of
any acknowledgement — or mitigation — of
the imbalance of power that existed between
the two parties.
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What are we to do when the highest
guardian of the law acts as if it is above
the law?

PTI

But what are we to do when the accused
happens to be the Chief Justice of India, his
colleagues judges of the Supreme Court, the
senior officers the Attorney General and the
Solicitor General of India, and the investigating agencies the Delhi Police, the CBI,
and the Intelligence Bureau? What are we to
do when the highest guardian of the law acts
as if it is above the law? To whom lies the
appeal and to whom the recourse against a
deeply flawed process? It is this that makes
the conduct of the Supreme Court in these
proceedings even starker: the imbalance of
power between the Chief Justice of India
and a former employee, the fact that the
Supreme Court was enquiring against one
of its own, and the fact that there could be no
further appeal from its procedures, all provided powerful reasons for the Court to be
even more careful of due process, equity,
and the rights of the Complainant. Instead,
what we got can only be described as a sham.
But there is an even deeper consequence
of the In-House Committee’s (secret) report
exonerating the Chief Justice. For the last 20
years, the law on sexual harassment in India
has made slow, incremental, steps forward.
From the Vishaka Guidelines in 1997 to the
POSH Act in 2013, certain basic principles
about the imbalance of power, procedural
justice, and protecting the rights of survivors, have been fought for, and partially
won. As #MeToo — with its spate of defamation complaints — showed us recently, the
battle is far from over. But what the
Supreme Court has done is to undermine the
gains of the last two decades in one fell
stroke. The Supreme Court has told us that
when it comes to one of its own, imbalances
of power don’t matter, due process doesn’t
matter, and basic norms of justice don’t matter. The ripple effect that this will now have
across the board can well be imagined: if the
guardian of the rule of law, and the institution that is supposed to be a moral exemplar
to the nation, acts in this way, then why
should anyone else act differently? And with
what face can a court tell them to act differently, given its own conduct?
But that is for another day. What matters
today is that the Supreme Court was called
upon to do justice in a case involving claims
of sexual harassment. And it has failed, in
every possible way, to do that.
Gautam Bhatia is an advocate in the Supreme Court
The views expressed are personal

S special representative for
Afghanistan reconciliation, Zalmay Khalilzad, is in Delhi on May
6-7toupdateIndianofficialsonthe
current status of his negotiations with the
Taliban,andinternationalaswellasAfghan
government responses to his strategy.
He has so far not seen India as central to
his efforts. His interaction with Indian officials, in this context, has been sporadic. He
hadvisitedDelhionJanuary10-11,coincidingwiththeRaisina Dialogue,afterseveral
roundswiththeTalibanandseveralvisitsto
other countries. He had met the Indian foreign secretary in Washington in midMarch.Hisvisitnowfollowsanotherround
of negotiations with the Taliban in Qatar
fromMay1,precededby a visittoPakistan.
Negotiations with the Taliban are focusing on four aspects: the pace of withdrawal
of foreign troops; Taliban’scommitment to
notagainallowAfghanistantobeabasefor
attacks against other countries; intra-Afghan dialogue; and reduction of violence
leading to a comprehensive ceasefire.
So far there has been limited progress.
ReportsindicatethattheTalibanarepressing for a quick withdrawal of US and North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces, so as to strengthen their own relative
presence on the ground. The US has been
suggestingadrawn-outwithdrawal,sothat
the present situation is not destabilised.
Taliban’srepresentativeshaveindicated
willingness to commit to not allowing
Afghanistan to be used for international
attacks. However, they seem reluctant to
commit to not allowing terrorism, arguing
about lack of consensus on the term, and
having partnered with several identified
groups in the past, including the Haqqani
network. The Moscow trilateral statement
took“noteofAfghanTaliban’scommitment
to fight ISIS, cut ties with Al- Qaeda, ETIM
and other international terrorist groups,
ensure the areas they control will not be
usedtothreatenanyothercountry”.Thisis
acommitmentmoredifficulttomonitorand
enforceonceTalibanbecomepartofthegovernancestructure.Pakistanhasfordecades
denied any involvement with the terrorist
groups it has sponsored. From India’s perspective, we will need to monitor the Taliban’s approach to groups fostered by the
Pakistani state to target India.
The intra- Afghan dialogue is proving to

KHALILZAD WAS APPOINTED TO
HIS POSITION IN SEPTEMBER
2018. THIS WAS SEEN AS
INDICATION THAT PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP’S WILLINGNESS
TO CONTINUE WITH THE EFFORT
IN AFGHANISTAN WAS AT ITS END

bethemostintractable.Talibanhave,sofar,
refused to sit across the table with the
Afghangovernment,describingitasillegitimate.InFebruary,itmetinMoscow,witha
group of Afghan leaders from Kabul,
opposedtotheAshrafGhanigovernment.In
November 2018, it accepted the presence
during another meeting in Moscow, of representatives from the Afghan High Peace
Council, seen as non- governmental. It
calledoffameetingintheUAE,whenothers
pressed its representatives to meet with an
Afghangovernmentdelegation.Thepresent
Afghangovernancestructureitselfseemsto
befractured.FormerPresidentHamidKarzai had led the group for the February Moscow meeting, bypassing the government.
Manyleaders,includingthechiefexecutive
ofAfghanistan,AbdullahAbdullah,stayed
away from the consultative Loya Jirgah
convened by President Ghani earlier this
month for endorsement of structure and
objectivesfornegotiationswiththeTaliban.
On April 7, the Afghan government
announcedthatitwouldsetupaReconciliation Leadership Council to further appoint
negotiators and to guide the process. It has
not been able to do so. The disarray in the
ranks of the government and its constitutionalopposition willnodoubtenhancethe
space for the Taliban to manipulate.
Reduction in violence and ceasefire has
also been elusive. On March 20, the Afghan
government declared Operation Khalid to
enhanceefforts atsecurity.OnApril12,the
Taliban launched its annual spring offensive, naming it Operation Fateh, targeting
international and local forces. Several
attacks have taken place with Afghan and
international security forces casualties.
Talibanseemreluctanttoagreetoceasefire
fearingoppositioninitsownranks,fighting
beingthegluethatkeepsthegrouptogether,
andfearinglossofinfluenceiffightersonthe
ground begin to disband.
Khalilzad was appointed to this position
in September 2018. This was seen as indication that President Trump’s willingness to
continuewiththeeffortinAfghanistanwas
atitsend.Earlier,inFebruary2018,thethen
USactingspecialrepresentativeforAfghanistan and Pakistan, Alice Wells, had ruled
outtheTalibanrequestfordirecttalkswith
theUSuntilitengagedwiththeAfghangovernment. This was now being abandoned.
Aside fromseveralroundswiththe Taliban and Pakistan, Khalilzad has also
attemptedtoorchestrateinternationalsupport.TworoundsofUS,Russia,Chinatrilateralhavebeenheld,withathirdplannedfor
Beijing. He has also had meetings with the
EuropeanUnion,countriesinEurope,Central Asia, Turkey, the UAE, Saudi Arabia.
There is clearly some momentum in the
process, even if major difficulties remain.
India has protected its interests by being in
lockstepwiththeAfghangovernment.The
differences within present structure in
Kabul will, however, call for some nimblefootedness. Once the Afghan government
beginstotalkwiththeTaliban,anditsmembers are exempted from travel bans and
taken out of terrorism lists, India will need
to explore new outreach.
Arun K Singh is a former Indian ambassador to the
United States.
The views expressed are personal
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‘BJP will breach 282 mark by large margin’
Mecca Masjid and Samjhauta Express
blast has come. Court has dismissed
the conspiracy meeting as imagination, bereft of any evidence. The conspiracy theory has been rejected by
two Indian courts and they have said
that there is no such thing as Hindu
terror.
Since two courts have rejected the
conspiracy, there is no need to count
Sadhvi as an accused. Sadhvi got a Lok
Sabha ticket as a riposte to Congress
vote bank politics by defaming the
Hindu religion by adding the word terror to it. And to expose this, there was
no better seat as Hindu terror is the
brainchild of Congress leader Digvijaya Singh (the candidate from Bhopal). Sadhvi Pragya’s candidature is
BJP’s satyagraha against fake Hindu
terror. I believe let the people also give
their judgement after the courts have
given it.

HTINTERVIEW
AMIT SHAH, Bharatiya Janata Party president

B

JP president Amit Shah
admits that there is no “soft
side” to him and says that
national politics is “serious
business” which he doesn’t
do for ‘fun”. The 54-year-old Gandhinagar Lok Sabha candidate has canvassed for his party in no less than 290
constituencies to date in this election
season. In the past five years, Shah has
also visited almost all districts in India
save a couple of remote ones in Arunachal Pradesh and has stayed a night in
as many as 212 districts. Hindustan
Times’s Shishir Gupta spent a day on
the campaign trail with the Bharatiya
Janata Party president in Sonepat,
Panipat, Pathankot, Chandigarh and
Patna and asked him a range of questions on the prospects of his party, the
National Democratic Alliance and
about the performance of the Narendra Modi government. Edited
excerpts:

In 2014 Lok Sabha elections, the BJP
alone won 282 seats. Will this number
increase or go down? What is your
assessment after five rounds of polling?
The 282 number will be breached by a
large margin by the BJP; even the tally
of the NDA will go up.

Why do you think people will vote for the
BJP?
Firstly, the public has faith and confidence in Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. We can perceive the enthusiasm
among the electorate in making Modi
PM again. Secondly, the Modi government has done all-round development.
This is matched by taking India up the
global ladder in terms of GDP growth
and making the country proud.
Besides, PM Modi has assured 1.25 billion Indians that his government is
committed to national security, which
is the topmost priority of his regime —
whether it is taking tough decisions on
Jammu and Kashmir or being the
most successful government in handling international diplomacy and
challenges. In all these issues, the public has seen sweeping positive change
from the past.

As evident in your rallies today, you have
made national security a major election
issue. Do you really believe that national
security is a vote catcher?
Since the 1990s, the public has wanted
national security to be a priority. They
were longing for a focused strategy,
where, diplomatically, India could
boldly present its views to other countries and at the same time strike at the
source of terror. Till recently, all the
wars against terror were fought on
Indian soil. We have suffered on this
count. It is only under Modi, that India
has struck twice at the place of origin
of terrorists in form of the 2016 surgical strike and the 2019 airstrike at Balakot. When the surgical strike happened, defence experts from all over

said that it was a fluke and not policy.
After the air strike, the same experts
agree that this is the defence policy of
India and Narendra Modi.
For the first time since independence, the country’s diplomatic policy
has been separated from its defence
policy. This is why national security is
an important issue. Not that other
issues have been sidelined. The 220
million beneficiaries of the BJP government know that it is Modi who has
given them their due. They also know
that only Modi can give the due to
those who are left behind. Besides,
there have been agricultural reforms
with increased rate of growth, more
coverage of irrigation, faster infrastructure development with 2.5 times
increase in road and 2.25 times
increase in railroad construction.

The Congress says that even it conducted
six surgical strikes
Nobody says this except Congress
president Rahul Gandhi.

But former prime minister Manmohan
Singh has also said the same?
Congress has to follow the footsteps of
Rahul Gandhi.

The Opposition has questioned the timing
of United Nations’ designation of Jaish-eMohammed (JeM) chief Masood Azhar as
a global terrorist in the midst of general
elections…
You mean to say that UN’s 1267 committee should have postponed the
meeting and waited for the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections to get over? The terror
tag on Masood Azhar is the biggest diplomatic victory of Narendra Modi and
it comes after the world community
recognised India’s right to self
defence. It has also recognised that
Pakistan is sheltering terrorists and
terror groups.

Will the Masood listing help you in the
2019 elections?
It is an achievement of the Modi government, so why should we not take
electoral advantage of it?

Do you believe that politics of performance or development will work in a country where people vote in the name of
caste and religion ?
There are many examples to counter
this — for instance Assam, Manipur
and most importantly Uttar Pradesh
where BJP got 325 Assembly seats
without projecting any caste leader.
We got good results in those states as
we worked towards solving grievances of the people without keeping
caste, creed or religion in mind.

So you think that caste equations will not
matter even in UP and Bihar in the on-going election?
I have not said that. I am saying this
time voting in these states is not predominantly on caste. Caste-based par-

ties are losing influence. Today, the
public understands that caste-based
parties will help only their caste. In UP
for instance, when Samajwadi Party
comes to power, one caste gets a boost,
similarly BSP majority helps only its
supporting caste. The remaining 80
castes remain neglected. BJP with its
“Saabka saath, Sabka Vikas” mantra
has been able to transcend castes by
doing development work without asking caste of the beneficiary.

Tell me three reasons why people should
vote for BJP?
First, BJP has a strong leader, while
the opposition leadership is in tatters.
The public wants to know the leader or
PM candidate of the diverse parties
opposing Modi. In contrast, we have
given a strong, decisive leader, the
most popular Indian mass leader since
Independence. To add to this the NDA
recognises and accepts the leadership
of Modi. Second, we have made the 500
million poor people realize that they
have a stake in the country. These people did not have a house, electricity,
drinking water, cooking gas, toilets for
women and health benefits. Today
every poor person has these facilities
in 165,000 villages due to the BJP government at Centre. There are 220 million beneficiaries whose life has been
positively impacted by this change.
Third, as opposed to indecisive or leaderless governments in the past, our
decisive leadership has addressed the
challenges related to economy,
defence, infrastructure, agriculture,
or poverty alleviation.

There is one school of thought that says
the BJP will end up with 180 seats in 2019
elections leaving the space for opposition
to cobble up an alternative.
This theory was active in the run-up to
the 2014 results. First, they said the
BJP will not make Modiji a PM candidate, then they said lack of full majority will block Modi as PM… . The same
people said BJP will lose Gujarat and
UP. This time also, the public will
smash all their illusions.

The BJP announced a farm pay out. The
Congress has promised a NYAY scheme.
Can we say that India is slowly moving
towards a cash transfer/payout system
like universal basic income when it comes
to welfare?
To link the BJP’s scheme with a vote
catching plan of the opposition, to my
mind is due to lack of proper information. In this country, there are 150 million farmers who have small to large
holdings. Out of these, only 30 million
get loans and remaining get nothing as
they do not have requisite holding to
qualify for loan. These are marginal
farmers, who take loans from moneylenders on very high interest rates.
This is one of the reasons for farmer
suicides. A committee set-up by NABARD found that the input cost for

Dalit anger meets upper-caste
resentment in MP poll campaign
Smriti Kak Ramachandran
n

smriti.kak@hindustantimes.com

GWALIOR/BHIND: For most of his
life, Ramnaresh Jatav spend
most of his income on his son’s
education, but without complaint. After all, he reasoned, the
expense was an investment in
his family’s future. His 18-year
old son Pradeep Singh was all set
to finish his studies and take up a
job that would pull the family out
of hunger and poverty.
“That dream however died on
April 2,” he says, when Pradeep
was killed during protests
against the dilution of the Scheduled Castes (SC) and Scheduled
Tribes (ST) Prevention of Atrocities Act (PoA) by the Supreme
Court. Pradeep, and 15-year-old
Akash, also a resident of Bhind,
are among nine people who died
in the state during the April 2
protests, which prompted the
government to roll back the
changes. But local villagers say
there has been little action in the
individual cases of killing.
“There has been little action
so far, two of the accused [in
Pradeep’s killing] recently surrendered and one is still
absconding. Investigation in
other cases is sluggish too,” says
Subhash Rathore, an advocate.
The protests, and the deaths,
continue to be a major election
issue in Bhind, an SC-reserved
seat, and Morena. Both go to the
polls on May 12 .
This churn is being repeated
across Madhya Pradesh, which
topped the country in crimes
against SCs according to the 2016
report of the National Crime
Records Bureau. The BJP won 27
of the 29 seats in the state in 2014
and hopes to hold on to its dominance, while the Congress aims
to make most of its assembly
election comeback.

FETCHING DALIT VOTES
Bhind, which has around 15%
SCs, has been won by the BJP
since 1989; and the seat will see a
contest between the Congress’s

n

Scenes from a Dalit protest in Bhopal last year.

Devashish Jarariya, a young
lawyer, and the BJP’s Sandhya
Rai. Locals say they heard that
Jarariya was the leader of the
April 2 protests, and that has
pried open the caste divide. “The
BJP is saying the Congress candidate took part in the Dalit agitation and his candidature has
angered the upper castes in this
area,” says Ramsevak Bhadoriya, an upper caste farmer.
For the lower castes, Jarariya
is a leader from Delhi to represent them. Rajesh Jatav. 35, a
labourer , says, “I have seen Jarariya on television talking about
Dalit rights, but it is true that
upper castes are angry that he
has been given ticket.”
The 28-year-old Jarariya is
aware of the response his candidature has drawn but says most
of it are rumours by his political
opponents. Rai says she is not
linked to any “caste politics” and
that the Congress were seeking
votes in the name of caste.
Additionally, many Jatavs in
Bhind say they have heard that
the BJP is trying to “dilute the
reservation policy”, a sentiment
that has become stronger after
the introduction of the 10% quota
for the poorest among the gen-

PTI FILE

eral castes in January.
The BJP is countering this
sentiment by saying that the
bulk of the 220 million beneficiaries of its welfare schemes are
from the lower castes. The BJP
and its ideological fount, the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh,
have carried out extensive campaigns to change the perception
that they want caste-based reservation scrapped and say the personal appeal of Modi will sway
young people from the SC communities. “It is a myth created by
the Opposition; they know that
the BJP is getting stronger
because of its social schemes
which benefit all including the
Dalits,” said a top functionary of
the RSS in Gwalior .
UPPER CASTE ANGER
Caste factors influence the votes
of upper-caste communities as
well. This is especially important for the BJP, which has traditionally received the support of
the upper-castes, and wants to
maintain a fine balance between
keeping the SC/ST votes in its
fold, and not antagonizing forward castes.
The RSS functionary quoted
above admitted the BJP has had

to face a caste conundrum in the
state, first because of the apex
court order and then the subsequent anger among the upper
castes over the government rollback . “Organisations such as a
the Sapaks [Samanya Picchda
Evam Alpsankhyak Samaj] tried
to create divisions. But the voters rejected them,” the RSS functionary added.
Sapaks, an anti-reservation
front, had campaigned against
the BJP during the December
assembly polls. But since then,
the BJP has introduced its 10%
quota. “The upper caste anger is
now over and the party is also
relying on the Other Backward
Classes (OBC) vote. PM Modi and
a popular leader from the state,
Uma Bharti, are OBCs,” said a
BJP functionary in Gwalior,
requesting anonymity. The Congress, which has made local
issues and development its poll
plank, says it is confident of winning the support of the upper
castes as well as Dalits and STs.
A congress leader in Bhind,
Jai Shriram Baghel, said for the
first time, that the sangathan
and sarkar (organisation and
government) are working
together to win elections. “All
differences have been set aside;
and this election is being fought
on the basis of development for
all. Unlike the BJP who is peddling the Pakistan-attack story;
we are focussing on jobs and
growth; naturally we will have
the support of all castes,” he said.
Political analysts Shirish
Kashikar said Dalits in MP are
scattered, and therefore likely to
have a limited impact on the
polls.
“Gwalior-Chambal region has
always been a hotbed of caste
politics with upper castes ranged
against the lower castes. The
April 2 incident only increased
the gap and local politicians
never tried to bridge it,” added
Jayant Singh Tomar of Gwaliorbased ITM University,
(With inputs from Punya Priya Mitra
and Shruti Tomar)

Since you say that the NDA/BJP is coming to power in 2019, what role in future
you envisage for yourselves? You are a
very successful party president and have
been a state home minister for six years in
the past

SUSHIL KUMAR/ HT FILE

small and marginal farmers was ₹6,000
per year for two crops. Just as new
industry is promoted by viability gap
funding, we decide to respect the
farmer by giving him ₹6,000 per year so
that he/she did not have to go to the
money-lender. This is not a gift. This is
just a tonic for the farmer to keep tilling his small piece of land. You will be
committing a big mistake if you compare this with cash transfer. Modi government schemes are not doles for
votes but serious attempts to lift the
status of the beneficiary.

Data shows that the increase in minimum
support prices (MSPs) has not really
helped the farmers. Not enough is being
procured. What do you see as a long term
sustainable solution?
Your information is half baked. Wheat
and rice constitute 60% crop in India.
Today, the procurement of these two
staple crops is done at 1.5 times its
input cost. We have added 24 new
crops, eight months ago but the full
implementation of this novel scheme
requires 1.5-2 years with the help of
Centre-state governments. My firm
belief is that farmers will be able to get
1.5 times input price for 24 crops, Rabi
and Kharif crops. This is just a beginning. We have told the farmer that the
government is with you as 70% of
crops such as dal from Gujarat, Bajra
from Maharashtra, Ragi in Karnataka
are being purchased by Centre and
states. I believe that media should play
a positive role in taking this Modi initiative to farmers.

You have talked about getting rid of Article 370, 35A in order to integrate Jammu
and Kashmir? Are your NDA allies on

US special envoy
holds talks on
Afghanistan with
Sushma Swaraj
Rezaul H Laskar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The US special envoy

for Afghanistan reconciliation,
Zalmay Khalilzad, on Monday
briefed external affairs minister
Sushma Swaraj on his talks with
the Taliban and the two leaders
discussed the role of regional
players in ensuring peace in the
war-torn country.
Khalilzad, who skipped India
on his last two multi-nation tours,
is visiting New Delhi at a time
when talks between the US and
the Taliban are bogged down over
two issues — the withdrawal of
foreign troops from Afghanistan
and the Taliban’s reluctance to
agree to a ceasefire.
There was no official word on
the meeting though external
affairs ministry spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar tweeted Khalilzad had briefed Swaraj on peace
efforts in Afghanistan against the
backdrop of the latest US-Taliban
meeting at Doha in Qatar. “Both
discussed role of all regional
stakeholders in bringing peace &
development in Afghanistan.
India will work with key partners
in days ahead,” he added.
Khalilzad, who is on a two-day
visit, is expected to meet foreign
secretary Vijay Gokhale and
other officials on Tuesday. Before
travelling to India, Khalilzad met
top officials in Afghanistan and
Pakistan last week. He met Swaraj and Gokhale during a trip to
New Delhi in January, but
skipped India during two multination tours in February and
March.
During the ongoing sixth
round of talks in Doha, the two
sides are stuck on the issue of
withdrawal of US and foreign forces, with America insisting a deal
should include a comprehensive
and permanent ceasefire. The US
wants the Taliban to join an intraAfghan dialogue with politicians
and civil society representatives
— a stance backed by New Delhi.

board with this?
BJP is totally committed on getting rid
of these two articles. We are firm. We
will take our allies on board by
explaining to them. This is our concrete promise to Indian public. The
same applies to our Uniform Civil
Code promise.

How committed are you to women reservation bill, Ram Temple and Citizenship
Amendment Bill (CAB)?
For women reservation bill, we need
consensus among all political parties.
It will not happen till this agreement is
reached. But we will make all attempts
to get all political parties on board. We
will definitely bring the CAB and get it
cleared through Rajya Sabha too.

When will it happen?
One more round of UP/Bihar of Rajya
Sabha polls and things will change in
favour of the BJP (in the upper house).

As far as I am concerned, I am a log in a
river that is BJP. It is for the party to
decide, as a log will get swept away if it
tries to forge its own course. In my
party, individuals don’t take decisions.

Congress President Rahul Gandhi has
publicly stated that his slogan is still
“Chowkidar chor hai” in the context of
Rafale deal.
Only yesterday [May 4], Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, in a press conference, accused a partner of Rahul Gandhi of getting defence contracts. He
should answer those allegations first
as there is documentary evidence. You
are accusing the government on the
Rafale deal. This is not supported by
the Supreme Court, the Comptroller
and Auditor General or documentary
evidence. And if Rahul Gandhi had
documentary evidence or facts, he
should have put it up before the Court
when the Rafale case was being heard.
Unsubstantiated allegations do not
stick to leaders, particularly Narendra
Modi whose life has been of an honest
politician. The public knows Modiji as
well as the Gandhi family.

How do you read the elections in West
Bengal?

On Ram Mandir?
The Supreme Court has ordered eight
weeks of mediation, which will end in
June 2019. The case will be taken up
after vacation. We will wait for the
results. I have firm belief that the
Supreme Court will take the route
taken by Allahabad High Court.

Sadhvi Pragya Thakur was a terror
accused, she is on bail, yet you chose her
to contest Lok Sabha elections from Bhopal? Why?
Please study the charge-sheet of
Sadhvi Pragya. She has not been
accused of planting a bomb but being
part of a conspiracy meeting for Malegoan, Samjhauta Express and Mecca
Masjid blasts. The judgement in

We will definitely cross the half way
mark of Lok Sabha seats in West Bengal. There is a huge change happening
in Bengal with people upset with
appeasement vote bank politics of Didi
(CM Mamata Banerjee).

Political analysts believe that Mahagathbandan (grand alliance) will affect the
BJP’s electoral arithmetic in UP ? What
do you feel?
I firmly believe that BJP will improve
on its past tally of 73 in UP. We will be
74 from 73 not 72 in UP. Time has
passed when voters followed two leaders shaking hands in a drawing room.
You watch the results, BJP will
improve its position.

AIRCEL-MAXIS CASE

Relief for Chidambaram, son
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: A Delhi court on Mon-

day extended the interim protection granted to former Union
minister P Chidambaram and his
son Karti Chidambaram in cases
pertaining to alleged irregularities in grant of Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB)
approval in the ₹3,500 crore Aircel-Maxis deal till May 30.

Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, appearing for the CBI and
the ED, sought time till second
week of July and informed the
court that they are “awaiting
material” from the UK and Singapore before questioning them.
The probe agencies submitted
that the information would have
a crucial bearing on the investigation and they strongly wish to
rely upon the material at the time
of opposing anticipatory bail

NATIONAL REGISTER OF CITIZENS

application. Special CBI Judge O
P Saini extended the protection
after senior advocates A M
Singhvi and Kapil Sibal, appearing for the Chidambarams, made
a request in this regard. The CBI
is probing how Chidambaram,
when finance minister in 2006,
granted FIPB approval to a foreign firm, when only the Cabinet
Committee on Economic Affairs
was empowered to do it.
(With agency inputs)

Asthana case:

Assam seeks report of Complainant takes
those not filing claims a lie detector test
Sadiq Naqvi
n

Syed.Sadiq@htlive.com

GUWAHATI : The Assam govern-

ment has sought details of around
380,000 people, who it says did not
file claims and objections even
after their names were found
missing in the final draft of the
National Register of Citizens
(NRC), a document aimed at identifying illegal immigrants, a top
government official said.
The final draft, published in
July 30, 2018, had excluded a total
of 40,07,707 names of whom 36.2
lakhs have filed claims for inclusion of their names in the list.
“We need the information on
those who did not file claims in
order to prepare for filing references to the Foreigners’ Tribunals,” said Ashutosh Agnihotri,
commissioner and secretary,
Home and Political Department.
He said that last month, a letter
was sent to the office of the state
coordinator of the NRC (SCNRC)
through the Border Organisation
of the Assam Police seeking these
details. Agnihotri also said that
those whose names are not in the
NRC when it is published [the
Supreme Court has set July 31
2019 deadline] have the option of
approaching the Foreigners’ Tribunals (FTs) against their exclusion. “If there are still individuals
who do not approach the FTs on

their own, the state will do so on
their behalf,” Agnihotri said.
The Supreme Court is monitoring the NRC update process in
Assam. People whose names
appeared in the first NRC, published in 1951, or in any of the
electoral rolls up to March 24,
1971, and their dependents are to
be included in the current citizens’ register.
The NRC update was a key
issue of the Assam Accord that
was signed between All Assam
Students’ Union and the central
government in 1985, at the end of
six-year-long Assam Agitation
that sought detection and deportation of illegal migrants from the
state. There are other official documents as well which can be used
for the purpose.
The state government hopes
that details of the 3.8 lakh persons
who have not filed claims, too,
will help it keep an eye on their
whereabouts.
“It will help.. Otherwise and
like so many other declared foreigners have, they may also disappear,” said Agnihotri.
Speaking on the condition of
anonymity, another person
familiar with the exercise confirmed that the state government’s “request to the SCNRC for
information on non-claimants,
clearly mentions that it wishes to
collect their biometrics too”.

Neeraj Chauhan
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Central Bureau of

Investigation (CBI) has conducted a lie-detector test on the
complainant, Hyderabad-based
businessman Sana Sathish Babu,
and an accused, Somesh Prasad,
in the corruption case it filed
against the agency’s former special director, Rakesh Asthana, in
October last year.
The test on Babu was aimed at
ascertaining his claim of paying
around ~3 crore bribe to Dubaibased brothers, Manoj Prasad
and Somesh Prasad, who, he has
alleged, claimed to be acting on
behalf of Asthana, a CBI officer
familiar with the development
said on condition of anonymity.
Babu is facing a probe in a case
of tax evasion and money laundering involving meat exporter
Moin Qureshi. According to
Babu, he had sought protection
when the agency initiated a probe
in 2016 against Qureshi, according to the CBI’s FIR registered on
his complaint. Manoj Prasad,
whom the CBI arrested in October and is now out on bail, refused
to take a lie-detector test. The
CVC too, has recorded Babu’s
statement in which he deviated
from some of the claims he had
made. It has asked the CBI to verify them, said a second CBI officer
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> KHALIFA HAFTAR, Libyan strongman, urging troops to uproot opposition

It’s a boy! Meghan, Prince Harry are proud parents now

photooftheday

Prasun Sonwalkar
n

prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Meghan Markle, the

Duchess of Sussex, has given
birth to a boy, Prince Harry, the
Duke of Sussex, announced on
Monday.
PrinceHarrysaidthenewparents were “absolutely thrilled”
and thanked the public for their
support during the pregnancy.
“It’sbeenthemostamazingexperience I could ever have possibly
imagined. How any woman does
n

PREVENT [THE ENEMY] FROM FLEEING AND WIPE IT OUT

what they do is beyond comprehension.” He said the baby and
mother were doing “incredibly
well”, addingthat theywerestill
thinkingaboutnamesfortheboy.
Buckingham Palace said the
baby weighed 7lbs 3oz, adding
that the duke was present for the
birth.
Itadded:“TheQueen,theDuke
of Edinburgh, the Prince of
Wales, the Duchess of Cornwall,
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,LadyJaneFellowes,Lady
Sarah McCorquodale and Earl

Spencerhavebeeninformedand
are delighted with the news. The
duchess’s mother, Doria Ragland, who is overjoyed by the
arrival of her first grandchild, is
with their Royal Highnesses at
Frogmore Cottage.”
Thebabyboyisseventhinline
tothethrone,behindthePrinceof
Wales, the Duke of Cambridge
andhischildren- PrinceGeorge,
Princess Charlotte and Prince
Louis - and Prince Harry. He is
Queen Elizabeth’s eighth greatgrandchild.

Participants attend the annual May bank holiday ‘Jack In The
Green’ parade and festival in Hastings, Britain.
REUTERS

ANATOMY OF A FIERY CRASH-LANDING

LAHORE :Pakistani authorities have arrested 12 suspected members of a
prostitution ring taking young Pakistani women to China, part of a growing
human trafficking problem often based on fake marriages, officials said on
Monday. Those arrested included eight Chinese nationals and four Pakistanis, said Jameel Ahmad, a top official at Pakistan’s Federal Investigation
Agency (FIA), which deals with human trafficking. “We busted the gang
after the FIA received information about increasing smuggling of Pakistani
woman to China where they are thrown into prostitution,” Ahmad said. He
said several gangs were believed to be operating, mainly targeting members of Pakistan’s Christian minority. Human Rights Watch said Pakistan
REUTERS
should be alarmed by recent reports of trafficking to China.

Thai king wraps up threeday coronation events

ANKARA: Turkey’s top election
authority voided the election
victory of an opposition candidate and ordered a rerun of the
mayoral election in Istanbul,
ruling on Monday in favour of the
challenge made by President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s party to
the legitimacy of the vote it
narrowly lost. Ekrem Imamoglu of
the opposition Republican
People’s Party, won the mayor’s
race in Turkey’s largest city by a
slim margin on March 31, defeating the ruling party’s candidate,
former Prime Minister Binali
AP
Yildirim.

BANGKOK: Thailand’s King Maha
Vajiralongkorn greeted thousands
of his subjects from a balcony of
his palace on Monday, the third
and final day of his coronation
ceremonies. The monarch and
new Queen Suthida were greeted
with a band playing the royal
anthem and a 21-gun salute. They
waved to the crowd wearing
yellow, the colour associated with
the king. The king then met
foreign ambassadors and thanked
them for their attendance,
concluding the coronation
REUTERS
ceremonies.

Pak scraps tax collection
agency chief’s nomination
ISLAMABAD : Shabbar Zaidi, a
Karachi-based chartered accountant, will now head Pakistan’s main
tax collection agency- the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR)- after the
government withheld appointing
an earlier nominee, Ahmed
Mujtaba Memon, whose name
had appeared in a corruption case
three years ago. Last week, Prime
Minister Imran Khan had removed
both the govenor of the central
bank of Pakistan and the chairman of the FBR, as the finance
ministry was given a shake-up
with the appointment of a new
de-facto finance minister, Abdul
Hafeez Shaikh. Memon was one
of the nominations made by
Shaikh, the other being IMF
country representative Raza Baqir
as the central bank governor. HTC

Beijing slams US warship
sail-by in South China Sea
BEIJING: China said two US
warships sailed near disputed
islands in the South China Sea
without permission on Monday in
the latest US challenge to Beijing’s territorial claims in the
region. The Chinese navy asked
the US vessels to leave after they
entered waters adjacent to Gaven
and Chigua reefs in the Spratly
AFP
Islands.

Taliban kill 20 in attack on
Afghan army checkpoint
KABUL :The Taliban stormed an
army checkpoint in Afghanistan’s
western Farah province, killing 20
soldiers and abducting two, the
latest in attacks that the insurgents carry out, Afghan officials
said on Monday. The attack
dashed hopes of some sort of
AP
truce during Ramzan.

inthenews

LAURENTINO CORTIZO

Cattle rancher wins Panama’s presidential race,
calls for national unity in his victory speech
Popularly known as ‘Nito’, the social democrat
won Sunday’s unexpectedly close presidential
election in Panama, with only a two-point lead
over his nearest rival and a third of the country’s total votes

1

2
3

The 66-year-old businessman is a veteran politician and former
agriculture minister. He will serve a five-year term as president of a
nation accused of being an international tax evasion haven
Passionate about improving cattle breeds, he is known for his
hand-on approach, helping with milking, vaccinating and tending to
his herd

US carrier, bombers
sent to Middle East

The USS Abraham Lincoln is being deployed with bombers.

WASHINGTON: The US said it has
deployed an aircraft carrier
strike group and a number of
bombers to the Middle East to
“send a clear and unmistakable
message to the Iranian regime”
that any attack on American
interests or allies will be met
with “unrelenting force”.
The announcement from
National Security Adviser John
Bolton did not cite specific
threats or the provocation.
The dispatch, said a statement
from Bolton, was in response to
a “number of troubling and escalatory indications and warnings”.
“The United States is not seeking war with the Iranian regime,
but we are fully prepared to
respond to any attack, whether
by proxy, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, or regular
Iranian forces,” it said.

AP FILE

US media reported citing officials that the deployment followed top-level discussions over
the weekend and was based on
intelligence about a specific
threat : Iran and its proxies had
reportedly been noticed moving
assets on land and at sea.
The US has despatched USS
Abraham Lincoln Carrier Strike
and a bomber task force.
US navy describes a carrier
strike group as its “largest operational unit” and is made
roughly of an aircraft carrier, at
least one cruiser, a flotilla of
between six and 10 destroyers
and/or frigates, 65 to 70 aircraft,
and roughly 7,500 personnel. The
announcement came just days
after the Trump administration
declared Iran’s IRGC a foreign
terrorist organisation, the first
time the US had designated a
government body.
HTC

Prince Harry and Meghan, Duchess of Sussex

REUTERS FILE

Mueller should not
testify, says Trump

41 people were killed in an emergency landing of an Aeroflot flight. Here is what we know

PAKISTAN BUSTS PROSTITUTION RING

Turkey’s electoral board
orders fresh poll in Istanbul

n

AMERICAN POLITICS

shortstories

n

Prime Minister Theresa May
tweetedsoonaftertheannouncement: “Congratulations to the
Duke and Duchess of Sussex on
the arrival of their baby boy.
Wishing you all the best at this
happy time”.
Alargenumberofmedia from
across theworld,including from
the US, where Meghan hails
from, gathered outside Windsor
Castle after the announcement.
The family is scheduled to move
from central London to Windsor
in the near future.

Arctic Ocean

Murmansk

RUSSIA

Yashwant Raj

Flight Su-1492 to
Murmansk took
off at 6:02 pm
local time, May 5

Finland

n

MOSCOW
Kazakhstan
Made emergency
landing at 6:30pm

Turkey

n Remains of the plane that crashed at Sheremetyevo airport.

The company

Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company
bears the name of the legendary
Soviet aircraft designer, Pavel
Sukhoi, who was responsible for a
series of Soviet military aircraft
starting before World War II.
Today's firm is part of Russia's
United Aircraft Company, which
consolidated many legendary
names of Soviet aviation

AP

Troubles

On May 9, 2012, a demonstration
flight hit Mount Salak in
Indonesia, killing all 45 on board,
after the pilot disregarded six
alarms from the terrain warning
system. A superjet skidded off the
runway at Iceland's Keflavik
airport in 2013 with landing gear
up during flight certification tests
involving landing on one engine.

Mach

Superjet 100
First commercial flight: April 2011
Maker: Sukhoi

0.78

Cruising
speed

10.3 m
Height

29.9 m
Length

98 people
Passenger capacity

4,600 km
Range

12,500 m
Altitude

45,880 kg
Takeoff weight

SOURCE: OPENSTREETMAP.ORG/AFP

Pilotsayslightningcaused
Russiajetcrashthatkilled41
SEEKING ANSWERS Black boxes found; no plans to ground Superjet-100 model
Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MOSCOW : The pilot of a Russian
passengerplanethateruptedina
ball of fire on the runway of Moscow’s busiest airport, killing 41
people, said lightning led to the
emergency landing.
InvestigatorswereonMonday
working to understand the
causes of the blaze after the
Sukhoi Superjet-100 had to
return to Sheremetyevo airport
shortly after take-off on Sunday
evening.
Pilot Denis Yevdokimov told
Russian media the aircraft lost

SRI LANKA
POLICE ARREST
TWO IN CLASHES
COLOMBO: Two people were
arrested after mobs attacked
Muslim-owned shops and vehiclesinaSriLankantownwherea
suicidebombingtargetedaCatholicchurchonEaster,policesaid
on Monday.
Residents of the seaside town
ofNegombosaidthemostlyCatholicattackersstonedandvandalized shops on Sunday night. It
was unclear how the dispute
began, but some residents said a
private dispute took a religious
turn. Police imposed a curfew.
The clash was the first
reported since the Easter bombings of churches and hotels by
attackers who had pledged support for the Islamic State group.
Morethan250peoplewerekilled.
Military spokesman Sumith
Atapattu said several people
were injured in the clashes in
Negombo, where St Sebastian’s
Church was targeted on Easter.
Police spokesman Ruwan
GunasekarasaidonMondaythat
thecurfewwasliftedaftertheviolence wasbroughtundercontrol
and two people were arrested.
Gunasekara also said that
investigatorshavefound$800,000
in cash and bank accounts and
another $40 million in other
assets such as land, houses, jewelryandvehiclesbelongingtothe
extremist group blamed for the
attack.Alloftheassetshavebeen
frozen,hesaid.Policeareinvestigating the source of the assets.
Astate ofemergencyhasbeen
in place since the Easter suicide
bombings, with warnings that
moreattacksarepossible.Catholicchurcheswereclosedforasecondweekend,andsomeMuslims
havebeensubjectedtohatecomments on social media.
Thegovernmentblockedsome
social media sites overnight,
including Facebook and WhatsApp.
AP

communication and needed to
switch to emergency control
mode “because of lightning” on
the Aeroflot flight to the Arctic
city of Murmansk. He did not
specify if the plane was struck
directly.
“We managed to restore communication through the emergency frequency on our radio
connection.Butthelinkwasonly
for a short time and kept cutting
out... it was possible to say only a
fewwords,”hetoldtheKomsomolskaya Pravda newspaper.
Videosonsocialmediashowed
theplanecrash-landingandthen
speeding along the runway with

flamespouringfromitsfuselage.
Another video shot inside the
cabinshowedroaringflamesoutside the window and passengers
cryingoutinpanic.Yevdokimov
said he believed the plane burst
into flames on landing, most
likely because of full fuel tanks.
Asidefromthe dead,ninepeoplewereinhospital,threeofthem
seriously injured, authorities
said.Thejet-carrying73passengersandfivecrewmembers-took
offfromSheremetyevoat6:02pm
local time and the crew issued a
distress signal shortly afterwards, officials said.
Russian transport minister

saidonMondaythere’snoreason
to ground its domestically produced Sukhoi Superjet 100 aircraft despite Sunday’s accident.
Thecrash-landing isthelatest
serioussetbackfortheplane,the
firstnewpassengerjetdeveloped
in Russia since the fall of the
Soviet Union, and threatens to
undermine confidence in an airlinerMoscowtoutsasproofitcan
produceitsownhighqualitycivil
passengeraircraft.Regionalcarrier Yamal Airlines, the country’s second biggest operator of
the Superjet after Aeroflot, said
on Monday it was cancelling its
planned purchase of 10 planes.

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: A US House of Representativescommitteewillvote
on Wednesday to hold attorney
general William Barr in contemptofCongressfornotmeeting
a Monday deadline for handing
over an unredacted version of
specialcounselRobertMueller’s
report on Russian meddling.
If the full House follows up
withayesvote,Barrwillbecome
onlythesecondsittingmemberof
apresident’scabinettohavebeen
held in contempt in American
history,saidreports.EricHolder,
PresidentBarackObama’sattorneygeneral,wasthefirst,in2012.
“AlthoughtheCommitteehas
attemptedtoengageinaccommodations with attorney general
Barrforseveralmonths,itcanno
longer afford to delay, and must
resorttocontemptproceedings,”
read a contempt report released
byJerroldNadler,the Democrat
heading the House’s judiciary
committee. “The committee
urgently requires access to the
full, unredacted Mueller Report
and to the investigatory and evidentiary materials cited in the
report.”
The department of justice
released a redacted version of
Mueller’s report on April 18 sayingdetailsfromgrand juryhearingshadbeenblackedoutfromit,
along with some other information. The contempt move came
amid an intensifying tussle
between President Donald
Trump and the Democratic-led
HouseofRepresentatives.Trump
has vowed to resist continuing
congressional probes, saying he
had been cleared of conspiring
with the Russian meddling and
obstructingjusticebypreventing
the investigation of his role in it,
or of members of his campaign.
On Sunday, he changed his
stand on Mueller testifying in
Congress. “Bob Mueller should
not testify,” he wrote on Twitter.
“No redos for the Dems!”
TrumphadsaidonFridaythat

Million species at risk of extinction: UN
PARIS :Relentless pursuit of economic growth, twinned with the
impact of climate change, has
put an “unprecedented” one million species at risk of extinction,
scientists said on Monday in a
landmark report on the damage
done by modern civilisation to
the natural world.
Only a wide-ranging transformation of the global economic
and financial system could pull
ecosystems that are vital to the
future of human communities
worldwide back from the brink
of collapse, concluded the report,
which was endorsed by 130 countries, including the US, Russia
and China. “The essential, interconnected web of life on Earth is
getting smaller and increasingly
frayed,” said professor Josef Settele, who co-chaired the study,
launched in Paris on Monday by
the Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES).
“This loss is a direct result of
human activity and constitutes
a direct threat to human well-be-

ing in all regions of the world.”
Compiled by 145 expert
authors from 50 countries, the
study is a cornerstone of an
emerging body of research that
suggests the world may need to
embrace a new “post-growth”
form of economics if it is to avert
the existential risks posed by the
mutually-reinforcing consequences of pollution, habitat
destruction and carbon emissions.
Known as the Global Assessment, the report found that up to
one million of Earth’s estimated
eight million plant, insect and
animal species is at risk of
extinction, many within decades. The authors identified
industrial farming and fishing as
major drivers – with the current
rate of species extinction tens to
hundreds of times higher than
the average over the last 10 million years.
Climate change caused by
burning the coal, oil and gas produced by the fossil fuel industry
is exacerbating the losses, the
REUTERS
report found.

Currently the pace of extinctions
is up to several hundred times
greater than the average over the
last ten million years, the new UN
report concluded.
At that rate, we could hit the 75%
mark within 200 years.

n

A lemur in Madagascar

Here are Earth’s biggest die-offs
over the last half-billion years,
each showing up in the fossil
record at the boundary between
geological periods.

PERMIAN EXTINCTION
About 252 million years ago
Species lost: 95%
Caused by asteroid impact,
volcanic activity

ORDOVICIAN EXTINCTION
445 million years ago
Species lost: 60-70%
Caused by short, intense ice age

TRIASSIC EXTINCTION
About 200 million years ago
Species lost: 70-80%
Multiple likely causes, which are
still debated

DEVONIAN EXTINCTION
375-360 million years ago
Species lost: up to 75%
Caused by oxygen depletion in
the ocean

CRETACEOUS EXTINCTION
About 66 million years ago
Species lost: 75%
Likely cause is an asteroid strike

Robert Mueller

REUTERS

Barr will decide if Mueller
should, or not, testify. The attorney general has said multiple
times now that he has no objectiontothespecialcounselappearing before Congress.
Democrats want to hear from
Mueller amid disagreements
about whether Barr’s four-page
summary had mischaracterised
findings of his 448-page report.
Barr’s summary, which was
released days before the full
report,hadexoneratedPresident
Trumpfrom conspiring with the
Russian meddling in the 2016
electionsandobstructingjustice.
Mueller’s report, however,
had cleared Trump only of conspiringwith the meddling.Ithad
cited 10 episodes of potential
obstruction of justice, and said
thatthoughnotenoughevidence
had been found to establish that
charge,thepresidentcouldnotbe
exonerated from it.
FORMER FIXER STARTS
THREE-YEAR JAIL TERM
MichaelCohen, Trump’s former
lawyer, on Monday began serving a three-year prison sentence
for arranging hush payments to
two women who said they had
sexualencounterswiththepresident and lying to the US Congress.
He is expected to stay at the
minimum security camp of the
FederalCorrectionalInstitution
in Otisville, New York, about 110
km northwest of New York City.
(With inputs from agencies)

Gaza-Israel border
quiet after truce

MASS DIE-OFFS FROM PAST AGES

“In each of the five previous mass
extinctions, we lost about 75% of
species,” said Robert Watson,
head of the UN science panel on
biodiversity.

n

AP

JERUSALEM: The Israeli military
lifted protective restrictions on
residents in the south on Monday, while Gaza’s ruling Hamas
militant group reported a ceasefire dealhadbeenreachedto end
thedeadliestfightingbetweenthe
two sides since a 2014 war.
Theescalationhadkilled25on
the Gazaside, bothmilitants and
civilians,whileontheIsraeliside
four civilians were killed by
incoming fire.TheIslamicJihad
militant group, which Israel
accused of instigating the latest
violence, confirmed that a
“mutual and concurrent” truce
had been brokered by Egypt.
Hamas spokesman Hazem Qassem said Egyptian mediators,
along with officials from Qatar
and the UN, helped reach the
deal. He said Hamas could still
use “different pressuring tools”
to get Israel to ease a crippling
blockade of Gaza. Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
pointedly noted that “the camAP
paign is not over.”

T H E A V I AT O R

Pak popcorn seller builds own plane from online blueprints
TABUR:The engine is from a

roadcutter, the wings are burlap, the wheels are borrowed
from a rickshaw: a popcorn
seller has caught the attention
of the Pakistan Air Force by
building his own plane.
The tale of Muhammad Fayyaz has captured the hearts of
many in a nation where millions, just like him, have limited access to education and
are fighting for opportunities.
“I was literally in the air. I
couldn’t feel anything else,”
Fayyaz said of his first flight in
a machine he learned to build
mainly from viewing TV clips

and online blueprints.
Pakistan has been thrilled
before by stories of scientific
prodigies plucked from obscurity before - notably, that of the
engineer who said in 2012 that
he had invented a car that
could run on water - a story
that was later debunked by scientists. But Fayyaz insists he
flew and his claim is being
taken seriously by the air
force, whose representatives
have now visited him multiple
times, even issuing a certificate to commend his work, he
revealed. There has been a
steady stream of visitors want-

ing to view his creation, which
now sits in the empty courtyard of his three-room home in
the village of Tabur in central
Punjab province.
The 32-year-old said he had
dreamed of joining the air
force as a child, but his father
died while he was in still in
school, forcing him to drop out
at the eighth grade and do odd
jobs to feed his mother and five
siblings. As an adult, his passion for flying remained undiminished, so he took a wild
gamble on a new dream and
put everything he had into creating his own plane.
AFP

n

The tale of Muhammad Fayyaz, who built the plane from online
blueprints, has captured the hearts of many in Pakistan.
AFP
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Wilbur Ross, US commerce
secretary.
BLOOMBERG FILE

ROSS, PRABHU
DISCUSS STEPS TO
RESOLVE TRADE
ISSUES
NEW DELHI: India and the US on
Monday discussed measures to
resolve several contentious trade
issues including America’s move
to end trade preferences enjoyed
by Indian traders, trade barriers
for the US goods and its concerns
over foreign direct investment
(FDI) in e-commerce, government
officials with direct knowledge of
the matter said. Before meeting
commerce and industry and civil
aviation minister Suresh Prabhu,
US commerce secretary Wilbur
Ross told reporters that he would
raise the matter in his meeting
with Prabhu. The US companies
are apprehensive of India’s stand
on data localisation norms and
draft e-commerce policy, which
they find discriminatory. “Premature to talk about FDI in e-commerce; will discuss issue with
Suresh Prabhu later,” Ross told
reporters after meeting finance
minister Arun Jaitley earlier in the
day. A commerce ministry statement issued after the bilateral
meeting between Ross and
Prabhu said the two sides discussed “various outstanding trade
issues”.

McDonald’s, Bakshi to work
on out-of-court settlement
NEW DELHI: Estranged partners
McDonald’s and Vikram Bakshi
Monday told the National
Company Law Appellate Tribunal
(NCLAT) that they are working
towards an out-of-court settlement to end their over five-yearold dispute. Counsels for McDonald’s India Pvt. Ltd and Vikram
Bakshi told a two-member NCLAT
bench, headed by chairperson SJ
Mukhopadhyay, that they are
trying to work out a settlement.
The bench directed that either of
the parties may file an affidavit
including the terms of the
settlement being arrived at on
the next date of hearing on May
13. McDonald’s and Bakshi had in
1995 signed a partnership agreement to open outlets of the US
fast food chain in India.

Mastercard to invest $1 bn
in India in next five years
NEW DELHI: Global card payments firm Mastercard on
Monday said it will invest $1
billion (about ₹7,000 crore) in India
in the next five years and plans to
make the country a global
technology node for its platforms.
The company has already invested $1 billion in the Indian
market in the last five years. “Over
the last five years, we invested
about $1 billion in India. Given our
increasing confidence in the
Indian economy, where it is likely
to be over the coming decade, we
are stepping up on our investment commitment in India. We
are committing another $1 billion
into India (for next five years),” Ari
Sarker, co-president, Asia Pacific,
Mastercard told PTI in an interaction here.

Indian Overseas Bank plans
to raise ₹850 cr in FY20
CHENNAI: Public sector Indian
Overseas Bank on Monday plans
to raise about ₹850 crore during
the current financial year through
sale of non-core assets, to
augment capital. In a notification
to BSE, the Chennai-based bank
said it plans to raise the amount
from sale of properties and
investments. “The bank is currently exploring its options for
stake sale in joint ventures to
augment resources which could
help raise over ₹445 crore,” it said.
The bank was looking at all
avenues to improve capital
position, the notification said,
adding, it was actively pursuing
monetisation of its non-core
assets.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

StocksmeltasTrumpturnson
theheatintradewarwithChina
INVESTOR JITTERS Trump’s tweets spark sell-off in risk assets across the world
Nasrin Sultana
n

Fear factor

nasrin.s@livemint.com

While the Sensex fell 0.9% on
Monday, the Shanghai Composite
Index plunged 5.6% and Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng declined 2.9%.

MUMBAI: Indian stocks joined a

global sell-off on Monday as
heightened trade tensions
between the US and China, the
word’s largest economies, risk
derailing global growth.
It took just two tweets from
US President Donald Trump on
Sunday to roil markets around
the world. In an early morning
tweet, he threatened to impose
new tariffs on China. The tweets
jolted investors who were
expecting the US and China to
resolve trade tensions.
On Monday, it sparked a selloff in risk assets across the
world. BSE’s benchmark
Sensex fell 362.92 points, or
0.93%, to 38,600.34, while the
National Stock Exchange’s
Nifty index shed 0.97% to
11,598.25.
China, expectedly, was the
worst affected. The Shanghai
Composite index plunged 5.58%.
Stocks in Hong Kong, Germany
and France were down between
1% and 3%.
The trade war has already led
to billions of dollars of losses for
both sides, while inflicting collateral damage on export-reliant economies and companies
from Japan to Germany.
In his tweets, Trump said that
trade talks with China were proceeding “too slowly” and he
would raise tariffs on $200 billion of Chinese goods to 25% on
Friday from 10%.
Trump also said he would target a further $325 billion of Chinese goods with 25% tariffs
“shortly”.
The weakness in Indian markets is in line with other global
markets, said Ajay Bodke, chief
executive and chief portfolio

Hang
Shanghai
Seng
Composite
(Hong Kong) (China)

(India)

0.93

(% Change May 6)

5.58
Trump said he would
raise tariffs on Chinese
goods on Friday.

Investors were
expecting a resolution
of trade tensions.

Indian markets may be
cushioned if oil prices
continue to fall.

Graphic: Sarvesh Kumar Sharma/Mint

manager at brokerage firm
Prabhudas Lilladher Pvt. Ltd.
However, he said, India may be
not impacted much by the trade
war between US and China as
domestic consumption accounts
for 65-70% of overall gross
domestic product, while only
15% is from net exports.
“Our focus should be on
global crude, which has cooled
off significantly. If crude prices
continue to slip that will soften
the blow of weakness in global
markets and provide cushion to
Indian equities,” he added.
Crude oil prices have fallen
5% since April 25, hovering
around $70.60 a barrel after it
crossed $75 in mid-April.
Year to date, crude oil has
gained 31.2%. India imports
more than 80% of its oil requirement and sharp increases in oil
prices weaken its currency,
stoke inflation and lead to fiscal
slippages.

Source: Bloomberg

THE SHANGHAI
COMPOSITE INDEX FELL
5.58%, STOCKS IN HONG
KONG, GERMANY AND
FRANCE WERE DOWN
BETWEEN 1% AND 3%
However, a slowdown in consumption demand, clearly indicated by March quarter corporate earnings, suggest that the
economic environment is likely
to be challenging. “The weak
volume growth reported by consumer staple companies in
fourth quarter of FY19 underlines the slowdown seen in
housing over the past 5-6 years
and automobiles over the past
year.
The next (possibly same) government may have its task cut
out to revive flagging economic
growth,” said Kotak Institu-
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NEWDELHI: Bharti Airtel Ltd’s fis-

BENGALURU: RatanTata,chairman

cal-fourth quarter profit rose
29% from a year earlier because
of a one-time gain of ₹2,022.1
crore and a tight control on sales
and marketing expenses amid a
tariff war with rival Reliance Jio.
Net profit rose to ₹107.2 crore
in the three months ended
March 31 from ₹82.9 crore in the
year earlier.
However, profit fell 63% to
₹409.5 crore for the year ended 31
March from ₹1,099 crore in the
previous year.
The results underscore the
sustained struggle of Bharti Airtel and other telecom operators
in India to grow profits despite
recording higher data and voice
consumption.
Bharti Airtel’s consolidated
revenue from operations for the
fourth quarter grew to ₹20,602.2
crore from ₹19,394 crore in the
year ago period. Its India wireless business posted a revenue of
₹10,632.3 crore the March quarter, up from ₹10,353.2 crore in the
year-ago period.
In comparison, Reliance Jio
generated ₹11,106 crore in operatingrevenueintheMarchquarter, beating Bharti Airtel on this
metric.
The company’s India wireless
business posted a loss of ₹1,377.8
crore in the March quarter,
almost triple the ₹482.2 crore loss
it posted in the year-ago period.

emeritus of Tata Sons, bolstered
his position in India’s top cab
aggregator, Ola, by investing an
undisclosed amount in its fledgling electric vehicle business.
This marks the second external investment in Ola Electric
Mobility, which has so far struggledtotakeoff.Theinvestmentis
partofanongoingseriesAround
offinancing,thecompanysaidon
Monday.
OlaexpectsTata’sinvestment
toalsobring‘deepexperienceand
mentorship’ to foster Ola’s
attempts at making electric
mobility viable at scale.
In March, Ola Electric
receivedaninfusionof₹400crore
from Ola’s early backers Tiger
GlobalandMatrixIndia.Tata,too
hasbeenanearlyinvestorinANI
Technologies, which runs Ola.
“The electric vehicle ecosystem is evolving dramatically
every day and I believe Ola Electric will play a key role in its
growth and development,” said
Tata.
Ola Electric, which is led by
Anand Shah (previously from
Audi and BMW) is attempting to
develop an electric mobility ecosystem, including a charging
infrastructure,batteryswapping
and other products.
It is running several pilots to
deploy electric vehicles and
charging solutions.

n

Bharti Enterprises founder
MINT FILE
Sunil Bharti Mittal.

However, the March quarter
numbers are better than the
₹1,903.2 crore loss the company
reported in the preceding
December quarter.
“If you look at earnings, the
losses seem to be coming down
quarter-on-quarter and the company shows an improving trend.
However, the pressure on India
wireless business continues to
remain,” a Mumbai-based analyst said, requesting anonymity.
The launch of low-cost tariff
plans by Reliance Jio, a unit of
Reliance Industries Ltd, in September 2016, forced rivals to drop
their rates, hurting profit margins.
The company did not disclose
other details such as average
revenue per user, data traffic
and 4G customer base, and
shared only the audited financial
results as it is proposing to make
a rights issue for which statutory
and regulatory approvals are
awaited.

Apple to unleash slew of new apps, features
feedback@livemint.com

LOSANGELES: Apple Inc. is plan-

The Worldwide Developers Conference starts on June 3.

Watch, and Apple TV. Highlights include upgrades to core
iPhone apps such as Maps,
Reminders and Messages; new
apps for the Apple Watch that
make it more independent

(Australia)

1.8

RATAN TATA
RAISES STAKE
IN OLA, INVESTS
IN EV BUSINESS

n

(Taiwan)

2.9

Bloomberg

ning to unleash a slew of new
apps, features and development tools at its annual software conference next month.
To improve its devices and
strengthen its connection to
customers, the consumer
technology giant will continue
to walk a fine line between
wooing outside app makers
while also competing against
them.
The Worldwide Developers
Conference, or WWDC, starts
on June 3. The company will
reveal updates to the operating systems that run the
iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple

Sensex
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REUTERS

from the iPhone, and enhancements to the health tracking
capabilities of Apple devices,
according to people familiar
with the plans. Since launching the iPhone in 2007, Apple

n

Reuters

Airtel reports 29%
rise in Q4 net profit
on one-time gain
n

Taiwan
Taiex

Trump slams China
on trade, says
won’tlose toBeijing

has pursued an aggressive
approach to refreshing its
mobile operating systems
each year. The fast pace is taxing on Apple engineers, but
the results have been impressive. Apple’s products are often
unique and more capable than
those of rivals because Apple’s
home-grown software works
so well with the hardware.
The new updates also give
users access to the latest services like Apple Music and the
upcoming TV+ video-streaming subscription, which give
Apple a recurring revenue
stream. It’s a delicate balance.
Part of the allure of iPhones
and iPads also comes from all
the different apps made by
independent developers.

tional Equities in a report on
May 4.
Investors focussing on Indian
assets are also keeping an eye on
the ongoing national elections
and the overall quality of quarterly earnings.
Aggregate net profit growth
of 124 BSE-listed companies that
have reported March quarter
earnings fell 8.42% from a year
earlier after adjusting for onetime gains or losses, according
to data provider Capitaline.
Profit grew 7.54% in the preceding three months.
Analysts at Kotak said the
priority of the next government
should be to revive economic
growth although macro-economic conditions are not very
favourable as India’s high and
persistent fiscal deficit, faltering tax revenues and broken
business models in agriculture
and infrastructure rule out further fiscal stimulus.

n
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WASHINGTON:USPresidentDonald

Trump on Monday slammed
China over its trade practices,
saying the US was losing billions
to Beijing and vowing to protect
American commerce as tension
escalated following his weekend
threat to hike tariffs.
On Sunday, Trump said he
would ratchet up tariffs on $200
billion worth of imports from
China, escalating the dispute
marked by tit-for-tat duties
betweenWashingtonandBeijing
as ongoing talks were set to continue this week.
Trumpappearedto defend his
Sunday statement, citing the
trade deficit between the US and
China. “Sorry, we’renot goingto
be doing that anymore!” he
tweeted early Monday.
Trump and his advisers had
said the talks were progressing
wellamidaroundofnegotiations
in Beijing last week. But on Sunday,Trump saida tradedealwas
coming together too slowly.
He also said he would impose
tariffs of 25% on $325 billion of
Chinese goods “shortly,” which
wouldessentiallymeanallgoods
importedfrom Chinainto theUS
would be blanketed by duties.
Trump said later on Monday
hehaddiscussedtradeandNorth
KoreawithJapanesePrimeMinisterShinzoAbe,butprovidedno
additional details.
Abe told reporters the two
countries would “respond
together” to North Korea “going
forward.”

The bank’s net interest income rose to ₹7,620 crore in Q4, from
₹6,022 crore earned during the previous quarter.
MINT

ICICI Bank FY19
net falls 50% on
higher expenses
Gopika Gopakumar
n

gopika.g@livemint.com

MUMBAI: ICICI Bank Ltd posted a

50%declineinnetprofitforfiscal
year 2018-19 at ₹3,363.30 crore
because of higher expenses and
provisions.Operatingprofithowever grew 17% to ₹22,072 crore,
suggesting an improvement in
core operationalperformance at
the private sector lender.
Onaquarterlybasis,netprofit
inthefiscalfourthquarterfell5%
year-on-yearto₹969crore,widely
trailingestimatesof₹2,292.1crore
inaBloombergpollof23analysts.
Thebank’sprovisioncoverage
ratio, which is a measure of the
fundssetasidetocoverbadloans,
increased to 70.6% at the end of
the March quarter from 47.7% in
the same period last year.
The bank saw improved asset
qualityon accountofhigherprovisions. Net non-performing
assets (NPAs) as a percentage of
total assets fell to 2.06% as on
March31from4.77%intheprevious year. Gross NPAs as a percentage of total assets excluding
provisionsimprovedto6.7%from

ICICI BANK’S NET
PROFIT DROPPED
TO ₹969 CRORE IN
THE FOURTH QUARTER
FROM ₹1,020 CRORE
A YEAR EARLIER
8.84% a year earlier and 7.75% in
the third quarter.
Fresh additions to bad loans
stood at ₹3,547 crore. The bank
wrote off nearly ₹7,300 crore of
bad loans in the quarter, taking
the total amount of write-offs to
₹11,000 crore. The management
expects the situation on provisionsandslippagestoimprovein
FY20.
“Therun-rateforslippagesfor
FY19 itself has come down substantially from ₹11,000 crore of
additions compared to ₹29,000
crore in FY18. Since slippages
have reduced, loan-loss provisions should also reduce going
ahead. We are at the end of the
assetqualitycycle,”saidSandeep
Batra, executive director, ICICI
Bank.

SC stays NGT order on Volkswagen
Japnam K Bindra
n

japnam.bindra@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
(SC) on Monday stayed an order
of the National Green Tribunal
(NGT) imposing a fine of ₹500
crore on Volkswagen AG, providing major relief to the German automaker.
The NGT had imposed the fine
on Volkswagen for what it called
harming the environment.
A bench of the apex court
headed by Justice SA Bopde said
that ‘no coercive action’ should
be taken against Volkswagen
with respect to the fine. The
court also sought replies from
the Central Pollution Control
Board and Saloni Ailawadi, a
teacher at a Delhi school who,
along with a few others, had
moved the green tribunal seeking a ban on the sale of Volks-

THE NGT HAD IMPOSED
A ₹500 CRORE FINE ON
VOLKSWAGEN FOR WHAT
IT CALLED HARMING
THE ENVIRONMENT
wagen vehicles in India for
alleged violation of emission
norms.
The NGT on March 7 slapped
the ₹500 crore fine on the local
unit of Volkswagen for allegedly
damaging the environment by
using a so-called “cheat device”
in its diesel cars sold in India.
AbenchheadedbyNGTchairperson Justice Adarsh Kumar
Goel directed the carmaker to
deposit the amount within two
months.
Mint cited Volkswagen India
as saying that it did not use any
“cheat device”—a software that

activates the engine’s emissions
controls only during laboratory
testing. However, in December
2015, the automaker recalled
about 323,700 cars of Volkswagen, Skoda, and Audi brands
in India that are equipped with
EA 189 diesel engines for technical updates. The passenger vehicle models that were recalled
were the Polo hatchback and
Vento, and the Jetta and Passat
sedans of Volkswagen. Skoda’s
Fabia hatchback was also
recalled, along with the Yeti
sport-utility vehicle (SUV), and
Rapid, Lauraand Superb sedans.
The company also recalled its
premium brand Audi’s A4 and
A6 sedans, besides Q3 and Q5
SUVs.
“It’s a very unfortunate situation for both parties as in India
we didn’t have the stringent
rules when it comes to vehicular

Govt tells EV makers to build
locally to qualify for subsidies
Amit Panday
n

amit.p1@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Control units, chargers

andACunits areamongaslew of
components that electric and
hybrid vehicle manufacturers
must build locally to qualify for
subsidies under a government
scheme to encourage the adoption of such vehicles.
The latest draft guidelines on
Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid &) Electric
Vehicles Scheme (FAME) list
components that need to be built
locally, with specific deadlines.
FAME,whichwasintroducedon
April 1, 2015, entered its second
phase (FAME-2) in April 2019.
The guidelines, issued by the
department of heavy industry
(DHI) which implements the
scheme, cover manufacturers of
electricandhybridtwo-wheelers,
three-wheelers,rickshaws,fourwheelers and electric buses,
along with associated deadlines
forindigenization.Minthasseen
a copy of the guidelines.
Allelectricvehicleandhybrid
manufacturers must localize
manufacturing of wheel rims
integrated with hub motor from
October 1, 2019.
TheHVACunits(heating,ventilation and air conditioning) for
electric cars are also scheduled
forindigenizationfromthatdate.
Other key components such as
electronic throttles, vehicle controlunit, on board charger for all
categories,andelectriccompressor and the DC charging inlet for
electric cars and buses must be
indegenizedfromOctober1,2020.

emissions. Now to expect an
automaker to make vehicles in
compliance with global standards is not a realistic thing to
do. So, I think it would be quite a
stretch to penalize Volkswagen
for their diesel engines in India
as they never flouted the Indian
emission standards,” said Anil
Sharma, associate director, MarketsandMarkets.
The Volkswagen emissions
cheating scandal emerged in
2015 in the US when authorities
there discovered that diesel
vehicles manufactured by the
company emitted nitrogen oxide
40 times the permissible limits.
Subsequently, the company
pleaded guilty of using a device
that showed emissions within
permissible limit when they
were tested in laboratories but
violated the norms while running on the roads.

Boeing held off for
months on
disclosing faulty
alert on 737 MAX
Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

CHICAGO: BoeingCo.knewmonths

n

All EV and hybrid manufacturers must localize manufacturing of
wheel rims integrated with hub motor from October 1, 2019.
MINT

The FAME scheme is part of
the government’s effort to boost
electricmobilitythroughgreater
indigenization.
The second phase running
fromfiscal2020tofiscal2022hasa
budget of ₹10,000 crore.
Of this, ₹8,596 crore has been
allocatedtosubsidizeretailvehicle prices for consumers while
₹1,000 crore is for the charging
infrastructure.
Despitethescheme’saccenton
localization,theguidelinesallow
imports of key battery components to overcome immediate
technological challenges and
manage costs.
Importsoflithiumioncellsand
battery packs, which attract a
basic 5% import duty, are slated
to rise to 10% and 15%, respectively, from April 2021 to drive
battery suppliers to localize the
technology in India.

The draft rules notify vehicle
testing agencies which will
ensure compliance and issue eligibility certificates to the manufacturers for registering under
FAME-2.
Subsidies under FAME-2 are
based on battery capacity with
energycontentmeasuredinkilowatt-hour (kWh). It proposes a
uniform demand incentive of
₹10,000 per kWh for all electric
vehicles, including hybrids
except buses.
The department of heavy
industryhasalsoinvitedelectric
andhybridvehiclemakerstoregister to comply with the FAME-2
eligibility criteria. Companies
musthaveatleast25vehicledealers and service centres situated
inatleasttwostatestobeeligible.
Only the approved models,
including all variants, qualify
under the new guidelines.

before a deadly 737 MAX crash
that a cockpit alert wasn’t workingthewaythecompanyhadtold
buyersofthesingle-aislejetliner.
But the planemaker didn’t
shareitsfindingswithairlinesor
theFederalAviationAdministration until after a Lion Air plane
wentdownoffthecoastofIndonesiainOctober,accordingtoaBoeingstatementonSundayasitprovided additional details of an
issue that first came to light last
week. The accident occurred
aftererroneousreadingsbyasingle angle-of-attack sensor triggered software that pushed the
jet’s nose down until pilots lost
control.
Boeing’s latest disclosure
raises new questions about the
737MAX’sdevelopmentandtesting—and the company’s lack of
transparency.Thealertwassupposedtoflashwhentwoangle-ofattackvanessentconflictingdata
about the relation of the plane’s
noseto the oncoming airstream.
Boeing had told airlines and
pilotsthattheso-calledAOAdisagree warning was standard
acrossthe MAXfleet,as on a previous generation of 737 jets.
ThesoftwaredeliveredtoBoeing linked the signal with a secondcockpit gauge--availablefor
afee--thatdisplayedthereadings
from the two vanes.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P W L Pts NRR*
MI
14 9 5 18 0.421
CSK

14

9

5

18

0.131

DC

14

9

5

18

0.044

SRH

14

6

8

12

0.577

KKR

14

6

8

12

0.028

KXIP 14

6

8

12

-0.251

14

5

8

11

-0.449

RR
RCB

14 5 8 11 -0.607
Updated till MI v KKR match

shortstories
KATICH HINTS AT
LACK OF UNITY IN
KKR AFTER EXIT
MUMBAI: Kolkata Knight Riders’
assistant coach Simon Katich
admitted there was tension on
the field within their ranks, and
said the string of six losses had
contributed to the change in
dynamics within the group in
their disappointing IPL campaign.
Two-time champions KKR needed
to win against Mumbai Indians on
Sunday to qualify for the playoffs, but they slumped to a
nine-wicket thrashing to crash
out. “There is no doubt and we
can’t hide from the fact that there
was some tension on the field.
That was evident in the last, I
guess, few games after we got
into a bit of a roll with losses. We
have to address that as a group,”
Katich said. “What is important in
IPL is the dynamics of the group
and the unity, and that is something KKR is proud of,” added the
former Australian Test batsman.

Warner, Smith make
winning return for Aussies
BRISBANE: David Warner hit a
quickfire 39 and Steve Smith 22 on
Monday in their first appearance
for Australia since a major balltampering scandal as the home
team edged a second-string New
Zealand by one wicket in a
practice match. The Australians
were set a target of 216 as they
warm up for their World Cup
defence, and scraped home with
10 balls to spare thanks to a
tail-end rescue act.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

7:30pm: CSK v MI, live on
Star Sports 1, 1HD, 2, 2HD,
1Kannada , 1Bangla,
1Hindi, 1HD Hindi, 1Tamil,
1Telugu, Select 1, S1HD,
Select 2 & S2HD.

FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

12:30am (Wed): Liverpool v Barcelona, live on
Sony Ten 2 & HD.

TENNIS
MADRID OPEN

3:30pm: Day 2, live on
Sony ESPN & HD.

MumbaibacktogiveCSK
freshbowlingtestathome
HIGH STAKES Chennai suffered their
first home defeat since 2015 against MI,
but will aim to restore home supremacy
n

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

CHENNAI: The only time Chennai

SuperKingsfanslefttheMAChidambaramStadiumwithasense
of despair this IPL season, Mumbai Indians were laughing in the
visitors’ dugout.
Thethree-timechampionsled
by Rohit Sharma halted a streak
that began in 2015, inflicting the
first-ever loss on CSK in their
home turf in four years. The victors return to the fortress of the
MSDhoni-leddefendingchampions; only this time the stakes are
higher.
A win in Tuesday’sQualifier1
will not only ensure a passage to
the final but also provide three
extradaystorecover.Afteragruellingmonth-and-a-halfofaction
in summer heat, any team will
happily accept the mini-break
beforegoingintothetitleclash,in
Hyderabad on May 12.
It’s only fitting the two most
consistent sides in IPL have got
the chance to earn that advantage.
JADHAV FACTOR
No team backs their players like
CSK. Opener Shane Watson,
whenheendedapatchyrunwith
a 53-ball 96 against Sunrisers
Hyderabadlastmonth,admitted
hewouldhavebeen‘droppedlong
ago’hadhebeeninanotherteam.
Thereluctancetoexperiment,
however, leaves the bench
largely untested. And that can
proveadisadvantageifoneofthe
regularsmissesoutduetoinjury.
KedarJadhavwaspersistedwith
despite a poor run in the middle
order. He suffered a shoulder
injurywhilefieldinginSunday’s
losstoKingsXI,andaccordingto
coach Stephen Fleming, he will
miss the rest of the IPL.
Some reports suggest the
member of India’s World Cup
squad will be fit in two weeks. A
CSK official said an MRI will be
done on Monday and only after
that can an accurate assessment
oftheinjurybedone.InJadhav’s
absence, CSK may choose
between Dhruv Shorey and
Murali Vijay.
Both have played just one
game each this season and could
be rusty facing the potent bowling arsenal of MI, despite MS
Dhoni–CSK’stoprun-getterwith
368 runs in 12 games – to back up.

HEAD TO HEAD
Mumbai
Indians

Chennai
Super Kings

15

11
Total matches

26

LEAGUE MATCHES
n MI beat CSK by 37 runs at

Rajesh Pansare

Mumbai.

n

MUMBAI: Lasith Malinga may no

Chennai.

longer be his fiery old self, firing
in those yorkers at will like he
did in his pomp. But he still has
that ability to surprise batsmen.
Slower ones, slower bouncers
and a few other variations are
still effective, delivered in his
slingy action. But on Sunday at
the Wankhede Stadium,
Malinga did what he rarely
does, bowl around the wicket
and dig it short. That’s how he
got Andre Russell to nick to the
keeper before the Kolkata
Knight Riders all-rounder could
start swatting away the bowling.
Russell has proved a nightmare for teams this IPL with the
manner in which he has
attacked bowlers late in the
innings. Although experts
spoke of shackling the Jamaican
power-hitter with short deliveries, it was about who would
deliver them effectively.
Malinga did, and it dashed KKR
hopes of a win to qualify for the
playoffs.
Mumbai Indians’ coach
Mahela Jayawardene said after
the win that it’s important to
always try something new to
take the opposition by surprise.
Malinga going around the
wicket and bowling that line
was something they had worked
on for a while before his Sri
Lankan compatriot became confident of trying it in a game.
“We’ve been working on it for
a week or so, trying to create a
different angle because the batsmen were getting used to him.
That’s something we are practising,” said Jayawardene.

Faf du Plessis and Suresh Raina
too are in form and that should
help share the batting burden.
MI BOWLING
“We always wanted to create a
bowling unit which can control
situationsbecauseweknowbatsmen will score runs. We have
enough quality and option. It
gives Rohit enough options to
attack any opposition. (Lasith)
Malinga and (Jasprit) Bumrah
makeforapotentbowlingattack.
We can use them in different
times.Hardik aswell hasbowled
at the back end in fairly good
games,” MI coach Mahela Jayawardenesaidafter Sunday’swin
over Knight Riders at home.
Add in-form spinners Krunal
Pandya and Rahul Chahar and
MI’s options look solid.
Rohit Sharma will feel good
going into the vital game after
scoring a half-century against
KKR.Hispatienthalf-centuryon
a slow Chepauk pitch on April 26
wasalessonontacklingchallenging conditions where the batsman’s skills come into play. The
powerplay overs are generally
low-scoring, but patience pays
off.
Under Rohit, MI’s other batting stalwarts Quinton de Kock
and Kieron Pollard too have
flourished. Although they have
won in Chepauk this season, to
repeat it, they need to negate the
spin of Imran Tahir, Harbhajan
Singh and Ravindra Jadeja.
Pacer Deepak Chahar has also
been consistent.
Injuryornoinjury,bothteams
are stacked with performers. It
willbeaclashofthetitanshereon
Tuesday, with the final spot a
worthy reward for the winners.

n

Jasprit Bumrah will lead Mumbai Indians’ potent pace attack against Chennai Super Kings.

n

group, but we discuss anything
but cricket,” says Riyan Parag
over the phone. The group he
mentionsisspecial–allareworld
U-19 champions from last year.
In IPL, seven players from the
triumphantU-19WorldCupteam
are part of various franchises.
Had young pacers Shivam Mavi
andKamleshNagarkotinotbeen
injured, the list would be nine
strong.
Four of the players – Prithvi
Shaw, Manjot Kalra (both Delhi
Capitals), Abhishek Sharma
(SunrisersHyderabad)andAnukul Roy (Mumbai Indians) are in
teams that have made it to the
playoffs.

DEALING WITH
STARDOM
Abhishek Sharma’s SRH however sneaked into the playoffs in
fourth spot. Though he has

DOUBLE SHIFT
This season, he has taken 15
wickets in 10 matches at a strike
rate of 15.13, which is below his
career strike rate of 16.47. He
even made a dash to Sri Lanka in
between to play in local games to
make it to the World Cup squad.
Zaheer Khan, MI director of
cricket operations, had said
before the season why Malinga
would make a difference.
“The kind of experience he
brings to the table is immense.
Not only with his bowling, but
also when you are in a game situation, it’s a relief for the other
bowlers who trust the experience that brings and the valuable advice (he can offer). As a
coaching staff you can plan
things, but when the game is
happening, and things are happening in real time, if someone
is proactive that makes a huge
difference in terms of decisionmaking,” Zaheer had said.

MUJEEB UR RAHMAN, Kings XI spinner
Shalini Gupta
shalini.gupta@htlive.com

MOHALI: While England, India

and Australia are top contenders for the World Cup, they
would all be wary of Afghanistan. With world-class spinners Rashid Khan, Mujeeb Ur
Rahman and Mohammed Nabi
in their ranks, Afghanistan
can cause upsets. Teenaged
mystery spinner Mujeeb took
IPL by storm last year by taking 14 wickets for KXIP, and
bowling Virat Kohli. This year,
he played just five games, taking three wickets, but is part of
the World Cup squad. In this
interview, Mujeeb talks about
the World Cup, learning from
Punjab skipper Ashwin and
other issues.
Excerpts

played just three matches, he
caused a flutter by using a backspin variation to dismiss Capitals’ Colin Munro.
“Doing well in IPL brings a lot
of focus. The onus is on the individualshowtohandlethatattention.Forayoungguylikeme,itis
necessary to take IPL as the
learning process and not get
swayed. Weallhavetoworkhard
to reach the next level,” said
Sharma,whomadehisRanjiTrophy debut for Punjab in 2017. His
stateteammateandU-19left-arm
pacer Arshdeep Singh too made
his debut for KXIP this season.
For Parag, who plays from
Assam,stayingawayfromsocial
mediahashelpedalotinkeeping
focus.
“I have been receiving messages since I made my debut for
Royals.ButfornowIamignoring
them. There are some functions
which I will have to attend in

PTI

STAYING RECEPTIVE
Malinga’s former Sri Lanka captain added: “He had a good practice session (on Saturday) and

felt very good. We told him it’s
about time he tried it in a game.
That’s the thing in modern-day
cricket, even though you have
been a great you still have to
find new ways of creating
things. It was nice to see he was
open to the idea and get the
rewards.”
Two years ago, it appeared
Malinga’s career was over.
Crippled by injuries, he missed
a majority of Sri Lanka’s assignments.
He wasn’t much effective
with MI in IPL 2017, and last
year MI didn’t pick him in the
auctions but made him their
bowling mentor.
But Malinga worked on his
fitness, got back in the Sri Lanka
squad, and proved to MI there
was still something left in the
tank. He is back on MI’s roster
this season, and with Jasprit
Bumrah has extended their successful partnership.

facetoface

CHENNAI:“WedoshareaWhatsapp

Riyan Parag, India’s U-19 World Cup winner, made a mark with
Rajasthan Royals, becoming the youngest to hit an IPL fifty.

ANSHUMAN POYREKAR/HT

Afghanistan can take on the best in ODIs

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

n

rajesh.pansare@htlive.com

n MI beat CSK by 46 runs at

Abhishek Paul

SPECIAL CONNECTION
“Themostspecialthingaboutour
batch was our coach Rahul
Dravid. Everyone knows about
histechnique,butwhatstoodout
was his interaction with us on
handlingpressure.Hisadviceon
analysing a match situation is
what is helping us at the senior
level,” said 17-year old Parag,
whoplayedforRajasthanRoyals
andbecametheyoungesttoscore
an IPL half-century.
“We all had talent but way he
groomed us for almost two years
made the difference.”
All-rounder Parag scored 160
runs in seven matches but his
team ended seventh. Likewise,
Shubman Gill (296 runs, 14
matches) was one of the leading
scorers for Kolkata Knight Riders, but he too could not get his
team into the playoffs.

Malinga was MI’s best bowler against KKR.

Malinga polishes
new weapon to
snare Russell

Abhishek Paul

India’s junior champions
ease into IPL limelight
n

n

ht20

AFP

Guwahati, but that’s about it. I
will get down to business with
some local tournaments,” he
said.
TEST TON
GillandPrithviShaw(292runsin
14 matches) have already made
their senior national team
debut. Gill played in the ODI
series against New Zealand in
January, while Shaw, who has
just turned 19, made his Test
debut in the home series against
West Indies last year and even
made a century. But for an ankle
injury at the start of the tour, he
might have played a part in the
historicTestserieswininAustralia too.
“It’s fun to face each other on
the field. When we meet each
other on the cricket field we chat
and discuss about the game,”
Parag adds. “They have done a
good job, hopefully I can too.”

Has this IPL season been ideal
preparation for the World Cup ?
It was my second season with
Kings XI. Although, I played
just five matches, I picked up a
lot from the seniors. IPL provides such a big platform for
young cricketers to rub shoulders with stars. Like last season, I enjoyed IPL this season,
being part of the Kings XI
dressing room. Cricketers
from all over the world got a
great chance to prepare for the
World Cup during IPL. See the
performances of David
Warner, Kagiso Rabada,
Rashid Khan, MS Dhoni,
Andre Russell and Hardik Pandya. I am sure their form will
travel to England though the
conditions will be different.

This IPL wasn’t good for you. Did
it dent your confidence?
Last season was better. T20 is a
challenging and unpredictable
format. On a given day, you can

take six wickets in six balls and
can also leak six sixes in six
balls. It affects you that day but
you move on and think about
the upcoming games. The
important thing is to forget
such bad outings and focus on
rectifying mistakes. The coach
and captain play important
roles in guiding you when you
are a bit down. Soon, I will join
the Afghanistan team and prepare for different conditions.
The warm up matches will give
me a chance to test my skills
and build confidence for the
World Cup.

You have formed a terrific partnership with Rashid? How do you
complement each other?
Rashid is a very smart bowler.
It is a blessing to be bowling
alongside him. He has gained a
lot of experience in recent
years. I look up to him while
bowling with him. Before any
game, we like to sit and plan
our spells. Also, we both like to
attack and stick to the plan.
Usually plans are executed
well and as a result we do well
as bowlers. It is fun watching
him bowl those faster ones and
confuse the batsmen. I rely
more on variations. Nabi is
also a class spinner, who sets
up dismissals very tactfully.

Spin will be your strength at the
World Cup, conditions are not
spin-friendly in England. You still
feel your team should attack with
spin?
It is not that England just offers
help to fast bowlers. We have
played in England and have
been successful as spinners.
And if our team has world class
spinners why not bowl with
what is our strength? Don’t be
surprised if spinners bowl with
the new ball in some matches.

But spinners will have to put in
more hard work and show discipline. If the English summer
is dry, spinners will have a
wonderful time, especially in
the middle overs.

The round-robin format won’t
give you a single easy match and
team teams will target you. Are
you guys prepared?
Afghanistan has improved
leaps and bounds since the 2015
World Cup. I don’t think we are
minnows anymore when it

comes to T20 and ODI cricket.
We have the calibre to take on
teams like England, India and
Australia. The team has been
preparing in South Africa due
to the availability of quick
wickets there and now head to
Scotland and Ireland for the
final leg of preparations. We
would like to take one match at
one time and aim for a semifinals berth.

What advise have you got from
Ashwin during the IPL?

Ashwin is a very good captain
who likes to get involved with
his team during the nets. He
has given me lot of inputs on
bowling techniques. I have not
been able to use them due to
time constraints.
I will be working on them
once I join the Afghanistan
team ahead of the World Cup.
Last season too, Ashwin was
kind enough to spend extra
time with me in the nets. He
just told me to bowl to my
strength, enjoy the game.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

FIH Series Finals to
stay in Bhubaneswar
Sandip Sikdar
n

sandip.sikdar@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Hockey India (HI)

allayed concerns the FIH Series
Finals may have to be shifted out
of Bhubaneswar in the aftermath
of Cylone Fani, confirming on
Monday that the June 6-15 tournament will be in the Odisha capital as scheduled.
A federation official told this
paper on Saturday that the tournament, the first step in the qualification for the Tokyo Olympics,
may have to be moved out if the
organisers can’t repair damage
caused to the stadium by the
cyclone.“We’ve just three weeks
to set things right. Foreign teams
will start reaching Bhubaneswar
around May 29-30. We need to
decide about the venue in a day or
two,” a HI insider said on Saturday on condition of anonymity.
“Even some foreign teams are
enquiring about the situation in
Bhubaneswar. Lucknow and Raipur have the best available turfs
right now, and if we can’t repair
the Kalinga Stadium (in Bhubaneswar) within three weeks, we’ll
have to shift to one of these places.”However, HI chief executive
officer (CEO) Elena Norman said
the tournament will stay at the
original venue.
‘EVENT TO GO AS PER
SCHEDULE’
“There is no plan to shift the FIH
Series Finals from Bhubaneswar.
The event will go ahead as per
schedule despite the cyclone.
There is no major damage to the
stadium,” she said over phone
from Australia. “FIH has not
questioned HI. It is aware that the
tournament can still go ahead as
per schedule.”
When contacted, the interna-

tional hockey federation (FIH)
said it is in touch with the Indian
federation to assess the situation.
Odisha authorities, now
engaged in massive rehabilitation and rebuilding of infrastructure, also surveyed the Kalinga
Stadium to assess the damage.
NO DAMAGE TO KALINGA
STADIUM
“The hockey stadium is absolutely fine. There is no damage to
the field of play. There is damage
to the floodlights. Some seats
were blown away in the storm but
the turf is absolutely fine. The
damages are repairable,” an Odisha sports department official
said on condition of anonymity.
“We have lost some electricity
poles, which has stopped the flow
of water in the city. Because there
is no electricity, there is cash
crunch as ATMs are not working,
neither are mobile networks. The
issues are being fixed phase wise
and will take a bit of time but the
tournament will go ahead here.”
The Kalinga Stadium hosted
the 2014 Champions Trophy, 2017
Hockey World League Final and
the showpiece 2018 World Cup in
November-December.
The finalists in the FIH Series
Finals will secure a place in the
qualification events for 2020
Tokyo Olympics that will be held
in November.
India are in Pool A with
Poland, Russia and Uzbekistan
while Pool B has South Africa,
Japan, Mexico and US. India will
open against Russia on June 6.
The Indian hockey team is currently touring Down Under
where they will play a match
against a local club before facing
Australia A in two games. They
will take on the senior Australia
team on May 15 and 17.

CONCUSSED
SALAH OUT OF
CLASH VS BARCA
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LIVERPOOL:Liverpool will be with-

out top scorer Mohamed Salah for
Tuesday’s Champions League
semi-final, second leg against
Barcelona after manager Jurgen
Klopp revealed he was concussed
in a 3-2 win at Newcastle.
The Egyptian was stretchered
off at St James’ Park on Saturday
due to a head knock sustained as
he challenged Newcastle goalkeeper Martin Dubravka for a
high ball.
“It’s a concussion so that
means he would not even be
allowed to play. So that’s it,” said
Klopp at his pre-match press conference on Monday.

It is hereby announced for the information of candidates who have applied for the 04
posts of Drug Control Officer (Class-II) in Health Department, Haryana relating to Advt. No.
2 (6)/2015 published on 10.09.2015 that the Commission has decided to hold Recruitment
Test for the above said post followed by viva-voce. Accordingly, the syllabus for the
recruitment test will be as under:Syllabus for the recruitment/shortlisting test:The syllabus for the above posts is available on the Commission's website i.e.
http://hpsc.gov.in.
Scheme of the Recruitment/Screening Test:100 MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions), (English Language) total 100 marks (one
mark for each question) with total duration of two hours will be asked from the syllabus
mentioned above and there will be no negative marking.
Sd/Secretary
Dated: 03.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula
Note:- This Announcement is also available on Commission's website i.e.
http://hpsc.gov.in
76266

RESULT
This is in continuation of the result declared on dated 23.04.2019 and 24.04.2019 by
the Haryana Public Service Commission for recommendation of the candidates for the
posts of Assistant District Attorney (Group-B) in Prosecution Department against
Advertisement No. 2 of 2017 published on 09.05.2017 followed by corrigendum dated
19.06.2018 published in various newspapers.
The result for the five posts of the General Category was kept reserved / vacant and a
note was also given i.e. (5 posts kept vacant as per directions of the Hon'ble Punjab &
Haryana High Court in CWPs No. 7819/2019, 9658/2019, 9663/2019, 9821/2019 &
10317/2019) and one post for the SC category was kept reserved / vacant and a note was
given i.e. (1 post kept vacant as per directions of the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court
in CWP No. 9831/2019).
Now, the matter for these posts (total six posts - 05 for General category & 01 for SC
category), which were kept reserved / vacant has been re-considered by the Commission
and accordingly the result has been prepared below. The Roll Numbers shown below are
in ascending order and not in order of merit.
GENERAL CATEGORY
17974 31156
35057 38199
Note 01: The candidate with Roll No. 38199 was earlier recommend against BCB category
in result declared dated on 23.04.2019. Now, this candidate has qualified on his own merit
in General category and hence is being recommended in General category.
Note 02: Only 01 post has been kept vacant as per directions of the Hon'ble Punjab &
Haryana High Court in CWP No. 17935 / 2018
BCB OF HARYANA
28645
Note: Above candidate i.e. Roll No. 28645 is being recommended in lieu of the Roll No.
38199 who has now been recommended in General category on his own merit.
SC OF HARYANA
22728
Note:
1. Total 190 posts were Advertised by the Commission vide Advertisement No. 2 of 2017
published on 09.05.2017 and followed by corrigendum dated 19.06.2018. Against
these posts, 184 candidates were recommended in earlier result dated 23.04.2019
and 05 candidates are now being recommended. Thus leaving only 01 post reserved/
vacant in view of orders passed by Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP No.
17935/2018 in which Hon'ble Court has directed the Commission to keep 01 post
reserved.
1. While preparing the result due care has been taken. However, any inadvertent error
cannot be ruled out The Commission reserves its right to rectify any error at a later
stage.
3. The above result is subject to the final outcome of CWP No. 13847/2017,
17935/2018, 9663/2019, 10211/2019, 9831/2019, 9774/2019, 9821/2019,
9658/2019, 7819/2019, 9267/2019, 8729/2019, 10321/2019, 10317/2019,
10315/2019, 10312/2019, 10322/2017 & 10361/2019 pending before the Hon'ble
Punjab & Haryana High Court.
4. This result is also available on Commission's website http://hpsc.gov.in
Sd/Secretary
Dated: 02.05.2019
Haryana Public Service Commission,
Panchkula
76266
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Semenya case complicated
No barriers: Kipchoge’s
and delicate, says IOC chief
‘impossible’ marathon quest
Agence France-Presse
n

NEW BEGINNING Britain’s richest man to fund the world’s fastest marathoner’s bid to break the two-hour barrier
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

OXFORD:Eliud Kipchoge has fund-

ing from Britain’s richest man for
his bid to break the two-hour
marathon barrier again later this
year.
The fastest marathon runner
of all time announced plans for
the record attempt during a visit
to the track in Oxford where
Roger Bannister ran the first subfour-minute mile 65 years ago on
Monday.
“I want to unlock that thought
that there are limitations in the
human being,” Kipchoge told The
Associated Press at the Iffley
Road track. “There are no barriers when you believe in yourself
and try and trust in what you are
doing.”
The 34-year-old Olympic
champion has gained the trust of
Jim Ratcliffe, who founded chemicals group INEOS and is estimated by London-based Sunday
Times Rich List to be worth 21 billion pounds ($28 billion).
Ratcliffe spent the London
Marathon earlier this month in
the pace car watching Kipchoge
win the event for a record fourth
time. London is where Ratcliffe
hopes the Kenyan runner will in
September or October be lowering his world record marathon
time of 2 hours, 1 minute, 39 seconds — set in Berlin in September
— to under two hours.
Kipchoge made an attempt at
the Monza motor racing circuit in
Italy in May 2017, falling 26 seconds short across 26.2 miles (42.2
kilometers) around an oval track
in a time not sanctioned by the
IAAF, because of variables such
as pacers entering mid-race and
drinks being given to runners via
mopeds.
This time a parklands circuit
could be favored over a road circuit because Ratcliffe anticipates
needing dates in London on three
consecutive weekends being set
aside to ensure the conditions are
optimal for Kipchoge.“If we have
it in London it would need to be an
iconic location that fulfils the performance criteria that’s flat and
has a good surface,” Ratcliffe said
after posing with Kipchoge in
front of a clock that read “1:59.00.”

n

Eliud Kipchoge stands next to an image of Roger Bannister at Iffley Road Sports Centre, Oxford.

KIPCHOGE MADE AN ATTEMPT AT THE MONZA MOTOR
RACING CIRCUIT IN ITALY IN MAY 2017, FALLING 26
SECONDS SHORT ACROSS 26.2 MILES (42.2
KILOMETERS) AROUND AN OVAL TRACK IN A TIME NOT
SANCTIONED BY THE IAAF.
According to Ratciffle’s vision,
the ideal situation for the attempt
would involve a circuit of 2 to 3
kilometers, and a crowd.
“It’s one of those great challenges in the sporting world to try

BCCI may drag
Mumbai Indians
into Sachin issue
Khurram Habib
n

khurram.habib@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: With Sachin Tendulkar blaming the Committee
of Administrators-led cricket
Board for the conflict of interest
question over his dual role as
Mumbai Indians mentor and
Cricket Advisory Committee
(CAC) member, it is now for the
CoA to furnish a reply to the
ombudsman and ethics officer,
Justice DK Jain.
A CoA member said the threemember body is likely to get a
legal representative to depose
before the ombudsman. There is
also talk that the CoA could put
the ball in Mumbai Indians’
court as the accreditation to
Tendulkar for dugout access
was issued on the franchise’s
request.
“The Board will forward the
request (from franchise) to the
Ethics Officer where it is stated
that Tendulkar be provided
accreditation to stay in the team
dugout,” said an official privy to
the matter.
Responding to a notice from
Justice Jain following a conflict
of interest complaint, Tendulkar denied that was the case
and wrote to the ombudsman on
Sunday blaming the CoA-led
BCCI for the mess.
The Board had said he is in a
position of ‘tractable conflict’
(As per BCCI rules, “resolvable
or permissible or excusable
through recusal of the individual concerned and/or with full
disclosure of the interest
involved.”
Tendulkar had contended
that the Board saw tractable
conflict because it felt he was a
‘team official’ while he is only an
‘icon’ or ‘mentor’.
He further said his ‘role is
limited to providing guidance,
inputs and inspiration to
younger team members’.
Tendulkar had added that he
‘doesn’t receive any compensation whatsoever for the guidance and support provided to
the Mumbai Indians team’.
He also laid the blame on
BCCI for exposing him to the
conflict issue by including him
in the advisory body when he
was already with Mumbai Indians. However, some Board officials argue that conflict would
arise even if the person held an
honorary position.

and break two hours,” for the
marathon, said Ratcliffe. “If he
does succeed it’ll be very inspirational for people. He’s the finest
marathon runner the world has
ever produced and I think he’s

still getting better.”
This is the latest foray into
sports for Ratcliffe, who has
taken over the Team Sky cycling
outfit and renamed it after
INEOS.“We worked for 25-30
years in business and it’s quite
successful,” Ratcliffe said. “We
can afford to do this and why
shouldn’t we really? We’re putting a modest amount in our
terms into sport. I think they are
good endeavors. We enjoy it and
we can.”
There is also a risk. Ratcliffe

REUTERS

said he has conducted due diligence into the athletes he is now
funding in cycling and athletics
— two sports that have grappled
with doping issues.
“We probe quite deeply into
that,” Ratcliffe said. “I have no
interest in cheating.”
Neither does Kipchoge.
“This is the time to prove to the
whole world that you can run in a
positive way,” Kipchoge said,
“and in a clean way and actually
make history.”

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BRISBANE: International Olympic
Committee chief Thomas Bach
Monday called the controversial gender case of South African runner Caster Semenya
“extremely complicated and
delicate” and said an expert
panel will study its implications.
Two-time Olympic champion
Semenya last week lost a court
challenge against the International Association of Athletic
Federations (IAAF) over plans
to force some women to regulate
their testosterone levels.
The decision by the Court of
Arbitration for Sport means
female athletes with elevated
testosterone will have to take
suppressive treatment if they
wish to compete as women in
certain events.
The IAAF argued that
“hyperandrogenic” athletes —
or those with “differences of
sexual development” (DSD) —
had an unfair advantage over
others.
Bach told AFP in Brisbane
that the IOC would create a
group of “experts from science,
from ethics as well as athletes’
representatives and from international federations” to examine the ruling.
It will include IOC medical
director Richard Budgett and an
IAAF official who will “study
this extremely complicated and
delicate problem”.
“This is a case that should be
taken up with the international
federations, it’s their rules that
are involved, their technical
regulations,” he said, adding
that he had “no idea” when the
group would reach any conclusions on this matter.
The World Medical Association has urged doctors not to
enforce the controversial new
rules for classifying female athletes, warning that attempts to
do so would breach ethics codes.
The DSD rules — first
adopted last year but suspended
pending the legal battle — are
due to come into effect on May 8.
Semenya is mulling an appeal.
Bach is in Brisbane to meet
Queensland state officials who
are considering a bid for the city
to host the 2032 Olympics, before
heading to the nearby Gold
Coast for a summit of sports federations.

n

Caster Semenya might appeal the controversial ruling.

GETTY IMAGES

LIZ CALLS FOR NEW CATEGORIES
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Former 10,000
metres world champion Liz
McColgan has said there
should be separate events
for athletes with differences of sex development
(DSD) and for transgender
competitors following a
controversial ruling concerning Caster Semenya.
McColgan, whose
daughter Eilish has run
against Semenya,
expressed sympathy but
backed the 2-1 CAS verdict
as a necessary ruling to
protect the integrity of
women’s sport.
But the Scot also suggested Sunday that one

way forward would be to
create new categories for
some non-binary genders.“I personally think
(CAS made) the right decision but I think there are
still grey areas that have to
be ironed out,” McColgan
told BBC Radio.
“I do not agree that anyone should take any drugs
to reduce testosterone
because I’m a big supporter
of a drug-free sport and I’d
be a bit of a hypocrite if I
said (Semenya) should take
medication to suppress
what is naturally high in
her.” McColgan added: “A
lot of people are making
this out to be a Caster Semenya story and it’s not
really about Caster.”

HIMACHAL PRADESH STATE POLLUTION
CONTROL BOARD, HIM PARIVESH,
PHASE-III, NEW SHIMLA-9
Tel: 0177 2673766, Fax: 0 177 2673018, Website: http://www. http://hppcb.nic.in/

PUBLIC NOTICE
All individual community/ residential colonies/ educational institutions
government establishments/ industrial units/ private organizations/
commercial establishments/ etc., are hereby informed to practice the
segregation of sanitary waste from other solid waste and ensure its safe
disposal through the facilities developed by Local Authorities i.e. Municipal
Corporations/Councils/ Nagar Panchayats or by Common Bio-medical
Treatment and Disposal Facility operator or by any other agencies, so that
disposal is ensured as per the CPCB guidelines of 2018, notified under Solid
Waste Management Rules, 2016. Copy of the guidelines is also available at
the State Board’s official Websites i.e. www.hppcb.nic.in.
By Order
Member Secretary
9641-42

THE PUNJAB STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL
EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
1-A, Sec 36-A, Chandigarh. Ph 2615385, 2622584-85 Fax: 2660734

Diploma Admissions 2019-20
Online Registration & Counseling Schedule
This is for the information of public and all the candidates desirous of taking
admission in Diploma level courses for the session 2019-20, admission in technical
Institutes affiliated with the Board, shall be made through online counseling in the
following AICTE approved course as per schedule given below:
1. Admission to Three year Diploma course in Engineering Trades.
2. Admission to Three Year Diploma Course in Modern Office Practice.
3. Admission to Two Year Diploma Course in Pharmacy.
4. Admission to Second Year of Three Year Diploma Engineering Courses through
Lateral Entry.
5. Admission to Four Year Part Time Diploma Course.
6. Admission to 2nd Year of Four Year Part Time Diploma Courses through Lateral
Entry.
Schedule for Online Registration and Counseling 2019-20

Description

Choice filling

Declaration Reporting at allocated Institutes
and payment of Admission fees
of Result

Online Registration : 10th May’ 2019 to 10th June’ 2019
1st counselling

12th June to
18th June’ 2019

20th June
(5.00 PM)

21st June to
26th June’ 2019

2 nd counselling

28th June to
rd
3 July’ 2019

5th July
(5.00 PM)

6th July to
11th July’ 2019

3rd round of counselling will start from 15th July’ 2019 and is to be completed by 15th
August’ 2019 mid night.
For Registration and other details, please visit the online counseling website :
www.psbte.gov.in
Sd/Secretary
PSBTE&IT, Chandigarh
547-D
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Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

www.youtube.com/user/ht

CHANDIGARH
HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET
On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support
Naina Arora

n

instagram.com/htcity

PHOTO: TWITTER/HIMADAS8

Sangeeta Yadav

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

twitter.com/htshowbiz

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport

‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

www.hindustantimes.com

STOP PRESS
AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

Ahaan
Panday
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

A

ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world athletic
champion Hima Das,
popularly known as ‘Dhing
Express’. The 19-year-old, who
hails from Kandhulimari, a
small village near Assam’s
Dhing town, shot into the
limelight last year after
winning gold at the IAAF
World U20 Championships and
silver at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after the
World Championships.

T

Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support. Ek
medal mujhe mila toh desh ko
mila hai (If I’ve won a medal,
it’s the entire country which
has won it),” says the athlete,
now in Yokohama for the
World Relays competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film industry
support me. Jab main world
championship khel ke aayi thi
to [athletics] federation ke
president ko Abhishek
Bachchan bhaiya, Atul
Kasbekar, aur Farhan Akhtar
ne gift bheja tha financially..,”
she shares. But her guru is
Sachin Tendulkar. “Main
cricket ke bhagwan Sachin
Tendulkar ji ko maanti hoon (I
follow the God of cricket,

Sachin Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle kiya,
ghar se khud nikal ke aayi. I
played football for a few years
where people noticed me.
Thoda sa nikal ke aa jaayein
aap, baad mein bahut ache log
aayenge. If you know of any
athlete, please support and take
them to glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now is
solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh [level]
touch nahin kiya,” she says.
Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International Stadium
with acute back pain. But she
effortlessly handles pressure.
“Actually, main woh sab sochti

nahin hoon. I want to learn
from my failures while
running, and then run some
more. When I go on the track, I
go with a clear mindset of
giving my 100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock my
best time each time. One is
unable to perform under
pressure).” With her streak of
golden hair, and an uber cool
persona, the sporting icon is
now a fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter. “We have a joint
family where I learned so
much. Kaise struggle karna
hai. We used to think we’d grow
up and get a job. I never
imagined I’d achieve so much.
My father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with all
your heart,” she adds.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

I don’t get attracted to a character that
is not strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh
ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being
like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are

B

independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But yes,
I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of big
releases (Panipat, Housefull 4
and Arjun Patiala) coming
up. “I am very excited
about all my films,” says
Kriti, adding she is yet
to sign anything
else. “There is
nothing that
I can talk about
right now
[regarding] a
new film. I
am in talks
for a few but
we are yet to
figure out
the finer
details,” she
concludes.
n

prashant.singh@htli

ve.com

Kriti Sanon says
the audience no
longer enjoys
shy, damsel-indistress
characters
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Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

SUDOKU

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA

Setters 10:25AM 08:55PM
Blackia Punjabi 10:35AM 01:05PM
03:45PM 06:15PM 08:45PM
10:55PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi 10:45AM
01:15PM 03:15PM 06:25PM
08:25PM 11:25PM
Blank 12:45PM 05:55PM 11:30PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 03:40PM

Avengers: Endgame 3D 12:20PM
10:45PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
03:45PM 07:15PM

CINEPOLIS: JAGAT
MALL, CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078

Avengers: Endgame English 3D
09:00AM 12:00PM 12:25PM
03:40PM 06:35PM 07:20PM
10:10PM 11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
12:40PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:35AM 04:00PM 07:15PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:45AM
04:20PM 09:50PM

PVR: ELANTE, CHANDIGARH

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

NU V E E
N OT IR
A BC U DT
E F LS HY
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Uglydolls English 09:10AM
05:45PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:15AM 12:45PM
02:45PM 06:15PM 07:55PM
11:45PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
09:30AM 11:20AM 12:15PM
01:20PM 03:10PM 04:05PM
05:10PM 07:00PM 07:55PM
09:00PM 10:50PM 11:45PM
Avengers: Endgame English
10:25AM 06:05PM
Kalank 02:15PM
The Tashkent Files 09:55PM
After English 10:55PM

PVR: 4DX ELANTE
CHANDIGARH

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

Avengers: Endgame English 3D
4DX 08:30AM 12:20PM 04:10PM
08:00PM 11:50PM

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV

2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

Avengers: Endgame 09:00AM
12:00PM 03:00PM 03:50PM
07:40PM 11:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
10:15AM 05:55PM 09:45PM
Avengers: Endgame 3D 02:05PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:00AM
12:00PM 06:50PM 09:50PM

Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

FLEABAG

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions
1522 The Untouchables
1923 Megamind
2100 Valerian And The City Of
A Thousand Planets
2315 Bruce Lee: The Man And
The Legend

2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

PVR: CITY CENTRE IT
PARK, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
10:05AM 05:45PM 09:35PM
Avengers: Endgame English
12:00PM 03:50PM 07:40PM
Avengers: Endgame 3D 01:55PM
Blackia Punjabi 10:20AM
06:40PM

PVR: VR PUNJAB
MALL, MOHALI

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL

Avengers: Endgame English, 3D:
09:00 AM 04:00 PM 07:30 PM
11:00 PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi, 2D:
10:00 AM 07:05 PM
Avengers: Endgame English, 2D:
12:05 PM 04:30 PM 08:00 PM 10:35
PM 11:30 PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi, 3D,
12:30 PM

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan

Players at 1451
0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R

Avengers: Endgame 3D
09:00AM 03:50PM
Avengers: Endgame 10:00AM
11:00AM 01:50PM 02:50PM
05:40PM 09:30PM 10:30PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
12:00PM 12:50PM 04:40PM
07:40PM 08:30PM
11:30PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:10AM
10:00AM 11:40AM 02:50PM
05:20PM 08:30PM 11:00PM

PVR: GOLD VR PUNJAB
MALL, MOHALI
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
10:30AM 02:20PM 06:10PM
10:00PM
Blackia Punjabi 11:00AM
04:40PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
09:00AM 12:00PM 03:40PM
06:35PM 07:20PM 10:10PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi (3D)
03:00PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:00AM
10:45AM 01:25PM 02:25PM
04:05PM 08:00PM 10:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:35AM 11:45AM 12:25PM
01:30PM 04:20PM 05:20PM
10:55PM
A Dog’s Way Home English
07:00PM

CINEPOLIS: JAGAT MALL,
SECTOR 17, CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame English,
3D 09:00 AM 12:00 PM 12:25 PM
03:40 PM 06:35 PM 07:20 PM 10:10
PM 11:00 PM
Avengers: Endgame English,
2D 12:40 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi, 2D
09:35 AM 04:00 PM 07:15 PM
Blackia Punjabi, 2D 09:45 AM
04:20 PM 09:50 PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Blackia Punjabi 09:00AM 11:45AM
02:30PM 05:15PM 08:00PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:10AM 11:30AM 01:50PM
06:20PM 08:40PM 10:50PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame 3D 09:15AM
12:45PM 03:15PM 04:15PM
07:45PM 10:15PM 11:15PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
11:45AM 06:45PM
Blank 09:40AM 04:10PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Blackia Punjabi 09:10AM 02:35PM
07:25PM 10:40PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:20AM 12:00PM 05:30PM
08:05PM
Avengers: Endgame 09:30AM
10:20PM
Avengers: Endgame 3D
10:00AM 12:00PM 05:20PM
07:20PM 09:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English
01:05PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
01:40PM 03:40PM 11:00PM
Setters 04:45PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA (ZIRAKPUR)
Avengers: Endgame Hindi,
3Dsee showtimes in other nearby
cinemas 08:30 AM 10:15 AM 11:45
AM 02:00 PM 03:30 PM 05:45 PM
11:00 PM
Avengers: Endgame English
07:15PM
Atmos 09:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:00AM 11:30AM 05:35PM
08:15PM 10:55PM
Blank 09:20AM 02:05PM
Blackia Punjabi 11:35AM 02:35PM
04:30PM 07:30PM 10:30PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Avengers: Endgame 11:30AM
03:00PM 06:30PM
Avengers: Endgame 3D
09:00AM 12:30PM 04:00PM
11:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
07:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi
09:05AM 02:55PM 08:15PM
Blackia Punjabi 09:50AM
05:25PM 10:45PM
Blank 12:40PM 10:00PM
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AOneDirectionreunion?
Itisinevitable,saysLouis

ENTERTAINMENT htcity
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I DIDN’T WANTTO BE
SOMEONE’S SHADOW:
SAHIL KHATTAR
Rishabh Suri

ctor Sahil Khattar has
finally signed his first
Bollywood film, ’83, which
is being directed by Kabir
Khan. It’s among the most
touted films next year and stars
Ranveer Singh as Kapil Dev,
the former Indian cricketer
who captained the Indian
cricket team that won the 1983
Cricket World Cup.
But what comes as a
surprise is that Sahil refused
the film. Not once but twice! He
reveals, “I knew the casting
was going on for a while. The
casting director approached
me twice, but I wasn’t sure. The
third time he told me that ‘Bro,
if not anything, just come and
give me this look test. We will
also make you read the script.
If you are not convinced, don’t
do it. But then, it was (for the
part of) the legendary Syed
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Kirmani! I gave the look test,
they loved it. I read the script, I
loved it. This film will go down
in the history of cinema.”
Asked why did he refuse the
offer at all, and Sahil reasons,
“I have been waiting for my
Bollywood debut. There were
really big films I didn’t take
them up because I didn’t want
to be under someone’s
umbrella, like the [role of the]
best friend in a film. Ajay
Devgn, Farhan Akhtar, Hrithik
Roshan — all of them have
great parts in their films. So I
knew that [if] I would have to be
under their umbrella, there
would be a shadow cast over
me. [But in this case,] Kirmani
himself is so legendary. He
holds world records. That was
convincing enough for me,”
says Sahil, who was a popular
name on the web due to his
sketches and funny
interactions with people on the

‘Concept that male
actors are more
bankable still exists’
Actor Stacy
Martin recently
featured in Natalie
Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox
Lux (2018)
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Stacy Martin believes
the film industry still
suffers from the mentality
that male stars are more
“bankable” than their female
counterparts.
The 29-year-old actor costarred with Mark Walhberg
and Michelle Williams in
Ridley Scott’s All The Money in
The World (2017). The film was
embroiled in a controversy
when it was revealed that
Walhberg was paid way more
than Williams for the reshoots.
Martin told Independent that
people misunderstand “where
the problem lies” when they
talk about pay equality.
“When we talk about pay
equality, I think we’re
misunderstanding where the
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problem lies. I think the
reason why they were paid
differently was because they
didn’t have the same contract.
And then there’s the way a
film is financed. There’s still
this concept that a man is
more bankable than a woman,”
she says. “I have never been
paid equal to my male
counterparts, and it’s mainly
because of bankability. Give
me more money. I live in
London,” she adds.
Martin recently featured in
Natalie Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox Lux (2018).
She will also be seen in Kirsten
Dunst’s directorial debut film,
which is an adaptation of
Sylvia Plath’s book The Bell
Jar (1963).
PTI

I choose not to take up
roles that don’t appeal
to me: Karanvir Bohra

ormer One Direction
member Louis Tomlinson
believes the group will
reunite at some point in
future.
The popular British boy
act, featuring Tomlinson,
Harry Styles, Niall Horan and
Liam Payne, went on an
hiatus in March 2016 in order
to focus on their individual
careers. ‘‘I do think it will
happen. I’d certainly have
something to say about it if it
didn’t. I think it’s inevitable.

F

When is the big question.
That’s something none of us
really know the answer to at
the moment,” he says.
“I feel like what’s most
important is that when we do
get back together, we’re all on
the same page and we’ve all
done what we want to do
individually. That’s vitally
important for when we get
back,” Tomlinson adds.
The Back to You singer
added that he is ‘‘really
proud’‘ of his time in the boy

band. ‘‘When I look back on
One Direction and the
memories that we had, it’s
only incredible memories. I
think we got to a place
musically, especially on the
last two albums, that we felt
really proud of. We
started off as a boy band
and where we ended up
musically was a very different
place. I’m really proud of
those times, definitely,” he
ends.

PTI

streets. The multi-starrer cast
recently went to train at
Dharamsala together. Asked
how was it with Ranveer, and
Sahil says, “Ranveer and I have
the same energy, and our sense
of humour is similar. Our looks
too were the same during the
time I was becoming popular
on the web and that time his
Bajirao Mastani (2015) had
come out. We enjoyed a lot,”
Sahil signs off.

Louis Tomlinson (L) and with One Direction (right)

SAHIL KHATTAR HAS
FINALLY SIGNED HIS
FIRST BOLLYWOOD
FILM, ’83, WHICH IS
BEING DIRECTED BY
KABIR KHAN

‘Star Wars prequel trilogy
panning was hard’

Actor Sahil Khattar is making his Bollywood debut
with ’83

GoT’s latest episode is one of
Kit Harington’s favourites
Actor Kit Harington
plays the role of
Jon Snow in the
epic fantasy series
PHOTO: CAITLIN OCHS/
REUTERS

ctor Kit Harington says
that the latest episode of
the eighth and final
season of Game of Thrones is
very Shakespearean as it has
certain “twisted and
uncomfortable” elements in it.
It’s also one of his personal
favourites.
“One of my favourite
episodes is four because the
characters have seemingly got
what they needed. The world is
safe now. They’re celebrating
and saying goodbye to lost
friends. But as an audience
you’re going, ‘This is only
episode four; something’s
going to happen.’ And that’s
the cool thing because I think
the characters are aware of
this as well. There’s something
twisted and uncomfortable
about it. It’s so
Shakespearean,” Harington,
who plays Jon Snow in the epic
fantasy show, told
Entertainment Weekly.
Earlier, Emilia Clarke, who
plays Daenerys, had said that
people need to prepare for
episode five as it would
perhaps be bigger than the
Battle of Winterfell.
“[The next episodes] are
going to be mental. Episode
five is ahhhh. I mean four and
five and six, they’re all insane,
but...” Clarke told Jimmy
Kimmel on his chat show.
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THE FINAL SEASON OF
GAME OF THRONES
HAS TWO MORE
EPISODES LEFT

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Natalie Portman says
it was “hard” for her to
come to terms with the
negative reaction received by
Star Wars’ prequel trilogy,
where she had played Padme
Amidala, later revealed as the
mother of Luke Skywalker and
Leia Organa, in Episode I: The
Phantom Menace (1999),
Episode II: Attack of the Clones
(2002), and Episode III: Revenge
of the Sith (2005). The trilogy
was largely panned by the
critics and also failed to live up
to the expectations of the
franchise fans. “It was hard. It
was a bummer because it felt
like people were so excited
about new ones and then to
have people feel disappointed.
Also to be at an age that I didn’t
really understand that’s kind of
the nature of the beast,”
Portman told Empire.
PTI
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Natalie Portman was
17 when she played
Padme Amidala in
Star Wars: Episode I —
The Phantom Menace
PHOTO: MARIO ANZUONI/
REUTERS

Gautam to organise self-defence
classes for women
Kavita Awaasthi
igg Boss winner Gautam
Gulati loves acting and
working out. The selfconfessed gym enthusiast is a
martial art practitioner and
enjoys it as a fitness regimen.
Now, apparently, inspired by
superstar Akshay Kumar
and his self defence centre,
that provides self defence
training to women of any age,
Gautam, too, plans to start
one.
A source close to the actor
says, “Gautam understands
that self-defence training can
come in handy for women. He
plans to start conducting
workshops, where women
can learn self-defence
techniques from trained
professionals.”
Talking about his plans,
Gautam says, “I love martial
arts, and during one of my
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recent sessions, I realised that
it’s much more than a fitness
regimen. It empowers you and
gives you the confidence to
fight difficult situations.
That’s when the idea of
organising self-defence
workshops for women
crossed my mind. I am
hugely inspired by
Akshay Kumar sir for
his contribution towards
society. I am happy to follow
in his footsteps and make a
difference. I plan to start
conducting the sessions soon.
I am working on getting some
experts on board to conduct
the classes successfully. We
are working on setting up the
classes in Juhu or Andheri.”

Pooja Sharma
aranvir Bohra, who was
last seen in Bigg Boss, has
completed two decades in
the industry. The actor doesn’t
believe in settling for
conventional roles that come
his way, unlike his peers and
would rather wait for roles that
pique his interest. Karanvir
says, “Everybody’s got a
choice, I do too, and I choose to
not play roles that don’t appeal
to me. I will never settle for
anything subtle or run-of-the
mill that doesn’t excite me or
stir me up. As a person, I’ve
always been adventurous and
often indulge in experiments
with my looks, and roles for
that matter.”
With a number of young
fresh faces being introduced on
television every day, the
competition is only getting
tougher by the day, and actors
are trying hard to stay
relevant, but Karanvir seems
unfazed. “I’ve worked my way
up to be in a position where I
can pick projects I want to be
associated with. It’s been a lot
of hard work, so I wouldn’t
change a thing about me to stay
relevant. I don’t do anything
consciously for the camera.
Going blonde did shock quite a

K

Karanvir Bohra
few but it is just a part of me
and my personality. One
cannot pretend to carry off a
certain attitude for a long time
— either you are or you are not
— you can’t really lie in front of
the camera for long,” says the
Qubool Hai actor.
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IN WHICH ANNE GETS
MARRIAGE ADVICE FROM
MICHAEL
A

Actor-singer Jassie
Gill will be seen
opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa

Anne Hathaway says actor Michael Caine, once
told her that it is important to have separate
bathrooms for a successful marriage
nne Hathaway
has revealed that
veteran Hollywood star
Michael Caine gives her
marriage advice. The 36-yearold actor said Caine, 86, once
told her that it is important to
have ‘‘separate bathrooms’
for a successful marriage,
reported Bang Showbiz.
‘‘Michael and I don’t really
have a ring-you-up sort of
relationship. But he’s always
very warm and lovely when

we run into each other. He
gives me marriage advice.
Separate bathrooms. When
he told me that, I laughed and
he looked at me and said, ‘I’m
serious, it’s such an important
part of marriage’,” the actor
shares.
The Devil Wears Prada
(2006) star is married to
businessman Adam Shulman
since 2012. The couple are
parents to a son, Jonathan,
PTI
born in 2016.

Why Jassie was
scared to work
with Ashwiny Iyer
Rishabh Suri
assie Gill is juggling his
singing and acting career
right now. While he
released his latest single
Soorma Kala recently, he
will also be seen opposite
Kangana Ranaut in
Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa.
Asked whether he is happy
with how his career here is
shaping up, Jassie, who made
his Bollywood debut with
Happy Phir Bhaag Jaayegi
last year, says, “I can’t say

J
Michael Caine (R) and Anne Hathaway have starred together in The
Dark Knight Rises (2012) and Interstellar (2014)
PHOTOS: ELIZABETH WEINBERG/THE NEW YORK TIMES; GETTY IMAGES

just now that I am happy with
it. I have got good
opportunities. I have a lot of
expectations pinned on
Pangaa. The role is good, I
have got a character which is
different, my look is also new.
People won’t believe it’s me
when they see it. I want to do
work, which people will
appreciate.”
“Happy… was okay, but
this one is a full-fledged role,”
says Jassie adding, “And I am
doing it with Kangana
Ranaut.”
The cast and crew was

Ashwiny Iyer Tiwary
ma’am
(director)...She’s the
first female director I
am working with.
Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath
equation aisa hota hai
ki kuchh bhi bol sakte
ho… but ma’am made
me feel comfortable
JASSIE GILL ACTOR

recently in Delhi to shoot for
some crucial portions of the
film. On how the shoot has
shaped up so far, Jassie says,
“The film is based on kabaddi.
Working with Kangana has
been good. She’s a seasoned
actor, you get to learn a lot,
the way she acts and talks.
You get energised. Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwary ma’am
(director)...She’s the first
female director I am working
with. Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath
equation aisa hota hai ki
kuchh bhi bol sakte ho… but
ma’am made me feel
comfortable,” Jassie signs off.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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‘Bollywoodis
allaboutmoney’

‘WON’TTALKABOUT
MYRELATIONSHIP’

Nishad Neelambaran
ack in the ’90s, Sunny
Deol in an action drama
was a sure shot success
mantra. Films such as
Ghayal (1990), Damini (1993),
Ghatak (1996) and Border
(1997) cemented his foothold in
the industry. Fast forward to
2019, and Sunny still enjoys
doing action-dramas just like
he did before. Ask him if it is
easy to get typecast in the
industry, and he says, “I think
it has always been the case.
Everybody feels safe with
whatever slot they get typecast
in. In fact, they enjoy it. I
believe, as an actor, you
should enjoy whatever you are
doing. I have done different
roles, too. But somehow, it
always boils down to when my
character fights the villain and
wins (laughs).”
Sunny has been a part of the
film fraternity for more than
three decades and has come a
long way since his debut
opposite Amrita Singh in
Rahul Rawail’s Betaab in 1983.
When asked about the
transition within the film
industry, he says, “Initially,
the Hindi film industry was
never known as an ‘industry’.
It was only after the
corporates came in that things
changed. And because of the
change in format, it is all about
money now in Bollywood.
Unlike before, now, we are
looking at remakes or biopics
rather than someone coming
and saying ‘here’s a story I
want to make.’ But I hope that
this phase also goes away.”
He further adds, “I want to
go to the theatre for good
content. That is what I am
looking for. I don’t want to go
to cinema halls to have
sandwiches.” Does the 100
crore club matter to him?
“Obviously, you want your
film to be successful. This is
one such industry where
people know more about the
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Patralekhaa feels that her relationship
with Rajkummar Rao tends to gain
more attention than her work

Juhi Chakraborty
atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor
will soon be seen in a
web film and has also
signed her first Kannada
project. Enjoying this busy
phase, she is clearly not
complaining. She also says
that, from now on, she only
wants to discuss about her
work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her
work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to
the next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is

P

Rajkummar Rao

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work
gets diluted.”
Patralekhaa may have had
a slow start in her career,
having done just three films
in five years, but she does not
believe in looking back. In
fact, she says she feels that
her “career is heading
towards a new direction” —
case in point her role in her
web film Badnaam Gali,
where she is playing
the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.
n

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many years

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi
Pooja Sharma

Sonakshi Sinha

onakshi Sinha was recently
in Lucknow to lend moral
support to her mother,
Poonam Sinha, who is
contesting the Lok Sabha
elections this year. The actor,
whose father, veteran actor
Shatrughan Sinha has been in
politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh
capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha. Poonam,
who’s making her political
debut, joined the Samajwadi
Party and is taking on the BJP
candidate in Lucknow, Union
minister Rajnath Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a
political rally. She took out
time, especially to support
her mom. She took a
chartered flight on Friday
and returned to Mumbai the
same night, and went for a
magazine cover shoot the
next day. Post the shoot,
she flew to Kochi for an
event,” says a source.
When contacted,
Sonakshi said, “I was very
happy to be in Lucknow
with my mother and was
overwhelmed with the
turnout and support that
we saw at our rally. I
wasn’t there as a celebrity
but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her
mother.”
Asked if she follows
politics religiously, the
actor added, “I follow
politics to the extent
where I am aware of
what’s happening in my
country and I am not
ignorant. I think every
youth in our country
should be aware of the
basics because politics,
whether you like it or
not, carves the future of
our country.”

S
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pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother...
I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

I WONDER WHAT
BECOMING A
MOTHER WOULD
HAVE BEEN LIKE,
SAYS KYLIE
inger Kylie Minogue says
she wonders what having
children might have been
like after her breast cancer
battle ruined her chances of
being a mother. The
Australian pop star, 50, said
she did have some regrets, but
had accepted that she would
not become a mother.
Minogue was diagnosed
with breast cancer in 2005 at
the age of 36. She told a
magazine, “Realistically,
you’re getting to the late side
of things. And, while that
wasn’t on my agenda at the
time, it changed everything. I
don’t want to dwell on it,
obviously. But I wonder what
that would have been like.
Everyone will say there are
options, but I don’t know. I’m
50 now, and I’m more at ease
with my life.”
She also said that she
doesn’t regret anything from
the past. “I can’t say there are
no regrets, but it would be very
hard for me to move on if I
classed that as a regret. I just
have to be as philosophical
about it as I can,” Minogue
said, adding, “You’ve got to
accept where you are and get
IANS
on with it.”

S

Initially, the Hindi film
industry was never
known as an ‘industry’.
It was only after the
corporates came in that
things changed.
SUNNY DEOL, ACTOR
business than anything else.
And they judge if the film is
good or bad according to the
money it has made,” says
Sunny, who stars in Blank
alongside debutant Karan
Kapadia.
Talking about nepotism, the
62-year-old actor says that he
doesn’t know if it is ‘good or
bad’. “I don’t really know why
people are stuck on to it so
much. I don’t
know what to say because I
come in that category, don’t I?
I wish everything was similar
and equal for everyone. At the
end of the day, you can only
survive on the basis of your
work and nothing else,” he
concludes.
n

nishad.thaivalapil@htlive.com

Priyanka gets nostalgic about
meeting Nick
nostalgic Priyanka
Chopra Jonas shared a
series of pictures of her
and Nick Jonas from the
2017 Met Gala event on her
Instagram. One photo caught
everyone’s attention, thanks to
Priyanka’s interesting caption.
“The story I’ll definitely tell our
future kids... How I MET your
father,” she wrote alongside a
throwback picture of the two
claiming that, she now has an
epic story to tell her kids. Her
caption is a nod to the sitcom,
How I Met Your Mother, in
which a father recounts his
love story with his wife to their
two children.
Going by her latest post, she
is making it darn sure that her
future kids know the
incredibly romantic way the
two met. She donned a Ralph
Lauran beige coloured trench
coat-inspired gown with a
flared, shoulder-exposing
collar while Nick sported a tux
featuring a jacket covered in a
silver geometric design.
Priyanka denied a spark at
the time, telling Jimmy
Kimmel, “We were both
wearing Ralph Lauren. And we
decided to go together because
it was fun.” Almost a year later,
the pair were engaged in July
2018, after dating for two
months. Priyanka tied the knot
with Nick in two extravagant
ceremonies at the Umaid
Bhawan Palace in Rajasthan in
December 2018.
The now happily married
couple never leave a chance to
gush about each other. The
couple, who stays quite active
online has been successfully
painting the Internet red with
their never-ending social
media PDA, giving all the other
couples married life goals. The
two also never fail to support
each other when it comes to
their professional endeavours
by giving social media shoutouts and attending each other’s
work events together, be it a
film premiere or a musical
performance.
As for the children, whom
Priyanka anticipates telling
their love story to, the actor
told People last year she wants
kids within the next 10 years.
Before the power couple
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returns to
the MET
Gala this
year to
make an
impressive
appearance
at the red
carpet,
Priyanka
decided to
treat her
fans with a
blast from
the past. As
fans and
fashion
experts
wait for
Priyank
a’s look
from this
year’s event,
the actor shared a series of
pictures from the past two
years.
—ANI
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Anjali Shetty
he scorching sun could
be quite a dampener on
your brunch appetite.
The weather may get to
you and leave you wanting to
have something cold and
light. Well, while it may seem
like a refreshing option to just
have liquids in this season, it
is extremely important to pair
it with the right nutrients and
ingredients. Chefs share easy
tips and recipes to ensure you
have appetising meals
enriched with nutrients, in
the form of salads and soups.
Vegetables and fruits to be
eaten during summer include
cucumber, tomato, mint,
broccoli, beetroot, bottle
guard, pumpkin, aubergine,
watermelon, musk melon,
fresh berries, mangoes,
papaya, plums, pineapple,
lychees and jamun.
Corporate chef Kelvin
Cheung says, “Instead of
overindulging in cold drinks

T

and ice creams, seasonal
summer vegetables and fruits
with high water content must
be included in your diet
during summers. Coconut
water is a great cooler that is
also rich in minerals,
electrolytes and is a natural
diuretic, making it a summer
must-have. Cucumbers have
anti-inflammatory properties,
help with sunburns and the
high water content also helps
flush out toxins from the
body.”
Dark leafy vegetables like
spinach and kale can be added
to sandwiches, wraps, salads,
smoothies or stir fries as they
not only increase the overall
water content of meals but
also provide ample fibre to
balance the diet.
Sahil Singh, executive chef,
shares that all fruits and
vegetables are rich in the
water content and are also
rich in fibre, so they help in
absorbing water. Executive
chef, Siddhesh Raut, says,
“Summer foods should be all
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BEATTHEHEAT
WITH COOLERS
AND SALADS
From cucumbers and spinach to melons and grapes,
ensure you stay hydrated and healthy

about foods that keep you
hydrated as well as healthy.
One must include tomato,
corn, eggplant, radish, green
beans, watermelon, avocado,
plums, pineapple, litchi,
oranges in their daily diet.”

COLD SALADS
Nutritionist and food coach
Anupama Menon shares that
cold salads are perfect for
summers. They encompass a
combination of fruits and
vegetables, which defend the
body in summers with their
antioxidant properties. She
adds, “Combinations could
include cherry tomatoes,
lettuce, cucumbers, onions,
spinach, parsley, bell peppers,
citrus fruits all of which are
seasonal for summer and
benefit the immune system.”
Head chef Liton Bhakta
feels that the Three Melon
Salad, watermelon, green
melon and muskmelon with
feta, pine nuts and lemon mint
dressing are cool enough to
beat the summer heat.
Chef Jeremie Sabbagh
shares,

“Any salad with raw
vegetables is perfect. We love
to make organic rainbow
salad with baby lettuce, kale,
shredded carrots, cherry
tomatoes, red cabbage,
pomegranate, toasted
almonds, Italian basil and a
light olive oil and lime
vinaigrette.”
Vanika Choudhary, who is
from a Mumbai-based
bistro and juice

Avocado and Cucumber
Smoothie Cooler
Ingredients: 1/2 avocado, 2
cucumbers, 25gm honey,
some ice and water
Method: Make sure you
choose fresh avocados
and cucumbers. Blend all
these ingredients
together and a healthy and
tasty smoothie cooler is ready.
Vithal Patil
Rainbow (detox) Salad
Ingredients: 40gm organic
baby lettuce, 30gm organic

Bar, shares, “You must
balance the salad with good
fat such as avocado, also add
cooling herbs such as mint.
Amp it up with lactofermented vegetables such as
cucumber for the much
needed probiotics.”

COOLERS TO CHILL
Your body loses moisture
when you sweat or even
hen you don’t

kale, 30gm shredded organic
carrots, 50gm organic cherry
tomatoes, 30gm shredded
organic red cabbage, 2
tablespoons organic
pomegranate, 1 teaspoon
toasted organic almonds, 8
leaves Italian organic basil,
30ml light olive oil and lime
vinaigrette (10ml lime juice,
20ml extra virgin olive oil, ½
teaspoon Dijon Mustard)
Serve: Mix it all and serve
with a slice of organic
sourdough bread.
Jeremie Sabbagh, chef

sweat, skin loses
moisture when exposed to sun
and that eventually tans the
skin. Vithal Patil, founder and
partner of popular casual
dining, says, “Coolers and
smoothies are a great option
and can be instant doses of
energy. The glucose in fruits
helps restore energy, citric
ingredients help in retaining
moisture in the body and
fruits deliver nutrients lost in
sweating.”

SALADS AS MEALS
A cool crisp salad can be the
basis for a light and
refreshing meal. Make sure to
use a combination of
vegetables and fruits. Chef
Vicky Ratnani adds, “Include
seeds such as flax and
sunflower seeds, opt for a
green salad containing
lettuce, with some proteins,
cottage cheese and marinated
tomatoes. Add fruits
like muskmelon,
watermelon,
papaya and mango
to create flavourful
salads.”
When making
salads for summer, a
good thumb rule to
follow is to avoid
h
pairing proteins with
heavy carbs. Cheung
g
adds, “Try using sala
ads
with leafy vegetabless,
including fruits and
vegetables with high
fibre as it not only helps
ut
bulk up your meal bu
also helps to keep the
e
meal light, prevents
he
bloating and keeps th
body cool.”
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

QUICK SALAD RECIPES
n Watermelon, Feta and

Arugula
Ingredients:
200gm watermelon heart,
50gm arugula, 20gm feta, salt
to taste, 2gm crushed pepper,
4gm mint, 4ml lemon juice,
Method:
Peel the watermelon. Deseed
it take out the heart part of
the melon which is at the
centre. Keep in fridge for one
hour, meanwhile take arugula
and put it into ice water to
make it crunchy and chilled.
Take out the melon from
fridge and cut into into small
pieces. Take a bowl and put
melon and arugula, add salt
and pepper, lemon juice
tossed it lightly. Put into the
chilled serving
bowl.
Crumble feta
cheese on
op.
By Anuraag
Narsingani,
xecutive
x
hef
h
Som Tam
S
S
Salad
ng
gredients:
sm
mall green
aw
w papaya,
hre
edded, 4
ong
g beans,
hop
pped, 6
arliic cloves, 6
ed o
or green
hilli, 2 tbsp palm
ugarr (or 1 tbsp

regular sugar), 3 tbsp lime
juice, 2 tbsp fish sauce or soy
sauce, 3 tbsp ground peanuts,
roasted
Method:
Peel and seed papaya and
shred it. Put garlic and chilli
together in a pestle and
mortar. Cut the green beans
into short lengths and pound
a few times to release juices.
Place in a mixing bowl.
Dissolve sugar and jaggery in
the lime juice in a separate
bowl. Mix all ingredients
together, serve in a shallow
bowl and garnish with
crushed peanuts (optional).
By Sahil Singh, executive
chef
n Fish Bowl Salad

Ingredients: 100gm
grilled snapper, 50gm iceberg
lettuce, 50gm red cabbage,
50gm green cabbage, 40gm
organic avocado, 2gm cilantro,
20gm creme fraiche, 4ml fresh
lime juice, 30g kimchi
vinaigrette
Method: Wash, clean and
chop vegetables to desired
size. Mash avocado with
chopped cilantro, lime juice
and creme fraiche. Lightly
pan sear snapper until
golden brown. Toss cut
vegetables with kimchi
vinaigrette.
Assemble bowl: First add
vegetables, then fish
and garnish with avocado
cream.
By Kelvin Cheung,
corporate chef
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DRESS IT
UP!

Grand Palais transformed to a train station
at Chanel’s first show after Karl’s demise

Give a summery spin to
your wardrobe with these
dresses that are perfect
for the season

ummer is a perfect time
to flaunt all your dresses.
It’s the ideal season to
give those skin-clinging tights
and jeans a break, and don
flowy, airy dresses in a
variety of shades and colours,
in order to make your days a
little more brighter and
comfortable.
It’s also important to invest
in accessories this season.
From scarves to tinted
sunglasses, make the best of
fashion to beat the
unforgiving heat.

MAXI DRESS
These are an absolute
summer staple. From
colour-blocked versions to
striped, flowy maxis, there
are loads of options to
choose from. Pair it with a
floppy hat, uber-cool
shades and strappy
sandals to
achieve that
perfect
summer
look.

SKATER DRESS

PHOTO:
PRODIP
GUHA/HT

Perfect to wear on
holidays, the skater dress
will surely amp up your
style factor this summer.
Team it up with a cardigan
if your dress is monotone,
along with gladiators for a
laid-back look. You can opt
for a denim skater dress or
one in pastel shades.

WRAP DRESS
Available in various prints
and colours, wrap dresses
spell out ‘summer’ like no
one else. Depending on
the length of your wrap
dress, you can dress it up
either with boots,
especially with an
asymmetrical dress or one
with a length below
knees, while strappy
sandals work well with a
wrap dress of any length.

SHEATH DRESS
SHIRT DRESS
A shirt dress can take you
from the office to a casual
outing, real quick. It is the
perfect solution to keep your
look not only formal at work,
but also cool and comfortable

during the scorching heat.
Pair a shirt dress with casual
sneakers or a pair of heels and
accessorise with a wristwatch
for a simple yet stylish look.
You can also belt up an
oversized shirt dress for a chic
look.

hanel’s new creative chief
Virginie Viard delivered
her first solo collection for
the storied French luxury label
on Friday, following in the
footsteps of Karl Lagerfeld with
a show that drew inspiration
from old-fashioned rail
travel.
The resort collection
2020 — a range that
falls outside the usual
fashion week calendar
and stays for longer in
stores — was unveiled
between true-to-life
railroad tracks and
onlookers ready to
embark on the
Chanel Express.
The glass-domed
Grand Palais
exhibition hall in
Paris was also
Lagerfeld’s venue of
choice, where the
late designer
mounted over-the-top
catwalk shows ranging
from a winter
wonderland complete
with fake snow to an
airport terminal.
For this collection,
Viard kept Kaiser Karl’s
legacy alive in the staging
and style, presenting a line
full of colours, black-and-white
suits and long ruffle dresses
down the runway.
Viard, who joined Chanel in
1987 and worked closely with

C

Shruti Khainar

S

03

Its semi-formal look
makes for the perfect
Friday dressing at work,
taking you from the office
to an evening out with
friends in an instant. Opt
for colour-blocked and
monotone sheath dresses,
as they standout and
make more of a style
statement, and will leave
you fetching compliments.

Models present creations during
the 2020 Chanel Croisiere
(Cruise) fashion show at the
Grand Palais in Paris
PHOTOS: CHRISTOPHE ARCHAMBAULT / AFP

Lagerfeld until his death in
February aged 85, presented
her own take on Chanel’s
famed tweed jackets in vivid
pink and pastel lavender, worn
with chained gold belts.
Models strutted down the
catwalk with a longer version
of the Chanel cardigan, tight or
wide-legged trousers and twotone shoes. As a tribute to
Lagerfeld, a towering figure at
Chanel for more than 35 years,
there were rigid white collars
on top of light dresses and
oversized bows on the chest.
Accessories included ropes of
pearls as necklaces, fanny
packs and quilted-leather
water bottles carried as a crossbody bag - accessories that
have become de rigueur at
fashion shows.
“I think the new designer
really did a great job. There
was an arsenal of different
styles. I like the tweed jackets,
it’s very Chanel,” said
Christine, a fashion buyer from
China.
Viard, who began in
embroidery before going on to
head Chanel’s creative studio,
faces the challenge of retaining
the character and style that
made the brand under
Lagerfeld so distinctive while
carving out her own niche.
Unlike her friend and mentor,
she has so far shown a
preference for discretion
rather than the spotlight. On

Friday, she briefly waved after
the last models came out.
Several sources previously
told that Viard’s appointment
was transitional and that
another successor could yet be
announced at the iconic label,
originally founded by Gabrielle
Coco Chanel in 1910. REUTERS

Here’s why people love coffee, beer
eople like the way coffee
and alcohol make them
feel. That’s why they
drink it. It’s not the taste,”
said Marilyn Cornelis,
assistant professor at
Northwestern University
Feinberg’s School of
Medicine.
For the study published in
the journal Human Molecular
Genetics, beverages were
categorised into a bittertasting group and a sweettasting group. Bitter included
coffee, tea, grapefruit juice,
beer, red wine and liquor.
The researchers then

P

performed a genome-wide
association study of the
consumption patterns.
“Taste may be a factor,”
Cornelis said, but “it’s an
acquired taste.” Coffee,
because of its bitterness, “is
something which we
should be avoiding on an
evolutionary level,” she said.
“But we’re consuming it
because we learned to equate
the taste with the caffeine
IANS
effect.”

According to the study we
drink coffee because of how it
makes us feel
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FORMER YOUTH CONGRESS LEADER IN THE DOCK,
I-T DEPT RAIDS PREMISES OVER TAX EVASION

>>p2

HUSBAND
BOOKED IN
SUICIDE CASE

SECTOR 17 TRADERS’ PROTEST HEATS UP
KIRRON, TRADERS LOCK HORNS OVER VENDORS

>>p3

>>p2
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WEATHER
Tue 7
Clear

Wed 8
Clear

Thu 9
Clear
Max

Max

Max

Min

Min

Min

24°c

24°c

40°c
23°c

40°c

Sunset
Tuesday at
7:03pm
Sunrise
Wednesday at
5:34am

41° c

Humidity
Max: 53%
Min: 13%

Yesterday’s temp: Max 39°C Min 22.4°C

EX-YOUTH CONG
LEADER IN THE DOCK
FOR TAX EVASION

TAX RECOVERY OFFICERS OF THE INCOME
TAX DEPARTMENT ATTACHED TWO-THIRDS
SHARE OF A HOUSE OWNED BY VIJAY PAL SINGH
DIMPY AFTER HE FAILED TO PAY INCOME TAX;
THE LEADER IS UNDERGOING TRIAL IN ANOTHER
>>p2
CASE

shortstories
MAN ACQUITTED
IN MINOR
DAUGHTER’S
RAPE CASE
CHANDIGARH: The district court
acquitted a man accused of raping
his minor daughter.The court of
additional district and sessions
judge acquitted him under Section
376 A and B of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) and Section 6 of the
Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act. The accused
was acquitted because the
prosecution failed to prove its
case and the complainant along
with the minor turned hostile.
The victim’s mother alleged
her husband assaulted her on
daily basis.
››P2

Gurugram man held for
stealing MLA’s SUV
PANCHKULA :Ten days after an
SUV of an MLA from Uttar Pradesh
was stolen here in Sector 4, the
crime branch team of Panchkula
police with the help of cyber cell
on Monday arrested the accused.
Robin alias Rahul of Hisar, Haryana,
who is a history-sheeter, was
arrested from Gurugram by the
crime branch. He is said to be a
member of an interstate car theft
gang. Police said the accused
confessed to stealing one Toyota
Fortuner from Rohtak and another
Fortuner from Panchkula this year.
e has been booked in over 28 cases
of car theft in Punjab, Haryana,
Delhi and UP; among these, four
are of Panchkula, police said. ››P2

debate of
the week
STUDY STRESS

WHY ARE EXAMS
AND RESULTS
NOT IMPORTANT?
A teenager from Kangra took
his life on Thursday night in
Chandigarh for not performing
well in the CBSE Class 12 exams.
Why are exam results not
important in our lives and what
can we as adults and children
do to cope with poor results?
Share your views with
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by May 10.

C B S E

20-YEAR-OLD ARRESTED

A 36-YEAR-OLD WOMAN KILLED HERSELF BY CONSUMING
POISON IN DERA BASSI
>> p2

C L A S S

1 0

R E S U L T

Drishtitopstricity,2ndinIndia
GOOD SHOW Government schools of
Chandigarh better their pass percentage HALLOFFAME
by 27%; overall, city improves its score
from 66% last year to 84% this time

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A 16-year-old stu-

dent of Bhavan Vidyalaya in
Panchkula who wants to become
an astronomer has topped the
tricity and is ranked second in
India with 99.6% (498 out of 500)
in the Class 10 CBSE board
exams, the results of which were
out on Monday. Drishti Gupta
shares the all-India rank (AIR)
two with 24 others.
Last year, four students
had shared the top position in
the tricity by scoring 98.8%
marks.
Three students, Hiteshwar
Sharma (16), also from Bhavan
Vidyalaya, Panchkula; Shridhar
Vashishtha (15) from Kendriya
Vidyalaya, Sector 31, Chandigarh; and Rishika Chaudhary
(15) from Holy Child School,
Morni; scored 99.4% or 497 out of
500.
Five students from Chandigarh and one from Panchkula
followed to bag the third position
with a score of 496 out of 500.
Chandigarh’s pass percentage
of 84.05 was 18% higher than
66.21% in 2018.
Interestingly, government
schools, which came in for a
great deal of criticism in 2018
with a pass percentage of just
48.51% showed a remarkable
26% improvement to take it up to
75.27%.
Girls in Chandigarh outdid
the boys with 84.61% passing the
exam in the city against 83.53%
boys. About the improved show,
Vineeta Arora, principal of Bhavan Vidyalaya, Chandigarh,
said, “I think in the last one year
a lot of good work has been done
in the government schools

UT show in
numbers
PASS PERCENTAGE
National
Chandigarh

91.10%

84.05%

DRISHTI GUPTA (498/500)

17,338 Total students
from Chandigarh who
appeared in the exam
Girls VS Boys

8,391

Appeared

7,100
Pass

8,947

Appeared

7,473

AIR 2

AIR 3

99.6%

99.4%

Tricity topper

Parents: Father Sandeep Garg is a manager at Bharat Electronics Limited
and mother Meenakshi Gupta is a food supply inspector in Punjab

Parents: Father Ashutosh Rajan is an estate officer with Haryana Shahari
Vikas Pradhikaran and mother Meenakshi Sharma is a homemaker

Hobbies: Writing, reading, singing, debate/declamation

Hobbies: Playing cricket (he is a national level player) and chess

Career aim: To become an astronomer

Career aim: To join the civil services

Success mantra: ‘Fix the goal, study regularly, revise daily’

Success mantra: ‘Always follow the advice of parents and teachers’

because they had scored poorly
in 2018. Consistent efforts have
been made to improve their performance and they should be
given credit for it.”
This is the second year since
the Continuous Comprehensive
Evaluation (CCE) system was
replaced by the annual examination system for Class 10.

CHANDIGARH: A day after Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) national
president Amit Shah had to witness vacant seats during a party
workers’ meet, it was the turn of
Anupam Kher, actor husband of
BJP candidate Kirron Kher, to
facedisappointmentastwoofhis
poll events had to be cancelled.
Two public meetings, one at
Sector28-CandanotherinSector
35-C were cancelled as party
workersweremissingevenasthe
actor had reached the venue on
time. In Sector 35-C, Anupam’s
“jan sabha” was scheduled to
start at 5pm, and he was there on
time. But, after finding no
arrangements for the meeting,
Anupam drove away in his car.
Mediapersons,whoweregiven
time of 5pm, were the only ones
present when Anupam Kher
came to the venue.

KhushwinderSingh,president
ofWard15ofSector35-C,whowas
responsible for organising the
event, reached the venue at
around 5.30 pm. “We didn’t get
tents on time. We were promised
Anupamjiwouldcomeback,but
he couldn’t return.We hadmade
the arrangements.”
Mostofthechairswerevacant.
Party councillor from Ward 17
HeeraNegiwasalsopresent.Satinder Singh, convener, election
management committee, said,
“Thetwomeetingshadtobecancelled because of different reasons.Therewasmismanagement
in Sector 35. The Sector 28 meet
wasactuallyscheduledforMay7,
there was a typing mistake.”
On Sunday, during the Amit
Shah meeting, a large section of
women party workers left the
Ramlila Ground when Shah was
delivering his speech. Within
minutes there were more empty
chairs than the occupied ones.

NOTE TO SCHOOLS
School principals are welcome to
send good quality photos of
students who have scored 96% or
more in the CBSE Class-10 exams
for publication to htschoolresults@gmail.com. Each student’s
picture should be coloured and
sent individually in JPEG format.
Please mention the name, stream
and marks in the title as well.

THE SOLACE
In two other events, one roadshow in Ram Darbar and a meetinginSector19market, Anupam
Kher was joined by city party
chief Sanjay Tandon. In both
events, Anupam was greeted by
sizable crowds.
Theroadshowpassedthrough
differentlanesofRamDarbarand
people were keen on shaking
hands with Anupam Kher and
takepictures with him. InSector
19, Anupam and Tandon were
mobbed as people jostled to have
apictureclicked.Anupamraised
theslogan, “BharatMataKiJai!"
andsaid,“Itisenoughtoraisethis
slogan and everything becomes
clears.”
Sanjay Tandon talking to HT
said,“Idon’tknowaboutthecancelled events. I think, there must
be some miscommunication. In
the roadshow and the Sector 19
marketevents,the responsewas
very tremendous.”

teacher was arrested on Monday
for allegedly impregnating a
minor girl, police said.
As per the police, the 15-yearold girl, along with her mother,
came to Employees State Insurance Corporation Hospital
(ESIC) in Ram Darbar for
check-up after she developed
stomach pain.
The victim was declared fourweek pregnant by the doctors
and police was intimated about
the same. During questioning,
the girl disclosed that she was
raped by her tuition teacher,
identified as Ajeet Gupta, at his
room in the first week of April,
police said. The girl didn’t share
the ordeal with anyone.
The victim is currently studying in Class 9 at a government
school in the city. Her mother
does a private job and father
stays at home due to illness.
Police said the victim has three
sisters and a brother.
Meanwhile, accused Ajeet has
been arrested. He is unmarried
and stays with his parents. He
has been booked under Section
376 (rape) of Indian Penal Code
and under Section 6 of Protection
Of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act by the Sector 31
police.

mustread
SHRIDHAR VASHISHTHA (497/500)

n

munieshwer.sagar@hindustantimes.com

2nd in tricity

School: Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector 15, Panchkula

AIR 3

AIR 3

99.4%

99.4%

2nd in tricity

RISHIKA CHAUDHARY (497/500)

2nd in tricity

School: Kendriya Vidyalaya, Sector 31, Chandigarh

School: Holy Child School, Morni, Barwala

Parents: Father Brij Mohan Vashishtha works with a media house and
mother Manbhar Jyoti with defence accounts department in Chandigarh

Parents: Father Arvind Kumar Tomar and mother Prerna Chaudhary are
lecturers at government schools in Panchkula

Hobbies: Watching TV and reading

Hobbies: Painting, dancing and playing badminton

Career aim: To become a software engineer

Career aim: Wants to become an IAS officer

Success mantra: ‘Study daily; don’t leave everything for the last minute’

Success Mantra: ‘Best use of time is all it takes to ace an exam’

Vivek Gupta

n

HITESHWAR SHARMA (497/500)

School: Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector 15, Panchkula

Pass

Actor Anupam Kher had to make an abrupt return after finding no arrangements at the venue of a
workers’ meet he was supposed to address in Sector 35-C on Monday evening.
HT PHOTO

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:A 25-year-old tuition

HT Correspondent
n

25-YEAR-OLD
TUTOR HELD FOR
IMPREGNATING
15-YEAR-OLD
HT Correspondent

In railgate crosshairs,
Kirron gets EC notice

Munieshwer A Sagar

KIRRON, TRADERS
LOCK HORNS OVER
VENDORS;
SHOPKEEPERS TO
SET UP VENDS
OUTSIDE MC OFFICE
>>p3
TOMORROW

HUSBAND BOOKED

First day, two Anupam Kher events cancelled

n

SECTOR-17
PROTEST

THE UT POLICE ON MONDAY BOOKED A FOOD DELIVERY BOY
>>p2
FOR TEARING UP A TRAFFIC CHALLAN BOOK

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: BJP candidate Kirron Kher on Monday got a fresh
noticefromelectioncommission
for her ‘railgate’ jibe at her opponent through her Twitter and
Facebook posts last month. The
notice came after the Congress
moved a complaint saying that
her jibe was targeting its candidate Pawan Bansal despite he
being given a clean chit in this
matter.Shehasbeenaskedtofile
a reply by Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the EC issued a
stern warning to Kher in last
week’s row involving a video of
children seeking vote for her.
Deputycommissioner-cum-deputychiefelectoralofficerMandip
Brar said that her conduct was a
violation of the guidelines. “She
has been told not to use children
forpollcampaigninfutureorshe
will face stern action,” he said.
HT was first to report the matter in which Kher on Friday had
shared an 8-second video on her
TwitterhandleinwhichMahesh
InderSinghSidhu,hercloseaide,
was seen coaxing kids to seek
votes for her.
In the video, the children are
seen wearing Prime Minister
NarendraModi’smasksandraising“Ab KiBarModiSarkar” slogans after making an appeal to
vote for Kher. A day after the
noticeonFriday,Kherapologised
infrontofthemediaandalsotold
ECinawrittenreplyonSaturday
eveningthatthiswillnothappen
again.
The EC also issued a similar
warning to BSP candidate Prav-

GETS STERN WARNING
FOR USING CHILDREN IN
CAMPAIGNING, EC ASKS
KHER NOT TO REPEAT IT
IN FUTURE OR FACE
CONSEQUENCES
een Tank, who was also issued
notice for a similar violation.
Instructions have also been
issuedto all parties to notrope in
children for poll campaigning.
WHAT DID KHER SAY
ON ‘RAILGATE’
‘Railgate’ refers to a scam in 2013
in which Bansal’s nephew Vijay
Singla, was arrested in Chandigarh by the CBI for allegedly
accepting a bribe from a railway
employeeforhigherappointment
in the railway ministry, which
Bansal was heading at that time.
Kher who did not touch the
issuein2014elections,uploadeda
poster on her Twitter and Facebook accounts which stated that
she proposed monorail project
over metro because she is not
interested in ‘railgate’.
As per the complaint filed by
PankajChandgothiaonbehalfof
the Congress, her statement is a
violation of the poll code which
saysthatcriticismofcontestants
based on unverified allegations
should be avoided.
“But Kher maliciously used
railgate to defame Bansal, even
thoughhewasgivencleanchitin
this matter. In fact he has been
madeprosecutionwitnessinthis
matter, which is subjudice,” the
complaint said.

Man dies after being
hit by ambulance
CHANDIGARH: A 22-year-old man

named Santosh Kumar of Sector
63 was killed after he was hit by a
speeding ambulance near Kali
Bari light point, here on Monday.
Police said an ambulance with
Haryana registration number
jumped the red light and hit
Kumar’s a motor cycle.
Kumar hit the ground head
first, was rushed to the hospital
where he succumbed to injuries.
A case under Section 304-A (
death due negligence), 279 (rash
driving) and 337 (endangering
life of others) of the IPC was registered against the ambulance
driver who is absconding. HTC

JBT SCAM: CAT
QUASHES UT
ADMN’S ORDER
Citing the UT administration’s
termination of nearly 800
JBTs and TGTs as illegal and
arbitrary, the Central Administrative Tribunal, Chandigarh,
bench has quashed the
order.
››P2

Dubai flight: 3kg gold
worth ₹97 lakh seized
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: The customs department on Monday recovered 3kg
unclaimed gold worth ₹97 lakh
from a Dubai flight at Chandigarh International Airport.
This is the 16th seizure of the
yellow metal at the city airport
in the last one year.
As per a customs officer, the
gold was in the form of three
bars weighing 1kg each.
The yellow metal was found
in the cavity of a passenger seat

(30-A) in an aircraft that landed
from Dubai at 11.25am.
Sources said the passenger
occupying the 30-A seat feigned
ignorance of the gold which
was then declared as unclaimed.
Last month, the customs
department seized
2.5kg gold worth ₹76 lakh from a
Mansa resident who had landed
from Dubai.
In past one year, customs and
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence have seized around
30kg gold worth ₹8.5 crore from
the airport in 15 cases.

‘Harassed’ girl ends her life as
cops fail to act, ASI suspended
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Harassed by a man on
phone for over a year, a 18-yearold girl consumed poison on
Saturday at her house in Majri
block of Mohali district and
breathed her last on Sunday.
On Monday, an ASI posted at
Majri (block) police station was
suspended for failing to act on
her complaint.
This is the second case in
Mohali where a cop has been
suspended for failing to act on
time on a complaint. Last
month, Sohana SHO Daljit
Singh was suspended for failing
to act on the complaint of a call
centre employee who was raped
in a cab.
The victim was rushed to
Kurali hospital by the family
members and later referred to

THE VICTIM HAD TOLD
HER FAMILY MEMBERS
THAT ONE PARWINDER
SINGH OF LUDHIANA HAD
BEEN HARASSING HER
PGIMER, where she died.
The victim had told her family members that one Parwinder
Singh of Ludhiana had been
harassing her.
The girl in her complaint had
alleged that the accused was
harassing her on the phone for
about a year.
The victim had lodged a complaint through ‘181’ helpline but
the police failed to act. The victim had come in contact with the
accused through Facebook and
he was pressing her to marry
him.

The complaint was marked to
Majri police station and ASI
Jaspal Singh was entrusted
with the investigation. However, he failed to act on the complaint.
After the suicide, the villagers reached the police station
and sought action against the
ASI, who was suspended.
Acting on complaint of victim's father, Parwinder has
been booked under Section 306
of the IPC.
Station house officer Harnek
Singh said a team has been sent
to Ludhiana to arrest the
accused.
“ASI Jaspal failed to act in
time despite the gravity of the
complaint; we have suspended
him. A departmental inquiry
has also been ordered against
him,” said Mohali SSP HS
Bhullar.
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ELECTION2019

Alow-downonDeraBassi’s
issuesthatarenotonagenda

POLLBUZZ

PATIALA LS SEAT Candidates are indulging in party bashing in rallies held here
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

DERABASSI :With Lok Sabha elections scheduled on May 19 in
Punjab, the poor state of affairs
in Dera Bassi, 20 km from Chandigarh and part of Patiala constituency, is back in focus.
From high levels of pollution due to 300 industrial units,
stray cattle menace to haphazard parking, residents get a raw
deal. The township that has 2.5
lakh votes has 100 villages and 12
private housing societies.
However, candidates during
their visits, have failed to mention any of these in their rallies.
Former union minister Preneet Kaur is the Congress candidate, former Punjab minister,
Surjit Singh Rakhra is SAD candidate and sitting MP Dr Dharamvira Gandhi is eyeing to
retain the seat from Nava Punjab
Party; he had contested on an
AAP ticket in 2014. Neena Mittal
is the AAP nominee this time.

PITCH OF CANDIDATES
Preneet Kaur is harping on work
done by its government in past
two years and targeting union
government onissues like unemployment, demonetisation, GST
and price rise. Gandhi is busy

LIST OF PROBLEMS IN DERA BASSI
Here are the major problems that plagues the township, part of Patiala Lok Sabha
seat, that has 2.5 lakh votes in its 100 villages and 12 private housing societies

n

SEWAGE
DISCHARGE

STRAY
CATTLE

HAPHAZARD
PARKING

WATER
LOGGING

Sewage discharge from
factories flows into
nearby drains polluting
the groundwater,
causing water contamination. There are 300
industrial units and four
meat plants here.

Stray cattle menace
causes accidents
even on the national
highway to Delhi
passing through the
town; no squad for
stray cattle or dog in
operation

Haphazard parking on
national highway causes
great inconvenience to
commuters. Over 300
commercial vehicles,
including trucks, school
buses and jeeps remain
parked on the highway

The town sees waterlogging every year with
the worst-hit areas
including the Main
Bazaar, the stretch in
front of the municipal
council office and the
bus stand.

Battle of Rawats
in Ambala

slamming the Punjab government in Punjab.
For the SAD, former chief
minister Parkash Singh Badal,
who had visited the constituency
on Sunday, also indulged in Congress bashing.
“It is strange that politicians
don’t make pollution an issue
during elections despite the fact
that it concerns the lives of each
one of us. It is difficult to stay in
the town because of pollution,”
claims Padma Bhargav, a Dera
Bassi businesswoman.
Another local industrialist,

shortstories

HS Kohli, said, “Officers in the
pollution board are not doing
their job. The discharge from the
four meat plants is seeping into
the ground and polluting the
groundwater. In spite of being
declared as an industrial town,
there is hardly any infrastructure,” said HS Kohli, a local
industrialist.
When questioned, Cong candidate Preneet Kaur said, “Since
this a Parliamentary election, we
have to take up the issue as per
manifesto. Local issues are also
important and we will definitely

MAKE URBAN DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINABLE
CHANDIGARH: The Institute for Development and Communication in
association with Le Corbusier Centre organised a conference at IDC campus,
Sector 38A, here on Monday. The keynote speaker on the occasion was
Darwis Khudori, an eminent engineering, architect and historian, who spoke
about the urban development models in Ismailia, Egypt. He emphasised
that the Arabo-Islamic model has transcended from the western architectural influences model of urban development, habitat and social structure in
Ismailia and stressed on bringing sustainability in urban development. IDC
director Pramod Kumar said, “Chandigarh has a huge shopping complex, but
has failed to emerge as a centre for major commercial activity. Thus one
questions whether the autonomy and creativity of the individuals has been
realised in modern planned cities or not.” Former principal of Chandigarh
College of Architecture Rajnish Wattas concluded the event by saying that
the institutions of architecture and engineering should also keep the social
HTC
fabric, culture and religious landscapes of the city in mind.

Day on, man’s half–burnt
body yet to be identified
MOHALI: A day after a man’s
partially–burnt body was found
near the garbage processing plant
in Lalru, police are yet to establish
its identity. The body of the man,
apparently in his 20s, has been
kept in the mortuary of the Dera
Bassi civil hospital. The police are
scanning the footage of the CCTV
cameras in the area, but are yet to
get any clues. The police have also
sought details of the missing
industrial labourers in the area. A
case under Section 302 (murder)
of the Indian Penal Code has been
registered at the Lalru police
HTC
station.

Travel agency to train,
employ veteran soldiers
MOHALI: With an aim to provide
employment to the veteran
soldiers of Paraplegic Rehabilitation Centre (PRC), Phase 6, a
private travel agency called
Ud Chalo has started a week-long
training session at the centre.
“The soldiers will be trained to
look for flights online, book
them and to stay in touch with
the customers for their queries,”
said RC Behera, supervisor of
Ud Chalo Customer Care, PRC,
Mohali. “The weeklong session
will end on Saturday. The aim of
starting this training session is
to generate employment for the
veteran soldiers,” he said. “We
will be inaugurating our
customer care office next week at
the centre where around 10
soldiers will be employed,” Behera
said.
HTC

Man held with 25gm heroin
MOHALI: Police booked a drug
addict doubling as supplier with
25 gram of heroin here on Monday. The accused was identified as
Pawan Kumar, hailing from
Machhli Kalan village. As per the
police, Pawan used to supply
drugs to fund his addiction and
brought contraband from Delhi. A
case under Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances (NDPS)
HTC
Act was registered.

20-year-old arrested for
tearing up challan sheet
CHANDIGARH: The UT police on
Monday booked a 20-year-old
food delivery boy for tearing up a
traffic challan book and for
misbehaving with cops on duty.
Traffic head constable Ajit Singh
and constable Pardeep alleged
the accused, Sahil Ali, was driving
his motor bike on the cycle track
adjacent to the Sector 24-25 light
point, when he was stopped by
them. “He started misbehaving
with the cops and deliberately
gave a fake name. As the cops
began to file challan, he tore it
up,” said a cop privy to the matter.
Sahil was arrested and booked
under Section 323 (punishment
for voluntarily causing hurt), 353
(assault and criminal force to
deter a public servant) of the IPC.
HTC

Woman kills self; husband,
in-laws booked
MOHALI: A 36-year-old woman
died by consuming sulphas
tablets in Dera Bassi on Sunday.
Acting on the complaint of her
brother, her husband and in-laws
have been booked. The victim has
been identified as Manpreet Kaur,
30, a resident of Issapur Rani
village in Dera Bassi. Manpreet
was mother to two children. The
complainant said his sister got
married to Satwinder Singh about
10 years back. He said that soon
after the marriage, her husband
and his family had started
ill-treating her. Dera Bassi police
have booked Satwinder Singh, his
brother Jhonny, father-in-law
Pritam Singh and mother-in-law
Satya Devi under Section 306 of
the IPC. No arrests have been
HTC
made so far.

Uttarakhand CM Trivendra Singh Rawat campaigning for BJP.

uency, saying, “The Modi government came to power on
lucrative and false promises,
which have caused huge
losses.” He added that youth
had been duped in the name of
providing jobs.

many others. Traders gave a
warm welcome to Tandon and
assured full support to Kirron.

Tandon, along with Kanwar
Singh Thakur Singh, sister of
Kirron Kher, jointly canvassed
for BJP candidate in Sector 34
furniture market and sought
votes during the Padyatra.
They were joined by party
spokesman Kailash Chand
Jain, Renu Bala, Anil Bhatia,
Khushwinder Singh, Vijay
Katyal, VInod Gawar, Pawan
Kumar, Naresh Bansal, Harjeet Singh, Anil Kumar, Ramneek Singh, Harbansal Lal and

Singh Chhatwal against the
rejection of his papers. In his
appeal, Chhatwal had said that
he was holding a Voter Identity
Card issued by the ECI, dated
December 16, 1994. The returning officer had rejected his
nomination on the grounds
that the candidate could not
produce a certified copy of the
electoral roll, showing him as a
registered voter, as required. If
allowed, Chhatwal would have
been the richest candidate in

Tanbir Dhaliwal

HT Correspondent

tanbir.dhaliwal@htlive.com

Citing the UT
administration’s termination of
nearly800 JBTsand TGTsasillegal, arbitrary and in violation of
natural justice, the Central
Administrative Tribunal, Chandigarh, bench has quashed the
order.
“Severing the services of the
candidates against whom no
fraud or cheating has been established, would be a miscarriage of
justice….the same hereby
quashed and set aside,” the tribunal observed.
In November 2014, the education department issued advertisements, inviting applications
for 489 posts of Junior Basic
Teacher (JBT), 103 posts of nursery teachers and 548 posts of
master/mistress (TGT) on regular basis.
The appointments were made
in August 2015 as per which, the
applicants wereput onprobation
period for two years. In 2015, one
accused arrested in connection
with PUNSUP recruitment scam
had disclosed before the Punjab
Police that he allegedly had also
leaked the question paper on
whose basis JBTs and TGTs
were recruited.
The paper was leaked from a
private printing press at Delhi,
which was engaged by the Pan-

TO SCRAP OR
NOT TO SCRAP
Based upon the FIR, a special
investigation team was
constituted by the
Chandigarh administration,
which gave two options of
either to terminate the
services of the tainted 49
persons, out of which only 43
had joined, or to scrap the
recruitment process and
conduct a fresh test.

jab University. After the information was shared by Punjab
Vigilance Bureau, Chandigarh
Police registered two FIRs in
2016, wherein 49 persons were
named.
Based upon the FIR, a special
investigation team was constituted by the Chandigarh administration, which gave two
options of either to terminate the
services of the tainted 49 persons, out of which only 43 had
joined, or to scrap the recruitment process and conduct a
fresh test.
The authorities, however,
decided to opt for the latter
option of terminating the services of the applicants.
On April 30, 2018, entire
recruitment process was
scrapped.

Counsel for applicants argued
that the orders are illegal and
arbitrary as it is not as a result of
the work and conduct of the
applicants. It was stigmatic and
violation of natural justice as the
applicants were not given an
opportunity of hearing.
Whereas, advocate Gurminder Singh for the respondents argued that the impugned
orders are proper and legal. He
argued, “Tainted teachers cannot be allowed to teach the students and remain part of the
noble profession.”
Benchof Sanjeev Kaushik and
P Gopinath observed that “the
respondentshave admittedly not
cared to segregate the innocents
from tainted ones, despite there
being an identification of 49 persons against whom FIR was
registered, but all the persons
have been bracketed together
and put in the same boat. This
itself is a blame worthy act.”
Pointing out the two kinds of
applicants, tainted and nontainted, the bench mentions,
“We are declaring the action of
respondents as not tenable in
cases where names of applicants
are not included in list of tainted
candidates named in the FIRs.”
Respondents can carry out
regular enquiry against
such candidates, and if found
guilty, necessary action can be
taken.

fray. “The present appeal is not
maintainable before this
authority and is rejected,” the
CEO said in his order.

Chhatwal’s
AAP leaders
appeal
protest against
Tandon, Kirron’s dismissed
The Chief Electoral Officer Sandoa
AAP workers led by district
of Chandigarh Lok
sister canvass (CEO)
Sabha constituency has president Hardyal Singh held a
rejected an appeal by Inde- demonstration in Nurpur Bedi
forStateKirron
unit president Sanjay pendent nominee Paramjit town on Monday to protest

It was a battle among the
Rawats in Ambala on Monday
as star campaigners from the
Congress and the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) arrived in
the city on Monday. Uttarakhand chief minister Trivendra Singh Rawat campaigned
for BJP candidate Rattan Lal
Kataria, while former CM Harish Rawat held meetings in
favour of Congress nominee
Kumari Selja. “Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has developed
the country and acted against
terrorism. This election is happening for the development of
new India and Modi ji is playing an important role,” Trivendra told a public meeting at
Shiv Palace. Former Uttarakhand chief minister Harish
Rawat campaigned in villages
in Mullana legislative constit-

JBT scam: CAT quashes
UT’s termination order
CHANDIGARH:

Engineer, architect and historian Prof Darwis Khudori during a
roundtable on urban development in Sector 38, Chandigarh, on
Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT
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ZIRAKPUR ROBBERY

n

n

sort it out.”
Dr Gandhi, candidate from
Nava Punjab Party, said, “We
touch local issues like mining
mafia that the Congress operates, unemployment and even
pollution. We will come up with
a common minimum programme .”
AAP candidate Neena Mittal
said, “I have visited Dera Bassi
once and took up the issue of sanitation and others. I will be visiting again and will take up the
issue of pollution, sanitation and
stray animals.”

Ex-Uttarakhand CM Harish Rawat campaigning for Congress.

against the defection of party’s
Rupnagar MLA Amarjit Singh
Sandoa. Workers carrying
Sandoa’s effigy were stopped at
Azampur by the police. They
returned to Nurpur Bedi and
threw his effigy in a drain.
They also raised slogans
against Sandoa and accused
him of betraying voters.
COMPILED BY SUNIL
RAHAR, BAHADURJEET
SINGH, AND MUNIESHWER
A SAGAR

4 days on, family fails
to list stolen valuables
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: It has been four days

since the family of a gold trader
was held hostage and robbed of
cash and jewellery from their
Victoria Heights flat in Peer
Muchalla, Zirakpur, but the
family has not submitted a list of
stolen valuables, the police said.
“The family while lodging the
complaint had said that they
will submit the list of valuables
stolen from the house later. But
till date, no list has been provided,” said Dalveer Singh, station house officer, Dhakoli.
Sources privy to the investigation said that on the basis of
the statement of the family,
police have zeroed in on 40 suspects, including some former
employees with the family.
On Friday, Mohali senior
superintendent of police (SSP)

HS Bhullar constituted a fivemember special investigation
team (SIT) to probe various
angles including betting, as the
investigation revealed the gold
trader was in touch with bookies. The police are trying to
locate the Accent car that was
used by suspects.
On Thursday, four men ransacked Zirakpur-based gold
trader, Rakesh Verma’s house
and fled with cash and other valuables stuffed in two bags and
two suitcases.
Though the police claim that
the theft amounts to ₹20 lakh,
sources within the police claim
there was jewellery stored in the
house that is missing and yet to
be valued.
A case was registered under
Section 382 (theft after preparation made for causing death,
hurt or restraint) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).

BREAK MARKET
TO STOP DRUG
ABUSE: HS SIDHU
CHANDIGARH: Special principal

secretary to CM of Punjab, HS
Sidhu, while speaking at Panjab
University’s sociology department on ‘Comprehensive action
against drug abuse in Punjab’
said if we reduce the consumption of drugs by enforcement,
prevention and de-addiction, the
market will collapse.
HTC

6 CARS, 2 AUTO-RICKSHAWS GUTTED

Tax evasion: I-T dept Father acquitted in
attaches former Youth minor daughter’s
Cong leader’s property rape case
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Tax recovery officers of the income tax department on Monday attached twothirds share of a house owned by
ex-Youth Congress eader Vijay
Pal Singh Dimpy of Sector 40
after he failed to pay income tax.
The raid was led by tax recovery officer (TRO) Shikha Gupta,
who in her official note said,
Vijay Pal has failed to pay a sum
of ₹2.04 crore with interest
under Section 220 (2) of the
Income Tax Act, with regards to
possession of the property that
leads back to 2015.
The orders of tax recovery
officer, Gupta, stated, “Vijay Pal
has been prohibited and
restrained, until further order,
from transferring and charging
the attached property. The
property has been included in
property of the defaulter by virtue of Income Tax Act, 1961.”
Income tax officials said,
“Vijay Pal has not paid a total
income tax of ₹3.78 crore with
interest, following which recovery proceedings have been initiated. Vijay Pal cannot transfer
his share of the property in any
manner and if he does so, it will
treated as void.”
Sources from within the
department said they had sent
multiple notices to the party to

deposit the tax amount but
Vijay refused to pay any heed,
following which action was
taken as per law.
Meanwhile, family members
of Vijay Pal reached the spot
after information was received.
They claimed they are already
fighting a case in the tribunal
and the tax was levied on them
forcefully by the authorities.
PREVIOUS CASE
On March 14, this year, the court
of chief judicial magistrate
Abhishek Phutela awarded oneyear simple imprisonment to
former Chandigarh Territorial
Youth Congress president Vijay
Pal Singh Dimpy.
The court had held him guilty
under Section 406 (criminal
breach of trust) of the Indian
Penal Court and acquitted him
under Section 420 of the IPC.
Former Punjab deputy general
of police (DGP) SS Virk had filed
a case against Dimpy under
Sections 420 and 406 of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC)
in 2014.

I-T OFFICIALS SAY DIMPY,
A RESIDENT OF SEC 40,
OWES THE DEPARTMENT
A TOTAL OF ₹3.78 CRORE
WITH INTEREST

CHANDIGARH : The district court
acquitted a man accused of raping his minor daughter.The
court of additional district and
sessions judge acquitted him
under Section 376 A and B of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and Section 6 of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act. The accused was
acquitted because the prosecution failed to prove its case and
the complainant along with the
minor turned hostile.
The victim’s mother alleged
her husband assaulted her on
daily basis.
The complainant said, “My
daughter confided in me and said
her father had been doing wrong
things with her for past many
months,” alleged the victim’s
mother.
Following the statements of
the victim and her mother, police
registered a first information
report (FIR) against the accused
father.
However, during the trial, the
defense advocate said the
accused was falsely implicated.
Hesaidtheaccused,whohadmet
with an accident a couple of
years ago, became a drug addict
and indulged in regular beatings
and hurling abuses.
The complaint was thus made
by the family to get rid of him, he
added.
The court declared victim and
her mother hostile and the
accused was acquitted.
HTC

n

Six cars, two auto-rickshaws, a scooter and a motorcycle caught fire after high-tension wires
connected with a transformer, after short-circuit, fell on them in Indira Colony near IT Park. Fire
tenders were rushed to the spot to douse the flames. No person was injured in the incident.
Residents came out of their houses to help the officials control the fire that lasted for more than
SANT ARORA/HT
an hour.

Fatehgarh Sahib
couple arrested
for land fraud

Ggm man held for
stealing MLA’s SUV

MOHALI: Police on Monday

SUV of an MLA from Uttar Pradesh was stolen here in Sector 4,
the crime branch team of Panchkula police with the help of cyber
cell on Monday arrested the
accused.
Robin alias Rahul of Hisar,
Haryana, who is a historysheeter, was arrested from
Gurugram by the crime branch.
He is said to be a member of an
interstate car theft gang.
Police said the accused confessed to stealing one Toyota
Fortuner from Rohtak and
another Fortuner from Panchkula this year. He has been
booked in over 28 cases of car
theft in Punjab, Haryana, Delhi

arrested a couple on charges of
cheating a man of ₹85 lakh on the
pretext of selling of land. The
accused have been identified as
Gurjit Singh and wife Bhupinder
Kaur of Fatehgarh Sahib. In his
complaint, Sunder Lal of Sohana
said the accused wanted to sell 41
kanal land to him. The registry of
the land was to be done on March
6, 2015, but the accused neither
got the registry done nor did he
return ₹85 lakh, the amount paid
by the complainant. A case
under Sections 420 (cheating)
and 406 (criminal breach of trust)
of the Indian Penal Code was registered.
HTC

PANCHKULA : Ten days after an

and Uttar Pradesh; among these,
four cases are of Panchkula,
police said.
On the morning of April 26,
the accused stole the white coloured Fortuner of Sahender
Singh Chauhan, MLA from
Chhaprauli in Baghpat district,
from his residence in Sector 4
here. The accused had allegedly
come to the house early in the
morning, rang the doorbell and
asked the servant for MLA’s son.
While the servant got him a
glass of water, the accused
picked up the SUV keys, lying on
a table, and walked out. A case
was registered under Section 380
(theft in dwelling house) of the
Indian Penal Code.
HTC
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Kirron, traders lock horns over
presence of vendors in Sector 17
SELF-GOAL? Hours before traders’ scheduled lights-out protest in Sector 17, she releases a video
asking ‘some’ traders not to fool people, adding that they were trying to mislead people on the issue

tricity
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City BJP releases list of 40 campaigners
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: The city BJP unit

released the approved list of 40
BJP leaders who will be
campaigning for its candidate
Kirron Kher.
Top leaders on the list include
Nitin Gadkari and Amit Shah,

who have already campaigned in
Kirron’s favour. State general
secretary Chandershekar in his
statement said the list had been
sent to the office of the election
commission.
Apart from Prime Minister
Narender Modi, cabinet ministers, Rajnath Singh, Arun Jaitley, Sushma Swaraj, Nirmala

Sitharaman, Piyush Goyal, Uma
Bharti, Smriti Irani and Jitender
Singh are on the list.
Chief ministers Jairam
Thakur (HP), Trivendra Rawat
(Uttrakhand), Manohar Lal
Khattar (Haryana), Yogi Aditya
Nath (UP), and artists Hema
Malini and Manoj Tiwari are
also on the list.

election
2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : The issue of shifting of street vendors from Sector-17 took a political turn on
Monday. Hours before traders
were scheduled to lodge a protest, BJP candidate Kirron Kher
released a video that antagonised the traders.
“Please Logon Ko Bewakoof
Mat Banaiye (please don’t make
a fool of people). It is a matter
that is in the high court. By staging a protest, you are trying to
raise a finger upon me and the
administration,” Kirron says in
the video.
She went on to add that ‘some’
traders were trying to mislead
people on the issue as vendors
can’t be shifted from Sector 17
that has been declared a
no-vending zone, due to a stay
by the Punjab and Haryana high
court.
Her statement, however, did
not go down well with traders.
Neeraj Bajaj, president, Joint
Action Committee, Sector 17
traders, said that with such a
statement, she had proved that
the city’s traders had been
foolish in supporting her in 2014
elections.
“We were fool to give taxes
worth lakhs of rupees to the government. ‘But Is Bar Ham
Bewakoof Nahi Banega’ (But
this time we will not be fooled,”
said Bajaj adding that their
demand to shift vendors has yet
not been taken seriously despite
numerous complaints.
“We are also not convinced of
Kirron’s claim that there is a
stay on shifting of vendors. Why
don’t the authorities show us
document to prove this,” Bajaj
added. He added they were not
against vendors, but their business had been hit. “Due to these

n

Traders protesting against the authorities’ failure to implement a no-vending zone in Sector 17 on Monday.

KESHAV SINGH/HT

LIGHTS-OUT HAPPENS IN PLAZA; SECTOR 17 SHOPKEEPERS TO SET
UP VENDS OUTSIDE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OFFICE TOMORROW
CHANDIGARH:Members of the
Joint Action Committee of
the Sector 17 traders organised a protest in the Sector
17 Plaza on Monday evening.

The shopkeepers had
switched off the lights of the
sector for an hour as all shopkeepers gathered opposite
the Neelam Theatre. From

›

It was stupid of us to have voted for her and to have
hoped for her to do something about our plight.
We will not make the same mistake again.
NEERAJ BAJAJ, president, Joint Action Committee of Sector-17 traders

vendors, the market remains
dirty and due to encroachment,
people have stopped coming
here,” Bajaj claimed.
BANSAL HITS OUT
AT BJP, MC WAITS
COURT DIRECTIONS
Congress candidate Pawan Bansal, however, has hit out at the

BJP for poor implementation of
the Street Vendors Act. “First,
the BJP-led MC conducted a
faulty survey in which foul
means were used to inflate the
list of ‘entitled vendors’ to over
20,000 instead of around 8,000
people actually working in this
informal sector. Vending zones
create conflict between vendors

there, they marched through
the markets of the Sector
before congregating again at
the theatre. Neeraj Bajaj,
president of the committee,

and traders,” Bansal claimed.
The former Chandigarh MP
added that such acts of omission
and commission led to multiple
litigation by stakeholders,
which held up the entire exercise, including restoration of the
non-vending zone in Sector 17.
“This has caused inconvenience
to shoppers, shop owners and
vendors,” he claimed.
“If elected, I will ensure that
genuine street vendors who are
residents of Chandigarh will be
given hassle-free work environment and traders will also not be
inconvenienced,” he added.
The municipal corporation,

said, shopkeepers will set up
‘vending carts’ outside the
office of the municipal
corporation on Wednesday
afternoon.
HTC

meanwhile, has been awaiting
court’s directions in relocating
vendors. During the last hearing in March, it told the HC that
it had completed the process of
allotment of sites to vendors and
asked for further directions but
the matter is being deferred
since then. It has now been
listed on July 24.
MC chief KK Yadav said that
at present, it can’t relocate vendors till the court passes some
directions in this matter. “We
have informed the court about
all overall process of demarcating vending zones and allotment
of space,” said Yadav.
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ON TUESDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

EMPLOYMENT

0172-5050683
EMPLOYMENT
URGENTLY REQUIRED for Limited Company Manager, Receptionist, Telecaller, 12th, Graduation,
B.Tech, MBA. Camron Hospitality,
SCO 92-93, 3rd floor, Sector 17-C,
Chandigarh Timing - 8 AM to 6 PM
(sunday open) 9779990570.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Data
Entry operator at Panchkula. MCA/
BCA, Salary no bar. 6284839239,
odclnorth@gmail.com

WANTED DESIGNER (Coreldraw,

COMPUTER OPERATOR wanted

Photoshop, Punjabi English typing)
for reputed printing press.
7889277161

for a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
sales Executive, sales manager for
furniture goods. Ruhani Industries
Pvt. Ltd, Plot No. 38, Phase-1,
Panchkula. 9501711942,
9888405628.

ACCOUNTS, GST training course
by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing 0172-4635239, 8968770993.
Accounting jobs 8968770994

UK CALLING!! Need Energetic,
hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional communication skills, salary negotiable
for suitable candidates + incentives
and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

EXPERIENCED
REQUIRED OFFICE Coordinators/ REQUIRED
Male/ Female Accountant and Fresh
Manager/ Telecallers/ Computer
Operators/ IELTS Trainers,
9988898190. email- info@
2muchjobs.com

REQUIRED FEMALE Telecaller
for educational office, Salary +
incentives, Fresher also apply.
Sector: 34, Chd. 98158-89707.

REQUIRES TELECALLER (girls)
for selling fresh fruits and dry fruits
in Sector 26 grain market
Chandigarh, handsome Salary
Contact: 78373-20000.

WE NEED building Manager for
leasing, maintenance, supervision of
renovations, rent billing &
collection, laisoning for new IT
TOWER in Mohali Phase 8B. Send
resume. goyal65@gmail.com.
6280609028

Female Assistant with Tally
knowledge in Advocate Office
Chandigarh. Mobile: 96462-00036
Email: jaimatadi18@yahoo.co.in

REQUIRED FEMALE Telecallercum-Counsellor for Study-Centre
also wanted Receptionist Fresher
can also apply. Contact: 9988883091, 78142-29900, 73077-04321.

ADVOCATES/ LAW officers are
required in AKBLEX office. Contact:
6, NAC, manimajra, Chandigarh,
Phone 9915004500

URGENTLY REQUIRED male
Govt. Retired staff- Manager, general manager, Public relation officers, MBA, office Clerk, advocate
(LLB). No registration fee. 9501532881.

BPT, MPT (Physiotherapist), Bsc
REQUIRED EXPORT assistants
(5) for well established export firm
at mohali. Salary commensurate
with experience.
hr.monega@gmail.com

GRAPHIC DESIGNER with 2
Years Experience in Corel draw,
Photoshop. 7307307005/
amandeep.ssa@gmail.com

gently required graduates male/ female age below 28/ salary 1300022000 contact 9056992009,
9056947009

ing of Pharmaceutical and Health
related consumer Products, Chandigarh and surrounding area. Contact: 9417283710. Email:
saffoindia@rediffmail.com

Candidate with sufficient knowledge
of English to be able to
communicate well over mail.
Experience 0-3 years. Location:
Zirakpur. Please send your details
to: job@nama-solutions.de

REQUIRED TELECALLER, Backend Coordinator and Marketing
People in mohali. Contact Jagdish9779724535.

JOIN LIC of India as Insurance Advi-

REQUIRED YOUNG experienced
(2-3 years) Energetic Accountant
(Male) at Mattress Company, Factory-975, Ind. Area Phase-2, Chandigarh, 0172-5070973

REQUIRED FEMALE Digital
Marketing Executive (SEO/ SEM), 1-2
years experience (fresher's also can
apply) Sector 82, Mohali.
puritec@rediffmail.com
9814122905.

IMMIGRATION OFFICE requires
office staff to fill in applications,
knowledge must. Elevatelife, Phase
8B, Mohali. Call 98146-89899.

REQUIRED FEMALE for Market-

REQUIRED STAFF at Immigration

ing/ Sale/ Purchase in Pharmaceuticals Company Situated at Plot No.
451, Industrial Area, Phase-1, Panchkula - 134113. Contact: 9466000078

Office Counsellor, Receptionist,
Telecaller Experience must. Sector
47C Chandigarh. 78146-09662

IMMEDIATELY REQUIRED

REQUIRED B.SC nursing tutor/

B.Com, Female Computer OperatorsCum-Telecallers at Panchkula, Good
Salary. Contact: 9041212888.

admin contect sbds institute of para
medical technology near gurudwara
singh saheeda serpencha wali gali
moli road Sohana mohali Contect
+91 9814866064

URGENTLY NEED Fresher/ Exp
Male/ Female Candidates for Counselor 15, Telecaller 10, Marketing
Executive 7. 12th/ Graduates (Salary
12000- 18000) Showroom 18, 2nd
Floor, Phase-11, Mohali. 7527003235

Visa Counselor’s
Visa Filling Of cer
Tellecaller
Receptionist

No Target / Good Salary and Incentives
Good communication skills must
Call / Whatsapp 98147-28902

EXCEL EXPERT Urgent requirement Counsellor, Salary 2500030000 + Incentives freshers can
also apply. Ekam Tour & Travels,
SCO- 85-86 2nd floor, Sector- 17-D,
Chandigarh. 98726-14551.

experienced Female/ Male
Telecallers/ Counselors knowledge
of Admin./ H.R, Mohali.
0172-4635255, 73076-85005.

puter knowledge for reputed
builder's office, Sector-20, Panchkula. Sandeep 98154-82466.

A PROFESSIONALLY managed
study permit consultancy company
requires IELTS/PTE TRAINERS with
minimum experience of 3 years. Salary- no bar, including incentives
and other perks. Interested candidates can walk-in for interview or
can email their resume at
info@unicollconsultants.com UNICOLL CONSULTANTS F469, PHASE
8B, INDUSTRIAL AREA, OPP. JUDICIAL COMPLEX MOHALI, PUNJAB

REPUTED BANKING Institute in
Sector 47 Requires 1) Recently
Retired Scale 1 Bank Officer with MS
Office knowledge 2) Accountant with
experience of tally 3) Experienced
Computer Operators with MS Office
knowledge. Only tricity Candidates
apply. Attractive Salary. Apply
through e-mail
gsbhalla_649@yahoo.co.in

REPUTED PHARMACEUTICAL
Company at NAC Manimajra
requires Marketing & Sales Executive. Handsome salary+incentives.
Interested candidates may walkin
with handwritten resume to Stellar
Biolabs SCO 824, 2nd Floor, NAC
Manimajra, Chandigarh.
8699446699

REQUIRE A Female Assistant and
Female Typist for Nutritionist office,
Part time job 3pm-6pm. Salary negotiable. Minimum Graduate from
any field. Sector 40. WhatsApp your
resume on 9914748892.

REQUIRED GIRL for boutique,
fashion design diploma, expert in
designing at Mohali #3539/69
Mohali. Call 9876369592

for QC with Computer Knowledge at
Derabassi. SCF 8. Ist Floor, Sector19D, Chandigarh.

Counsellors, Tellecallers, VISA Filing
Officer, IELTS Trainer for Reputed
Immigration Company, Mohali and
Fatehgarh Sahib Branch. Salary No
Bar. Contact: Compbell Education.
SCO. 103, Top Floor, Phase-7, Mohali
and Fatehgarh Sahib, Sirhind.
8699999036, 9888617955.

REQUIRED MALE Candidates

fresher/ experienced male staff for
backend operations, salary 15000/to 20000/-. Contact: 9653650000.
Mail: uganifoods@gmail.com

starting salary 14000 SCO 346 2nd
Floor, Sector 9, Panchkula.

SALES EXECUTIVE for a Progressive Lighting fixture Manufacturer with minimum five years experience in same Trade Willing to
Travel handsome package Contact
Personally Grafton Electrical Industries Plot No. 10, Industrial Area
Phase 2, Chandigarh.
grafton_lights@yahoo.com, Contact
number- 9417041010

WALK IN interview paytm company
mohali urgently required fresher
candidates sitting job salary 1200018000 hurry call 9041201346,
9915315751

TOUR PACKAGES executive
knowledge of destinations selling. 35 years experience. Air Ticketing Expert Sales Executive 5-8 years experience. Evergreen Travels (IATA
Accredited Agent) SCO 324-325,
Level II Sector 38-D, CHD. info.evergreentravels@gmail.com

URGENTLY REQUIRED Manager
to run a resort at Kasauli, having
Experience in Hotel Industry and
English Spoken. Contact-8219416252, 98030-20327. Emailgaurav27sanawar@yahoo.com

REQUIRED SALES Employee for
Electronic Components Shop should
be able to Read English Contact
6284639859.

REQUIRED 3 Girls for Billing in
Tally Accounting Software and
knowledge of book keeping at Shop
in Chandigarh. 9157934000

IMMEDIATELY REQUIRED Experienced & Fresher Visa Counsellors/ Team Leaders. Radvision Consultant SCO-123, top Floor, Phase-7,
Mohali. 8872009515.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Smart
Female Staff Office Assistant, Floor
in Charge Front Desk, Backend Staff
MBA Staff, Manager, Computer Operator, Personal Assistant, Qualification Graduation Salary 10,000/to 25000/- + Incentive Age Limit 25
to 35 Interview Timing 10 to 4 pm.
SCO 69, Top Floor Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 9872532615.

REQUIRED MARKETING Assistant for calling and Visiting Industry
around Chandigarh Tricity. Qualification BBA/ Graduate. 9988919633,
9877936039.

REQUIRED RECEPTIONIST,
counselor, case filing officer for immigration consultancy phase 2 mohali Contact 8288835690

REQUIRED SALES Girl for Sia
Diamonds, DSS- 195, Sector-21,
Panchkula. 9872636777.

URGENTLY NEED an Assistant for
Clinic in Manimajra. Qualification
min. BAMS Degree, handsome Salary. Contact: Dr. SP Singh. 9814032949.

REQUIRED FEMALE office Receptionist/ telecaller for education
center at sec 34A Chandigarh fixed
Salary + Incentives 99157-23317

WANTED EXPERIENCED Sales
Executive for all India Touring/
Local Touring. Good salary. Contact
713, Industrial Area, Phase-2,
Chandigarh. Mob: 9815295122

URGENT REQUIRED Male/
female Marketing Executive Part
time job daily earning 4000 to
10000 Contact Softech Mohali.
85588-02781.

YOUNG MALE candidates required
in a Manufacturing unit at Derabassi
& Bombay (1) Accounts OfficerM.Com/ B.Com (2 nos) 8 yrs ex. (2)
Accounts Assistant (3-4 yrs exp.) can
independently handle income Tax,
Sale Tax and ERP software (3) Receptionist (4) Company Secretary
having knowledge of all ROC filling
(exp. 4-5 yrs). email CV at
careers@jagan.in or for walkin contact 9463379397

REQUIRED ACCOUNTANT,
computer operator for
pharmaceuticals company. Email
ID:- paxpromotional@
dmpharma.org M-9888925035

URGENTLY REQUIRED
Experienced Counselors, Telecallers,
PR Counselor at Reputed Govt
Approved Immigration Company
Mohali. Salary 10000-30000 +
Incentives. Contact: 81466-90123.

URGENT REQUIREMENT Counsellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives Freshers can also apply. Ekam
Tour & Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd
floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

ACCOUNTANT, HR, Councellor,
Administrator, Computer Operator,
Steno, Legal Assistant, Tele Caller,
Executive Assistant, Clerk, Network
Assistant, CRM Executive,
9780105789

IELET'S TEACHER required Elevatelife, Phase 8B, Industrial Area,
Mohali. Call 98146-89899.

REQUIRED STAF experienced/
Trained iN GST/ EPF/ ESI for Zirakpur office. Contact: 7340958854.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
Staff For Govt. Approved
Immigration Company. Male/
Female. Telecallers/ Counsellors/
Team Leader/ Filling Officer.
Fresher Also Welcome. Salary No
Bar for Deserving Candidate.
Contact SCF-49, 2nd Floor, 3B2,
Mohali- 9041001151, 98768-41314.

WANTED HOME Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)

WANTED GRADUATE having a
basic knowledge of Computer, Accounts, ESI, TDS, E-Way etc. Contact:
Plot 344, Industrial Area Ph-1, Chandigarh

IMMIGRATION AND Visitor Visa
Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.

MANNAT NURSING academy SCO
112-113 2nd floor sector 34A Chandigarh required M.Sc nursing lecturer in any stream with minimum
two year experience in teaching
handsome salary send your CV to
mannatnursingacademy@gmail.com
9592682437, 9816275484

STAFF REQUIRED!

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
Need Fresher/Exp. Male/Female Candidate
for Immigration Of ce :

Tellecaller’s
Front Desk Exe.
Visa Counselor’s
Typist (with good speed)
Good Salary and Incentives
for Deserving Candidates

Contact :- 81988-85556
REQUIRED MKTG executive,
customer support executive, trainee
Programmer for Zirakpur (Mohali)
office of a Chandigarh based
software company Email:kumardheerajs@yahoo.co.in

RENOWNED FINANCIAL Group,
looking for committed person for its
Chandigarh Branch with handsome
earning. Most suitable for retirees,
housewives, businessmen and
others. Contact- 9779294175,
8847364563.

REQUIRED RECEPTIONIST,
Computer Operator, Counselor for
Banking, Salary: 12500- 20000,
Showroom 117, 2nd floor, Phase-7
Mohali. Contact:- 9988402447,
9815174150.

REQUIRED DATA Operators
Chandigarh, Minimum Qualification
+2, knowledge of MS Word, MS Excel
and English. Mobile: 98768-39598.

REQUIRED TELECALLER for
Pharma Chemicals. SCF-8, 1st floor,
Sector 19-D, Chandigarh.

WANTED SALESMEN Minimum
Qualification 10th Fresher May
Apply at Dhakoli Zirakpur
8146570279.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Data
Entry Operators Voice- Non Voice
Process Executives in MNCs in Mohali. Contact: 88472-02660.

Requires: Marketing Executive, Female Coordinator, Field Boy And Office Boy. SCO- 7, Top Floor, Sector
30-D, Chandigarh.
amsonsadvt@gmail.com

REQUIRED ENDODONTIST &
Prosthodontist for Dr. Kochar's
House of Smiles Dental Clinic Chandigarh. Call: 9569956903.

REQUIRED OFFICE Coordinators/
Manager/ Telecallers/ Computer Operators/ IELTS Trainers,
9988898190. Email:
info@2muchjobs.com

COUNSELLOR REQUIRED for
an immigration company must be
having good communication skills,
fluency in English. Experience must
upto 2 years, female preferred.
Handsome perks. SCO 405-406, Sector 35C Chandigarh 7009119175

URGENTLY REQUIRED Male
Accountant 1 year Experienced for
Chandigarh Training will be
Provided To Fresher. 9814432226

SINCE 1983 manufacturers of

Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

BUSINESS
Panchkula available for lease. Call:
9816365777.

INNOVA 2008, Golden Colour,

UNIQUE INTERIORS and Renovation Work Specialist: Modular
kitchen, Cupboard, Wooden, Paint,
POP, Plumbing, Electrical, Civil
works, Labour job with Material.
98725-72926, 81463-68430.

A GOVT. licence holder immigration
company required counselors,
telecallers, receptionist, Marketing
Manager Salary 10000-35000 +
incentive. Call: 9878827402.

WANTED COMPUTER Operator
knowledge of Coreldraw, Photoshop
Luxmi Graphic SCO 66- 67, Sector8C, Chandigarh. Mob. 01724800923, 98789-74075.

Retired/ VRS Govt. Official, Bankers
for Part Time Salary upto 30,000
and Incentive. Contact:- 7814449111.

callers for Immigration Company.
Need Good Communication Skills
Freshers Can also apply. Only Female Staff Required. Very Good Salary + Incentives Contact:8264780585

WANTED RECEPTIONIST &
Telecaller for a Real Estate Consultancy @ Mohali Candidates should
have good communication skills,
should be pleasant looking and
Computer literate. Real Estate experience not mandatory. Females
preferred. Freshers may also apply.
9872501555

THE CREATORS deals in Exterior
Claddings and Interior Products
Intends to Recruit, (1). Telecaller
Male. (2). Manager Marketing (3).
Field Executive. Walk-in-Interviews
at Plot No: 256, Industrial-area,
Phase-9, Mohali. 9888096289,
9888096489. Timing: 10:30 to 5:00
pm (Daily).

ASTROLOGY
TO SOLVE all kinds of problems regarding physical body, mind and
emotions. To learn Reiki Healing and
Tarot Card reading. Contact: Sonia
6280538885

REQUIRED BUSINESS partner
for MNC. Minimum Investment
30000/-, Training Provided. Maximum returns. 9803030308.

KFT REQUIRES Accounts Executive, Senior Accountant, Management Trainee Exp- 1-2 yr, Qualification- B.com, M.com, MBA, CS, CA,
CMA, Chartered Accountant Exp- 2-4
yr qualification - CA, CA-inter, CAfinal plot- I-60, alpha IT City, Sector
83, Call 0172-5256060 email:
hr@kft.co.in, info@kft.co.in

ADVERTISING &
MARKKETING
FOR ADVERTISEMENT in all
newspapers call Atul Arora 9815043655 Doorstep service. No extra
charges.

BOOK ADVERTISEMENT: All
Newspapers/ Radio/ TV/ Facebook/
Google/ Youtube. Parizwing SCO65, 20-C, Chandigarh. 98885-16234.

PACKERS & MOVERS
HEMKUNT PACKERS & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards Control
with bayer India, Smelless Chemicals at reasonable rate. 9988093138

IPCA Since 1986) Bayer Products.
393/37-D, Chandigarh 01724637099, 4636088, 98760-51133,
9915551155.

SUNSHINE PEST Control Excellent
Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop No.
189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
Mosquitoes control with Bayer
India- smelless chemicals at
reasonable rate. 35 years
experience. All clean pest control.
93161-34897, 98725-01485. NA841679.

IMMIGRATION
AUSTRALIA SCHOOLING Visa,
after 10th send your child for
schooling at Australia, NO-IELTS, for
details contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

ALUMINIUM DOORS Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.

ALUMINIUM GLAZING, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

IELTS, minimum 10th pass, gap
excepted, maximum age 35 years
contact : G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602

STUDY/ TOURIST visa for
Australia, Canada, Germany,
Finland, New Zealand, Serbia,
Singapore, Hungry, Malta, Denmark,
Norway, Italy, Latvia, South Korea,
USA, UK etc, contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

EDUCATION

Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

DETECTIVE
AUTHENTIC PRIVATE investigations and detective
services. Chanakya SCO-409,
Sector-35C, Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789, 0172-5014789.

TOP SECRET Detective Agency SCO
487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other
problem.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY PROVIDES peace
of mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by
appointment only please.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS
TO GET health/ stressfree life learn
yoga/ fitness training. Experienced/
certified instructor (Mr. Mehta
9592087442)

100% SAFE Herbal Solution for
health- Vigour- Vitality- 7082733373, www.ska1925.com

TUITION/TUTORIAL

ENGLISH BY Gupta Sir. Home/Group Coaching Class IX Onwards.
Complete SYLLABUS During
Summer Vacation. Contact
9872655377/9888615377

Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact: 66-67, Sector 8C,
Chandigarh. 01725007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

IATA CERTIFIED Travel AgencyDiscounted price- Air Ticketing, Holiday Package, Hotels, Cruises, Visa, &
Passport Services. Best Rates Guaranteed, Evergreen Travels Chandigarh- 99586-00585, 99144-09433.

TICKETING/
RESERVATION
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector-17A,
Chandigarh. 0172-5007863/
5007864.

CAR ON HIRE
CHD-DELHI 2500 Dzire Etios Innova 3500 near Krishna market 41.
Dhiman travels. 9216132805,
9878104288

ALL KINDS of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available contact Devikas:- 9872438079

HOME TUTORS M/F available all
classes, all subjects. Tutors for Engg.
Degree, Diploma, all subjects all
streams. Contact Er. Ashwani
Dharia, Dharia Classes, 8360754669. Tutors welcome.

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuitions +1,+2
Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

CONTACT FOR home Tuition by
experience and qualified Teacher by
Gurman Tutorial 9915210374 (result
oriented)

CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration) +1,
+2 Fifteen years Experience (Mathematics 98157-25385) (Chemistry
98550-24657), (Physics 9501457805).

Accounts, Economics, Business by
(CA, CS Vidushi, Shri Ram College of
Commerce, London School of
Economics UK Passout) Produced
AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017, Contact:
Vidushi Commerce Classes.
9988457457.

HOME TUITIONS upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2 (Chemistry, Biology) Qualified Female Tutor.
9815891571

GANPATI TUTORIALS Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

HOME TUITION physics, maths, X,
XI, XII. All boards in Mohali, Chandigarh. Contact Goel 9417473984

BIOLOGY +1, +2, NCERT &
Competitions (Sec-69, Mohali)
experienced Doctorate female
faculty: 9877342893.

TUTORS AT sector 51-A Chandigarh
tuition for Maths 10th class only
contact 9872558875

EXCELLENT HOME tuitions of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 years experience.
8286100004

Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc.
Home Tutor. Students getting 98%,
Printed Notes. 9815929292.

RESULT ORIENTED Personalised
coaching for IELTS, spoken english
and Grammar by experienced faculty (Introductory Discount 30%).
Contact: Succeeders 83609-32193.

PHYSICS HOME doubt classes for
JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET, AIIMS
preparing students. Ranvijay Sir.
7814997347.

RESULT ORIENTED Female/
Male Home Tutor available any
Subject/ Class/ board, Graduate,
Post Graduate. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.

SCIENCE HOME Tuitions 8th, 9th
and 10th ICSE/ CBSE. Experience of
14 years. Printed Worksheets and
Test. Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Zirakpur.
9417781207.

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2, IIT,
B.Tech, Result 95% Professor Tyagi.
950123740.

PAY PER doubt jee main-jee Ad-

PHYSICS (9896701044),
Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics (7009701574) (CBSE/ ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

vance Mathematics Question +1, +2.
Shivam Mathematics SCO 273 32D
Chandigarh 8360375478.

AVIATION

CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS,
Mathematics (JEE-MAINS, Advanced)
by Holistically Freaking Experts
(Teachers by Choice), Physics:Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir), (Ex-Sr.
Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

RESULT ORIENTED home tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact ANAND
TUTORIALS 7307203050,
9888407884.

COACHING

HOME TUTORS Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

oriented classes, highly experienced
Tutor CBSE, ICSE, ISE, 9th, 10th, +1,
+2. 85913-91905.

"FREE TRIALS" Home Tuitions for
All Classes/ Subjects Competitions
Exam Soham Tutorials. 9872662386
(Tutor Welcome)

PHYSICS HELPLINE XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

COMPUTER COURSES
LEARN COMPUTER basics, Internet Typing, Web Designing, SEO,
SMO PHP, Photoshop, HR Training,
Tally. 9888647152.

MIGLANI HOME Tuition Accounts,
Economics +1, +2, B.Com, B.B.A, B.A
(experienced Teachers) Mob:
9872973319, 9888457718

HOME/ GROUP Tuitions and Tu-

TRAVEL & TOURS
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best

INSURANCE

CERAGEM THERAPY V3 Advance

EDUCATION

HOME MATHEMATICS Result
SERBIA STUDY VISA without

EX-SERVICEMAN PACKERS &
Movers Household Tricity All India
Shifting uploading Transport Call:
9914224303, 9779844825.

FOR SALE
Bed Excellent Condition Going Cheap
Contact:- 9815541922.

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics,

CUSTOM PRINTED T-shirts at low J.S PEST Control Pvt. Ltd. (member
price. Get superior print quality. Call
9478425255 www.tee4me.in

New Tyres, Full Insurance, Excellent
Condition, Single Owner, Immediate
Sale. 9855951209.

NEED COUNCELLORS and Tele-

running successfully for sale at VIP
Road Zirakpur owner leaving
abroad. Contact: 98155-61566

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY For

Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

CAR FOR SALE
INTERIOR
DECORATION

BUSINESS

INSURE LIFE, Moneyback,
ADVERTISING AGENCY

GOLD LOAN, Personal Loan,

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector-41D,

BRANDED RESTAURANT

Executive, Receptionist, Pharmacist,
Radiographers, Nurses, House
keeping, Supervisor, house keeping
attendant, Data Entry Operators.
Contact Eden Hospital, Plot no 115,
Industrial Area Phase-1, Chandigarh

HIRING FEMALE fresher science
graduates preferably convent educated with good communication
skills. Contact:- 9872200996, jobsapply006@gmail.com

inter or B.Com having experience of
minimum three years), accountants
(B.Com having experience of minimum two years GST/ TDS knowledge
is must), typist (having computer
knowledge MS office etc with minimum two years experience). Good
remuneration shall be given on
merit of each case. Apply S.K Bansal
and Company Kothi No. 3193 Sector
28-D, Chandigarh. Email:
skbansalandco@gmail.com

REQUIRED B.SC/ M.Sc MLT, phle-

HOSPITAL STAFF required- HR

Sapatrishi Publications Chandigarh.
Email:- baldev909@gmail.com, Contact:- 9463836591

Following Staff:- Female Accounts
Assistant: Knowledge of Tally ERP.9,
GST, TDS, ITR Returns, Bank Reconciliation, Stock Maintain (Minimum 1
year experience) Female office Assistant:- Do purchase Correspondence Independently. Production
Planning & Inspection In-charge:Daily Production and Inspection of
Material. ITI + minimum 2 year exp)
packing Cum Store Assistant:- Packing of Outward Material and Store
maintain (minimum 1 year exp.).
Contact Brohawk Exports # 141,
Industrial Area, Phase-9, Mohali.
perfect27@gmail.com,
08146062204.

Situated at Zirakpur, Pabhat,
Godown area accounts assistant
minimum qualification should be
Graduate with at least 5 year
experience in the same industry.
Salary is no bar for the right
candidate female may be preferred
interested candidate may apply to:
sunmaxorder@gmail.com

RUNNING GYM in Sector-20,

botomist, contect cam path lab scf
35 phase 11 mohali mobile9814866064

GLASS FITTINGS

nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

REQUIRED FOR Pharma Company

Finance, Supply Chain Management
(Male) & Marketing (Female)
Candidate at TLC Sector 82, Mohali.
Salary: upto 25k. Call +91
6284003161.

study visa at Phase 11 Mohali contact 8427100643

REQUIRED GRAPHIC designer at

EXPORT COMPANY Required

WANTED COUNSELLOR, Eng-

LOAN/FINANCE

CASH ON swipe of credit card at

WANTED A female counsellor for

REQUIRED RETIRED VRS/Exserviceman/ Housewife/ Businessman/ Part/ Fulltime 50k plus, Training Allowances. 9988882360.

Advertising Company, Requires (1.)
Marketing Executives (Mini.
Graduate) (2.) Accounts Executive
(F) having knowledge of GST and
also Punjabi literate. Fresher also
apply. Handsome Salary + Perks.
93575-75734, hr.advertising47@
gmail.com

URGENTLY REQUIRE MBA in
FEMALE MANAGER wanted

Marketing Boy for Educational
Institute, Own vehicle, Attractive
Salary+ Huge Incentives. Sector : 34,
Chandigarh. 98158-89707.

officer & Telecallers for Immigration
Company. 3B2, Mohali. 7736200006

CHANDIGARH'S LEADING

tives, Male/ Female good communication skills Contact: Club Pulse
Fourth Floor (Piccadily Mall) Sector34, Chandigarh 7696172292, 01722602051.

Fresher / Experienced) for Panchkula based IT Company. Salary upto
15000/-, training provided. Call
76960-06999.

study permit consultancy company
requires student visa counsellors
(female) with minimum 3 year experience and sales executive with
similar experience only. Salary- no
bar, including incentives and other
perks. Interested candidates can
walk-in for interview or can email
their resume at
info@unicollconsultants.com UNICOLL CONSULTANTS F469, PHASE
8B, INDUSTRIAL AREA, OPP. JUDICIAL COMPLEX MOHALI, PUNJAB

tive, Driver, Retired Care Taker for
Institute in Sector 34. Salary + incentive. 9814460001.

sales manager, sales executive
hardworking, self motivated, result
oriented for marketing herbal juices
like Aloevera, Amla, Noni, Wheat
grass juice etc. Area Chandigarh,
Punjab, Haryana and Himachal. Candidate email complete resume to
khadikhushika@gmail.com,
Whatsapp: 9417009260

REQUIRED AUDIT assistant (CA

REQUIRED FRONT office Execu-

WANTED GRAPHIC Designer (

A PROFESSIONALLY managed

REQUIRED MARKETING Execu-

A REPUTED company requires area

store manager for furniture showroom at chandigarh timing 10AM9PM age upto 65 years can be considered 9815213422 attractive salary. 129 Ind. Area phase-1, chandigarh

lish tutor, computer faculty
(webdesigner), telecaller, marketing
executive, sales girl in computer institute. Contact: 9876277876,
9779187767, 0172-5097857
bce.mohali@gmail.com

export house, experience in short
hand writing documentation good
computer knowledge, zirakpur. Contact: 9216888776. E Mail: shankar.cylinders@gmail.com

wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

Development Manager/ Sales
Marketing Executive for Sector 26
Chandigarh based Pvt Ltd. Company.
Call 9888970046

WANTED HARDWORKING

fresher/experienced accountant
male/female. Conveyance preferred.
Chartered accountant firm. Contact
9872718187.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

REQUIRED COUNSELOR, Filing

Candidates: (1). Sales MBA-Customer
Dealing. (2). Office Staff-Computer
Knowledge, (3). Accountant. Verma
International, EL-644, Industrialarea, Phase-9, Mohali. Send resume
at: rv403a@gmail.com,
9914348023.

URGENTLY REQUIRED qualified

and CA Trainees/ Accountants for a
CA firm Sudesh Goel & Associates,
Sector 35-A, Chandigarh. Send CV at
goel_sudesh@yahoo.com or contact
at 9417003834

Node JS,React Native, Android,
PHP,2D Animations, Embedded
Firmware.Experience: 1-3years.
Bezzie Technologies Pvt. Ltd.,
Mohali-Chandigarh,+917814367127,
hr@bezzietechnologies.com

color machine operator, feedarman,
inkman, office boys at printing
press. Manimajra. 09888487624

experience. English Hindi typing
preffered. Handsome salary, Perks
provident fund, ESI, bonus etc. Extra
for deserving candidates. Permanent job. Azad offset printers 144
press site ind area 1 Chandigarh. Call
9914111543, 9814011543

REQUIRED FRESH CA, CA Inter

HIRING FOR Full Stack, React JS,

experienced for Sales and Marketing
Job in Education. Salary 10000/Contact 9877701825

COREL DRAW operator, min 2 yrs

URGENTLY REQUIRED qualified

B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc

REQUIRED BUSINESS

EMPLOYMENT

REQUIRED FRESHER or

Bank and MNC Marketing Manager/
Executives, Backend Executives,
Data Entry Operators, Tele-callers,
Counselors/ Receptionist Immediate
Joining, Handsome Salary &
Incentives Contact. 9878355516,
9463730416

REQUIRED A smart good looking

COMPUTER OPERATOR cum

URGENTLY REQUIRED -

office coordinator Male/ Female
with computer knowledge at Kharar
9876000162.

EMPLOYMENT

REQUIREMENT MALE -

WANTED FRESH B.Sc Graduates

tives male & female for and international retail Brand 7837220070.

(female) with good communication
& MS office at manimajra. Good salary insurance gandhi@gmail.com

receptionist (female) graduate having minimum 3-4 yrs experience, for
the office of m/s utility Engineers
SCO no. 313-314 (2nd floor) sector
35B, Chandigarh. For appointment
call 9878009321 or send resume at
utilityengineers@rediffmail.com

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

WANTED ADAST, dominent, four

B.Com fresher with Tally knowledge
for Accounts for Chandigarh firm in
Industrial Area Ph-I. Vehicle
Compulsary. Call: 9034958185

REQUIRED OFFICE coordinator
graduates male female rotational
shift location mohali sitting job salary 12000-25000 Call now
9569095115, 9056959002

Visa Filing Officer and 2 part-time
IELTS Trainers. Freshers can also
apply. 9779232212

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED 2 females having Com-

accountact Male/ Female with
knowledge of tally at Kharar 9876000162.

TOP MNC urgently required 12th

KAIZEN ACADEMY Requires a

REQUIRED FOR Multinational
REQUIRED FRESHERS/ -

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

WANTED RECEPTIONIST &
Telecaller with Experience,
Communication skills Contact:
Sukhanand Group. SCF-63, 1st floor,
Phase-11, Mohali. Contact:
9814612988.

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW

EMPLOYMENT

REQUIRE FEMALE candidate for

sor. Earn upto 35,000/- PM regular
Income. 9855196906, 9855199906.

REQUIRED- MALE or Female

REQUIRED BULK STAFF!
A Government Registered Visa Company
requires result oriented following staff

female receptionist and a Staff
Nurse for a Clinic, knowledge of
English and Computer is required.
SCO-18, FF, Sector 19-D, Chandigarh
8729048399.

JOB IN phone banking, HDB bank ur-

FIELD MARKETING Job for Book-

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED DYNAMIC sale execu-

MLT/ Msc Microbiology Faculty,
Female Receptionist cum Computer
operator, Female Councillor having
experience of counselling contactShivalik Institute of paramedical
Technology/, 781/1 Gobindpura,
Opposite Kalagram on Modern
complex Road Manimajra.

REQUIRED MANAGER for a
well-known SPA must be having
good communication skills and able
to handle day to day operations.
Able to work 11 to 11, female preferred contact SCO 431-432, Sector
35C Chandigarh 9592344444

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET 9888935409

tors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

PHYSICS/ CHEMISTRY, NCERT,
IIT, AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

MATHS/ PHYSICS 6th- 12th
CBSE/ ICSE/ BBA, BCA, Engg. Maths,
Compartment Batch Sector-53,
(9876818283)

ACCOUNTS ECONOMICS +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction, (13
years), Pushpender. 8427273894.

MATHEMATICS: +2 Compartment clear with highest marks. Individually (Group/ Home) Experienced: M.Sc- Mathematics
9988246686

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/
NEET) Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase
11 Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881

LEARN JAVA, C++, IELTS, PTE, Python, PHP, Computer Basics, HTML,
Internet home tutor available.
8872900055

COOKERY CLASS
LEARN COOKING and Baking
Party Snacks, Salads Chinese,
Tandoori, South Indian, Italian,
Continental, Cakes 9417684502

ENGLISH SPEAKING
IELTS COACHING for Fresher/
Band-Improvement, Minimum-Fee,
Assured-Results, also Free Spoken
and Personality Development
Classes,Mohali. 7087867050

IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality Development Academics +1, +2, Special
Batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D. Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com

COACHING FOR IELTS Spoken
English Grammar from Highly
experienced trainer at Phase-2
Mohali. 99147-98999

CHEMISTRY GROUP & Home Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali. Contact:
9855420328.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

COMMERCE HOME/ Group Tui-

LEARN FRENCH Qualified Tutor

tion +1, +2, (CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS) Accounts, Economics, Maths, Business
98550-42535, 98763-90450.

available cover all School Syllabus
Home Tuition Available Contact:
9855433662
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Students of Delhi Public School, Sector 40, and (right) KB DAV Senior Secondary Public School, Sector 7, in a jubilant mood after the declaration of results in Chandigarh on Monday.

Aashima tops Mohali with 98.8%

SANJEEV SHARMA/HT

WITH 99.2%, THEY STOOD 3RD IN TRICITY
Six students stood third in the tricity by securing 496 out of total 500 marks in the
CBSE Class 10 examination, the results of which were announced on Monday.

SHINING STAR 15-year-old Kurali schoolgirl, who got 494 out of 500, wants to be a software engineer
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Aashima of International Public School, Kurali,
topped Mohali district in the
CBSE Class 10 exams by securing 98.8%.
Aashima, who got 494 out of
total 500 marks, credited her success to her parents and teachers.
“I used to study only for a few
hours. I never remained glued to
books for eight hours the way
other students do. I had made a
complete time table, and stuck to
it,” said the 15-year-old.
Daughter of Aakashdeep
Batla, 42, owner of a cloth shop in
main market of Kurali, and Joti
Batla, 40, a homemaker,
Aashima said she has opted for
non-medical stream in order to
achieve her goal of becoming a
software engineer.
On the other hand, Shreya of
Manav Mangal Smart School in
Phase 10, Mohali, and Parnika
Sisodia of Doon International
School, Sector 69, jointly bagged
the second position in the district
by securing 98.4% (492 marks out
of 500).
Attributing her success to her
parents, Shreya said she wanted
to be a chartered accountant
(CA) and had opted for non-medical stream.
Parnika said her friends and
parents motivated her to excel in
the exams. “They guided me on
all the tips and tricks. I wish to
crack the IIT joint entrance
exam,” she said.
Last year, Gayatri of Lawrence Public School, Sector 53,
had topped the district by securing 98%.

BHAVAN P’KULA
SHINES AGAIN
Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector
15, Panchkula, has bagged three
top ranks in the tricity with two
of its students clinching All India
Rank (AIR) 2 and 3 in the

n

Students of Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector 15, Panchkula celebrating their achievement after the declaration of result on Monday.

CBSE Class 10 exams Monday.
As per the data compiled by the
school authorities, the school
has given 100% results, and out
of total 209 students appearing in
the board exam, 143 have scored
more than 90% marks.
Drishti Gupta, 16, a student of
the school scored 498 marks out
of a total 500, bagging AIR 2.
Another student of the same
school, Hiteshwar Sharma,
bagged AIR 3 with 497 marks.
Rishika Chaudhary from Holy
Child School, Morni, also bagged
AIR 3.
Also, Bhavan’s Tanya stood
third in the tricity with 496
marks out of 500.
Last year, three students of
the school had bagged the first

Aashima, International Public
School, Kurali

international yoga performer,
has scored 96% marks. She had
won a bronze Medal in the
National Yoga Championship
held at Jharkhand in 2016, and
another at Asian Championship
held at Singapore in 2017.
Pratiksha Pal, daughter of one
of the school’s staffers, has also
scored 94.8% marks. Harsh, a
national-level fencing champion
has scored 88% marks, while
Anmol, a differently abled student, has scored 83.4% marks.

rank in tricity by scoring 98.8%.
Other achievers from school
Other than the toppers, there
are a few other students of the
school that excelled in the examination. Himanshi Dhingra, an

SCHOOLS EXCEL
Meanwhile, Shruti Goyal from
Manav Mangal School, Sector 11,
Panchkula, scored 98.4% marks
while Yajat Mehta scored 98%.
As per the data, a total of 34 stu-

98.8%
n

SANT ARORA/HT

dents of the school scored more
than 95%.
At Satluj Public School, Sector 4, Aditi Sharma scored 98.8%
marks while Shrestha Ranjan
scored 98% marks. A total of 25
students scored above 95%.
At St Teresa Convent School,
Sector 25, Nishita Gurania, got
96.4% marks.
At Saint Soldier’s School, Sector 16, Anish Singh emerged as
the school topper with 99%. A
total of 39 students scored above
90% in the school.
At St Vivekanand Millennium
School, Pinjore, nine students
got above 90% marks with Gurleen Kaur scoring 95.6% marks
and Arshpreet Kaur scoring
95.4%.

n

Tanya Singh, Bhavan
Vidyalaya, Sec 15, Panchkula

n

Anushka Sethi, Carmel
Convent, Chandigarh

n

Amani Taxak, DC Montessori
Smart School, Manimajra

n

Amisha Kanwar, St Joseph’s
Sr Sec School, Sec 44

n

Amish, Arya Model
School, Sector 27

n

Vishruti, Bhavan Vidyalaya,
Sector 27

75.2% pass, UT govt schools
show marked improvement
Srishti Jaswal
n

Srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Students of UT government schools have outdone
themselves in the CBSE Class 10
exams by recording an overall
pass percentage of 75.27% as
opposed to 48.51% last year, a
margin of 26.76%. From the 92
government schools in Chandigarh, 10,587 students appeared in
the exam, of which 7,969 passed
and 371 failed. As many as 2,247
students will have to appear in
compartment examinations.
Education secretary BL
Sharma said, “This is an extraor-

dinary achievement by all of us.
The entire department, including
the adviser and governor, has
been supportive.”
BEST 5 PERFORMERS
Government High School (GHS),
Sector 52, improved by the largest
margin of 62.18%. In 2017-18, the
school’s pass percentage was
27.35%, while it reached 89.53%
this session. Similarly, GHS Dadumajra was the second best performer as it went from 28.3% to
90%, a margin of 61.7%. On third,
fourth and fifth positions are
GMHS-Dhanas (II), GMHS-29B
and GMHS-32D with respective

margins of 59.18%, 58.35% and
55.57%.
WHAT WENT RIGHT?
The improved pass percentage
comes as a result of the stringent
steps taken by the education
department last year. In 2017-18,
the department had served termination, suspension and showcause notices to teachers, heads
and principals for poor results.
The department eventually took
an undertaking from the teachers
to ensure 75% result to reinstate
them. In fact, the department also
removed no-detention policy and
grace marks.

AGAINST ALL ODDS

4 blind students score above 85% marks

88.8%
n

Amrit Pal Singh

86.8%

88.8%
n

Jashanpreet Kaur

n

Anita Kumari

FLIGHT OF SUCCESS

86%
n

Varinda

Rachna Verma
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Four students of the

Institute for the Blind, Sector 26,
here, scored above 85% marks in
the Class 10 board exam results
declared by the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE) on
Monday. As many as 12 students
of the school appeared for the
Class 10 examinations conducted from February 21 to
March 29, 2019.
Visually impaired Amrit Pal
who scored 88.8% in the board
exams, gave the credit of his success to his teachers and parents.
Born prematurely, Amrit had
slowly lost his vision.
His father Baldev Singh, an
assistant sub-inspector with the
UT police, said, “With him being
our only child, it was difficult to
accept the fact that he was not
like other children. We went
through depression as well. But,
today, he has made us proud. We
feel relieved to know he can take
care of himself,” he added.
Amrit’s mother Karanjeet
Kaur said, “As a kid, he used to
believe that everyone was like
him. Growing up, he gradually

HE DID NOT LET FINANCIAL
STRUGGLES BE AN OBSTACLE

THIS 15-YEAR-OLD
SHUTTLER MADE IT BIG

Pankaj Singh, 17, from Shishu
Niketan Public School, Sector
22D, Chandigarh, scored 98% in
the CBSE Class 10 exams, the
results of which were declared
on Monday. Son of Prince, a
Class 8 pass who hails from
Uttarakhand, and works as a
helper at Mangla Nursing
Home, Sector 23, and Kastura Devi, an uneducated
homemaker, Pankaj did not let financial struggles reflect
on his grades. Pankaj’s education was sponsored by the
doctor whose clinic his father works, and the Lions Club.
Prince said he had admitted his son to the school when he
was in seventh standard, and he has been a topper ever
since. Sharing his success mantra, Pankaj, who wants to
pursue non-medical stream and become an engineer,
said, “Hard work is the only way. I saw my father as well as
my mother struggle to make ends meet. Their determination kept me going.”

Hasil Tewari, 15,
who has remained the
Chandigarh state
champion in
badminton,
scored 95.2%
marks in the
CBSE Class 10
exams. A student of DAV Public School,
Sector 8C, Chandigarh, Hasil has played
nationally seven times and also participated in Khelo India in 2018. Son of Subash
Chander Tiwari, deputy registrar in Panjab
University, and Manjeet Kaur, a science
teacher at Government High School,
Ranimajra, Asil said he did not let his
badminton practice suffer while preparing
for the exams. Also fond of swimming, Asil
wants to go into sports management

realised he was different. He has
made me happy with his achievement.”
Amrit, who loves to listen to
Gurbani, aims to become a lecturer some day.
Jashanpreet Kaur, another
topper in the class, who shared

the first position with Amrit,
also desires to become a lecturer.
The other two achievers
Anita Kumari, 18, and Varinda,
17, scored 86.8% and 86%, respectively. Anita aims to be a banker
while Varinda wants to become

n

Students of Carmel
Convent School, Sector 9,
and Sacred Heart Senior
Secondary School, Sector
26, in a jubilant mood after
the declaration of
CBSE Class 10 results in
Chandigarh on Monday.
The city’s pass percentage
improved from 66.2% in
2017-18 to 84.05% this
year.
SANJEEV SHARMA AND
KARUN SHARMA/HT

a computer teacher.
Principal JS Jayara congratulated the students and wished
them luck for future endeavours.
He said the students may have
lost sight, but not vision, which
they will enhance through quality education.
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FARMERS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AT ODDS
OVER TIME, TYPE OF PADDY CULTIVATION
>>p2

WOMAN DUPED
OF ₹51,000;
CASE LODGED

Sunset on Tuesday
Sunrise on Wednesday

7:08pm
5:38am

FACE TO FACE: ‘FIRs ARE MY GOLD MEDALS’
PDA CANDIDATE SIMARJEET SINGH BAINS SHARES HIS PLANS >>p3

>>p3

shortstories
BAN ON CARRYING
UNCOVERED SAND
IN VEHICLES
LUDHIANA: Commissioner of
police Dr Sukhchain Singh Gill has
banned the carrying of uncovered
sand in vehicles. He said sand
should be properly covered as it
can cause accidents. The commissioner has also banned the sale of
helmets without ISI mark, saying
helmets with no ISI mark are not
safe in accidents.Besides, the
commissioner has also banned
the use of commercial vehicles for
ferrying passengers. He said that
sometimes such vehicles are used
to ferry people, which is an illegal
practice and is in violation of the
Motor Vehicles Act. Dr Gill these
orders would be in force for the
HTC
next two months.

554 poll code violation
complaints on cVigil app
LUDHIANA : Workers of political
parties are increasingly using
technology as a tool for reporting
poll code violations against one
another. According to election
department employees, a
majority of the complaints,
pertaining to illegal posters and
hoardings, were reported on the
cVigil mobile app. Out of the 554
complaints received on the app,
nearly 315 were resolved, while
236 were found irrelevant and
three were pending.
››P3

debate of
the week
A BETTER TOMORROW

WHAT DO YOU
EXPECT FROM
THE NEXT MP?
With polling for the Lok
Sabha elections less than two
weeks away, candidates are
turning no stone unturned to
woo the voters. From roadshows to rallies, from public
meetings to door-to-door
campaigning, candidates are
going all out with their
promises to ensure victory.
With Ludhiana constituency
reeling under a host of issues,
such as pollution, poor
garbage management,
broken roads and high crime
rate, what are your expectations from the next MP?
Send your inputs to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by May 12.

MUTILATED BODY
OF MAN IN
30s FOUND ON
RAILWAY TRACK

Navish, Avni top district in CBSE Class 10
IT’S A TIE Duo scores 98.8% marks to emerge toppers among 10,000 students who took the exams; second position shared by four students
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

CLASSAPART

LUDHIANA : With a score of 98.8%,

Navish Mittal of DAV Centenary
Public School, Jagraon, and Avni
Aggarwal of Kundan Vidya Mandir School, Civil Lines, have
topped Ludhiana district in the
Class 10 board examinations conducted by the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE).
Around 10,000 students
appeared in the exams held in
March. As the results were
announced on the CBSE website
on Monday, schools across the
district erupted in celebrations.
A total of 11 students bagged
the top three positions, out of
which eight are girls.
The second position is shared
by four students — Saiyam
Gupta, a student of DAV Public
School, BRS Nagar, and Varinda,
Sargam Jain and Once Kaur, all
students of Kundan Vidya Mandir School, Civil Lines. They all
scored 98.6% marks.
Five students of different
schools shared the third position
with 98.4% marks. They are Anurag Narula of BCM Arya Model
Senior Secondary School, Shastri
Nagar; Praksha of Ryan International School; Bishaka of BCM
Senior Secondary School, Chandigarh Road; and Lovisha and
Khushboo of DAV Public School,
BRS Nagar.
PERFECT 100 CLUB
Hoping to follow in the footsteps
of both his parents, who are doctors, Navish scored 100 marks in
maths and Hindi, 99 in social
studies, 98 in science and 96 in
English. Avni Aggarwal scored
100 marks in English, maths and
Punjabi, followed by 98 in science
and 96 in social studies. She
aspires to become a computer
engineer.
Saiyam Gupta, who dreams of
becoming a cardiologist, got 100
marks in both maths and and science, 99 in social studies, 98 in
English and 96 in Punjabi.
Fond of accountancy, Sargam
scored 99 marks in English, science and social studies, and 98 in
maths and Hindi. Once Kaur
scored 100 in science and Punjabi,
99 in social studies, and 97 in
English and maths. She wants to
take up engineering in future.

98.8%

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The mutilated body of

an unidentified man was found
on the railway track near Domoria Bridge on Monday. Police said
the man appeared to be in his
early 30s.
Assistant
sub-inspector
(ASI) Bhajan Singh of Government Railway Police (GRP), who
is investigating the case, said the
police received an alert around
7am regarding a body lying on the
tracks with its limbs severed. No
identification proof was recovered from the deceased’s clothes.
“Inquest proceedings have
been initiated under Section 174
of the Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC). The body has been kept in
the mortuary of civil hospital for
72 hours for identification,” he
said.
Another unidentified man was
crushed under a train on Sunday
night. Investigating officer ASI
Jaswinder Singh said the
deceased seemed to be around 25
years old.
“There was ‘Karan’ tattooed
on his arm, but we didn’t find any
identification proof. He appeared
to be a migrant worker,” the ASI
said. The body has been kept at
the civil hospital mortuary for
identification.

THE POLICE RECEIVED
AN ALERT AROUND
7AM REGARDING A BODY
LYING ON THE TRACKS
WITH ITS LIMBS
SEVERED; NO ID PROOF
WAS RECOVERED
FROM THE CLOTHES
OF THE DECEASED

98.6%

98.6%

NAVISH MITTAL, 16

AVNI AGGARWAL, 15

SAIYAM GUPTA, 16

SARGAM JAIN, 15

ONCE KAUR, 15

VARINDA, 15

DAV CENTENARY PUBLIC
SCHOOL, JAGRAON

KUNDAN VIDYA MANDIR
SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL,
BRS NAGAR

KUNDAN VIDYA MANDIR
SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES

KUNDAN VIDYA MANDIR
SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES

KUNDAN VIDYA MANDIR
SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES

CAREER AIM: Inspired by his
parents, Navish wants to become a
doctor. He is also fond of cricket,
where he is an all-rounder.

CAREER AIM: Avni has opted for
non-medical stream and wants to
become a computer engineer.

CAREER AIM: Cardiologist.

CAREER AIM: Chartered accountant as she is fond of accountancy.

CAREER AIM: Once aspires to
become an engineer

CAREER AIM: Chartered
accountant

SUCCESS MANTRA: “I studied
regularly and I ensured to clear all
my concepts.”

SUCCESS MANTRA: “Being regular
in school is key to scoring well in
exams.”

SUCCESS MANTRA: “Be regular in
school. Remain stress free and take
frequent breaks during studying.”

STUDY HOURS: “I took tuitions
and never counted the number of
hours for studying. I prefer studying with focus no matter the time.”

STUDY HOURS: “I had no fixed
hours for studying. I revised my
concepts daily.”

STUDY HOURS: “I dedicated three
to four hours everyday to selfstudy. I also took tuitions, which
made a huge difference in my
score.”

SUCCESS MANTRA: “Self study
and remaining calm.”
STUDY HOURS: “I prefer studying
at night for five to six hours as
there is no disturbance. I stuck to
NCERT books for preparations and
revised my lessons daily.”
PARENTS: Father Madaan Mittal
and mother Madhu Mittal are
ayurvedic doctors.

SUCCESS MANTRA: “Study
smartly and revise the topics daily.”
STUDY HOURS: “I like studying in
the morning hours, and take
frequent breaks to relax.”
PARENTS: Father Manuj Aggarwal
is a business man, while mother
Monica Gupta is a teacher at
Government School, Haibowal
Khurd.

SUCCESS MANTRA:“I make sure to
follow a time-table and remain
focused through the year.”
STUDY HOURS: “I devoted three to
four hours daily and refrained from
social media. I don’t keep a phone,
as I consider it a distraction.”
PARENTS: Father Sachin Gupta is a
businessman and mother Seema
Gupta is a homemaker. Saiyam
attributed his success to his
parents, grandparents and his
school principal and teachers.

PARENTS: Father Harit Jain is a
businessman and mother Samita
Jain is a homemaker.

PARENTS: Father Sardar Karaka
Singh is a businessman and mother
Jatinder Kaur is a homemaker.

PARENTS: Father Rajeev Arora
runs a garments shop and mother
Geetanjali is a homemaker.

School principals are welcome to send good quality photos of students who have scored 95% or more in the CBSE Class 10 and 12 examinations for publication to
htschoolresults@gmail.com. Please include name of student, his or her score, stream in Class 12 and school name.

Overcoming disability, ailments students ace exams

›

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Trumping all odds,
students with chronic disorders
and locomotive disabilities
proved their mettle in the Class 10
CBSE board examinations, the
results of which were declared on
Monday.
Though she is unable to move
her fingers properly, Jasleen
Kaur, a student of BCM Arya
Model School, Shastri Nagar,
scored 92% in her Class 10 boards.
Jasleen, who also plays badminton, says, “My disability has
never been a barrier for me.”
“People have constantly

›

People have constantly
pushed me down but I
believe in rising again. Often
people express sympathy
over my condition, but I am a
normal child who wants to
make her parents proud .

Atish Sharma

I have been suffering
from pancreatitis for the
last five years. At times, it
impacted my studies too. I
am thankful to my parents
and school who have
always been there for me.

JASLEEN KAUR, scored 92%,
faces trouble moving her fingers

pushed me down, but I believe in
rising again. Often people express
sympathy over my condition, but
I see myself as a normal person,

who wants to make her parents
proud. I was born with this condition, and I see no difference
between me and a ‘normal’

SWAYAM KHOSLA, scored 75%,
is a patient of chronic pancreatitis

child,” says Jasleen, adding that
she hopes to join the banking sector someday. Ask her who is her
role model, and she doesn’t bat an

eye before naming her sister Gurleen Kaur. “She has helped me
through tough times,” she says.
A patient of chronic pancreati-

tis, Swayam Khosla, scored 75%
in the exams. “I remember, my
son was hospitalised the day
before his examination. But, he
did not let it deter him,” says his
mother Sumedha Khosla.
Swayam is an amateur photographer and hopes to make it his
career some day. “At present, I
am learning animation and gaming,” he says. “I have been suffering from the disorder for the last
five years. At times, it impacted
my studies too. I am thankful to
my parents and school who have
always been there for me.Pancreatitis has no treatment but I will
fight the battle till the end and
hope others do the same.”

Gang that robbed motorists after
seeking lift busted; woman, 5 held
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

SPENT MONEY ON CLOTHES, EATING OUT

HT Correspondent
n

98.6%

98.6%

98.8%

LUDHIANA:The police have busted
a gang of snatchers, comprising a
woman and her four accomplices,
who robbed motorists after
seeking lift.
The gang members have been
identified as Priya, 30, of Rajouri
Garden, Jassiyan Road; Satpal,
25, of Peeru Banda Mohalla, Sunil
Kumar, of Ashok Nagar, Ramandeep, 26, of Peeru Banda of Salem
Tabri, and Lakhwinder Singh, 27,
of Jassiyan.
A total of ₹43,000 in cash, two
motorcycles, a gold ring, mobile
phones and a sharp-edged

The gang members told the
police that after robbing a
commuter of ₹10,000 on May 1,
they spent the money on
buying new clothes and eating
out. The ADCP said they were
weapon were recovered from
their possession.
Additional deputy commissioner of police (ADCP, City 1)
Gurpreet Singh Sikand said the
gang robbed a factory
owner,Rupesh Yadav, near Ludhiana Tiger Safari on May 4 .

fond of shopping at malls. They
ran out of the money in two
days, and hatched another
robbery plan, which they
executed on May 4 by robbing
Rupesh Yadav, he added.
Yadav had complained to the
police that he was on his way on
his motorcycle when a woman
signalled him for a lift.
As soon as he halted, four men
turned up there. They assaulted
him with a sharp-edged weapon
and robbed him of ₹74,000 in cash,

Begging racket unearthed,
2 booked for exploiting kids
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Based on the state-

ments of three child beggars rescued on February 6, the Division
5 police officials booked two
men on Monday.
The accused are Kallu Pardhan of Ambedkar Nagar and
Ranku Pardhan of Dugri.
Helping the police unearth a
child begging racket, the children revealed that the accused
forced them to beg at shrines
and crossroads and confiscated
all the money collected. They
were given ₹50 per day in return.
Police suspect the accused
forced many more children to
beg and that the duo are part of a
human trafficking racket. The
accused brought children from
other states to the city and
forced them to beg, said police
officials.

n

The children were slum dwellers and brought to the city from other
HT FILE PHOTO
states to beg at traffic signals and near shrines.

Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Hardev Singh said the district
task force had rescued three
children, who had been forced to
beg, during a special operation
on February 6. A report had
been already lodged at the Division 5 police station.
The ASI said the children

were slum dwellers, and their
parents had been traced.
The police have been conducting raids to arrest the
accused. The case was registered under Section 76 (employment of child for begging) of the
Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015.

his mobile phone and gold ring,
before fleeing.
The ADCP said the accused
confessed to have also robbed a
man of ₹10,000 in cash near Daresi
Ground on May 1 using the same
modus operandi.
“The woman is already facing
trial in two cases of immoral trafficking. Her accomplices were
her customers. They formed a
gang to rob people. Satpal is facing trial in five cases of snatching.
The other accused also have a
criminal record,” the ADCP said.
The police on Monday produced the accused before a court
that remanded them to one-day
police custody.

Five robbers
land in police net
LUDHIANA :Police claimed to have

busted a gang of robbers with
the arrest of five members on
Sunday.
The accused are Sonu Parupkar, Rinku Kumar, Rakesh Panday of Giaspura, Naveen Bajaj of
Shimlapuri and Kuldeep Singh
of Fateh Singh Nagar
The accused were conspiring
to rob a private bank in Jugiana
village.Police said the accused
had conducted burglaries in factories, shops and showrooms.
The police seized a countrymade pistol, two cartridges, a
screwdriver and sword from
them. The pistol was purchased
from Uttar Pradesh for ₹20,000 a
few days ago. Police also
impounded their scooter, which
was stolen from Karnail Singh
Nagar on May 1. ASI Balveer
Singh, who is investigating the
case, said the gang was busted on
the basis of a tip-off.
Some of the other gang members are absconding.
HTC
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Farmers, agri dept at odds over
time, type of paddy cultivation
WATER CRISIS To sustain critically low underground water levels, dept of agriculture has asked farmers to
sow short variety paddy after May 20, but farmers want to sow long variety (high yield) paddy at an earlier date

›

Planting short
duration varieties will
be beneficial as less water
will be wasted and the yield
will remain unchanged too.

Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : In light of a steep
decline in underground water
levels, the Punjab department of
agriculture and farmer welfare
has asked farmers not to grow
long duration varieties of paddy
and to refrain from sowing short
duration varieties in nurseries
before May 20, much to the consternation of farmers, who want
the department to advance the
dates for sowing.
Experts say water table levels
in the state are declining at a rate
of 0.51m per annum and as such
efforts must be made to sustain
the water level.
Ludhiana chief agriculture
officer Baldev Singh said farmers are advised to sow paddy
after May 20 and transplant the
saplings after June 20.“Planting
short duration varieties will be
beneficial as wastage of water
will be reduced and the yield will
remain unchanged,” he said.

SIX DISTRICTS
IN THE RED ZONE
As per a study conducted by the
Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU) department of plant
breeding and genetics head Gurjit Singh Mangat and agronomist

BALDEV SINGH ,
chief agriculture officer, Ludhiana

tively. Though, Pusa 44 yields
more paddy than PR 121 and PR
126 but its input costs are substantially higher as compared to
short duration PR varieties,” say
the two experts.

n

Paddy farmers say industries and the public sector are as much to blame for depletion of water levels
HT FILE PHOTO
but only farmers are being blamed and restricted.

Buta Singh Dhillon, underground water in Barnala,
Bathinda, Ludhiana, Mansa,
Moga and Sangrur is declining at
a rate of 1 metre per annum.
“Despite heavy rainfall during the monsoons last year, the
water table in these districts did
not recharge, which is cause for
concern. Stubble burning is also

prevalent in these districts.
Around 40-60% of land is being
used to cultivate long duration
paddy varieties such as
Pusa 44 and Peeli Pusa, which
take up a lot of water,” said
Mangat.
PUSA VERSUS PARMAL
“Farmers often believe that long

O LY M P I A N P R I T H I P A L S I N G H H O C K E Y F E S T I V A L

Farizno Field Hockey Club beats
Sher-e-Sultanpur by four points
LUDHIANA: Farizno Field Hockey
Club won the match against
Sher-e-Sultanpur in the senior
category during the Ninth Olympian Prithipal Singh Hockey Festival held at Mata Sahib Kaur
Hockey Stadium in Jarkhar village on Monday.
Farizno Field’s Gursatinder
Singh Pargat led the team to victory by scoring four goals while
Sandeep Singh, Ravinder Singh
and Joginder scored one goal
each for the winning team.
Farizno Field took a lead of
three points in the first half, however, Sher-e-Sultanpur’s Jagji-

IN THE SUB-JUNIOR
(UNDER-10) CATEGORY,
JARKHAR HOCKEY
CENTRE DEFEATED
JATANA HOCKEY CENTRE
van Singh, Barinder Singh and
Milanjit, rallied and scored one
point each for their team but Farizno scored seven goals and won
with a margin of four points.
In the sub-junior (under-10)
category, Jarkhar Hockey Centre defeated Jatana Hockey Centre by four points. Sukhmanjit

Singh from the winning team
scored three goals, Gurmanavjit
scored two points and Arjan
Singh and Guriqbal Singh scored
one goal each. Arshdeep Singh
and Sahibjot Singh from the
opposite team scored two goals
and one goal, respectively.
In the third senior category
match, Azad Club Hathur won
against Shaheed Udham Singh
Club Sunam with a margin of
five points.
Chief organiser Jagroop
Singh Jarkhar said the next
matches will be held on May 11
and 12.

duration varieties — Pusa 44,
Peeli Pusa — produce a higher
yield and are therefore more
profitable. However, this is not
true. An analysis of the economics involved in growing these
varieties shows that Parmal (PR)
121, PR 126 and Pusa 44 yield an
average of 30.9, 30.1 and 32.6
quintal paddy per acre, respec-

FARMERS’ TAKE
Bhartiya Kisan Union (BKU,
Rajewal) president Balbir Singh
Rajewal said, “Farmers are soft
targets for governments. Industries and the public sector are as
much to blame for depletion of
water levels but only farmers are
being blamed and restricted. We
get more yield from Pusa varieties and we will continue to sow
the same.”
BKU state president Ajmer
Singh Lakhowal said, “If paddy
cultivation is delayed, the paddy
will not be mature at harvest
time and consequently wheat
cultivation will also be delayed.”

46 probable players selected for
inter-district cricket tourney
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Ludhiana District
Cricket Association, affiliated to
the Punjab Cricket Association,
said 25 probable players were
selected in the U-23 category and
21 were selected in the senior category here on Monday.
The selected players will be
trained for the inter-district
cricket tournament at the
regional coaching centre at GRD
Academy, Hambran Road. Trials
for which were held on April 29.
The 25 players selected in the
U-23 category, include Gurjot
Singh, Deepin Chitkara, Rahul
Khanna, Nehal Wadhera, Jaish
Jain, Vaibhav Kalra, Jaskaran-

SELECTED PLAYERS
WILL BE TRAINED
AT THE REGIONAL
COACHING CENTRE
AT GRD ACADEMY
vir Singh, Ritik Singh, Chirag
Sharma, Rajiv Khosla, Kanish
Sood, Akshit Bhardwaj, Bhupinder Singh, Abhimanyu, Sarabjit
Singh, Mukesh Jha, Pardeep
Grewal, Gobindjot, Gurmehar
Singh, Gurshinder Singh, Jayvir
S Dhami, Ritik Kumar, Mohammad Ujjaffa, Manjot Singh and
Gunraj Sehgal.
In the senior category, Geetansh Khera, Sunny Pandey,
Nikhil Chaudhary, Kashish Pas-

neja, Baltej Singh, Krishna,
Sukhjinder Singh, Gurjot Singh,
Deepin Chitkara, Tarwinder
Singh, Ritik, Hartejasvi Kapoor,
Rahul Khanna, Simranjit Singh,
Kabir Grewal, Akash Kumar,
Nehal Wadhera, Jaish Jain, Vaibhav Kalra, Jaskaranvir and
Rajat Verma, were selected.
Ludhiana District Cricket
Association general secretary
Vinod Chitkara said the players
selected in the senior category
are to report at GRD Academy,
Hambran Road, on May 7 at 4pm
to cricketer Love Ablish while
those selected for the Under-23
team will report on May 8 at same
time and venue. The date and
venue of the cricket tournament
is yet to be announced.

Communication skills Sports meet held
discussed at CT varsity at CMCH’s College
LUDHIANA: CT University orga-

nised a guest lecture on “Developing Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) skills
for effective communication” on
its campus here on Monday.
The lecture was delivered by
faculty at Shri Mata Vaishno
Devi University, Jammu, Simran Preet Kaur who apprised the
students of how they can develop
the four skills through consistent practice.
She said, “There is a difference between sharing and communicating. One must understand the basic definitions of a

‘sender’, ‘receiver’ and ‘feedback’ along with the difference
between any two of the three definitions.”She also narrated nano
tales and conducted activities
relating to listening, speaking,
reading and writing. She also
told students ways to overcome
communication barriers.
Vice-chancellor (V-C) Harsh
Sadawarti said, “The element of
confidence lies in each student.
Students need to focus to bring
out that confidence. All students
communicate in their daily
lives, they just need some
grooming.”
HTC

of Physiotherapy

LUDHIANA :The College of Physiotherapy, Christian Medical College and Hospital, held a sports
meet here on Monday. The opening ceremony was attended by
director Dr William Bhatti and
medical superintendent Dr Anil
Luther. Anmol Bhatia won in the
100m race, Sharoon Procha the
200m race and Caleb Judah Fernandez 400m race. In relay race,
a team of Davinder Kaur, Harnoor Kaur, Sukhjeevan Kaur
and Caleb Judah Fernandez
HTC
won.

PAU inks pact with Indore firm to licence seedless cucumber
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Punjab Agricultural

University (PAU) inked a pact
with an Indore-based firm for
licencing cucumber variety
Punjab Kheera 1 on Monday .
The memorandum of association (MoA) was signed by PAU
director of research Navtej
Singh Bains and Sanjivani Biogenetics (India) proprietor
Nitesh Jain.
PUNJAB KHEERA-1
HAS YIELD OF
304 TO 370 QUINTALS
PAU department of vegetable
science associate professor RK
Dhall said Punjab Kheera-1 is
the first seedless cucumber

PUNJAB KHEERA-1
IS THE FIRST SEEDLESS
CUCUMBER VARIETY
CREATED BY THE
UNIVERSITY
variety created by the university. The cucumber is suitable
for poly net house cultivation.
Its average yield is 304 quintals per acre and 370 quintals
per acre in September and January, respectively.
CUCUMBER NOT BITTER
Its fruits are dark green, seedless and medium sized. They are
not bitter and do not require
peeling.

n

Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) and Sanjivani Biogenetics (India) officials after signing a
memorandum of association for licensing of Punjab Kheera 1 in Ludhiana on Monday.

HT PHOTO

schoolnotes
SKYPE SESSION AT
DELHI WORLD
PUBLIC SCHOOL
LUDHIANA : Delhi World Public School
conducted a Skype session with the
students of Ukraine which was a
venture with Carter and was organised by Arizona English Club. The
students of Classes 4, 8 and 9 participated in the session. They greeted the
Ukrainian students and chatted with
them about sports, music and food.
Principal Deepa Gupta stressed on the
importance of such activities in the
overall personality development of
students.

Gobindgarh Public School
students shine in JEE (mains)
LUDHIANA: In the JEE Main examination, Charu Sachdeva, Jaskirat Singh,
Archit Gupta, Shubham and Vishal of
Gobindgarh Public School scored
94.51%, 93.53%, 90.73%, 88.38% and
67%, respectively. President Pawan
Sachdeva congratulated the students
for their achievement.

Laughter riot at
New BCM Kindergarten
LUDHIANA: World Laughter Day was
celebrated by the New BCM Kindergarten, Basant Avenue, on Monday.
The students of UKG conducted the
morning assembly under the supervision of their teachers. The students
gave a musical performance and
narrated jokes. Principal. Vandna
Shahi appreciated the efforts of
students and emphasised on the
importance of laughter in one’s lives.

GNPS Model Town observes
Mother’s Day
LUDHIANA : Mother’s Day was
celebrated by Guru Nanak Public
School (GNPS), Model Town, to
appreciate mothers for their contributions in one’s life. A special programme was organised where the
students gave dance and musical
performances. A talk on ‘Motherhood
Redefined- Evolving Roles of a
Mother’ and a group discussion on
‘Challenges faced by mother in the
21st century’ were also conducted.
Principal Mona Singh honoured
mothers of the students with prizes.

n

Students and staff of Bhartiya Vidya Mandir, Udham Singh Nagar, in a jubilant mood after CBSE declared the Class 10 results in Ludhiana on
HT PHOTO
Monday.

GNP students celebrate
Emojis’ Day
LUDHIANA : Emojis’ Day was celebrated at Guru Nanak Public School
(GNPS), Birmi, with the purpose of
understanding the significance of the
colour yellow. The students of the
kindergarten wing participated in
various activities such as hand
printing, colouring and paper pasting.
The principal of the school, Harjit Kaur
Dua, appreciated the efforts of the
teachers and students for participating in the event.

CLASS 10 RESULTS
Bhartiya Vidya Mandir,
Udham Singh Nagar
LUDHIANA: Bhartiya Vidya Mandir
student Kriti Dawar topped the
school in CBSE Class 10 exams by
scoring 96%. She was followed by
Aashish Kumar, who scored 95.4%, and
Nikhil Khindria and Palak Vasan, who
stood third with 95% marks. Principal
Bandana Sethi congratulated the
students and staff.

Springdale Senior
Secondary School
LUDHIANA: All students of Springdale
Senior Secondary School passed the
CBSE Class 10 examinations. As many
as 26 students scored above 90%.
Managing director Avinash Kaur and
principal Anil Kumar congratulated
the students .

Darshan Academy
LUDHIANA: Jasvir Kaur of Darshan
Academy topped the school in the
CBSE Class 10 examinations with
95.4%, Simranpreet came second with
92.6% and Gurbakhshish secured third
position with 88.8%. The results were

n

Students celebrating after declaration of the CBSE Class 10 results at Springdale Senior Secondary
School in Ludhiana on Monday.
HT PHOTO

announce by the CBSE on Monday.

Tagore Public School

Shamrock Christian School

LUDHIANA: Jasleen Thapar of Tagore
Public School, Aggar Nagar, topped
the school in the CBSE Class 10
examinations with 94.2% marks,
followed by Divya with 92.8%.
Anshika Bansal and Saurav Gupta
stoold third with 91.89%. The principal
of the school joined the members of
committee in congratulating the
students who brought laurels to the
school.

LUDHIANA : Students of Shamrock
Christian Senior Secondary School,
Hambran Road, brought laurels to the
school in the CBSE Class 10 examinations. A total of 25 students scored
above 90% followed by 20 students
bagging above 85% marks in the
examinations. Yashika Sharma stood
first in the school with 95%, followed
by Pratham Nagpal and Abhinav
Prashar with 94%. Arshdeep Singh
and Aryan Negi secured third position
with 93%. Principal P Singh congratulated the students for their results.

Ryan International School
LUDHIANA: Simar Singh topped Ryan
International School, Dugri, in the
CBSE Class 10 examinations followed

by Suzain Noor and Tvisha Narang.
Principal Shilpi Gurtu congratulated
the students for achieving a 100%
pass rate and appreciated the staff for
their efforts.

Guru Gobind Public School
LUDHIANA : Guru Gobind Public
School secured a 100% pass percentage in the CBSE Class 10 examinations.
Karanveer Singh topped the school
with 83.2% marks. Noordeep Kaur
came second with 83% and Gurveer
Singh secured third position with
82.4% marks. Chairperson Avtar Singh
Makkar and principal Manjit Kaur
congratulated the students on
their achievements.
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‘My FIRs are my gold medals’
facetoface

of the Buddah Nullah. Six decades ago, people used to drink
water from this nullah, it was
that pure. Today, look what
industrialisation and vested
interests of the politicians have
done to nature. Even 12-yearolds residing in the Sidwan Bet
area have grown grey hair.
Respective governments have
failed to address this key problem. I will work to form an
action plan, involving the
bureaucracy, environmentalists and industry representatives to tackle the nullah’s pollution, and return it to its
former glory.

SIMARJEET SINGH BAINS, PDA CANDIDATE
Aneesha Sareen Kumar
n

aneesha.sareen@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : While he enjoys a

dedicated fan following in his
constituency, Atam Nagar
MLA and Punjab Democratic
Alliance (PDA) candidate
Simarjeet Singh Bains is also
the face of controversy in Ludhiana.
A two-time MLA, Bains finished fourth in the previous
Lok Sabha polls despite securing 2.10 lakh votes. Even as his
rivals attribute his fan base to
his “nuisance” value and refer
to him as a “goon” and “blackmailer”, his popularity does
not seem to waver. Riding on
his claims of raising his voice
for the people, he has once
again jumped into the fray for
the Lok Sabha elections, and
vows to get Ludhiana rid of corruption.

Why should people vote for you?
For an honest and hard-working government. The people of
Ludhiana are tired of the corrupt policies of both the Congress and the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD). I want to put an end

200g heroin
recovered from
AC at hotel
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The Special Task

Force (STF), Ludhiana unit, has
recovered another 200gm heroin on the disclosure of the three
men arrested for drug peddling
on Saturday night.
The STF recovered the heroin
from an air-conditioner
installed at a hotel owned by one
the accused, Ravinder Singh
Chawla, 40, of New Kundanpuri.
The other accused are Gurwinder Singh, 27, of Mohalla
Maha Singh Nagar, Daba, and
Karamjeet Singh, 20 of New
Shimlapuri.
The trio was arrested with
150gm heroin on Saturday. Gurwinder is a proclaimed offender,
who fled from STF custody in
2018.
Inspector Harbans Singh said
Chawla owned a hotel near
Dayanand Medical College and
hospital (DMCH).
He disclosed that some heroin
was hidden in an air-conditioner of his hotel’s room number 201.
The inspector said Ravinder
gave shelter to Gurwinder in
his hotel after he fled from STF
custody.
The hotel had not maintained
Gurwinder’s record.

to the various mafias operating
in the district and the state.
Others have used votes polled
in their favour only for their
personal gains. This should
end. My aim is to make the city
free of corruption and “chitta”.

Rivals have been hitting out at
you for gradually amassing huge
wealth ever since you entered
politics in 2002. There are also
allegations that you have a share
in the toll plaza and engage in
illegal sand mafia?
Where is my share in the toll
plaza? Please ask the rivals to
tell me. I have been a whistleblower for years. Because of
my plea in the City Centre
scam, the Punjab chief minister had to appear before the
Punjab and Haryana high
court. If I am corrupt and
wrong, won’t my nomination
papers be rejected? These baseless allegations only speak of
the frustration in the minds of
my rivals. They fear me.

Among all candidates, you face
the maximum number of cases,
including charges of attempt to
murder.

How many votes are you
expecting this time?
n

Lok Insaaf Party president Simarjeet Singh Bains is a two-time
GURPREET SINGH/HT
MLA. He came fourth in the last Lok Sabha polls.

These FIRs are my gold medals. They are proof of my voice
against corruption over the
years. Earlier, there were 13
FIRs registered against me,
now only eight remain, as I was
either acquitted or the cases
were dropped. I am not afraid
of police action as I fight for the
rights of the people.

A number of your close
associates have deserted you?
It’s a tough march towards

honesty and ending corruption. Friends can leave me, that
does not matter. But it is more
important that my ideas and
my will to work with dedication do not leave me. I have
never made tall claims, but
always let my work talk.

What is your proposal
for Ludhiana if voted to
Parliament?
There are a plethora of issues
here, but the worst is the state

cVigil app gets
554 plaints on poll
code violations

Woman eyeing
lottery prize
duped of ₹51,000;
case registered

HT Correspondent

they received a complaint of a
phishing phone call that led to a
woman being duped of ₹51,000,
the Jamalpur police booked a
case of fraud on Sunday.
The unidentified caller had
duped Mini Gill of GK Estate of
Mundian Kalan after promising
her ₹25 lakh in prize money.
Her husband Hakam Singh
told the police that Mini got a call
in April 2013, wherein the caller
told her that she had won a lottery being run by the Indian Premier League (IPL).
The accused told her that she
had won a BMW car, but she
could also get ₹25 lakh in cash.
For this, she needed to deposit
₹18,500 as processing fee and
another ₹32,550 as tax and logistic charges. After the couple paid
the money, the caller asked for
another ₹70,000. But they refused
and asked for their money back.
But the caller turned them down.
Therefore, Singh filed police
complaint on December 10, 2015.
Following a probe, a case under
Sections 420 (cheating), 120-B
(criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code IPC has been
registered against one MK Skill
HTC
and his aides.

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Workers of political

parties are increasingly using
technology as a tool for reporting poll code violation complaints against one another.
According to election department employees, a majority of
the complaints, pertaining to
illegal posters and hoardings,
were reported on the cVigil
mobile app.
Out of the 554 complaints
received on the app, nearly 315
were resolved, while 236 were
found irrelevant and three were
pending.
The employees said a majority of complaints were being
reported in the morning hours,
when party workers are out and
spot illegal posters and use the
mobile application to report the
complaints.
However, many people still
continue to misuse the app by
posting selfies.
The mobile application was
launched to check model code of
conduct violations.
The district administration
has constituted 81 flying squads,

OUT OF THE 554
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
ON THE APP, NEARLY 315
WERE RESOLVED, WHILE
236 WERE FOUND
IRRELEVANT AND
THREE ARE PENDING
nine in assembly constituencies, for swift action on
complaints.
ACTION ON COMPLAINT
As soon as a complainant is
uploaded on the app, the authorities receive its GPS location.
A flying squad will reach the
spot within 15 minutes and the
complaint will be addressed
within 100 minutes from the
time it was generated.
The user-friendly app, available on both Android and IOS
mobile platforms, helps citizens
to upload live incidents by clicking photos or taking videos with
the description of the violation
without having to rush to the
office of the returning officer to
lodge a complaint.

n

MLA and AICC secretary Gurkirat Singh Kotli (right) and other Congress leaders during a press
conference in Ludhiana on Monday.
HT PHOTO

LUDHIANA : All India Congress

Committee (AICC) secretary
and campaigner for Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh and Chandigarh MLA Gurkirat Singh
Kotli, who is also a grandson of
former Punjab chief minister
Beant SIngh, has accused the
BJP-SAD alliance of arranging a letter from terrorist
Balwant Singh Rajoana
through his sister, in which
Rajoana has appealed to the
people to support the SADBJP candidates.
Rajoana is the prime
accused and convicted for the
assassination of Beant Singh
and is lodged in the jail. He
was sentenced to death on
August 1, 2007.
Kotli said BJP had made
nationalism its main issue
during these elections, but is
taking support from the top
extremist to win.

He apprehended that the
letter was arranged under a
“deep-rooted conspiracy
hatched by senior SAD and
BJP leaders”. Kotli asked the
BJP leadership to clear its
stand on the alleged support of
Rajoana to BJP -SAD candidates in Punjab.
Kotli said with this the real
face of both these parties has
been exposed and warned
them that playing with fire
could disturb the hard-earned
peace in the state.
He added that visualising a
clear anti-Modi wave, these
parties had abandoned all the
major public issues and promises made during the 2014 elections and were trying to harp
on ‘false nationalism’ and
actions of the armed forces.
He said the Congress had
made enormous sacrifices to
wipe out terrorism from Pun-

jab and establish peace and it
always stood by the victim
families, whereas the SAD and
the BJP had never spoken
strongly against terrorists in
Punjab.
He said that this letter was a
clear threat to Congress candidate from Ludhiana Ravneet Singh Bittu and to the
family of Beant Singh.
He asserted they would not
allow to disturb the hardearned peace in the state and
were prepared for any kind of
sacrifice.
Those present included
Lakhbir Singh Lakha, MLA,
Payal; ex-minister Malkiat
Singh Dakha, general secretary PPCC KK Bawa and party
leaders Rajinder Singh Lakha
Rauni and Darshan Singh
Shankar.
COMPILED BY
ANEESHA SAREEN KUMAR

Will execute
Smart City
projects on
time: Grewal
LUDHIANA: SAD-BJP candidate
Mahesh Inder Singh Grewal,
promising time-bound implementation of the Smart City
projects, alleged here on
Monday that it was because of
the callous attitude and collective indifference of local
MP Ravneet Singh Bittu and
the Congress government in
the state that had not let the
project take off on time.
Referring to Bittu’s claims
that the project could not be
implemented as it was a BJP
government at the Centre, he
said governments do not discriminate against constituencies and he (Bittu) was only
making an excuse. “He is
behaving like a poor craftsman, who always tries to
blame his tools,” Grewal
remarked.
Speaking at various campaign meetings here, Grewal
said he would try to transform the city into a modern
one. “Despite the Modi government’s choosing Ludhiana in the first 20 smart cities,
we did not get the benefit as
the MP had no will or inclination to get it implemented,” he
claimed, adding this was
because Bittu had no interest
in Ludhiana as he preferred
to spend time either in Delhi
or Chandigarh.
The Akali-BJP candidate
lambasted the state government for not implementing
the Union government’s
health insurance scheme
under which every person
was entitled to ₹5lakh insurance cover.
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Jealous woman bought
strong acid to attack
live-in-partner’s ‘girlfriend’
Tarsem Singh Deogan
n

tarsem.deogan@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Accused of attacking
19-year-old Nisha with acid on
April 27, Nidhi procured the
acid from a street vendor near
her house in Soodan Mohalla,
Daresi, investigators said on
Monday.
Police said Nidhi bought a
strong acid as she wanted to
damage Nisha’s face. They said
Nidhi suspected that her live-in
partner Deep Vansh was having
an affair with Nidhi, a resident
of Kot Mangal Singh. Assuming
that he will not see her anymore
if her face was damaged, she
attacked her with acid.
While the accused has been
sent to the women’s jail on judicial remand, Vansh has yet to be
arrested. He is accused of pressuring Nisha not to lodge a
police complaint after his girlfriend attacked her.
Inspector Jaspal Singh, station house officer (SHO), Division Number 4 police station,
said during questioning, Nidhi
revealed that a hawker selling
acid visited her street. He had

›

Nidhi revealed that a
hawker selling acid
visited her street. She
bought strong acid from
him claiming that her toilet
was choked. She then
summoned Nisha to her
house, and threw acid on
her as she stepped in.
INSPECTOR JASPAL SINGH, SHO,
Division Number 4 police station

two types of acid – strong and
diluted, so she bought the strong
one claiming that her toilet was
choked. She confessed that on
April 27, she summoned Nisha
to her rented accommodation
for a talk, and threw acid on her
as she stepped in.
In the attack, some of the acid
fell on her as well, but she managed to wipe it off instantly, limiting the damage. Unwary of the
fact that Nidhi threw acid on
her, Nisha continued to believe
that it was water until her skin

The best of the theatre
juggling worst of times

developed burns. The SHO said
Vansh arrived at the scene later.
Nisha kept pleading to him and
Nidhi to get her medical attention, but they offered to take her
to a doctor only if she remained
mum about the matter.
Later, Vansh took both
women to a hospital, and left
soon after. The women then concocted a story that unidentified
motorcycle-borne men threw
acid on them.
As investigators delved
deeper, they cracked the case on
April 29, and booked Nidhi and
Vansh under Sections 326-A
(voluntarily causing grievous
hurt by use of acid, etc.) and 506
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code on the complaint of Nisha.
ACCUSED DISOWNED
BY PARENTS
Inspector Jaspal said they
informed Nidhi’s parents about
her arrest over the phone, but
they refused to bail her out.
They told the police that they
had disowned her since she
started living with Vansh without their approval.

POLICE FILE
MURDER CASE
ON PHONE CALL
FROM UP
HT Correspondent

LUDHIANA :Over three years after

POLLBUZZ

Kotli asks SAD-BJP to clear stand
on terrorist Rajoana’s support

The number cannot be predicted. Even Captain Amarinder Singh had recently said
that he was expecting to
achieve huge success. Aaj raje
nu raani bachaun firdi hai
(referring to Captain Amarinder and his wife Preneet Kaur).
Raani bullet proof car vich
campaign kardi hai par loka
nu Dharamvir Gandhi rickshaw te pasand hai. The history created in Patiala in 2014
will repeat itself this time too. I
perform my duty with utmost
dedication, so voters know who
to vote for.

ludhiana

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The Basti Jodhewal

n

Artistes staging the play ‘Jallianwala Bagh’ at the Dr Manmohan Singh Auditorium on PAU campus in
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Ludhiana on Monday.

Atish Sharma
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Artistes poured their
hearts out in the play on the 1919
Jallianwala Bagh massacre
staged at the Dr Manmohan
Singh Auditorium of Punjab
Agricultural
University
(PAU) here on Monday.
The story revolved around
the central character ‘Jallianwala Bagh’, played by Palwinder Bassi, who made the
audience relive the story of the
bloodshed of the silent Indian
protesters. The play demonstrated the tragic tale of the people who had come from Jalle and
other adjoining villages of Punjab and gathered at the Jallianwala Bagh to protest against the
deportation of two popular leaders, Saifuddin Kitchlew and
Satya Pal of Amritsar.
The play reflected on how the
event haunted Amritsar but, at

the same time, also depicted the
Indian freedom struggle. The
one-hour- and-15 minute-long
paly, directed by Anil Sharma,
assistant director, Radio and
TV, also brought the martyrs
well into the limelight with the
cries of freedom struggle that
were silenced by general Reginald Dyer’s bullets. Sounds and
lights added to the play that won
hearts of the audience.
Palwinder Bassi, who is
played the lead character of
Jallianwala Bagh, said, “To
keep students in touch with the
history and make them remember the martyrs of the 1919 massacre, it becomes necessary to
enact such plays time and
again.”
The play recreated the history of the struggle of Indians
during the British era and also
revived the memories of those
martyred. As many as 50 members, both onstage and offstage,

were involved in staging the
play and made the audience live
every movement of the play.
Performers ranging from
three-year-old Cherry to
59-year-old Dr Kirti Dua, who is
also a senior scientist and in
charge, Centre for Wild Life
Studies at the department of veterinary medicine, GADVASU,
were part of the play.
Director Anil Sharma said,
“It took one-and-a-half years to
create this masterpiece. I
wanted to be sure of every
aspect of the event with proper
references from historians,” he
added.
Kumar added, “I hope I will
be able to take this legacy forward and enact the play at multiple places in Punjab and the
country. I am also planning to
work on a book that will showcase the crux of the drama and
the struggles involved in bringing this on to the stage.”

police have lodged a murder case
on a phone call from Uttar Pradesh (UP) after the caller alleged
that his sister had been murdered
by her husband, who cremated
the body immediately with the
intention of concealing his crime.
Following the call, the police
have booked Dalip Kumar, 30, a
factory worker of Mohalla Bawa
Colony, of Kakowal Road, for
allegedly murdering his wife and
disposing of her body.
Inspector Ram Ji, SHO at the
Jodhewal police station, said that
he received a call from one Kamlesh of UP on Sunday, who said
that his sister Anjali, 25, was married to Dalip Kumar and that he
received a call from Dalip on Sunday informing him that Anjali
has died of an illness and he has
cremated her body.
The SHO added that Kamlesh
alleged that Dalip used to thrash
Anjali over petty issues. Following strained relations, Anjali had
left the house of her husband and
come to her parents in UP four
months ago. She had filed a complaint with the UP police against
Dalip, following which the UP
police had summoned Dalip and
grilled him, the SHO said.
He said Dalip had apologised in
front of the UP police and took
Anjali back to Ludhiana on Friday promising he would never
torture her. Kamlesh alleged
while leaving for Ludhiana, Dalip
was looking annoyed and told
them that after reaching Ludhiana he would “deal with Anjali”.
Kamlesh alleged that after reaching Ludhiana, Dalip murdered
Anjali and cremated her body.
The inspector said a case
under Sections 302 (murder) and
201 (causing disappearance of evidence) of the IPC against Dalip
Kumar and other family members. Kamlesh is on his way to
Ludhiana.

informationyoucanuse
POLICE CONTROL
ROOM
100, 98158-00251, 0161-241-4932, 933
Community Police Resource Centre
0161-241-4943, 0161-502-7043
TRAFFIC HELPLINE
1073, 0161-277-0012
SENIOR CITIZENS’ HELPLINE
1090
WOMEN HELPLINE
1091, 78370-18555
CHILDREN HELPLINE
1098
RED CROSS SOCIETY BLOOD BANK
0161-244-1257

FREE AMBULANCE
SERVICE
108

FIRE SERVICE
101
n Fire station (Ludhiana headquarters)
– 0161- 275-0764
n Fire station Khanna – 01628-221-343
n Fire station Samrala – 01628-262-100
n Fire station Jagraon – 01624-223-230

HOSPITALS
n
n
n
n
n
n

n Ludhiana civil hospital – 01612223999, 0161261577
n Jagraon civil hospital - 01624-257749
CMCH - 98148-29303, 01612115100, 5289, 5276
DMCH - 98155-55101
Hero DMC Heart Institute – 0161-230-4282
ESIC Model Hospital – 0161-277-2435
GTB Charitable Hospital – 0161-437-7100
Fortis hospital – 0161-522-2333

LUDHIANA

n SPS hospital – 887-202-7036
n Mohan Dai Oswal Cancer Hospital – 0161-509-4540
n GADVASU Veterinary Clinic – 0161-241-4010, 4011

13005
12014
12242

CIVIC HELPLINES

12716

n PSPCL (for power-related complaints) - 1912
n PPCB (for pollution-related complaints)
– 0161-267-2055
n MC’s fogging facility – 0161-277-1499
n MC helpline number (water supply, sewerage,
roads, streetlights and other complaints)
– 0161-274-8412
n MC’s toll-free helpline - 1800-1800-024
n MC’s flood control room - 0161-2749120
n District-level flood control room – 0161-243-3100
n Ludhiana Improvement Trust’s enquiry
number - 0161-525-5404

RAILWAY HELPLINES
n 182 – For security issue
n 138 – For medical emergency, food and catering and
cleanliness
n 139 – To enquire about PNR status, arrival,
departure and fare

RAILWAY
SCHEDULE

DEPARTURE TIMINGS
Train no
12426
12425
12445
12446
12903
14682

Destination
Rajdhani (Jammu to New Delhi)
Rajdhani (New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(Jammu to New Delhi)
Golden Temple Mail
(Mumbai to Amritsar)
Intercity
(Jalandhar City to New Delhi)

Timing
00:15am
01:07am
01:42am
01:35am
02:47am
05:25am

12460
12411
12054
12926
12029
12919
12497
12920
12925
12498
12715
12030
12241
12459
12053
12412
12013
13006
14681
12904

Howrah Mail (Howrah to Amritsar) 05:50am
Shatabdi (Amritsar to New Delhi) 07:02am
Chandigarh Superfast
(Amritsar to Chandigarh)
07:20am
Sachkhand Express
(Amritsar to Hazur Sahib)
07:55am
Intercity (Amritsar to New Delhi) 08:40am
Intercity (Chandigarh to Amritsar) 09:10am
Jan Shatabdi (Amritsar to Haridwar) 09:03am
Paschim Exp (Amritsar to Bandra) 10:35am
Swarna Shatabdi
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
11:33am
Malwa (Indore to Jammu)
11:15am
Shan-e-Punjab
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
12:07pm
Malwa (Jammu to Indore)
01:50pm
Paschim Ex. (Bandra to Amritsar) 04:52pm
Shan-e-Punjab
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
05:23pm
Sachkhand Express
(Hazur Sahib to Amritsar)
05:55pm
Swarna Shatabdi
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
06:55pm
Chandigarh Superfast
(Chandigarh to Amritsar)
06:57pm
Intercity (New Delhi to Amritsar) 07:20pm
Jan Shatabdi (Haridwar to Amritsar) 07:35pm
Intercity (Amritsar to Chandigarh) 07:55pm
Shatabdi (New Delhi to Amritsar) 08:20pm
Howrah Mail (Amritsar to Howrah) 09:15pm
Intercity
(New Delhi to Jalandhar City)
10:35pm
Golden Temple Mail
(Amritsar to Mumbai)
11:59pm

FLIGHTS
SCHEDULE
Alliance Air Flight from
Sahnewal airport to Delhi
(Only Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)
Ludhiana 4:20pm, New Delhi 5:35pm

"
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Sethu FC registers victory on Day 2
HERO INDIAN WOMEN’S LEAGUE Sabitra Bhandari’s four goals help the club beat Manipur Police Sports Club by 6-4
HT Correspondent
n

IN THE OTHER MATCH OF
THE DAY, FC KOLHAPUR
CITY CAME BACK FROM
TWO GOALS DOWN TO
BEAT BARODA FOOTBALL
ACADEMY BY 4-3

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Sethu FC registered a
victory over Manipur Police
Sports Club by 6-4 on the
second day of the Hero Indian
Women’s League played at Guru
Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on
Monday.
Nepal based Sabitra Bhandari
was the star of the show as she
smashed four goals for Sethu FC.
Sethu FC forward Sabitra
gave an early lead to the team by
kicking the fastest goal of the
league on the 29th second. She
added another point to the tally
in the 16th minute, giving her
team a lead of 2-0 before Sethu FC
goalkeeper Sowmiya N made a
mistake by scoring an own goal.
However, Bhandari earned
hat-trick on the 34th minute as
she paced in from right and
kicked it past Manipur’s goalkeeper Elangbam Panthoi
Chanu. Manipur’s Bala Devi
scored a goal for the team in the
41st minute but Bhandari added
another point before the whistle
of the first half, ending the half
with the lead of 4-2.
In the second half, Salam Pramodini Chanu scored a point for
Manipur but Dangmei Grace
added two repeated goals in the
67th and the 75th minute. In the
extra minutes, Bala Devi got

n

Players in action during a match between Manipur Police Sports Club (in red) and Sethu FC during the Hero Indian Women’s League at the
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Monday.

another point for the team but
Sethu went for victory.
Earlier in the day, FC Kolhapur City came back from two

goals down to beat Baroda Football Academy by 4-3.
It was Kolhapur who started
off with a higher tempo, but Bar-

oda got the break against the run
of play.
Kolhapur defence failed to
deal with an aerial ball which led

Man arrested
for kidnapping
seven-year-old girl

Man’s luggage damaged on
flight, airline gets the stick

MOHALI:Police arrested a 37-year-

HT Correspondent

old man for kidnapping a minor
girl in Zirakpur.
The accused was identified as
Sunny Mann, a resident of Baltana village in Zirakpur.
As per sources, the accused
took the seven-year-old victim to
his flat while she was walking
towards home after being
dropped at the bus stop by the
school van. Police said when the
victim didn’t return, her family
started searching for her. Later,
they reached the flat of the
accused and rescued their daughter, said police.
The victim’s mother lodged a
complaint with police and said
the accused had beaten her
daughter after kidnapping her.
However, she refused the victim’s medical examination and
said though her daughter was
beaten by the accused, there was
no complaint of sexual assault.
A case under Sections 363 (kidnapping), 366 (abduction), 342
(wrongful confinement), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt) and 506
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code and Protection
Of Children From Sexual Offences (POSCO) Act was registered
HTC
in the Zirakpur station.

THE ACCUSED TOOK
THE GIRL TO HIS FLAT IN
BALTANA WHILE SHE WAS
WALKING BACK HOME
AFTER BEING DROPPED
BY HER SCHOOL VAN
AT THE BUS STOP

n

WHAT THE AIRLINE SAID
Claiming that the forum had no
territorial jurisdiction to entertain the complaint, the airline
denied any wilful negligence on
its part while delivering services
to the complainant. The airline
contended that the baggage was
returned to Bhoon in the same
condition at New Delhi as it was

MOHALI: The Mohali district
consumer disputes
redressal forum penalised
Independent TV Limited,
formerly known as Reliance
Digital TV, for not installing
the direct–to–home (DTH)
connection of a Mohali resident.
The forum told the company to pay a compensation
of ₹4,000 for mental agony
and harassment, and ₹3,000
as litigation cost to Parveen
Kumar of Phase 1.
It was in March 2018
when Kumar had booked a
DTH connection with the
firm by paying ₹499 as prebooking amount. As per the
scheme, ₹1,999 payable for
the connection was refundable. Besides pre-booking
amount, ₹1,500 was payable
at the time of installation,
with another ₹250 payable
as installation charges.
As per assurance through

received by the official of the airlines.
THE JUDGEMENT
Considering the facts, the forum
observed that the bag was
entrusted by the complainant
with the officials of Air Canada
while boarding the flight from
Toronto to Delhi and it was the
duty of the airlines to take every
safety precaution while handling

Be wary of used item deals
online, cheats on the prowl

n

shubkarman.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Beware of the customers you are conversing with
to finalise a deal for items put on
sale by you online, because
fraudsters are on the prowl. A
man from the city sold his
two-wheeler on online market
place for used goods — OLX —
oblivious of the mental agony in
waiting.
Before finalising the deal, Ravi
Kant, 37, shared photos of the
two-wheeler’s registration certificate and personal documents
with some other prospective
buyer, which turned out to be the
biggest mistake of his life. Now,
he is flooded with queries from
other prospective buyers even as
the two-wheeler is already sold.
Ravi, who is employed as a
housekeeper at a luxury hotel in
the city, put his gearless twowheeler on sale in March 2019 on
OLX. “I needed money to pay the
contractor in Allahabad (Prayagraj) where my house is under construction. So, I put my scooter on
sale for ₹26,000. After negotiations, I sold it for ₹20,000 on 20
March 2019,” said Ravi, who now
commutes on a bicycle.
“As I got many offers through
the OLX, one of them asked me to
send the photo of the registration
certificate, the two-wheeler and
other details, which I did,” he
said.
Soon, prospective buyers
started visiting my house enquir-

DETAILS OUT, AGONY IN
n Ravi Kant, 37, puts his gearless

scooter on sale on OLX. He
shares details and photos of the
vehicle with a buyer.
n He sells his vehicle to some
other person. Soon, people start

›

I put my gearless
two-wheeler on sale
and sent picture of the
registration certificate to a
prospective buyer, who
used the documents to
dupe other buyers.
RAVI KANT, seller on OLX

ing about the two-wheeler.
“I was surprised and kept telling them that the two-wheeler is
already sold. The person had put
the two-wheeler on sale online by
uploading the picture of the vehicle and the registration certificate.
As the address on the document was mine, people started
visiting me. There was no stopping as 50-60 people had visited
me and finally I lodged a police
complaint. But even after that
there was no relief,” he said.
He said that his personal identity proof and registration were
allegedly being used by fraud-

n

mohit.khanna@htdigital.in

LUDHIANA : A

day after
HT reported that the municipal
corporation (MC) had denied
permission to the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI)
to construct a pillar at the Bharat
Nagar Chowk due to the presence of a sewer line passing
below it, municipal authorities
said they had shared maps of
underground water and sewerage pipes with the NHAI before
preparation of the detailed
project report (DPR).
Ravinder Kumar Garg, superintendent engineer (O&M Cell)
of the MC, confirmed the sharing
of all the drawings of sewerage
and water supply lines passing
below the Ferozepur Road
stretch with the NHAI.
On the other hand, Bhupinder
Singh Chauhan, elevated road
project director, said that such
issues did not surface while compiling the DPR. “We did not know
what was underneath the surface. Constraints come to light as
we progress with the project. We
are exploring all the options and
looking for a viable solution.”
MC commissioner Kanwalpreet Kaur Brar had criticised

the NHAI for poor planning and
denied permission to set up a pillar of the bridge at the Bharat
Nagar Chowk due to the presence of a 70-meter sewer line.
Sources said the DPR was prepared in 2016 and was approved
the same year.
NOT A FIRST
It is not the first time that the MC
and the NHAI are at loggerheads
over the issue of underneath
sewerage
and
water
lines. Breaking of the sewerage
and water lines was reported
near the circuit house in September last year and that resulted in
the choking of sewerage pipes in
the circuit house and the adjoining Maharaj Nagar area.
UNDER WORKS
An NHAI team is now exploring
the option of ending the elevated
road, which starts from the
octroi post on the Ferozepur
Road, near the Aarti Chowk after
the MC denied it permission for a
pillar at the Bharat Nagar
Chowk. As per the original
design, the 12.9-km elevated road
was to be constructed from the
octroi post on the Ferozepur
Road (NH-95) up to the Samrala
Chowk at a cost of ₹756.2 crore.

TRUNK CALL

Firm told to pay Mohali
man ₹4,000 as
compensation and ₹3,000
ISTOCK
as litigation cost.

advertisements, installation was to take place within
30 to 45 days of booking.
However, despite payment
of booking amount, this connection was not installed
within the stipulated period.
As no one appeared on
behalf of the company
despite notice, the case was
proceeded ex parte, and the
forum penalised the firm for
deficient services.

it during the flight.
The forum observed that the
case was fully covered under the
law laid down by the national
consumer commission, and that
there had been lapse and deficiency on the part of Air Canada.
The forum further stated that
there was no deficiency in service
on the part of Shree Forex,
thereby dismissing the complaint
against it.

Woman staffer of
school arrested for
siphoning off ₹20L

Shub Karman Dhaliwal
n

Mohit Khanna

COMPANY PENALISED FOR NOT
INSTALLING DTH CONNECTION

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: The district consumer

disputes redressal forum has
penalised an airline for damage of
luggage of a Panchkula man during a flight that landed at the
Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi, in August 2017. The
forum has directed Air Canada to
pay the ₹5,000 as cost of the torn
luggage bag at 9% interest along
with compensation of ₹10,000 on
account of mental agony, harassment and litigation charges to
Shiv Kumar Bhoon, a resident of
Sector 11 here.
Bhoon submitted that he
booked an Air Canada flight
through Shree Forex, a travel
agent in Sector 11, Panchkula, to
travel from Delhi to Toronto
(Canada). On the return flight,
Bhoon said he was issued a bag
tag for his luggage, but as he
landed on the Delhi airport on
August 9, 2017, his bag, costing
₹5,000, was found to be torn and its
contents were damaged.
Bhoon reported the matter to
the airline, which issued a damaged baggage report, but refused
to pay compensation to him, following which he moved the
forum.

to the first goal in favour of Baroda. The ball bounced inside the
Kolhapur area, and defender
Ayomide Awawu Anibaba

looped her header over the
keeper, placing the ball for an
own goal.
A few minutes later, Baroda
left winger Mona soared into the
Kolhapur box and kicked to get
the team a lead of 2-0.
Just before the half-time whistle, Kolhapur forward Kashima
gave a hope to the team as she
took full advantage of a fumble
by Baroda keeper Pinky Darji
and scored into an empty net to
the first half at 2-1 in favour of
Baroda. Kolhapur came out all
guns blazing in the second half,
and it was Kashima again. She
made an angled run from the
right and slipped it past the Darji
to level the score.
Later Kolhapur and Baroda
substitutes, Pratiksha and Heta
Shukla scored for their respective sides in the penultimate
minutes, before Kamala Devi
finally made it 4-3 for the Kolhapur on the third minute of extra
time.

Maps of sewer
lines were shared
with NHAI: MC

visiting his house to enquire
about the two-wheeler.
n On inquiry, it emerged that his
vehicle has been put on sale by
somebody else to cheat people.
n He lodges a police complaint.

sters to dupe people interested in
buying a gearless scooter on OLX.
COMPLAINT FROM A
PROSPECTIVE BUYER
Swaran Singh of Sector 61, in his
complaint to the cyber cell said he
saw a two-wheeler put on sale on
OLX by one Ravi Kant on April 23
and I contacted the owner on the
phone number provided there.
“The owner claimed he is an
armyman, posted at the airport,”
Swaran said, who went to the
airport to check the two-wheeler
the next day after fixing a
meeting.
“However, the person claimed
he was busy and that the vehicle
was parked at the army canteen
and I needed to pay ₹1,020. I
refused to pay any money even as
he kept insisting that I should
trust him,” Swaran said.
DSP (cyber cell) Rashmi
Yadav, said, “Many people paid
money to the fraudsters . We have
written to the OLX authorities to
check and block such users and
advertisements. Attempts are
being made to trace the
fraudsters.”

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: A 28-year-old woman

employee of a private school
here, The British School (TBS),
was arrested on Sunday allegedly for siphoning off ₹20 lakh.
Police said the accused has
been identified as Tanvi Sharma,
who was working as a computer
operator with The British
School, Sector 70. Following a
complaint from the school principal, police raided her house at
Ivory Towers in Sector 70, from
where a sum of ₹1.6 lakh was
recovered. Later, she was
arrested. She was produced
before a court and sent to a day’s
police remand.
She has been booked under
Sections 420 (cheating), 408
(criminal breach of trust), 467
(forgery of valuable security)
and 471(used genuine as forged)
of Indian Penal Code.
Police said Tanvi was working
with the school since 2017 and
besides the job of a computer
operator, she would also look
after the fee collection. After
some discrepancies were noticed
by the school management, the
records were scrutinised and an
embezzlement of nearly ₹20 lakh
was detected, police said.
When the school authorities
confronted Tanvi, she refuted
the allegations, following which
a police complaint was lodged by
principal Reena Sethi.

n

With the maximum temperature nearing 40° Celsius, a herd of elephants cooling off in a pond at Chhatbir zoo in Mohali.

19 yrs on, HC asks CTU to pay
₹11 lakh to bed-ridden woman
Surender Sharma
n

surender.sharma@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Almost 19 years after

a Mohali woman fell off a Chandigarh Transport Undertaking
(CTU) bus on her way to college,
the Punjab and Haryana High
Court has reversed a finding of
the Motor Accident Claim Tribunal, and awarded her ₹11-lakh
compensation.
The Sohana woman, Sushma,
39, who is bed-ridden since the
time of accident in 2000, was
awarded ₹50,000 compensation
by the tribunal in 2002, holding
that 50 percent negligence was on
her part, since at the time of accident, she was standing on the rear
door of the bus.
All the while, as per her lawyer, she was surviving on the pension her elderly mother gets after
the demise of her father, who was
an employee with Chandigarh
administration. He died around
10 years back. She has a brother,

but he is unemployed. “She can’t
speak. She lost her memory. She
is immobile due to left hemipaeresis (paralysis) and needs a roundthe-clock attendant,” her lawyer
said, who wished not to be quoted.
Then a BA-II student in January 2000 at Government College
for Girls, Sector-42, the woman
was on her way to college when
she fell off the CTU bus while the
driver running at high speed was
turning the bus near the Kajheri
roundabout. The bus doors were
open and she was standing at the
door due to rush and fell off.
The tribunal in 2002, termed it
a case of contributory negligence
since she was standing on the
rear door and calculated ₹1 lakh
as compensation but was
awarded only ₹50,000 in view her
negligence.
However, the high court has
now reversed this finding.
“Driver knew of the rush and that
the students are standing on the
rear door. Therefore, he should

have slowed down the bus at the
roundabout, where bus takes a
turn on the one side and then on
the other side,” the high court
bench of justice Kuldip Singh
observed.
“Therefore, the tribunal erred
in holding that there was a contributory negligence to the extent
of 50-50%. There was a complete
negligence on the part of the bus
driver,” justice Singh said.
The woman will have to lead a
life in disability with dependency
for whole of life. She will not be
able to get any job or employment
and with such disability, nobody
will marry her, the court said,
while awarding ₹11.22 lakh compensation, including ₹1 lakh for
mental pain and suffering and
another ₹3 lakh for loss of
prospects of marriage. ₹2 lakh
will be for the attendant.
The CTU will have to pay this
amount with 7 percent annual
interest since the time of award in
2002.

RAVI KUMAR/HT

21-year-old man
hangs self from
tree in Chandigarh
CHANDIGARH: A 21-year-old man

committed suicide by hanging
himself with his belt from a
mango tree near Geeta Bhawan
in Sector 52 on Sunday morning,
police said.
Police said victim Arjun was
rushed to Government MultiSpecialty Hospital-16 (GMSH-16)
where he was declared brought
dead by doctors.
Police officials said Arjun
was acquitted in a Protection
of Child from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) case two months
ago.
Sector 36 police station officials have initiated inquest proceedings under Section 174 of the
CrPC and the body has been kept
in the mortuary for the postmortem.
Police have ruled out any foul
play even as no suicide note was
found. Arjun is survived by his
parents and four brothers,
police said.
HTC

2 yrs on, Phase 8 remains Mohali’s
preferred boarding point for buses
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

MOHALI :Even two years after the
old bus stand in Phase 8, Mohali,
was demolished, buses continue
to ply from here.
It was in February 2017 when
the Greater Mohali Area Development Authority (GMADA)
had demolished the bus stand
and taken possession of the land.
However, around 200 private
buses and 20 Pepsu Road Transport Corporation (PRTC) and
Punjab Roadways buses ply
from here.
Buses also stay parked on the
roadside near the old bus stand,
catering to a large number of
passengers. On the other hand,
the Baba Banda Singh Bahadur
ISBT in Phase 6, which was inaugurated two years ago, is operating at only 25% of its capacity
with 500 buses. It is expected to

n

The make-shift bus stand in Phase 8, Mohali, continues to operate
despite challaning of private buses.
ANIL DAYAL/HT

serve around 2,000 buses.
MATTER OF LOSSES?
Hardeep Singh, in-charge of private buses in Phase 8, said, “We
tried using the Phase 6 ISBT for
three months, but suffered a
huge loss as there were no passengers. People are familiar with
the Phase 8 site as all important

offices of Punjab including
PUDA, GMADA, PSEB, Punjab
Rural Development and Panchayat Department, and even a
prominent private hospital, are
located near the site.”
WHAT AUTHORITIES SAY
GMADA chief engineer Sunil
Kansal said they had requested

state transport authority several
times to stop the operation of
buses from Phase 8. “The matter
was even raised with the transport principal secretary, but
nothing has been done so far,” he
said.
“Another temporary bus
stand was being operated from a
bus queue shelter in front of the
civil hospital at Phase 6, where
most of the passengers board the
buses. Most of the buses that stop
at this bus shelter skip the ISBT.
Despite repeated requests, the
authorities did not shut the bus
queue shelter,” Kansal said.
However, Mohali regional
transport authority (RTA) Sukhwinder Singh said, “We have
challaned the buses in Phase 8
several times, but they again
come back. As we are busy with
election duties now, we will conduct challaning drive after the
elections.”
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‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
Sangeeta Yadav
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

C

Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

MORE INSIDE
‘WON’T TALK ABOUT MY
RELATIONSHIP’

www.facebook.com/HTcity

On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY

A still from the show

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

A

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

LUDHIANA
HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET

Ahaan
Panday

‘STRANGER THINGS’
LAWSUIT DROPPED
ilmmaker Charlie
Kessler has dropped the
idea theft lawsuit against
Matt and Ross Duffer on
the eve of trial, accepting
the brothers’ concept for
the show Stranger Things
was theirs. Kessler told
Hollywood Reporter, they
“independently created
PTI
the show”.

F

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world athletic
champion Hima Das,
popularly known as ‘Dhing
Express’. The 19-year-old, who
hails from Kandhulimari, a
small village near Assam’s
Dhing town, shot into the
limelight last year after
winning gold at the IAAF
World U20 Championships and
silver at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after the
World Championships.
Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support. Ek
medal mujhe mila toh desh ko
mila hai (If I’ve won a medal,
it’s the entire country which
has won it),” says the athlete,
now in Yokohama for the
World Relays competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film industry
support me. Jab main world

T

ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being

B

n
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Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International Stadium
with acute back pain. But she
effortlessly handles pressure.
“Actually, main woh sab sochti
nahin hoon. I want to learn
from my failures while
running, and then run some
more. When I go on the track, I
go with a clear mindset of
giving my 100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock my
best time each time. One is
unable to perform under
pressure).”
With her streak of golden
hair, and an uber cool persona,
the sporting icon is now a
fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter. “We have a joint
family where I learned so
much. Kaise struggle karna
hai. We used to think we’d grow
up and get a job. I never
imagined I’d achieve so much.
My father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with all
your heart. Papa bhi ek football
khiladi the,” she adds.
n
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Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi

Patralekhaa says that, from now
on, she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her work,
especially her relationship with
actor Rajkummar Rao.

like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are
independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But
yes, I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of
big releases (Panipat,
Housefull 4 and Arjun
Patiala) coming up. “I am
very excited about all my
films,” says Kriti, adding she
is yet to sign anything
else. “There is nothing that
I can talk about right now
[regarding] a new film. I am in
talks for a few but we are yet to
figure out the finer details,”
she concludes.

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport

championship khel ke aayi thi
to [athletics] federation ke
president ko Abhishek
Bachchan bhaiya, Atul
Kasbekar, aur Farhan Akhtar
ne gift bheja tha financially..,”
she shares. But her guru is
Sachin Tendulkar. “Main
cricket ke bhagwan Sachin
Tendulkar ji ko maanti hoon (I
follow the God of cricket,
Sachin Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle kiya,
ghar se khud nikal ke aayi. I
played football for a few years
where people noticed me.
Thoda sa nikal ke aa jaayein
aap, baad mein bahut ache log
aayenge. If you know of any
athlete, please support and
take them to glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now is
solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh [level]
touch nahin kiya. Then I’ll
think about who should play
me. Abhi game mein dhyaan
dena hai,” she says.

Pooja Sharma
onakshi Sinha was recently
in Lucknow to lend moral
support to her mother,
Poonam Sinha, who is contesting
the Lok Sabha elections this year.
The actor, whose father, veteran
actor Shatrughan Sinha has been
in politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh
capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha. Poonam,
who’s making her political debut,
joined the Samajwadi Party and is
taking on the BJP candidate in
Lucknow, Union minister
Rajnath Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a political
rally. She took out time,
especially to support her mom.
She took a chartered flight on
Friday and returned to Mumbai
the same night, and went for a
magazine cover shoot the next
day. Post the shoot, she flew to
Kochi for an event,” says a
source.
When contacted, Sonakshi
said, “I was very happy to be in
Lucknow with my mother and
was overwhelmed with the
turnout and support that we
saw at our rally. I wasn’t there
as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to
support her mother.”
Asked if she follows politics
religiously, the actor added, “I
follow politics to the extent
where I am aware of what’s
happening in my country and I
am not ignorant. I think every
youth in our country should
be aware of the basics because
politics, whether you like it or
not, carves the future of our
country.”

S

I don’t get attracted to a character that is not
strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh

www.youtube.com/user/ht

n

Kriti Sanon says
the audience no
longer enjoys
shy, damsel-indistress
characters

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother...
I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many
years.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

‘Won’ttalkabout
myrelationship’

NU VEE
NOTIR
ABCUDT
EF LSHY

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Juhi Chakraborty
atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor will
soon be seen in a web
film and has also signed
her first Kannada project.
Enjoying this busy phase, she
is clearly not complaining. She
also says that, from now on,
she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for
too long she has only been
talking about things other
than her work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to the
next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is
doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my

P

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell
Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

Rajkummar Rao
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work gets
diluted.”
Patralekhaa may have had a
slow start in her career,
having done just three films in
five years, but she does not
believe in looking back. In fact,
she says she feels that her
“career is heading towards a
new direction” — case in point
her role in her web film
Badnaam Gali, where she is
playing the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.

EDITOR’S
PICK

FLEABAG
2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions
1522 The Untouchables
1923 Megamind
2100 Valerian And The City Of
A Thousand Planets
2315 Bruce Lee: The Man And
The Legend

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL
2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan

Players at 1451
0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R
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IN WHICH ANNE GETS
MARRIAGE ADVICE FROM
MICHAEL
A

Anne Hathaway says actor Michael Caine, once
told her that it is important to have separate
bathrooms for a successful marriage
nne Hathaway
has revealed that
veteran Hollywood star
Michael Caine gives her
marriage advice. The 36-yearold actor said Caine, 86, once
told her that it is important to
have ‘‘separate bathrooms’
for a successful marriage,
reported Bang Showbiz.
‘‘Michael and I don’t really
have a ring-you-up sort of
relationship. But he’s always
very warm and lovely when

we run into each other. He
gives me marriage advice.
Separate bathrooms. When
he told me that, I laughed and
he looked at me and said, ‘I’m
serious, it’s such an important
part of marriage’,” the actor
shares.
The Devil Wears Prada
(2006) star is married to
businessman Adam Shulman
since 2012. The couple are
parents to a son, Jonathan,
PTI
born in 2016.

Why Jassie was scared to
work with Ashwiny Iyer
Rishabh Suri
assie Gill is juggling his
singing and acting career
right now. While he
released his latest single
Soorma Kala recently, he will
also be seen opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s Pangaa.
Asked whether he is happy
with how his career here is
shaping up, Jassie, who made
his Bollywood debut with
Happy Phir Bhaag Jaayegi last
year, says, “I can’t say just
now that I am happy with it. I
have got good opportunities. I
have a lot of expectations
pinned on Pangaa. The role is
good, I have got a character
which is different, my look is
also new. People won’t believe
it’s me when they see it. I want
to do work, which people will
appreciate.”
“Happy… was okay, but this
one is a full-fledged role,” says
Jassie adding, “And I am doing
it with Kangana Ranaut.”
The cast and crew was
recently in Delhi to shoot for
some crucial portions of the
film. On how the shoot has
shaped up so far, Jassie says,

J

“The film is based on kabaddi.
Working with Kangana has
been good. She’s a seasoned
actor, you get to learn a lot, the
way she acts and talks. You get
energised. Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwary ma’am
(director)...She’s the first

female director I am working
with. Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath equation
aisa hota hai ki kuchh bhi bol
sakte ho… but ma’am made
me feel comfortable,” Jassie
signs off.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Actor-singer Jassie
Gill will be seen
opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa

I didn’t want to be someone’s
GoT’s latest episode is one of shadow, says Sahil
Kit Harington’s favourites A
Michael Caine (R) and Anne Hathaway have starred together in The
Dark Knight Rises (2012) and Interstellar (2014)
PHOTOS: ELIZABETH WEINBERG/THE NEW YORK TIMES; GETTY IMAGES

‘Concept that male
actors are more
bankable still exists’
Actor Stacy
Martin recently
featured in Natalie
Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox
Lux (2018)
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Stacy Martin believes
the film industry still
suffers from the mentality
that male stars are more
“bankable” than their female
counterparts.
The 29-year-old actor costarred with Mark Walhberg
and Michelle Williams in
Ridley Scott’s All The Money in
The World (2017). The film was
embroiled in a controversy
when it was revealed that
Walhberg was paid way more
than Williams for the reshoots.
Martin told Independent that
people misunderstand “where
the problem lies” when they
talk about pay equality.
“When we talk about pay
equality, I think we’re
misunderstanding where the

A

CROWNING
THE BEST
FROM THE
CAPITAL
IN THIS
PAGEANT

problem lies. I think the
reason why they were paid
differently was because they
didn’t have the same contract.
And then there’s the way a
film is financed. There’s still
this concept that a man is
more bankable than a woman,”
she says. “I have never been
paid equal to my male
counterparts, and it’s mainly
because of bankability. Give
me more money. I live in
London,” she adds.
Martin recently featured in
Natalie Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox Lux (2018).
She will also be seen in Kirsten
Dunst’s directorial debut film,
which is an adaptation of
Sylvia Plath’s book The Bell
PTI
Jar (1963).

Rishabh Suri

ctor Kit Harington says
that the latest episode of
the eighth and final
season of Game of Thrones is
very Shakespearean as it has
certain “twisted and
uncomfortable” elements in it.
It’s also one of his personal
favourites.
“One of my favourite
episodes is four because the
characters have seemingly got
what they needed. The world is
safe now. They’re celebrating
and saying goodbye to lost
friends. But as an audience
you’re going, ‘This is only
episode four; something’s
going to happen.’ And that’s
the cool thing because I think
the characters are aware of
this as well. There’s something
twisted and uncomfortable
about it. It’s so
Shakespearean,” Harington,
who plays Jon Snow in the epic
fantasy show, told
Entertainment Weekly.
Earlier, Emilia Clarke, who
plays Daenerys, had said that
people need to prepare for
episode five as it would
perhaps be bigger than the
Battle of Winterfell.
“[The next episodes] are
going to be mental. Episode
five is ahhhh. I mean four and
five and six, they’re all insane,
but...” Clarke told Jimmy
Kimmel on his chat show.

A

ctor Sahil Khattar has
finally signed his first
Bollywood film, ’83, which
is being directed by Kabir
Khan. It’s among the most
touted films next year and
stars Ranveer Singh as Kapil
Dev, the former Indian
cricketer who captained the
Indian cricket team that won
the 1983 Cricket World Cup.
But what comes as a
surprise is that Sahil refused
the film. Not once but twice!
He reveals, “I knew the casting
was going on for a while. The
casting director approached
me twice, but I wasn’t sure.
The third time he told me that
‘Bro, if not anything, just come
and give me this look test. We
will also make you read the
script. If you are not
convinced, don’t do it. But
then, it was (for the part of) the
legendary Syed Kirmani! I
gave the look test, they loved
it. I read the script, I loved it.
This film will go down in the

Actor Kit Harington
plays the role of
Jon Snow in the
epic fantasy series
PHOTO: CAITLIN OCHS/
REUTERS

history of cinema.”
Asked why did he refuse the
offer at all, and Sahil reasons,
“I have been waiting for my
Bollywood debut. There were
really big films I didn’t take
them up because I didn’t want
to be under someone’s
umbrella, like the [role of the]
best friend in a film. Ajay
Devgn, Farhan Akhtar,
Hrithik Roshan — all of them
have great parts in their films.
So I knew that [if] I would have
to be under their umbrella,
there would be a shadow cast
over me. [But in this case,]
Kirmani himself is so
legendary. He holds world
records. That was convincing
enough for me,” says Sahil,
who was a popular name on
the web due to his sketches
and funny interactions with
people on the streets.
The multi-starrer cast
recently went to train at
Dharamsala together. Asked
how was it with Ranveer, and
Sahil says, “Ranveer and I
have the same energy, and our

sense of humour is similar.
Our looks too were the same
during the time I was
becoming popular on the web
and that time his Bajirao
Mastani (2015) had come out.
We enjoyed a lot,” Sahil signs
off.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

A ONE DIRECTION
REUNION? IT IS
INEVITABLE, SAYS
LOUIS TOMLINSON
ormer One Direction
member Louis Tomlinson
believes the group will
reunite at some point in future.
The popular British boy act,
featuring Tomlinson, Harry
Styles, Niall Horan and Liam
Payne, went on an hiatus in
March 2016 in order to focus on
their individual careers. ‘‘I do
think it will happen. I’d
certainly have something to
say about it if it didn’t. I think
it’s inevitable. When is the big
question. That’s something
none of us really know the
answer to at the moment,” he
says. “I feel like what’s most
important is that when we do
get back together, we’re all on
the same page,” Tomlinson
adds.
PTI

F

PTI

THE FINAL SEASON OF
GAME OF THRONES
HAS TWO MORE
EPISODES LEFT

PHOTO: HTCS

L-R: Kavya Chaudhary (Miss Delhi 2019 second runner-up), Aishwarya Rawat (Miss Delhi 2019 runner-up), Suniel
Parashar, Vikas Maurya, Priyanka Baswal (Miss Delhi 2019), Priyanka Jadoun (Miss Delhi 2019 third runner-up)

The Miss Delhi 2019 pageant
was organised in the Capital
recently by Nrityangana
Cultural Society, and saw
participation from young
talented women from across
Delhi-NCR. Guest of honour,
Suniel Parashar, who is the
creative director and
chairman of Life Carre On,
and Vikas Maurya, organiser
of the event, were present at
the do, along with the winner
and runners-up of the
competition.
HTC

Louis Tomlinson with One
Direction.
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK
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‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
Sangeeta Yadav
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

C

Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

MORE INSIDE
‘WON’T TALK ABOUT MY
RELATIONSHIP’

www.facebook.com/HTcity

On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY

A still from the show

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

A

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

AMRITSAR
HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET

Ahaan
Panday

‘STRANGER THINGS’
LAWSUIT DROPPED
ilmmaker Charlie
Kessler has dropped the
idea theft lawsuit against
Matt and Ross Duffer on
the eve of trial, accepting
the brothers’ concept for
the show Stranger Things
was theirs. Kessler told
Hollywood Reporter, they
“independently created
PTI
the show”.

F

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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Naina Arora

ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world athletic
champion Hima Das,
popularly known as ‘Dhing
Express’. The 19-year-old, who
hails from Kandhulimari, a
small village near Assam’s
Dhing town, shot into the
limelight last year after
winning gold at the IAAF
World U20 Championships and
silver at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after the
World Championships.
Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support. Ek
medal mujhe mila toh desh ko
mila hai (If I’ve won a medal,
it’s the entire country which
has won it),” says the athlete,
now in Yokohama for the
World Relays competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film industry
support me. Jab main world

T

ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being

B

n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

PHOTO: TWITTER/HIMADAS8

Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International Stadium
with acute back pain. But she
effortlessly handles pressure.
“Actually, main woh sab sochti
nahin hoon. I want to learn
from my failures while
running, and then run some
more. When I go on the track, I
go with a clear mindset of
giving my 100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock my
best time each time. One is
unable to perform under
pressure).”
With her streak of golden
hair, and an uber cool persona,
the sporting icon is now a
fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter. “We have a joint
family where I learned so
much. Kaise struggle karna
hai. We used to think we’d grow
up and get a job. I never
imagined I’d achieve so much.
My father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with all
your heart. Papa bhi ek football
khiladi the,” she adds.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi

Patralekhaa says that, from now
on, she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her work,
especially her relationship with
actor Rajkummar Rao.

like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are
independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But
yes, I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of
big releases (Panipat,
Housefull 4 and Arjun
Patiala) coming up. “I am
very excited about all my
films,” says Kriti, adding she
is yet to sign anything
else. “There is nothing that
I can talk about right now
[regarding] a new film. I am in
talks for a few but we are yet to
figure out the finer details,”
she concludes.

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport

championship khel ke aayi thi
to [athletics] federation ke
president ko Abhishek
Bachchan bhaiya, Atul
Kasbekar, aur Farhan Akhtar
ne gift bheja tha financially..,”
she shares. But her guru is
Sachin Tendulkar. “Main
cricket ke bhagwan Sachin
Tendulkar ji ko maanti hoon (I
follow the God of cricket,
Sachin Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle kiya,
ghar se khud nikal ke aayi. I
played football for a few years
where people noticed me.
Thoda sa nikal ke aa jaayein
aap, baad mein bahut ache log
aayenge. If you know of any
athlete, please support and
take them to glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now is
solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh [level]
touch nahin kiya. Then I’ll
think about who should play
me. Abhi game mein dhyaan
dena hai,” she says.

Pooja Sharma
onakshi Sinha was recently
in Lucknow to lend moral
support to her mother,
Poonam Sinha, who is contesting
the Lok Sabha elections this year.
The actor, whose father, veteran
actor Shatrughan Sinha has been
in politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh
capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha. Poonam,
who’s making her political debut,
joined the Samajwadi Party and is
taking on the BJP candidate in
Lucknow, Union minister
Rajnath Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a political
rally. She took out time,
especially to support her mom.
She took a chartered flight on
Friday and returned to Mumbai
the same night, and went for a
magazine cover shoot the next
day. Post the shoot, she flew to
Kochi for an event,” says a
source.
When contacted, Sonakshi
said, “I was very happy to be in
Lucknow with my mother and
was overwhelmed with the
turnout and support that we
saw at our rally. I wasn’t there
as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to
support her mother.”
Asked if she follows politics
religiously, the actor added, “I
follow politics to the extent
where I am aware of what’s
happening in my country and I
am not ignorant. I think every
youth in our country should
be aware of the basics because
politics, whether you like it or
not, carves the future of our
country.”

S

I don’t get attracted to a character that is not
strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh

www.youtube.com/user/ht

n

Kriti Sanon says
the audience no
longer enjoys
shy, damsel-indistress
characters

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother...
I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many
years.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

‘Won’ttalkabout
myrelationship’

NU VEE
NOTIR
ABCUDT
EF LSHY

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Juhi Chakraborty
atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor will
soon be seen in a web
film and has also signed
her first Kannada project.
Enjoying this busy phase, she
is clearly not complaining. She
also says that, from now on,
she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for
too long she has only been
talking about things other
than her work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to the
next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is
doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my

P

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell
Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

Rajkummar Rao
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work gets
diluted.”
Patralekhaa may have had a
slow start in her career,
having done just three films in
five years, but she does not
believe in looking back. In fact,
she says she feels that her
“career is heading towards a
new direction” — case in point
her role in her web film
Badnaam Gali, where she is
playing the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.

EDITOR’S
PICK

FLEABAG
2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions
1522 The Untouchables
1923 Megamind
2100 Valerian And The City Of
A Thousand Planets
2315 Bruce Lee: The Man And
The Legend

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL
2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan

Players at 1451
0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R
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INWHICHANNEGETS
MARRIAGEADVICE
FROMMICHAEL
Anne Hathaway says actor Michael Caine, once told her that it is
important to have separate bathrooms for a successful marriage

nne Hathaway
has revealed that
veteran Hollywood star
Michael Caine gives her
marriage advice. The 36-yearold actor said Caine, 86, once
told her that it is important to
have ‘‘separate bathrooms’
for a successful marriage,
reported Bang Showbiz.
‘‘Michael and I don’t really
have a ring-you-up sort of
relationship. But he’s always
very warm and lovely when
we run into each other. He
gives me marriage advice.
Separate bathrooms. When
he told me that, I laughed and
he looked at me and said, ‘I’m
serious, it’s such an important
part of marriage’,” the actor
shares.
The Devil Wears Prada
(2006) star is married to
businessman Adam Shulman
since 2012. The couple are
parents to a son, Jonathan,
PTI
born in 2016.

A

Louis Tomlinson (L) and with One Direction (right)

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

AOneDirectionreunion?Itis
inevitable,saysLouisTomlinson
ormer One Direction
member Louis
Tomlinson believes the
group will reunite at some
point in future.
The popular British boy
act, featuring Tomlinson,
Harry Styles, Niall Horan
and Liam Payne, went on an
hiatus in March 2016 in order
to focus on their individual

F

careers. ‘‘I do think it will
happen. I’d certainly have
something to say about it if it
didn’t. I think it’s inevitable.
When is the big question.
That’s something none of us
really know the answer to at
the moment,” he says.
“I feel like what’s most
important is that when we do
get back together, we’re all

on the same page and we’ve
all done what we want to do
individually. That’s vitally
important for when we get
back,” Tomlinson adds.
The Back to You singer
added that he is ‘‘really
proud’‘ of his time in the boy
band. ‘‘When I look back on
One Direction and the
memories that we had, it’s

only incredible memories. I
think we got to a place
musically, especially on the
last two albums, that we felt
really proud of. We started
off as a boy band and where
we ended up musically was a
very different place. I’m
really proud of those times,
definitely,” he ends.

PTI

‘Star Wars prequel trilogy panning was hard’
ctor Natalie Portman says it
was “hard” for her to come
to terms with the negative
reaction received by Star Wars’
prequel trilogy, where she had
played Padme Amidala, later
revealed as the mother of Luke
Skywalker and Leia Organa, in
Episode I: The Phantom Menace
(1999), Episode II: Attack of the
Clones (2002), and Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith (2005).
The trilogy was largely
panned by the critics and also
failed to live up to the
expectations of the franchise
fans. “It was hard. It was a
bummer because it felt like
people were so excited about new
ones and then to have people feel
disappointed. Also to be at an age
that I didn’t really understand
that’s kind of the nature of the
beast,” Portman told Empire. PTI

A

Michael Caine (R) and Anne
Hathaway have starred
together in The Dark
Knight Rises (2012) and
Interstellar (2014)

Natalie Portman was 17 when
she played Padme Amidala in
Star Wars: Episode I — The
Phantom Menace

PHOTOS: ELIZABETH WEINBERG/THE
NEW YORK TIMES; GETTY IMAGES

PHOTO: MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

WhyJassiewasscaredto ‘Concept that male
workwithAshwinyIyer actors are more

GoT’s latest episode is one of
Kit Harington’s favourites

Rishabh Suri

A

assie Gill is juggling his
singing and acting career
right now. While he
released his latest single
Soorma Kala recently, he will
also be seen opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s Pangaa.
Asked whether he is happy
with how his career here is
shaping up, Jassie, who made
his Bollywood debut with
Happy Phir Bhaag Jaayegi last
year, says, “I can’t say just
now that I am happy with it. I
have got good opportunities. I
have a lot of expectations
pinned on Pangaa. The role is
good, I have got a character
which is different, my look is
also new. People won’t believe
it’s me when they see it. I want
to do work, which people will
appreciate.”
“Happy… was okay, but this
one is a full-fledged role,”
says Jassie adding, “And I am
doing it with Kangana
Ranaut.”
The cast and crew was
recently in Delhi to shoot for
some crucial portions of the
film. On how the shoot has
shaped up so far, Jassie says,
“The film is based on kabaddi.
Working with Kangana has
been good. She’s a seasoned
actor, you get to learn a lot, the
way she acts and talks. You get
energised. Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwary ma’am
(director)...She’s the first
female director I am working
with. Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath equation
aisa hota hai ki kuchh bhi bol
sakte ho… but ma’am made
me feel comfortable,” Jassie
signs off.

J
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rishabh.suri@htlive.com

bankable still exists’

Actor-singer Jassie
Gill will be seen
opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa

Actor Stacy
Martin recently
featured in Natalie
Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox
Lux (2018)
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Stacy Martin believes
the film industry still
suffers from the mentality
that male stars are more
“bankable” than their female
counterparts.
The 29-year-old actor costarred with Mark Walhberg
and Michelle Williams in
Ridley Scott’s All The Money in
The World (2017). The film was
embroiled in a controversy
when it was revealed that
Walhberg was paid way more
than Williams for the reshoots.
Martin told Independent that
people misunderstand “where
the problem lies” when they
talk about pay equality.
“When we talk about pay
equality, I think we’re
misunderstanding where the

A

problem lies. I think the
reason why they were paid
differently was because they
didn’t have the same contract.
And then there’s the way a
film is financed. There’s still
this concept that a man is
more bankable than a woman,”
she says. “I have never been
paid equal to my male
counterparts, and it’s mainly
because of bankability. Give
me more money. I live in
London,” she adds.
Martin recently featured in
Natalie Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox Lux (2018).
She will also be seen in Kirsten
Dunst’s directorial debut film,
which is an adaptation of
Sylvia Plath’s book The Bell
Jar (1963).
PTI

ctor Kit Harington says
that the latest episode of
the eighth and final
season of Game of Thrones is
very Shakespearean as it has
certain “twisted and
uncomfortable” elements in
it. It’s also one of his personal
favourites.
“One of my favourite
episodes is four because the
characters have seemingly
got what they needed. The
world is safe now. They’re
celebrating and saying
goodbye to lost friends. But as
an audience you’re going,
‘This is only episode four;
something’s going to happen.’
And that’s the cool thing
because I think the characters
are aware of this as well.
There’s something twisted
and uncomfortable about it.
It’s so Shakespearean,”
Harington, who plays Jon
Snow in the epic fantasy
show, told Entertainment
Weekly.
Earlier, Emilia Clarke, who
plays Daenerys, had said that
people need to prepare for
episode five as it would
perhaps be bigger than the
Battle of Winterfell.
“[The next episodes] are
going to be mental. Episode
five is ahhhh. I mean four and
five and six, they’re all insane,
but...” Clarke told Jimmy
Kimmel on his chat show.

Actor Kit Harington
plays the role of
Jon Snow in the
epic fantasy series
PHOTO: CAITLIN OCHS/
REUTERS

PTI

THE FINAL SEASON OF
GAME OF THRONES
HAS TWO MORE
EPISODES LEFT
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‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
Sangeeta Yadav
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

C

Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

MORE INSIDE
‘WON’T TALK ABOUT MY
RELATIONSHIP’

www.facebook.com/HTcity

On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY

A still from the show

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

A

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

MALWA
HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET

Ahaan
Panday

‘STRANGER THINGS’
LAWSUIT DROPPED
ilmmaker Charlie
Kessler has dropped the
idea theft lawsuit against
Matt and Ross Duffer on
the eve of trial, accepting
the brothers’ concept for
the show Stranger Things
was theirs. Kessler told
Hollywood Reporter, they
“independently created
PTI
the show”.
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Naina Arora

ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world athletic
champion Hima Das,
popularly known as ‘Dhing
Express’. The 19-year-old, who
hails from Kandhulimari, a
small village near Assam’s
Dhing town, shot into the
limelight last year after
winning gold at the IAAF
World U20 Championships and
silver at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after the
World Championships.
Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support. Ek
medal mujhe mila toh desh ko
mila hai (If I’ve won a medal,
it’s the entire country which
has won it),” says the athlete,
now in Yokohama for the
World Relays competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film industry
support me. Jab main world

T

ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being

B
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prashant.singh@htlive.com

PHOTO: TWITTER/HIMADAS8

Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International Stadium
with acute back pain. But she
effortlessly handles pressure.
“Actually, main woh sab sochti
nahin hoon. I want to learn
from my failures while
running, and then run some
more. When I go on the track, I
go with a clear mindset of
giving my 100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock my
best time each time. One is
unable to perform under
pressure).”
With her streak of golden
hair, and an uber cool persona,
the sporting icon is now a
fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter. “We have a joint
family where I learned so
much. Kaise struggle karna
hai. We used to think we’d grow
up and get a job. I never
imagined I’d achieve so much.
My father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with all
your heart. Papa bhi ek football
khiladi the,” she adds.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi

Patralekhaa says that, from now
on, she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her work,
especially her relationship with
actor Rajkummar Rao.

like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are
independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But
yes, I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of
big releases (Panipat,
Housefull 4 and Arjun
Patiala) coming up. “I am
very excited about all my
films,” says Kriti, adding she
is yet to sign anything
else. “There is nothing that
I can talk about right now
[regarding] a new film. I am in
talks for a few but we are yet to
figure out the finer details,”
she concludes.

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport

championship khel ke aayi thi
to [athletics] federation ke
president ko Abhishek
Bachchan bhaiya, Atul
Kasbekar, aur Farhan Akhtar
ne gift bheja tha financially..,”
she shares. But her guru is
Sachin Tendulkar. “Main
cricket ke bhagwan Sachin
Tendulkar ji ko maanti hoon (I
follow the God of cricket,
Sachin Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle kiya,
ghar se khud nikal ke aayi. I
played football for a few years
where people noticed me.
Thoda sa nikal ke aa jaayein
aap, baad mein bahut ache log
aayenge. If you know of any
athlete, please support and
take them to glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now is
solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh [level]
touch nahin kiya. Then I’ll
think about who should play
me. Abhi game mein dhyaan
dena hai,” she says.

Pooja Sharma
onakshi Sinha was recently
in Lucknow to lend moral
support to her mother,
Poonam Sinha, who is contesting
the Lok Sabha elections this year.
The actor, whose father, veteran
actor Shatrughan Sinha has been
in politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh
capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha. Poonam,
who’s making her political debut,
joined the Samajwadi Party and is
taking on the BJP candidate in
Lucknow, Union minister
Rajnath Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a political
rally. She took out time,
especially to support her mom.
She took a chartered flight on
Friday and returned to Mumbai
the same night, and went for a
magazine cover shoot the next
day. Post the shoot, she flew to
Kochi for an event,” says a
source.
When contacted, Sonakshi
said, “I was very happy to be in
Lucknow with my mother and
was overwhelmed with the
turnout and support that we
saw at our rally. I wasn’t there
as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to
support her mother.”
Asked if she follows politics
religiously, the actor added, “I
follow politics to the extent
where I am aware of what’s
happening in my country and I
am not ignorant. I think every
youth in our country should
be aware of the basics because
politics, whether you like it or
not, carves the future of our
country.”
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I don’t get attracted to a character that is not
strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh

www.youtube.com/user/ht
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Kriti Sanon says
the audience no
longer enjoys
shy, damsel-indistress
characters

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother...
I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR
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Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many
years.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

‘Won’ttalkabout
myrelationship’

NU VEE
NOTIR
ABCUDT
EF LSHY

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Juhi Chakraborty
atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor will
soon be seen in a web
film and has also signed
her first Kannada project.
Enjoying this busy phase, she
is clearly not complaining. She
also says that, from now on,
she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for
too long she has only been
talking about things other
than her work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to the
next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is
doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my

P

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT
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juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell
Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

Rajkummar Rao
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work gets
diluted.”
Patralekhaa may have had a
slow start in her career,
having done just three films in
five years, but she does not
believe in looking back. In fact,
she says she feels that her
“career is heading towards a
new direction” — case in point
her role in her web film
Badnaam Gali, where she is
playing the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.

EDITOR’S
PICK

FLEABAG
2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions
1522 The Untouchables
1923 Megamind
2100 Valerian And The City Of
A Thousand Planets
2315 Bruce Lee: The Man And
The Legend

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL
2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan

Players at 1451
0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R
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INWHICHANNEGETS
MARRIAGEADVICE
FROMMICHAEL
Anne Hathaway says actor Michael Caine, once told her that it is
important to have separate bathrooms for a successful marriage

nne Hathaway
has revealed that
veteran Hollywood star
Michael Caine gives her
marriage advice. The 36-yearold actor said Caine, 86, once
told her that it is important to
have ‘‘separate bathrooms’
for a successful marriage,
reported Bang Showbiz.
‘‘Michael and I don’t really
have a ring-you-up sort of
relationship. But he’s always
very warm and lovely when
we run into each other. He
gives me marriage advice.
Separate bathrooms. When
he told me that, I laughed and
he looked at me and said, ‘I’m
serious, it’s such an important
part of marriage’,” the actor
shares.
The Devil Wears Prada
(2006) star is married to
businessman Adam Shulman
since 2012. The couple are
parents to a son, Jonathan,
PTI
born in 2016.

A

Louis Tomlinson (L) and with One Direction (right)

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

AOneDirectionreunion?Itis
inevitable,saysLouisTomlinson
ormer One Direction
member Louis
Tomlinson believes the
group will reunite at some
point in future.
The popular British boy
act, featuring Tomlinson,
Harry Styles, Niall Horan
and Liam Payne, went on an
hiatus in March 2016 in order
to focus on their individual

F

careers. ‘‘I do think it will
happen. I’d certainly have
something to say about it if it
didn’t. I think it’s inevitable.
When is the big question.
That’s something none of us
really know the answer to at
the moment,” he says.
“I feel like what’s most
important is that when we do
get back together, we’re all

on the same page and we’ve
all done what we want to do
individually. That’s vitally
important for when we get
back,” Tomlinson adds.
The Back to You singer
added that he is ‘‘really
proud’‘ of his time in the boy
band. ‘‘When I look back on
One Direction and the
memories that we had, it’s

only incredible memories. I
think we got to a place
musically, especially on the
last two albums, that we felt
really proud of. We started
off as a boy band and where
we ended up musically was a
very different place. I’m
really proud of those times,
definitely,” he ends.

PTI

‘Star Wars prequel trilogy panning was hard’
ctor Natalie Portman says it
was “hard” for her to come
to terms with the negative
reaction received by Star Wars’
prequel trilogy, where she had
played Padme Amidala, later
revealed as the mother of Luke
Skywalker and Leia Organa, in
Episode I: The Phantom Menace
(1999), Episode II: Attack of the
Clones (2002), and Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith (2005).
The trilogy was largely
panned by the critics and also
failed to live up to the
expectations of the franchise
fans. “It was hard. It was a
bummer because it felt like
people were so excited about new
ones and then to have people feel
disappointed. Also to be at an age
that I didn’t really understand
that’s kind of the nature of the
beast,” Portman told Empire. PTI

A

Michael Caine (R) and Anne
Hathaway have starred
together in The Dark
Knight Rises (2012) and
Interstellar (2014)

Natalie Portman was 17 when
she played Padme Amidala in
Star Wars: Episode I — The
Phantom Menace

PHOTOS: ELIZABETH WEINBERG/THE
NEW YORK TIMES; GETTY IMAGES

PHOTO: MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

WhyJassiewasscaredto ‘Concept that male
workwithAshwinyIyer actors are more

GoT’s latest episode is one of
Kit Harington’s favourites

Rishabh Suri

A

assie Gill is juggling his
singing and acting career
right now. While he
released his latest single
Soorma Kala recently, he will
also be seen opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s Pangaa.
Asked whether he is happy
with how his career here is
shaping up, Jassie, who made
his Bollywood debut with
Happy Phir Bhaag Jaayegi last
year, says, “I can’t say just
now that I am happy with it. I
have got good opportunities. I
have a lot of expectations
pinned on Pangaa. The role is
good, I have got a character
which is different, my look is
also new. People won’t believe
it’s me when they see it. I want
to do work, which people will
appreciate.”
“Happy… was okay, but this
one is a full-fledged role,”
says Jassie adding, “And I am
doing it with Kangana
Ranaut.”
The cast and crew was
recently in Delhi to shoot for
some crucial portions of the
film. On how the shoot has
shaped up so far, Jassie says,
“The film is based on kabaddi.
Working with Kangana has
been good. She’s a seasoned
actor, you get to learn a lot, the
way she acts and talks. You get
energised. Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwary ma’am
(director)...She’s the first
female director I am working
with. Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath equation
aisa hota hai ki kuchh bhi bol
sakte ho… but ma’am made
me feel comfortable,” Jassie
signs off.

J

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

bankable still exists’

Actor-singer Jassie
Gill will be seen
opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa

Actor Stacy
Martin recently
featured in Natalie
Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox
Lux (2018)
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Stacy Martin believes
the film industry still
suffers from the mentality
that male stars are more
“bankable” than their female
counterparts.
The 29-year-old actor costarred with Mark Walhberg
and Michelle Williams in
Ridley Scott’s All The Money in
The World (2017). The film was
embroiled in a controversy
when it was revealed that
Walhberg was paid way more
than Williams for the reshoots.
Martin told Independent that
people misunderstand “where
the problem lies” when they
talk about pay equality.
“When we talk about pay
equality, I think we’re
misunderstanding where the

A

problem lies. I think the
reason why they were paid
differently was because they
didn’t have the same contract.
And then there’s the way a
film is financed. There’s still
this concept that a man is
more bankable than a woman,”
she says. “I have never been
paid equal to my male
counterparts, and it’s mainly
because of bankability. Give
me more money. I live in
London,” she adds.
Martin recently featured in
Natalie Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox Lux (2018).
She will also be seen in Kirsten
Dunst’s directorial debut film,
which is an adaptation of
Sylvia Plath’s book The Bell
Jar (1963).
PTI

ctor Kit Harington says
that the latest episode of
the eighth and final
season of Game of Thrones is
very Shakespearean as it has
certain “twisted and
uncomfortable” elements in
it. It’s also one of his personal
favourites.
“One of my favourite
episodes is four because the
characters have seemingly
got what they needed. The
world is safe now. They’re
celebrating and saying
goodbye to lost friends. But as
an audience you’re going,
‘This is only episode four;
something’s going to happen.’
And that’s the cool thing
because I think the characters
are aware of this as well.
There’s something twisted
and uncomfortable about it.
It’s so Shakespearean,”
Harington, who plays Jon
Snow in the epic fantasy
show, told Entertainment
Weekly.
Earlier, Emilia Clarke, who
plays Daenerys, had said that
people need to prepare for
episode five as it would
perhaps be bigger than the
Battle of Winterfell.
“[The next episodes] are
going to be mental. Episode
five is ahhhh. I mean four and
five and six, they’re all insane,
but...” Clarke told Jimmy
Kimmel on his chat show.

Actor Kit Harington
plays the role of
Jon Snow in the
epic fantasy series
PHOTO: CAITLIN OCHS/
REUTERS

PTI

THE FINAL SEASON OF
GAME OF THRONES
HAS TWO MORE
EPISODES LEFT
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‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
Sangeeta Yadav
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

C

Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

MORE INSIDE
‘WON’T TALK ABOUT MY
RELATIONSHIP’

www.facebook.com/HTcity

On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support

‘STRANGER THINGS’
LAWSUIT DROPPED
ilmmaker Charlie
Kessler has dropped the
idea theft lawsuit against
Matt and Ross Duffer on
the eve of trial, accepting
the brothers’ concept for
the show Stranger Things
was theirs. Kessler told
Hollywood Reporter, they
“independently created
PTI
the show”.
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Naina Arora

ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world athletic
champion Hima Das,
popularly known as ‘Dhing
Express’. The 19-year-old, who
hails from Kandhulimari, a
small village near Assam’s
Dhing town, shot into the
limelight last year after
winning gold at the IAAF
World U20 Championships and
silver at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after the
World Championships.
Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support. Ek
medal mujhe mila toh desh ko
mila hai (If I’ve won a medal,
it’s the entire country which
has won it),” says the athlete,
now in Yokohama for the
World Relays competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film industry
support me. Jab main world

T

championship khel ke aayi thi
to [athletics] federation ke
president ko Abhishek
Bachchan bhaiya, Atul
Kasbekar, aur Farhan Akhtar
ne gift bheja tha financially..,”
she shares. But her guru is
Sachin Tendulkar. “Main
cricket ke bhagwan Sachin
Tendulkar ji ko maanti hoon (I
follow the God of cricket,
Sachin Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle kiya,
ghar se khud nikal ke aayi. I
played football for a few years
where people noticed me.
Thoda sa nikal ke aa jaayein
aap, baad mein bahut ache log
aayenge. If you know of any
athlete, please support and
take them to glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now is
solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh [level]
touch nahin kiya. Then I’ll
think about who should play
me. Abhi game mein dhyaan
dena hai,” she says.

ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being
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like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are
independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But
yes, I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of
big releases (Panipat,
Housefull 4 and Arjun
Patiala) coming up. “I am
very excited about all my
films,” says Kriti, adding she
is yet to sign anything
else. “There is nothing that
I can talk about right now
[regarding] a new film. I am in
talks for a few but we are yet to
figure out the finer details,”
she concludes.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International Stadium
with acute back pain. But she
effortlessly handles pressure.
“Actually, main woh sab sochti
nahin hoon. I want to learn
from my failures while
running, and then run some
more. When I go on the track, I
go with a clear mindset of
giving my 100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock my
best time each time. One is
unable to perform under
pressure).”
With her streak of golden
hair, and an uber cool persona,
the sporting icon is now a
fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter. “We have a joint
family where I learned so
much. Kaise struggle karna
hai. We used to think we’d grow
up and get a job. I never
imagined I’d achieve so much.
My father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with all
your heart. Papa bhi ek football
khiladi the,” she adds.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi

Patralekhaa says that, from now
on, she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her work,
especially her relationship with
actor Rajkummar Rao.

Pooja Sharma
onakshi Sinha was recently
in Lucknow to lend moral
support to her mother,
Poonam Sinha, who is contesting
the Lok Sabha elections this year.
The actor, whose father, veteran
actor Shatrughan Sinha has been
in politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh
capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha. Poonam,
who’s making her political debut,
joined the Samajwadi Party and is
taking on the BJP candidate in
Lucknow, Union minister
Rajnath Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a political
rally. She took out time,
especially to support her mom.
She took a chartered flight on
Friday and returned to Mumbai
the same night, and went for a
magazine cover shoot the next
day. Post the shoot, she flew to
Kochi for an event,” says a
source.
When contacted, Sonakshi
said, “I was very happy to be in
Lucknow with my mother and
was overwhelmed with the
turnout and support that we
saw at our rally. I wasn’t there
as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to
support her mother.”
Asked if she follows politics
religiously, the actor added, “I
follow politics to the extent
where I am aware of what’s
happening in my country and I
am not ignorant. I think every
youth in our country should
be aware of the basics because
politics, whether you like it or
not, carves the future of our
country.”

S

I don’t get attracted to a character that is not
strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh

www.youtube.com/user/ht

PHOTO: TWITTER/HIMADAS8

A still from the show

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

instagram.com/htcity

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY
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twitter.com/htshowbiz

JALANDHAR
HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET

Ahaan
Panday

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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Kriti Sanon says
the audience no
longer enjoys
shy, damsel-indistress
characters

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother...
I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the capacity of a
daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many
years.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

‘Won’ttalkabout
myrelationship’

NU VEE
NOTIR
ABCUDT
EF LSHY

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Juhi Chakraborty
atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor will
soon be seen in a web
film and has also signed
her first Kannada project.
Enjoying this busy phase, she
is clearly not complaining. She
also says that, from now on,
she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for
too long she has only been
talking about things other
than her work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to the
next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is
doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my

P

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell
Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

Rajkummar Rao
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work gets
diluted.”
Patralekhaa may have had a
slow start in her career,
having done just three films in
five years, but she does not
believe in looking back. In fact,
she says she feels that her
“career is heading towards a
new direction” — case in point
her role in her web film
Badnaam Gali, where she is
playing the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.

EDITOR’S
PICK

FLEABAG
2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions
1522 The Untouchables
1923 Megamind
2100 Valerian And The City Of
A Thousand Planets
2315 Bruce Lee: The Man And
The Legend

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL
2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan

Players at 1451
0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R
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INWHICHANNEGETS
MARRIAGEADVICE
FROMMICHAEL
Anne Hathaway says actor Michael Caine, once told her that it is
important to have separate bathrooms for a successful marriage

nne Hathaway
has revealed that
veteran Hollywood star
Michael Caine gives her
marriage advice. The 36-yearold actor said Caine, 86, once
told her that it is important to
have ‘‘separate bathrooms’
for a successful marriage,
reported Bang Showbiz.
‘‘Michael and I don’t really
have a ring-you-up sort of
relationship. But he’s always
very warm and lovely when
we run into each other. He
gives me marriage advice.
Separate bathrooms. When
he told me that, I laughed and
he looked at me and said, ‘I’m
serious, it’s such an important
part of marriage’,” the actor
shares.
The Devil Wears Prada
(2006) star is married to
businessman Adam Shulman
since 2012. The couple are
parents to a son, Jonathan,
PTI
born in 2016.

A

Louis Tomlinson (L) and with One Direction (right)

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

AOneDirectionreunion?Itis
inevitable,saysLouisTomlinson
ormer One Direction
member Louis
Tomlinson believes the
group will reunite at some
point in future.
The popular British boy
act, featuring Tomlinson,
Harry Styles, Niall Horan
and Liam Payne, went on an
hiatus in March 2016 in order
to focus on their individual

F

careers. ‘‘I do think it will
happen. I’d certainly have
something to say about it if it
didn’t. I think it’s inevitable.
When is the big question.
That’s something none of us
really know the answer to at
the moment,” he says.
“I feel like what’s most
important is that when we do
get back together, we’re all

on the same page and we’ve
all done what we want to do
individually. That’s vitally
important for when we get
back,” Tomlinson adds.
The Back to You singer
added that he is ‘‘really
proud’‘ of his time in the boy
band. ‘‘When I look back on
One Direction and the
memories that we had, it’s

only incredible memories. I
think we got to a place
musically, especially on the
last two albums, that we felt
really proud of. We started
off as a boy band and where
we ended up musically was a
very different place. I’m
really proud of those times,
definitely,” he ends.

PTI

‘Star Wars prequel trilogy panning was hard’
ctor Natalie Portman says it
was “hard” for her to come
to terms with the negative
reaction received by Star Wars’
prequel trilogy, where she had
played Padme Amidala, later
revealed as the mother of Luke
Skywalker and Leia Organa, in
Episode I: The Phantom Menace
(1999), Episode II: Attack of the
Clones (2002), and Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith (2005).
The trilogy was largely
panned by the critics and also
failed to live up to the
expectations of the franchise
fans. “It was hard. It was a
bummer because it felt like
people were so excited about new
ones and then to have people feel
disappointed. Also to be at an age
that I didn’t really understand
that’s kind of the nature of the
beast,” Portman told Empire. PTI

A

Michael Caine (R) and Anne
Hathaway have starred
together in The Dark
Knight Rises (2012) and
Interstellar (2014)

Natalie Portman was 17 when
she played Padme Amidala in
Star Wars: Episode I — The
Phantom Menace

PHOTOS: ELIZABETH WEINBERG/THE
NEW YORK TIMES; GETTY IMAGES

PHOTO: MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

WhyJassiewasscaredto ‘Concept that male
workwithAshwinyIyer actors are more

GoT’s latest episode is one of
Kit Harington’s favourites

Rishabh Suri

A

assie Gill is juggling his
singing and acting career
right now. While he
released his latest single
Soorma Kala recently, he will
also be seen opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari’s Pangaa.
Asked whether he is happy
with how his career here is
shaping up, Jassie, who made
his Bollywood debut with
Happy Phir Bhaag Jaayegi last
year, says, “I can’t say just
now that I am happy with it. I
have got good opportunities. I
have a lot of expectations
pinned on Pangaa. The role is
good, I have got a character
which is different, my look is
also new. People won’t believe
it’s me when they see it. I want
to do work, which people will
appreciate.”
“Happy… was okay, but this
one is a full-fledged role,”
says Jassie adding, “And I am
doing it with Kangana
Ranaut.”
The cast and crew was
recently in Delhi to shoot for
some crucial portions of the
film. On how the shoot has
shaped up so far, Jassie says,
“The film is based on kabaddi.
Working with Kangana has
been good. She’s a seasoned
actor, you get to learn a lot, the
way she acts and talks. You get
energised. Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwary ma’am
(director)...She’s the first
female director I am working
with. Mujhe darr lag raha
tha…ladkon ke saath equation
aisa hota hai ki kuchh bhi bol
sakte ho… but ma’am made
me feel comfortable,” Jassie
signs off.

J

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

bankable still exists’

Actor-singer Jassie
Gill will be seen
opposite Kangana
Ranaut in Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s
Pangaa

Actor Stacy
Martin recently
featured in Natalie
Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox
Lux (2018)
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor Stacy Martin believes
the film industry still
suffers from the mentality
that male stars are more
“bankable” than their female
counterparts.
The 29-year-old actor costarred with Mark Walhberg
and Michelle Williams in
Ridley Scott’s All The Money in
The World (2017). The film was
embroiled in a controversy
when it was revealed that
Walhberg was paid way more
than Williams for the reshoots.
Martin told Independent that
people misunderstand “where
the problem lies” when they
talk about pay equality.
“When we talk about pay
equality, I think we’re
misunderstanding where the

A

problem lies. I think the
reason why they were paid
differently was because they
didn’t have the same contract.
And then there’s the way a
film is financed. There’s still
this concept that a man is
more bankable than a woman,”
she says. “I have never been
paid equal to my male
counterparts, and it’s mainly
because of bankability. Give
me more money. I live in
London,” she adds.
Martin recently featured in
Natalie Portman and Jude
Law-starrer Vox Lux (2018).
She will also be seen in Kirsten
Dunst’s directorial debut film,
which is an adaptation of
Sylvia Plath’s book The Bell
Jar (1963).
PTI

ctor Kit Harington says
that the latest episode of
the eighth and final
season of Game of Thrones is
very Shakespearean as it has
certain “twisted and
uncomfortable” elements in
it. It’s also one of his personal
favourites.
“One of my favourite
episodes is four because the
characters have seemingly
got what they needed. The
world is safe now. They’re
celebrating and saying
goodbye to lost friends. But as
an audience you’re going,
‘This is only episode four;
something’s going to happen.’
And that’s the cool thing
because I think the characters
are aware of this as well.
There’s something twisted
and uncomfortable about it.
It’s so Shakespearean,”
Harington, who plays Jon
Snow in the epic fantasy
show, told Entertainment
Weekly.
Earlier, Emilia Clarke, who
plays Daenerys, had said that
people need to prepare for
episode five as it would
perhaps be bigger than the
Battle of Winterfell.
“[The next episodes] are
going to be mental. Episode
five is ahhhh. I mean four and
five and six, they’re all insane,
but...” Clarke told Jimmy
Kimmel on his chat show.

Actor Kit Harington
plays the role of
Jon Snow in the
epic fantasy series
PHOTO: CAITLIN OCHS/
REUTERS

PTI

THE FINAL SEASON OF
GAME OF THRONES
HAS TWO MORE
EPISODES LEFT
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TURNOUT AT MOM’S RALLY IN LUCKNOW
DELIGHTS SONAKSHI

HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVE
BIOPIC >>p3

>>htcity p3

shortstories
3KG GOLD WORTH
₹97 LAKH SEIZED
FROM FLIGHT
MOHALI : The customs department
on Monday recovered 3kg unclaimed gold worth ₹97 lakh from a
Dubai flight at Chandigarh International Airport. As per a customs
officer, the gold was in the form of
three bars weighing 1kg each. The
yellow metal was found in the
cavity of a passenger seat (30-A) in
an aircraft that landed from Dubai
at 11.25am. Sources said the
passenger occupying the 30-A seat
feigned ignorance of the gold
which was then declared as
unclaimed.
Last month, the customs
department seized 2.5kg gold
worth ₹76 lakh from a Mansa
resident who had landed from
Dubai. In past one year, customs
and DRI have seized around 30kg
gold worth ₹8.5 crore from the
HTC
airport in 15 cases.

25-yr-old tutor arrested for
impregnating 15-yr-old
CHANDIGARH : A 25-year-old
tuition teacher was arrested on
Monday for allegedly impregnating a minor girl, police said. As per
the police, the 15-year-old girl,
along with her mother, came to
Employees State Insurance
Corporation Hospital (ESIC) in Ram
Darbar for check-up after she
developed stomach pain. The
victim was declared four-week
pregnant by the doctors and police
was intimated about the same.
During questioning, the girl
disclosed that she was raped by
her tuition teacher, identified as
Ajeet Gupta, at his room in the first
week of April, police said. Meanwhile, accused Ajeet has been
arrested. He has been booked
under Section 376 (rape) of Indian
Penal Code and under Section 6 of
HTC
the POCSO Act.

Woman kills self, husband,
in-laws booked
MOHALI : A 36-year-old woman
died by consuming sulphas tablets
in Dera Bassi on Sunday. Acting on
the complaint of her brother, her
husband and in-laws have been
booked. The victim has been
identified as Manpreet Kaur, 3
0, a resident of Issapur Rani village
in Dera Bassi. She had died on
Sunday at GMCH, Sector 32,
Chandigarh. Manpreet was a
mother of two children. In his
complaint, Jaswant Singh of Dera
Bassi said his sister got married to
Satwinder Singh about 10 years
back and soon after the marriage,
her husband and his family started
ill-treating her. Police have booked
Satwinder Singh, his brother
Jhonny, father-in-law Pritam
Singh and mother-in-law
Satya Devi under Section 306 of
the IPC. No arrest has been made
so far.
HTC

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: It has been four days

since the family of a gold trader
was held hostage and robbed of
cash and jewellery from their
Victoria Heights flat in Peer
Muchalla, Zirakpur, but the
family has not submitted a list of
stolen valuables, the police said.
“The family while lodging the
complaint had said that they
will submit the list of valuables
stolen from the house later.
But till date, no list has
been provided,” said Dalveer
Singh, station house officer,
Dhakoli.
Sources privy to the investigation said that on the basis of

NOW MY KIDS ARE USED TO IT: MADHURI >>htcity p3

DAUGHTER OF A FARMER,
Ravneet Kaur of Akal Academy,
Balbera, tops the district by scoring
497 marks out of 500
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : The Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE)
declared Class-10 results on
Monday. In Patiala, Ravneet
Kaur of Akal Academy, Balbera,
topped the district with 99.4%
and scoring 497 marks out of 500.
Yashvi of the same school
secured second position with
99.2% marks by scoring 496
marks out of 500. Both the students have opted for medical
stream.
Bhavya of Our Lady of Fatima Convent Secondary School
bagged third spot with 98.6%
marks. She scored 493 marks of
500. Nitika Sharma of the same
school scored 98.4% marks,
while Akshita of Budha Dal
Public School scored 98.2%
marks.
Daughter of a farmer,
Ravneet said she had never
thought that she will pass the
board examination with distinction.
“My hard work has paid off. I
concentrated on thorough revision and covered entire syllabus
well before the exams. I kept
myself away from social media
and tried to study on regular
basis,” she said.
Ravneet aspires to be a cardiologist in near future. Her
father Jaspal Singh is a farmer
and owns six acre land in Balbera village, while her mother

›

My hard work has paid
off. I concentrated on
thorough revision and
covered entire syllabus
well before the exams.
RAVNEET KAUR, district topper

Rajwinder kaur is a homemaker.
“It is a proud moment for us
as our daughter secured first
position in the district. She is
very hardworking and committed towards studies and we will
always stand by her in fulfilling
her dreams,” she said.
Meera Verma, principal of
Akal Academy, Balbera, said it
is a celebratory moment for the
school as two of their girl students secured top positions in
the district.
“All the credit went to the
hard work of both students and
teachers, who left no stone
unturned for the preparation
of board examinations,” she
said.
All the position-holders said
that they used to devote five to
six hours to studies after school.
They said they will continue the
routine in future as well.
“The credit of their success
goes to their parents and
teachers, who helped them in
excelling in academics,” they
said.

n

Students in a jubilant mood at Budha Dal Public School after the CBSE Class-10 results on Monday.

Ravneet Kaur, 99.4%

Yashvi, 99.2%

Bhavya, 98.6%

Kaur got third position by securing
95.6%.

Parida got 94.2%, while Drishti
Sharma got 93.6%.

The Millennium School

Apollo Public School

Kendriya Vidyalaya-II

Komalpreet Kaur scored 95.4%
followed by Rhythm Narang with
90.2% and Jasmeen Kaur with
90%.

Vandana scored 96.8% marks,
while Kareen Meena got 94.6%
and Jashanpreet Kaur scored
92.8% marks.

Scholar Fields Public School

DAV Public School,
Samana

Budha Dal Public School

Police DAV Public School

Akshita topped with 98.2%, while
Jaskara Singh, Jasleen Kaur and
Prabhjot Kaur scored 98%. Chehak
Gakhar and Manmandir scored
97.8% and Chelsie scored 97.4%.
Navleen, Prabhsimran Singh,
Divjyot Kaur and Rishabh Singla
secured 97.2%. Karman Singh
scored 97%, Gursimran Singh,
Khushpreet Kaur and Jaswinder
got 96.8%, Harshpreet Kaur
Tiwana got 96.6%, Surbhi got
96.4%, Navrisham Kaur got 96.2%,
Harshil got 96.2%, Manjot Kaur got
96.2% and Samrit, Anirudh and
Rishita scored 96%.

Jasmine Kaur secured first rank
with 96.6%, Ramanjot Kaur got
96%, Kamaljeet Kaur got 95.6%
and Harleen Joshi got 95.2%.

the statement of the family,
police have zeroed in on 40 suspects, including some former
employees with the family.
On Friday, Mohali senior
superintendent of police (SSP)
HS Bhullar constituted a fivemember special investigation
team (SIT) to probe various
angles including betting, as the
investigation revealed the gold
trader was in touch with bookies. The police are trying to
locate the Accent car that was
used by suspects.
On Thursday, four men ransacked Zirakpur-based gold
trader, Rakesh Verma’s house
and fled with cash and other valuables stuffed in two bags and
two suitcases.

Blossoms School
Simran Kaur secured top position
with 96.4% marks followed by
Khushpreet Kaur with 93.6% and
Ritish Jindal with 91.8%.

Inderpreet Kaur scored 93 %.

Guru Nanak Foundation
Public School

Bhupindra International
Public School

Akshita Sharma topped with
96.2%, Gurleen Kaur got second
position with 96% and Manvir

Sugampreet secured first position
with 96%. Sobhagya Arora secured
95.4%, Manavjot Singh and Sumit

Lia bagged first position with 97%,
Jashan Jindal 96%, Mohit Bansal
96%, Muskan 95.4%, Mansi Singla
and Tia got 95.2% each,
Sakhsi Goyal, Jiya Garg, Yukti and
Dilraj Kumar scored 95%.

n

tanbir.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Citing the UT
administration’s termination of
nearly 800 JBTs and TGTs as illegal, arbitrary and in violation of
natural justice, the Central
Administrative Tribunal, Chandigarh, bench has quashed the
order.
“Severing the services of the
candidates against whom no
fraud or cheating has been established, would be a miscarriage of
justice….the same hereby
quashed and set aside,” the tribunal observed.
In November 2014, the education department issued advertisements, inviting applications
for 489 posts of Junior Basic
Teacher (JBT), 103 posts of nur-

Nitika Sharma, 98.4%

n

Akshita, 98.2%

IN NOVEMBER 2014, THE
EDUCATION DEPT ISSUED
ADVERTISEMENTS,
INVITING APPLICATIONS
FOR 489 POSTS OF
JUNIOR BASIC TEACHER
sery teachers and 548 posts of
master/mistress (TGT) on regular basis.
The appointments were made
in August 2015 as per which, the
applicants were put on probation
period for two years. In 2015, one
accused arrested in connection
with PUNSUP recruitment scam
had disclosed before the Punjab
Police that he allegedly had also
leaked the question paper on
whose basis JBTs and TGTs

Pooja Walia secured top position
with 96.8 %, Avleen Kaur got 94.8
%, Pooja Aggarwal got 94.6 %,
Shehbaz Singh got 93.6%, Tejasvi
got 93%.

DAV Public School
Shreya Dembla secured 98.2%,
while Yogita Arya scored 97.8%
whereas Alankrit Chawla got
97.6%.

St Xaviers International
School
Omesh Jindal topped with 94%
followed by Mehak Thakur, Nancy,

Bhavnoor and Deepanshi who
got 90%.

Ryan International School
Ashwin Kumar scored 97.6%,
Anshika 96.6%, Tanvi Bhatia 96.2%,
Viniti Pandita 96.2%, Harsh Kumar
96%, Simran Sood 95.6%, Yashita
Maurya 95.6%, Arshpreet Singh
95.2%, Aditi Mahajan 95%, Aryan
Pathak 95%.

Akal Academy Reeth Kheri
Jashanpreet Kaur topped with
97.8%, Sahinatjot Kaur got 96%
and Harmanjot Kaur got 94.8%
marks.

Sri Guru Tegh Bahadar
Public School
Karman Kaur got 95%, while
Samriti Garg got 94.8% and
Gurneet Kaur got 94.2%.

Sri Guru Harkrishan
Public School
Hitesh Bandhu scored 95% marks,
Avneet Kaur 93.4%, Jasleen Kaur
93.1%, Umarpreet Kaur 91%.

Mukat Public School,
Rajpura
Jiya Singh secured 96.2% marks
while Gurleen Kaur and Aarti got
95.4%.

300 Congress
Residents of ward no. 4 among
others to boycott elections in Nabha workers protest
Mohit Singla
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA : With no development of

n

Residents in different wards have put up banners barring entry of
candidates for campaigning.
HT PHOTO

their area in past 15 years, residents of ward no 4 are tired of
empty poll promises and have
now decided to boycott election
candidates and as well as the
polling. They said they will not
go out to vote on the polling day.
Residents are complaining of
absence of drainage in their colony. They said the condition has
worsened in the past two years
with the increase in number of
burglaries. “Our colony, being
near the main circular road, has
seen a number of thefts in houses
and snatching outside as the miscreants decamp on the main road

JBT scam: CAT quashes UT admn’s order
Tanbir Dhaliwal

BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT

SCHOOLS’ RESULT AT A GLANCE

4 days on, family fails
to list stolen items
n

PAPARAZZI CULTURE BOTHERED ME

Girls bag top positions in district

ZIRAKPUR DACOITY

HT Correspondent

7:04pm
5:35am

were recruited.
The paper was leaked from a
private printing press at Delhi,
which was engaged by the Panjab University. After the information was shared by Punjab
Vigilance Bureau, Chandigarh
Police registered two FIRs in
2016, wherein 49 persons were
named.
TO SCRAP OR NOT TO
SCRAP
Based upon the FIR, a special
investigation team was constituted by the Chandigarh administration, which gave two
options of either to terminate the
services of the tainted 49 persons, out of which only 43 had
joined, or to scrap the recruitment process and conduct a
fresh test. The authorities, how-

ever, decided to opt for the latter
option of terminating the services of the applicants.
On April 30, 2018, entire
recruitment process was
scrapped.
Counsel for applicants argued
that the orders are illegal and
arbitrary as it is not as a result of
the work and conduct of the
applicants. It was stigmatic and
violation of natural justice as the
applicants were not given an
opportunity of hearing.
Whereas, advocate Gurminder Singh for the respondents argued that the impugned
orders are proper and legal. He
argued, “Tainted teachers cannot be allowed to teach the students and remain part of the
noble profession.”
Bench of Sanjeev Kaushik and

P Gopinath observed that “the
respondents have admittedly not
cared to segregate the innocents
from tainted ones, despite there
being an identification of 49 persons against whom FIR was registered, but all the persons have
been bracketed together and put
in the same boat. This itself is a
blame worthy act.”
Pointing out the two kinds of
applicants, tainted and nontainted, the bench mentions,
“We are declaring the action of
respondents as not tenable in
cases where names of
applicants are not included in
list of tainted candidates named
in the FIRs.”
Respondents can carry out
regular enquiry against such
candidates, and if found guilty,
necessary action can be taken.

easily,” the women in the area
said. They said, “We women feel
unsafe as there is no police
patrolling.”
They also complained of no
sewerage in their colonies. Neither there is any construction of
roads nor there are drains to
carry the waste water. Residents
say they are boycotting all the
candidates and the elections.
Notably, residents of ward
no 5, ward no 11 and ward no 18
have put up banners in the
colony barring entry of candidates for election campaign.
There is mixed opinion among
residents as many said they
will vote for NOTA and many
said they will boycott the elections.

COUPLE
ARRESTED
FOR LAND FRAUD
Police on Monday
arrested a couple from Fatehgarh
Sahib on charges of cheating a
man of ₹85 lakh on the pretext of
selling of land.
The accused have been identified as Gurjit Singh and wife Bhupinder Kaur of Fatehgarh Sahib.
In his complaint, Sunder Lal of
Sohana said the accused Gurjit
Singh, whom he met through a
friend, told him he needed ₹40
lakh and wanted to sell 41 kanal
land registered in his wife Bhupinder’s name. The registry of
the land was to be done on March
6, 2015, but the accused neither
got the registry done nor did he
return ₹85 lakh.
HTC

against Dharamsot
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA : Around 300 Congress
workers, including former office
bearers of Congress, former
block samiti members, former
president of market committee,
former sarpanches and panches,
from over 20 villages gathered to
decide which Lok Sabha candidate they will support at Nabha’s
Dulladdi village on Monday.
While they claimed that they
were ignored by cabinet minister
Sadhu Singh Dharamsot, they
also said that the villages witnessed no development under
him. They said Dharamsot, who
is a legislator from Nabha, interfered in the schemes.

“Look at the poor implementation of schemes like MGNREGA,
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
and other welfare schemes in
Nabha village,” said Gurcharan
Singh, former sarpanch of Dulladi. “The beneficiaries of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana from
Ageti village had to stage 25 days
of dharna to avail the scheme
because they didn’t bow to the
MLA,” he alleged.
Former chairman of the market committee Hardev Singh Sadhoheri said, “We will re-assemble
on May 11 and decide who will we
support in the elections.” “If Preneet Kaur assures us about the
development of our villages and
respect for workers, only then
we’ll support her,” he added.

MOHALI:

n

Congress workers from 20 villages protesting in Nabha on Monday.
HT PHOTO
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‘Thepaparazzi
culturebothered
me,nowmykids
areusedtoit’
Sangeeta Yadav
elebs or their
children, the
paparazzi culture
has spared none. So when
‘Dhak Dhak’ girl Madhuri
Dixit Nene returned to India
with her family in 2011 , she
found the movements of her
children — Arin and Raayan
Nene (now 16 and 14
respectively) — under intense
scrutiny for that exclusive pic.
“When I returned to India
with my family, my kids and I
were chased everywhere as
photographers would keep a
close watch on our
movements,” says Madhuri.
The actor admits while it
used to “bother” her a lot back
then, “because my children
were too young to understand
all this”, she adds now that her
sons are grown up, “they have
become used to it, so it doesn’t
really affect us now. They just
keep themselves busy in their
school work and activities.”
The 51-year-old actor, who
was last seen in Kalank and is
currently busy putting
together her first English
music album, further says,
“We are like any other normal
family and thus, have
managed to keep a low profile
in the media with my kids. And
fans understand that some
things are private for me and
they will always be that way.
They respect that. I don’t have
to put every waking day of my
life on social media. For me, it
is keeping in touch with them
[fans], and letting them know
what’s happening”.

C

Madhuri Dixit
Nene doesn’t
like to hog all
the limelight
PHOTO: YOGEN
SHAH

The actor, once the highestpaid in Bollywood, recalls that
before she took a break from
cinema in 2002, after her
marriage, the paparazzi
culture was very different.
“Even when we used to be
casually dressed, or had oiled
our hair and stepped out for
some work, photographers
would take pictures. But we
never took it as an opportunity
to make a fashion statement,
which is the case now,” she
observes.
The actor points out that
“the kind of media we have
today, being papped all the
time while trying to keep one’s
private life private has become
very challenging. I don’t like
to hog all the limelight. So, I
don’t make too many public
appearances or get snapped,”
Madhuri adds.

AHAAN PANDAY GEARS UP
FOR BOLLYWOOD DEBUT

Ahaan
Panday
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
AHAANPANDAYY

fter Ananya Panday, her
cousin Ahaan Panday is
set for his Bollywood debut.
Pinkvilla confirms the 21year-old has signed his first
movie. “He has been locked
for a film. It will probably
be an action-romantic film.
He’s been sitting for acting
workshops with his director
and the team,” a source says.
Ahaan can be seen every day at
the office of the production
house.

A

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘WON’T TALK ABOUT MY
RELATIONSHIP’

Patralekhaa says that, from now
on, she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for too
long she has only been talking
about things other than her work,
especially her relationship with
actor Rajkummar Rao.

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

twitter.com/htshowbiz

HIMA FEELS
SHE DOESN’T
DESERVEA
BIOPIC,YET
On World
Athletics Day,
Hima Das says
athletes need
more support

A still from the show

‘STRANGER THINGS’
LAWSUIT DROPPED
ilmmaker Charlie
Kessler has dropped the
idea theft lawsuit against
Matt and Ross Duffer on
the eve of trial, accepting
the brothers’ concept for
the show Stranger Things
was theirs. Kessler told
Hollywood Reporter, they
“independently created
PTI
the show”.

F

Naina Arora
ension nahin, aaram se
bindaas bhaago bas,”
says junior world
athletic champion Hima
Das, popularly known as
‘Dhing Express’. The 19-yearold, who hails from
Kandhulimari, a small village
near Assam’s Dhing town,
shot into the limelight last
year after winning gold
at the IAAF World U20
Championships and silver
at the Asian Games in
Jakarta.
“I have seen people taking
great interest in sports after
the World Championships.
Athletics mein bahut log aaye
hai. Nobody knew me till the
World Championship. Mujhe
life mein kuch banna hai.
Whatever I am doing is for the
country, as people have given
me recognition and support.
Ek medal mujhe mila toh desh
ko mila hai (If I’ve won a
medal, it’s the entire country
which has won it),” says the
athlete, now in Yokohama
for the World Relays
competition.
And praise poured in from
several quarters, such as the
President and Prime Minister
of India, besides cricketers,
footballers and movie stars.
“People from the film
industry support me. Jab

T

ollywood’s leading ladies
have been traditionally
known to play characters
that are coy and demure. But
things have changed of late,
with a number of female actors
not only headlining films,
but playing conflicted,
opinionated and layered
characters. Kriti Sanon, too,
has played feisty, headstrong
women in her last two screen
outings — Bareilly Ki Barfi
(2017) and Luka Chuppi. And
the actor admits that it is with
such “robust” parts that she
actually identifies.
“I feel it’s great that both,
Bitti and Rashmi (her
characters in the respective
films) are opinionated, and
not the shy types. They are the
kind of girls who will say what
they feel like. I guess that’s
also how most of today’s
generation is. As an actor, I
don’t get attracted to a
character that is not strong
from inside. Nowadays, if a
women’s character is just shy,
quiet and timid or like a
damsel in distress, I don’t
think we enjoy them
anymore,” says Kriti, who
played a rather coy part to
Tiger Shroff’s swashbuckling
male protagonist in the action
drama, Heropanti (2014).
But since then, Kriti seems
to have moved on to feisty
parts. Does she identify more
with such characters? “I
definitely do, but besides being

B

like that, it’s also about a want
to see more such characters in
our films. It, sort of, inspires
more people, and particularly
women. Personally, too, I find
such real characters more
interesting and alive. Also, in
today’s times, women are
independent, and have an
open mind,” she says.
The Raabta (2017) actor
asserts that viewers, too,
appreciate realistic,
empowered roles for female
actors, over them playing
meek, submissive roles.
“That’s how younger
generation is thinking and it’s
absolutely okay. Even when it
comes to films, I would love to
see and play inspiring
characters. But as an artist, I
would also love to play other
different parts — be it a really
earthy, rooted character, a
negative part or a character
full of angst. So, there is a lot
more that I want to do. But yes,
I get attracted towards
stronger roles,” says Kriti.
After Luka Chuppi, the
young actor has a flurry of big
releases (Panipat, Housefull 4
and Arjun Patiala) coming up.
“I am very excited about all my
films,” says Kriti, adding she is
yet to sign anything
else. “There is nothing that
I can talk about right now
[regarding] a new film. I am in
talks for a few but we are yet to
figure out the finer details,”
she concludes.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

main world championship
khel ke aayi thi to [athletics]
federation ke president ko
Abhishek Bachchan bhaiya,
Atul Kasbekar, aur Farhan
Akhtar ne gift bheja tha
financially..,” she shares. But
her guru is Sachin Tendulkar.
“Main cricket ke bhagwan
Sachin Tendulkar ji ko
maanti hoon (I follow the
God of cricket, Sachin
Tendulkar).”
Das believes sportspersons
should take some initiative to
succeed. “Maine struggle
kiya, ghar se khud nikal ke
aayi. I played football for a
few years where people
noticed me. Thoda sa nikal ke
aa jaayein aap, baad mein
bahut ache log aayenge. If you
know of any athlete, please
support and take them to
glory,” she says.
Mention upcoming biopics
such as the one on cricketing
legend Kapil Dev, and if she’d
ever want one on her, Das is
quick to add her priority now
is solely the sport. “Biopics
should definitely be made.
Icons such as Milkha Singh
achieved what they wanted to,
that is why their biopic was
justified. Hum log ka bhi hona
hai, par abhi humne woh
[level] touch nahin kiya. Then
I’ll think about who should
play me. Abhi game mein
dhyaan dena hai,” she says.

www.youtube.com/user/ht

Hima Das says her focus for
now is only the sport
PHOTO: TWITTER/HIMADAS8

Das recently broke down in
the middle of her race at the
Khalifa International
Stadium with acute back pain.
But she effortlessly handles
pressure. “Actually, main
woh sab sochti nahin hoon. I
want to learn from my
failures while running, and
then run some more. When I
go on the track, I go with a
clear mindset of giving my
100%. Apna best time
banana hai bas. Stress-free
raho, acha karo. Pressure
rakhne se kuch nahi hoga (I
don’t think about all these
things. I just want to clock
my best time each time.
One is unable to perform
under pressure).”
With her streak of golden
hair, and an uber cool
persona, the sporting icon is
now a fashion inspiration too.
But the journey to put her
nondescript village on the
international map was an
uphill task for the farmer’s
daughter.
“We have a joint family
where I learned so much.
Kaise struggle karna hai. We
used to think we’d grow up
and get a job. I never imagined
I’d achieve so much. My
father has taught me that
whatever you do, do it with
all your heart. Papa bhi ek
football khiladi the,” she adds.
n

naina.arora@htdigital.in

Turnout at mom’s poll rally delights Sonakshi
Pooja Sharma
onakshi Sinha was
recently in Lucknow to
lend moral support to her
mother, Poonam Sinha, who

S

is contesting the Lok Sabha
elections this year. The actor,
whose father, veteran actor
Shatrughan Sinha has been in
politics for quite a few years
now, was in the Uttar Pradesh

I don’t get attracted to a character that is not
strong from inside: Kriti Sanon
Prashant Singh

instagram.com/htcity

capital to campaign for her
mother, accompanied by her
brother Kussh Sinha.
Poonam, who’s making her
political debut, joined the
Samajwadi Party and is
taking on the BJP candidate
in Lucknow,
Union minister Rajnath
Singh.
“This is the first time that
Sonakshi was seen at a
political rally. She took out
time, especially to support her
mom. She took a chartered
flight on Friday and returned
to Mumbai the same night,
and went for a magazine
cover shoot the next day.
Post the shoot, she flew to
Kochi for an event,” says a
source.

When contacted, Sonakshi
said, “I was very happy to be
in Lucknow with my mother
and was overwhelmed with
the turnout and support that
we saw at our rally. I wasn’t
there as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to
support her mother.”
Asked if she follows
politics religiously, the actor
added, “I follow politics to the
extent where I am aware of
what’s happening in my
country and I am not
ignorant. I think every youth
in our country should be
aware of the basics because
politics, whether you like it or
not, carves the future of our
country.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

I was very happy to be in Lucknow with my mother and
was overwhelmed with the turnout and support that we
saw at our rally. I wasn’t there as a celebrity but in the
capacity of a daughter to support her mother.
SONAKSHI SINHA ACTOR
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in
any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Alexander Ludwig: The Canadian actor, known
for his role in Hunger Games (2012) and TV show
Vikings, turns 27 today.

Health needs care in this changing season.
A bonus or increment will prove much
fruitful in this financially tight situation.
A good amount of time can be wasted in
finishing a project or task at work.
Coming of a close relative to stay with
ARIES
you for a few days will bring lots of
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
happiness to share. Don’t plan to go out
today if not very urgent. You will be a step
closer to buying your dream house today.

It is best to dump the junk food and eat
healthy to stay fit. Your scheming ways
are not likely to succeed and get you into
loss if you are too adamant about them.
Good professional guidance will help
you achieve what you have in mind.
TAURUS
Family wise some minor tiffs may keep
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
your mind occupied. Your car might create
issue on the road; be alert. A legal case of
property might pose a concern for some.

Health remains excellent. Stay alert on the
financial front today. Professionally, this is
an excellent day for you. Leave you have
been seeking will be granted, so make
the most of it. Family will appear
supportive, but you will have to do their
GEMINI
bidding. Bad roads and traffic jams might
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
make your journey to a relative’s place
uncomfortable. A house deal you were
interested in might slip out of your hand.

It is time to change your outlook in life as
far as health is concerned. A good
investment opportunity comes your
way and promises to make you
financially secure. On the work front,
don’t shirk a responsibility as chances of
CANCER
gaining from it are much stronger. You can
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
get envious of someone you don’t get
along well with in the family. Travelling today
can be quite exciting because of a good company.

Love Focus: Romance will be lively and exciting today. Open up your
feelings in front of your partner and let them reciprocate too.

Love Focus: Your loving bonds grow stronger as you come closer to
the love of your life.

Love Focus: This is the best time for those in love to be upfront
about it with parents, instead of carrying on behind their backs.

Love Focus: You may try to impress someone you like, but it will take
some more time for them to reciprocate similar vibes.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Dark green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Good health brings prosperity in your life.
Financial worries will be a thing of the
past. Good guidance can become a dire
necessity for some at work. Someone’s
advice in the family will help you in
making correct decisions. Think for
LEO
yourself and don’t get swayed by the
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
opinions of others while on an outing with
friends. Some good property options can
befuddle your mind; be careful and make the best choice.

Don’t sweep a health issue under the
carpet. Financial constraints will become
easy as you bag a good bargain deal. You
might not get the grip of things at work
and may not assert your authority too.
Efforts on the domestic front might
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
fetch you immediate appreciation. You
will succeed in saving money and take a trip
abroad. A house or property is likely to give you
more than expected returns.

Adopting some healthy alternatives will
work wonders for you. Find ways to
conserve money as it will help in future.
This is definitely one of the satisfying
days in terms of profession as you
achieve what you set out for. It is best to
take some advice to take the right
decision in a domestic matter, before things
turn bad. Legal hassles related to property will
make things difficult.

A minor ailment can bug your health. Those
in the financial field should avoid any
kind of distraction and concentrate on
the task at hand. The prospects of
promotion fizzle out for some, as
competition grows stronger at work.
SCORPIO
Friends and relations may appear to keep
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
you at a distance. A serene beach or a lonely
island awaits you as you plan for an exotic
vacation. This is not likely to be the best day to purchase a property.

Love Focus: Spending time with partner will be fulfilling, but respect
their space, too.

Love Focus: You take the right steps in getting close to the one you
love. Your charming moves are sure to lure anyone.

Love Focus: On the romantic front, you will be able to win over the
love of the one you are desirous of.

Love Focus: A former lover can come and haunt you, giving you
sleepless nights. Be careful in handling the same.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Aqua green

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Green

You are likely to find yourself fitter than
usual. Bank balance can get depleted, as
you are forced to make some unexpected
payments. An excellent professional
opportunity can be missed by some.
Feeling of lethargy and boredom can
PISCES
prevent you from enjoying much in a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
family outing. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. A real estate contract can
prove to be a good investment.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

A minor health issue can become major if
not taken care of. Monetarily, the day
appears to be a mixed bag as you spend
what you earn. You are likely to find
extra energy to cope with additional
work. A family elder may feel unwell, but
SAGITTARIUS
it will be nothing to get alarmed about.
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
Your wanderlust nature might get a setback
as an outstation trip gets cancelled. A real
estate transaction can prove to be not a profitable investment.

to invest in property today.

Have a positive outlook to sweep minor
ailments aside. You are likely to make
good progress on the professional front
today. A marriage proposal to a suitable
bride or groom in the family can become
a source of joy for everyone. Be extra
AQUARIUS
careful if driving at night. Property front
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
remains good. Good learning opportunities
are foreseen for those undergoing training. An
honour or reward can be expected by some.

Love Focus: Make a deliberate effort to spend time with partner if
you don’t want any distances to crop between you.

Love Focus: Keep romance on the back burner today. You know your
priorities and ought to act accordingly.

Love Focus: Your indifferent attitude is likely to rub off on partner
and make an outing colourless on the romance front.

Love Focus: On the romance front, don’t spoil each other’s mood
over trivial issue if you want to enjoy a beautiful evening together.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Yellow

Patralekhaa
and
Rajkummar
Rao have been
in a
relationship
for many
years.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

All aches and pains you have been suffering
from simply disappear. The money you
had been expecting is not likely to
materialise soon. An excellent
professional opportunity is likely to
come your way today. Those living away
from family will have a wonderful time
with close ones while on a break. This is the
best day to travel long distances. You are likely

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Rishi Kapoor approached Pran for Aa Ab Laut
Chalen (1999) but the latter declined as he
was ill and thought that if he passed away
during the shoot, the film would suffer.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3078
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

NU VEE
NOTIR
ABCUDT
EF LSHY
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

P

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Venue, intro, abduct, fleshy
ANSWER: Heredity is nothing but stored environment. -Luther
Burbank

atralekhaa has her
hands full. The actor will
soon be seen in a web
film and has also signed
her first Kannada project.
Enjoying this busy phase, she
is clearly not complaining. She
also says that, from now on,
she only wants to discuss
about her work, because for
too long she has only been
talking about things other
than her work, especially her
relationship with actor
Rajkummar Rao.
“I’m doing good (on the
work front). And that’s all I
want to talk about,” she says,
when asked if she is planning
to take her relationship with
her long-time boyfriend to the
next level.
The actor, who made her
Bollywood debut alongside
Rajkummar in CityLights
(2014), adds, “We are both
blessed that we have each
other [in our life]. We are a
great support system for each
other, but our professional
lives are very different. He is
doing his things that I love
watching, and I’m doing my
own [projects]. But it’s not
going to collide right now.
That’s why I don’t want to talk
about it. Most of the time it
becomes about our
relationship and my work gets
diluted.” Patralekhaa may
have had a slow start in her
career, having done just three
films in five years, but she does
not believe in looking back. In
fact, she says she feels that her

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
YOU
2018 | 16+| 1 season| Crime
Drama

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Juhi Chakraborty

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Penn Badgley,
Elizabeth Lail, Shay Mitchell
Synopsis: Obsessed with an
aspiring writer, a charming
bookstore manager goes to
extreme measures to insert
himself into her life.

Starring: Phoebe WallerBridge, Sian Clifford

FLEABAG
2016| 18+| 1 season| Comedy

Synopsis: A hilarious window
into the mind of a dry-witted,
sexual, angry, grief-riddled
woman, as she hurls herself at
modern living in London.
Starring: Ranvir Shorey, Purbi
Joshi, Omi Vaidya

Rajkummar Rao
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

“career is heading towards a
new direction” — case in point
her role in her web film
Badnaam Gali, where she is
playing the role of a surrogate
mother.
“The digital platforms are
giving us (actors) so much
work. My role in this film is so
unique. I am at a point in my
career where I’m only looking
for good parts. I am calling up
people when I get to know that
they’re working on something
interesting and if there is a
great character they are
writing,” she concludes.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

METRO PARK
2019| 13+| 1 Season| Comedy

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

‘Won’ttalkabout
myrelationship’

_________ is nothing but stored environment.
-Luther Burbank (8)

Synopsis: Kinjal enjoys the
new suburban life while
Kannan struggles to adjust. A
techie Poojari comes over
leaving them stunned.

Annabelle:
Creation at
1658

EDITOR’S
PICK

0938 Spy Kids
1242 The Karate
Kid
1506 Rampage
1658 Annabelle: Creation
1950 GI Joe: The Rise
Of Cobra
2100 The Hangover

The Amazing Spider-Man
at 1442
1045 The Incredibles
1253 WALL-E
1442 The Amazing
Spider-Man
1716 Ice Age: Collision
Course
1907 Men In Black II
2317 The Expendables 3

Megamind at 1923
1101 Wild Wild West
1245 Horrible Bosses
1418 Brick Mansions

0635 Durga IPS
0928 Vaishnavi
1217 Khoonkhar
1451 Players
1829 Bhaagamathie
2333 Patel S.I.R

Starring: Vikrant Massey,
Harleen Sethi

BROKEN BUT BEAUTIFUL
2018| 18+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: When love gives
two heartbroken people a
second chance, a beautiful love
story begins.

Starring: Atul Kulkarni, Priya
Bapat, Siddharth Chandekar

CITY OF DREAMS
2019| 15+| 1 Season| Drama

Synopsis: An assassination
attempt on Mumbai’s most
polarising politico triggers a
dirty game of power and
politics in the Gaikwad family.

Namak Halaal at 1510
1200 Ghar Sansar
1510 Namak Halaal
1850 Ishqbaaz Gunda
2110 The Real Don
Returns

Daring Policewala
at 1707
1030 Ra.One
1337 Mann
1707 Daring Policewala
2000 Fukrey Returns
2249 Train To Busan
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